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00:00:01 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3547H(S)WNVC

00:30:00 Native Report (CC) N/A #1113H(S)WDSE

01:00:00 Backstage Pass
Betty Joplin

Grammy nominated Michigan favorite Betty Joplin lends her vocal styling to some of the greatest standards ever written. Includes "At Last,"
"Stormy Weather," and more. Joplin is backed by Larry Barrs, guitar; Jim Alfredson, keyboards; Jeff Shoup, drums. Recorded at Lansing
JazzFest 2015 in the capital city's historic Old Town district.

(CC) N/A #707H(S)NETA

01:30:00 Music Voyager
The Capital of Salsa

The Colombian city of Cali, known as the world capital of salsa, also serves as the urban center of the country's Afro-Pacific culture. Host Jacob
Edgar discovers why Columbia adopted as its native style the upbeat tropical dance music of salsa. He meets Grupo Niche, one of the world's
most famous salsa bands, for a performance at their private club Dulce con Dulce, and explores the famous Juanchito neighborhood where salsa
clubs line the streets. A four- time world champion salsa dance team demonstrates their moves in a square in downtown Cali (Plaza Caicedo),
while the electronic duet No DJs provides a taste of cutting-edge Latin music. This episode also explores the local Afro-Pacific music with an
intimate performance by Grupo Bahia on the banks of the Rio Melendez, and young bloods Herencia de Timbiqui demonstrate their funky
grooves in the streets of the old city. Finally, Edgar jams in Matildelina with the hippest salsa band in Colombia, La-33, who bring a modern
attitude to this classic style.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Xerox Rochester International Jazz Festival
Elizabeth Shepherd

Vocalist/pianist Elizabeth Shepherd arrived on the international scene in 2006 when her debut album "Start to Move" was voted one of the top
jazz albums of the year by the listeners of the influential Gilles Peterson Show on BBC Radio Worldwide. Since then, the Toronto-based soul jazz
innovator has released two widely acclaimed records and toured extensively in North America, Europe and Japan. Elizabeth has sold out
legendary clubs from Tokyo to Detroit, played festivals like Montreal and North Sea Jazz Festivals, and shared the stage with Branford Marsalis
and Christian McBride.

(CC) N/A #805H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Native Waters: A Chitimacha Recollection
The Chitimacha, the 1,000-member tribe known as "the People of Many Waters," are heirs to an unbroken 8,000-year past. Living off the bounty
of Louisiana's Atchafalaya Basin, one of the richest inland estuaries on the continent, this indigenous nation persists and rejuvenates its culture
despite gradually losing its ancestral territory to environmental and man-made forces. NATIVE WATERS: A CHITIMACHA RECOLLECTION
journeys into sacred places of the Atchafalaya Basin with author Roger Stouff, the son of the last chief of the Chitimacha Indians and a keeper of
his family's oral tradition. Stouff shares native stories, beliefs and perspectives about this often overlooked people. An avid fly-fisherman, Stouff
laments the certain demise of the river basin, the depletion of its sacred fishing and hunting grounds and the painful "vanishings" of the time-
honored Chitimacha way of life.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

03:30:00 Sousa on the Rez: Marching to the Beat of a Different Drum
Native American music may not conjure images of tubas, trumpets and John Phillip Sousa marches. Yet this vibrant musical tradition has been a
part of Native American culture for more than 100 years. SOUSA ON THE REZ: MARCHING TO THE BEAT OF A DIFFERENT DRUM traces the
origins of the four remaining multi-generational, community-based tribal bands: the Iroquois Indian Band from upstate New York, the Fort Mojave
Tribal Band from Needles, Calif., the Zuni Pueblo Band from northwestern New Mexico and the Navajo Nation Band from Arizona. Combining
profiles of contemporary bands with fresh historical research, SOUSA ON THE REZ offers an unexpected and engaging picture of this little-
known aspect of the Native music scene.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Echoes of a Bitter Crossing: Lewis & Clark In Idaho
ECHOES OF A BITTER CROSSING: LEWIS & CLARK IN IDAHO is a one-hour documentary on the crucial Idahoan segment of Meriwether
Lewis and William Clark's 1804-1806 daring expedition from St. Louis to the Pacific coast.  Nearly 200 years later, people are still retracing the
explorers' journey of discovery, in which the Idaho crossing played a major role. This is where the expedition almost ended in failure - where the
nearly starved explorers were revived by the hospitality, care and food of the Nez Perce tribe.  In interviews with Lewis and Clark experts, and
with members of the Nez Perce tribe from Idaho and neighboring states, the program highlights the difficult passage through Idaho. Among those
featured are Gary Moulton, University of Nebraska history professor and editor of the Lewis & Clark journals; and Steven Russell of Iowa State
University's Department of Electrical Engineering. One of the inventors of the Global Positioning System, Russell now is using the system to map
the exact location of the historic trail through Idaho.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APT

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #434KCSM
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08:00:00 Zula Patrol
Blue Moon/Going Through A Phase

BLUE MOON: Wizzy and Wigg journey to Earth's Moon to prove their separate theories: Wizzy believes the Moon is made out of cheese, and
Wigg is certain the Man in the Moon inhabits it. During their adventure, they learn the truth about the Moon's surface, as well as how important it
is not to take off without letting a team member know where you're going. GOING THROUGH A PHASE: Bula gets sprayed with Zulabane Plant
pollen and is turned into a Zulean Were-Mouse. Bula is certain his days as a member of the Zula Patrol Team are over until he learns to make
use of his condition rather than give up because of it. Bula takes advantage of his Were-mouse powers to save his friends from a Zula Cave Kitty.
While Multo searches for a cure, the other Zula Patrollers study the phases of the Moon so they can help free Bula from his Were-Mouse curse.

(CC) DVI #107(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab
Stranger in a Strange Lab/Sturm Und Drang

(CC) N/A #124H(S)APTEX

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Arm Conditioning

(CC) N/A #310H(S)ACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: The Esmonde Technique (CC) DVI #1026H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Functional and Fun Exercises for the Feet

This workout begins with a fun segment dedicated to keeping your feet happy and healthy.

(CC) N/A #1504H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Sewing with Nancy
Favorite Scarves to Sew, Part 1

Turn a rectangle of fabric into a fabulous accessory. Scarves are fashion statements that are as enjoyable to create as they are to wear. Nancy
and her guest, Donna Fenske, highlight some of Nancy's favorite scarf techniques from past shows that can be quickly created in a variety of
fabrics.

(CC) N/A #3003H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Springtime Tees

Just because the weather is warm doesn't mean you have to put down your needles and hooks! Deborah is joined by Ellen Gormley who will
show how to crochet up the Whole Latte Love Tee with an easy openwork yoke and textured stripes. Lena will then show how to stitch up the Knit
Lace Sampler T-shirt. Ellen is in the stitch corner with the Fishbone stitch.

(CC) DVI #713H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Shattered Dresden

One of the most popular quilt designs of the 1920's and 30's-the Dresden Plate pattern takes on a modern flavor in this medallion-style quilt.
Patrick is joined by Dodi Poulsen in this episode as they teach techniques for making the perfect Dresden block, the applique choices and design
options for making this quilt.

(CC) N/A #2812H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7090H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Ellie's Real Good Food
Dueling Schedules Dinner Challenge

It can be a challenge to put dinner together in a working household. And then what happens when you're working opposite shifts? Ellie helps a
frazzled couple trying to get healthy weeknight dinners on the table when conflicting schedules and priorities intervene. Recipes: Shrimp with
spinach, garlic and smoked paprika; Peach chicken with crispy bread crumbs. 3-Ingredient Recipe: Two-minute mango-coconut sorbet.

(CC) N/A #109H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Annabel Langbein: The Free Range Cook
The Ultimate Cookout

Annabel Langbein jetboats across Lake Wanaka to pick luscious raspberries, then returns to her cabin to cook a glorious dinner of grilled chicken
and vegetables from her garden. Her silky lemon tart is a show-stopping finish to the ultimate summer meal. Recipes from this episode: love-me-
tender sponge, ten-minute raspberry jam, raspberry vinegar, brined and grilled butterfly chicken, new potatoes with hazelnut pesto, grilled
broccoli salad, char-grilled corn on the cob, silky lemon tart, tropical sundowners.

(CC) N/A #113H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Taste of Louisiana with Chef John Folse & Company: Hooks, Lies & Alibis
Fish Markets/Gaspergou - Baton Rouge, La

In this episode, John visits the famous Tony's Seafood Market in Baton Rouge and learns the secrets behind their success. John picks up a
beautiful gaspergou and travels to New Orleans with his friend Leah Chase and creates a gorgeous backed gasperou like Leah's mother used to
make on special occasions. Then Leah teaches John how to make her famous turtle stew. Later John is joined by outdoorsman and seafood
wrangler extraordinaire, Rick Phillips and cooks a fricassee of gaspergou. Then later, both make a rice and tomato-stuffed carp. After a hard day
of cooking, John and Rick share a bayou Bloody Mary with friends.

(CC) N/A #1306H(S)APTEX
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14:30:00 Jacques Pepin: Heart & Soul
Taste Bud Temptations

Classic French cuisine didn't include raw fish when Jacques was growing up, but now both he and his wife Gloria indulge their appreciation for
the natural delicacy with his first recipe of tuna tartare with bagel chips and radishes. Tuna makes a second appearance on the show in the
canned version when Jacques combines four simple ingredients to make tuna mascarpone cream, a perfect party appetizer. Jacques then
prepares a Spanish tortilla in a step-by-step demonstration, a piece de resistance for any brunch menu. Jacques' granddaughter Shorey stops by
to help make a strawberry confiture and a velvety caramelized pear custard. The perfect way to end the meal!

(CC) N/A #109H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Precious Metal Clay and Crystals

Create something to treasure. Jewelry-making expert and author Tammy Honaman creates a silver 3-D pendant with precious metal clay and
then adds crystals. In her Beading Lesson, Katie uses flat wire and some of her favorite focal beads to make beaded bangle bracelets to match
any outfit.

(CC) N/A #2301H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Make It Artsy
Embrace Imperfection

Embrace imperfection as you make art. Metalwork artist Mary Hettmansperger playfully collages with fabric and mediums to create wall art.
Author and artist Jane Dunnewold takes the basic square into new directions. Julie Fei-Fan Balzer uses a masking technique to create layers of
watercolor effects. Jane Dunnewold shares her artistic perspective.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)NETA

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Money Moves

When money moves between individuals or groups it is called a transaction. Join the Biz Kids and you'll follow a single dollar bill as it moves from
a depositor's hand across the counter, down to the vault, over to the Federal Reserve, and finally out to a project the bank is financing. Visit the
branch of a real credit union inside a high school where the students are the tellers. Watch the ebb and flow of money as the kids examine the
concepts of supply and demand. Meet a young man who began collecting books to read to his grandmother and soon found himself as the head
of a national book business.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Outer Limits

Break the creative boundaries and travel to the outer limits. Blast off as Jenny Barnett-Rohrs makes a bottle rocket. Katie Hacker tracks the
journey on a decorated bulletin board. Franz Spohn makes portraits with candy beads and we'll make a sparkly Easter decoration from blogger
Jen Goode.

(CC) DVI #1807H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Homesteaders USA

Allen Smith breaks down the basics of homesteading for beginners. From kitchen to bath, the experts have you covered for your journey to being
self-sufficient.

(CC) N/A #1501H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
The 50-Mile Bouquet: Why Local Matters with Flowers, Too (Skagit Valley, Wa)

We've all heard the term "sustainably grown." But have you ever stopped to consider that it can apply to more than food? In fact, the flowers you
put on your dinner table (unless you grew them yourself) are likely loaded with pesticides that were applied when they were growing in foreign
countries thousands of miles away. While the multi-billion-dollar floral industry creates a beautiful product, the growing practices to bring it to
market are anything but. Fortunately, a new and local industry for organic and sustainably grown cut flowers is springing up and gaining
momentum all across America. These farmers care deeply about not only their product but also the methods used to grow them. In this episode,
Joe visits Jello Mold Farm in the beautiful Skagit Valley, WA to see how this small farm operation has created a successful business while caring
for the environment.

(CC) N/A #704H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #14240H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1347H(S)WNVT

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #8175(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Global 3000
Iran: In Vitro Fertilization

There's little unspoiled nature left in Jordan. 80 percent of the country is desert - and the desert is getting bigger. Global 3000 looks at projects
aimed at preserving the country's biodiversity in the face of desertification.

(CC) N/A #946H(S)WNVC
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20:00:00 Song of the Mountains
Molly Rose Band / Junior Sisk & Ramblers Choice

(CC) N/A #1218H(S)NETA

21:00:00 Woodsongs
Linkin' Bridge and Run Boy Run

LINKIN' BRIDGE is a singing group from the West End of Louisville, Kentucky. They are best known for their warm harmonies and emotional
performances. Whether on stage, on a corner, these guys deliver power and conviction driven by their passion to unite the world through music
and love. The band exploded on the world stage with their music and story when they were finalists on the NBC's "America's Got Talent". The
band is now national recognized and has over 500M video views. RUN BOY RUN exists comfortably in the tension between tradition and the
musical frontier. This Tucson five piece Run Boy Run blends bluegrass, folk and the old timey American vernacular with touches of classical and
turn of the century details. in the tension between tradition and frontier bluegrass and folk. From winning the band contest at Pickin' In The Pines
(mere weeks after forming in 2009) and a special appearance at the Telluride Bluegrass Festival in 2012, to two appearances on NPR's 'A Prairie
Home, they were tagged by Paste Magazine as "One of the top 10 Arizona bands to hear now." Their new album is 'Something to Someone'.
WoodSongs Kid: Cane Mill Road is a talented teenage bluegrass trio from Deep Gap, North Carolina.

(CC) N/A #2009H(S)NETA

22:00:00 Film School Shorts
America

'80s-inspired comedy Total Freak tells the story of how a boy's pursuit of his first summer camp kiss awakens a monster from the deep. Directed
by Andrew Ellmaker. Next, Iranian-born Rita sets out to change her life from ordinary to extraordinary in Rita Mahtoubian is Not a Terrorist,
starring Patrick Fugit. Directed by Roja Gashtili and Julia Lerman. And one robot learns that fitting in isn't all it's cracked up to be when his new
human form attracts the wrong kind of attention in post-9/11 America in Timmy II. Directed by Imran J. Kahn.

(CC) N/A #402H(S)NETA

22:30:00 On Story
Queens of Comedy: A Conversation with Paula Pell

With Saturday Night Live and the movies Sisters and This is 40 in her credits, Paula Pell is the queen of comedy. In this episode, Pell talks about
her background in theater, creating characters that stick, and drawing from a funny family.

(CC) N/A #706H(S)NETA

23:00:00 Science Goes to the Movies
Real Cyborgs

Guest: Dr. Phillip Kennedy. Movies: Justice League, Cyborg City. HBO has the Mother of Dragons, but Science Goes to the Movies has the
Father of Cyborgs. And ours is a real life neuroscientist, Dr. Phillip Kennedy.

(CC) N/A #409H(S)EPS

23:30:00 Theater Talk
Tiny Beautiful Things and Noel Coward's Salute

Guests are writer/actor Mia Vandalos and writer Marshall Heyman discussing their theatrical adaptation of Cheryl Strayed's best-selling book with
co-hosts Susan Haskins and Tony-winning playwright Warren Leight.

(CC) N/A #1105H(S)EPS
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00:00:01 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1347H(S)WNVT

00:30:00 Global 3000
Iran: In Vitro Fertilization

There's little unspoiled nature left in Jordan. 80 percent of the country is desert - and the desert is getting bigger. Global 3000 looks at projects
aimed at preserving the country's biodiversity in the face of desertification.

(CC) N/A #946H(S)WNVC

01:00:00 Song of the Mountains
Molly Rose Band / Junior Sisk & Ramblers Choice

(CC) N/A #1218H(S)NETA

02:00:00 Woodsongs
Linkin' Bridge and Run Boy Run

LINKIN' BRIDGE is a singing group from the West End of Louisville, Kentucky. They are best known for their warm harmonies and emotional
performances. Whether on stage, on a corner, these guys deliver power and conviction driven by their passion to unite the world through music
and love. The band exploded on the world stage with their music and story when they were finalists on the NBC's "America's Got Talent". The
band is now national recognized and has over 500M video views. RUN BOY RUN exists comfortably in the tension between tradition and the
musical frontier. This Tucson five piece Run Boy Run blends bluegrass, folk and the old timey American vernacular with touches of classical and
turn of the century details. in the tension between tradition and frontier bluegrass and folk. From winning the band contest at Pickin' In The Pines
(mere weeks after forming in 2009) and a special appearance at the Telluride Bluegrass Festival in 2012, to two appearances on NPR's 'A Prairie
Home, they were tagged by Paste Magazine as "One of the top 10 Arizona bands to hear now." Their new album is 'Something to Someone'.
WoodSongs Kid: Cane Mill Road is a talented teenage bluegrass trio from Deep Gap, North Carolina.

(CC) N/A #2009H(S)NETA

03:00:00 Film School Shorts
America

'80s-inspired comedy Total Freak tells the story of how a boy's pursuit of his first summer camp kiss awakens a monster from the deep. Directed
by Andrew Ellmaker. Next, Iranian-born Rita sets out to change her life from ordinary to extraordinary in Rita Mahtoubian is Not a Terrorist,
starring Patrick Fugit. Directed by Roja Gashtili and Julia Lerman. And one robot learns that fitting in isn't all it's cracked up to be when his new
human form attracts the wrong kind of attention in post-9/11 America in Timmy II. Directed by Imran J. Kahn.

(CC) N/A #402H(S)NETA

03:30:00 On Story
Queens of Comedy: A Conversation with Paula Pell

With Saturday Night Live and the movies Sisters and This is 40 in her credits, Paula Pell is the queen of comedy. In this episode, Pell talks about
her background in theater, creating characters that stick, and drawing from a funny family.

(CC) N/A #706H(S)NETA

04:00:00 Science Goes to the Movies
Real Cyborgs

Guest: Dr. Phillip Kennedy. Movies: Justice League, Cyborg City. HBO has the Mother of Dragons, but Science Goes to the Movies has the
Father of Cyborgs. And ours is a real life neuroscientist, Dr. Phillip Kennedy.

(CC) N/A #409H(S)EPS

04:30:00 Theater Talk
Tiny Beautiful Things and Noel Coward's Salute

Guests are writer/actor Mia Vandalos and writer Marshall Heyman discussing their theatrical adaptation of Cheryl Strayed's best-selling book with
co-hosts Susan Haskins and Tony-winning playwright Warren Leight.

(CC) N/A #1105H(S)EPS

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #435KCSM

08:00:00 Beauty of Oil Painting with Gary and Kathwren Jenkins
Orchid of the Tropics

This time Gary paints an orchid surrounded by the lush greenery of a tropical rainforest. Gary pays attention to the color intensity and makes use
of grayscale. This allows a painter to determine how strong the color value must be. This orchid is framed between gold leaf foil at the top and
bottom of the canvas.

(CC) N/A #520H(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Painting with Wilson Bickford
Birch Forest, Part 1

In Part I, Wilson lays the acrylic under-painting and masks out the trees. This foundation will be followed by oil glazes that will bring this sunny
summer birch forest to life.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)NETA
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09:00:00 Landscapes Through Time with David Dunlop
J.M.W. Turner's Visions of Veni

J.M.W. Turner (1775-1851) traveled to Venice three times and his experimentation in Venice served as a sensual catalyst for his future work.
David discusses Turner's watercolor techniques in front of the iconic baroque cathedral Santa Maria della Salute, overlooking the Grand Canal.
He then paints an oil sketch overlooking the Dogana and San Giorgio Maggiore, the same scenes immortalized in many of Turner's transcendent
paintings from Venice.

(CC) DVI #201H(S)NETA

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: The Esmonde Technique (CC) DVI #1027H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Yardsticks and Bands

Opening this program is a unique warm-up routine using a yardstick. Later in the show, Mary Ann focuses on upper and lower body strengthening
using bands.

(CC) N/A #1505H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Fat Blaster 1

(CC) N/A #120HACCES

11:00:00 Delicious TV's Vegan Mashup
Chef's Favorite

These 5-star favorites are destined to become yours favoritetoo! You won't believe it's vegan! And who knew you could make your own vegan
sausage? Toni Fiore is making a rich Shiitake Mushroom Hot and Sour Soup. Miyoko Schinner is making a beautiful rustic Mixed Berry Galette.
Watch Terry Hope Romero mix and wrap her savory Maple Breakfast Sausages.

(CC) DVI #306H(S)NETA

11:30:00 Mexico -- One Plate at a Time with Rick Bayless
The Hunt for Caribbean Lobster

Deep in the Sian Ka'an nature reserve, there's a seriously remote village called Punta Allen, where a team from the local sustainable lobster
fishing cooperative brings Rick and chef Juan Pablo Loza out for an afternoon at sea. The day's catch? A Caribbean lobster, simply prepared in
coconut soup. Back at the ultra-luxe Rosewood Mayakoba resort, Juan Pablo showcases the tranquil resort gardens before preparing a feast of
grilled lobster zarandeado with adobo mayo and sweet corn puree in the kitchen of La Ceiba, an outdoor garden party area. Inspired by the
tropical abundance, Rick heads to his backyard garden with master gardener Bill Shores before making greens with grilled honey-lime dressing
and a sweet-and-spicy, chipotle-honey glazed shrimp dish.

(CC) N/A #1101H(S)APTEX

12:00:00 Lidia's Kitchen
Ragu

The key to a delicious meal is coaxing a lot of flavor from an ingredient, whether it is meat or vegetables. In this episode, Lidia shares two ragu
recipes: lamb and pepper ragu; and a chestnut and mushroom ragu: a heart, flavorful medley of chestnuts and mushrooms that make for a
satisfying vegetarian ragu.

(CC) N/A #409H(S)APTEX

12:30:00 Moveable Feast with Fine Cooking
Durham, North Carolina - Andrea and Brendan Reusing

From rooftop to rain in North Carolina, Moveable Feasthost Pete Evans is joined by the Lantern restaurant co-founders and siblings Andrea and
Brendan Reusing to create an amazing local feast. The team visits the small Chapel Hill Creamery, known for its award-winning cheeses, and the
sustainability-driven EcoFarm for its fresh, organic produce. With the ingredients they've gathered, they prepare grilled country pork ribs with a
rhubarb relish; a warm kale salad with radishes, eggs, and a bacon dressing; and an appetizer of grilled bibb lettuce with mozzarella and
preserved lemon and spring onion dressing. Are your taste buds watering yet? Watch it all here on Moveable Feast with Fine Cooking Magazine.

(CC) N/A #412H(S)APTEX

13:00:00 Travels with Darley
Northern England and Wales

Visit stately castles and stunning landscapes in Northern England and Wales, including a famous film location from Harry Potter. Darley meets
the real life Calendar Girls to hear their inspiring story and walks the landscapes that inspired the Bronte Sisters to write famous works, including
Wuthering Heights. She also takes viewers to stunning and historic UNESCO World Heritage Sites, including Saltaire and the Pontcysyllte
Aqueduct.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Weekends with Yankee
Buried Treasure

New England is full of treasures large and small. In this episode, we meet lobsterman and photographer Joel Woods, who captures intimate
portraits of a hidden world-dramatic, gritty, and often-poignant snapshots of life aboard a lobster boat. Next, we set out along the coast of New
Hampshire to celebrate local oysters with star chef Jeremy Sewall. And finally, we uncover the world's only authenticated pirate ship-and reveal
treasures that have never before been seen in public.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX
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14:00:00 Rick Steves' Europe
Stockholm

Sweden's capital, confident and self-assured, glitters with souvenirs from the day when it ruled as a superpower. From pondering gilded royal
staterooms to sampling gourmet reindeer and sipping vodka in an ice bar, we experience the city's cultural highlights. Then we sail the
archipelago for the prettiest island-hopping in northern Europe.

(CC) N/A #609H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 Born to Explore with Richard Wiese
England: The Queen's Swan

Join Richard Wiese in England. He discovers that an unlikely bird, the swan, has played a key role in Britain's long line of proud traditions.
Richard visits the Abbotsbury Swannery, where caring for these magnificent birds is a royal institution. He meets the Queen's Swan Warden and
the Swan Herd and participates in a swan rescue.

(CC) N/A #112H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Garden Smart
As gardeners we think we know a thing or two about plants. But trees - maybe not so much. GardenSMART visits with an experienced grower
who provides valuable information about trees. A lot to learn; be sure to tune in.

(CC) N/A #4809H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Baby Makes 3
Side By Side

Travel is important to our couple, and they want to share their sense of worldwide wonder with their twins through an adventurous travel-themed
nursery.

(CC) N/A #208H(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Drexel Interview
African American Museum In Philadelphia

This installment of the program's museum series takes Host Paula Marantz Cohen on a tour of the African American Museum in Philadelphia.
Museum staff offer exclusive insight into permanent installations and a recent traveling exhibition, Arresting Patterns: Perspectives on Race,
Criminal Justice, Artistic Expression, and Community. Conversation and visual imagery throughout the tour reveal the rich cultural and historical
importance of this institution for mapping the trajectory of American democracy, freedom, and civil rights.

(CC) N/A #602HNETA

16:30:00 Overheard with Evan Smith
Jim Gaffigan, Comedian/Author

Jim Gaffigan is a Grammy nominated comedian, actor, writer, producer and two-time New York Times best-selling author. He is currently on his
Noble Ape international arena and theater comedy tour. This year he premiered his fifth one hour stand up special, Cinco, on Netflix. His latest
film is titled Chappaquiddick.

(CC) N/A #808H(S)NETA

17:00:00 Pen TV Program TBA
Place Holder for TBA Program

(N) N/A #0H(S)

17:30:00 Craftsman's Legacy
The Chairmaker

The century old tradition of building the Windsor Chair is a practical and elegant pursuit - host Eric Gorges and master craftsman Curtis Buchanan
give the viewer a front seat.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3547H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 The Open Mind
Problem-Solving Heroism

Guest: Tom Suozzi. Congressman Tom Suozzi talks about modeling a way forward for politics beyond dogma.

(CC) N/A #3818HNETA

19:00:00 Closer to Truth
Why Philosophy of Physics & Cosmology?

The observable universe may contain two trillion galaxies and there may be innumerable universes. Is there ultimate unification, a final theory?
Search for deep harmony. Discern deep meaning.

(CC) N/A #1709H(S)EPS

19:30:00 American Forum
Asia Rising

New Yorker Correspondent EVAN OSNOS on the Emergence of the New China Superpower and the Threat of Nuclear War with Korea.

(CC) N/A #311H(S)NETA
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20:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
Jonathan Edwards

INFINITY HALL LIVE showcases veteran folk singer/songwriter Jonathan Edwards, best known for his 1971 classic "Sunshine." The song - a
fierce proclamation of protest and independence set to deceptively upbeat music - became an anthem for numerous young people who opposed
the Vietnam War. Today, Edwards seems more comfortable as a laid-back troubadour than a political radical. Often performing on stage barefoot
(as he does at Infinity Hall), Edwards demonstrates an expertise with the guitar, mandolin, and accordion to create his own brand of acoustic folk-
rock. His heart-felt lyrics and easy-going style continue to please his loyal fans as well as win over new ones. Edwards and his band - Moondi
Klein on guitar, Charlie Rose on banjo, Tom Snow on piano and Joe Walsh on mandolin - perform songs primarily from his 2011 album, My Love
Will Keep, such as the stunning a cappella rendition of "This Island Earth." But he doesn't disappoint his longtime fans and offers exuberant
performances of the classics "Sunshine" and "Shanty," the latter which came to be known as a "Friday song" for many radio stations who would
play it every Friday night at 5 to kick off the weekend. "I love playing rooms like this," Edwards says of Infinity Hall. "[It's like] we're playing in a big
guitar ...or a Steinway grand piano. It feels like we're inside something like that and the music just vibrates and lives very much in a place like
this."

(CC) N/A #111H(S)APTEX

21:00:00 Front and Center
Steve Vai

Legendary guitarist Steve Vai takes to the stage in the smallest room that he has performed in in years. Voted the 10th Greatest Guitarist
byGuitar Worldmagazine, Vai treats fans to selections throughout his three decade long career. Vai began his career as a transcriptionist for
Frank Zappa in 1978 before joining his band from 1980-1983. As an independent guitarist he has won three Grammy Awards and has produced
eight studio albums, two EPs, two special albums, eight live albums, twelve soundtracks, twenty compilation albums, and six DVD releases. Vai's
solo sophomore release, Passion and Warfare, has earned gold certification in the US.

(CC) N/A #705H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 Globe Trekker
Road Trip: Rust Belt Highway, USA

Globe Trekker Megan McCormick takes to the road to explore the industrial heartland of America. This atmospheric and evocative road trip goes
through some of America's most underrated regions and beautiful country sides. Megan goes through the cities of Pittsburgh, Detroit and Flint,
Michigan, along the famous Highway 61 before we skirt the shores of the Great Lakes. In Ohio, she visits Cleveland, Toledo and Akron, the
former Rubber Capital of the World. This episode looks at what remains of the industries that made America great, and how the Rust Belt is
transforming itself, and looking to the future in the 21st Century.

(CC) N/A #1601H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Arts In Context
Lift The Heart

Anuradha Naimpally started Austin Dance India in her garage 25 years ago so that she should share her love of traditional Indian dance to her
community. Extended: Twenty five years ago, Anuradha Naimpally started Austin Dance India in her garage so that she should share her love of
traditional Indian dance to her community. Now Austin Dance India is the preeminent performance company and school in Austin for Bharata
Natyam dance. From teaching young students to putting on big showcases, Naimpally and Austin Dance India empower girls and women and
give them a strong, tangible connection to their culture.

(CC) N/A #807H(S)NETA

23:30:00 Articulate with Jim Cotter
Feminist Fatale

Carsie Blanton is using an old school musical form- jazz- to help change the way women are perceived today. Matthew Neenan - From a very
young age, life has been a dance for choreographer Matthew Neenan. Modigliani - Amedeo Modigliani died a broken man. His art, especially
sculptures, have endured. Luis Cruz Azaceta - Since the 1970s, the paintings and drawings of the Cuban American artist Luis Cruz Azaceta,
have reflected on some of society's great modern tragedies.

(CC) N/A #112H(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 Closer to Truth
Why Philosophy of Physics & Cosmology?

The observable universe may contain two trillion galaxies and there may be innumerable universes. Is there ultimate unification, a final theory?
Search for deep harmony. Discern deep meaning.

(CC) N/A #1709H(S)EPS

00:30:00 American Forum
Asia Rising

New Yorker Correspondent EVAN OSNOS on the Emergence of the New China Superpower and the Threat of Nuclear War with Korea.

(CC) N/A #311H(S)NETA

01:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
Jonathan Edwards

INFINITY HALL LIVE showcases veteran folk singer/songwriter Jonathan Edwards, best known for his 1971 classic "Sunshine." The song - a
fierce proclamation of protest and independence set to deceptively upbeat music - became an anthem for numerous young people who opposed
the Vietnam War. Today, Edwards seems more comfortable as a laid-back troubadour than a political radical. Often performing on stage barefoot
(as he does at Infinity Hall), Edwards demonstrates an expertise with the guitar, mandolin, and accordion to create his own brand of acoustic folk-
rock. His heart-felt lyrics and easy-going style continue to please his loyal fans as well as win over new ones. Edwards and his band - Moondi
Klein on guitar, Charlie Rose on banjo, Tom Snow on piano and Joe Walsh on mandolin - perform songs primarily from his 2011 album, My Love
Will Keep, such as the stunning a cappella rendition of "This Island Earth." But he doesn't disappoint his longtime fans and offers exuberant
performances of the classics "Sunshine" and "Shanty," the latter which came to be known as a "Friday song" for many radio stations who would
play it every Friday night at 5 to kick off the weekend. "I love playing rooms like this," Edwards says of Infinity Hall. "[It's like] we're playing in a big
guitar ...or a Steinway grand piano. It feels like we're inside something like that and the music just vibrates and lives very much in a place like
this."

(CC) N/A #111H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Front and Center
Steve Vai

Legendary guitarist Steve Vai takes to the stage in the smallest room that he has performed in in years. Voted the 10th Greatest Guitarist
byGuitar Worldmagazine, Vai treats fans to selections throughout his three decade long career. Vai began his career as a transcriptionist for
Frank Zappa in 1978 before joining his band from 1980-1983. As an independent guitarist he has won three Grammy Awards and has produced
eight studio albums, two EPs, two special albums, eight live albums, twelve soundtracks, twenty compilation albums, and six DVD releases. Vai's
solo sophomore release, Passion and Warfare, has earned gold certification in the US.

(CC) N/A #705H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Globe Trekker
Road Trip: Rust Belt Highway, USA

Globe Trekker Megan McCormick takes to the road to explore the industrial heartland of America. This atmospheric and evocative road trip goes
through some of America's most underrated regions and beautiful country sides. Megan goes through the cities of Pittsburgh, Detroit and Flint,
Michigan, along the famous Highway 61 before we skirt the shores of the Great Lakes. In Ohio, she visits Cleveland, Toledo and Akron, the
former Rubber Capital of the World. This episode looks at what remains of the industries that made America great, and how the Rust Belt is
transforming itself, and looking to the future in the 21st Century.

(CC) N/A #1601H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Arts In Context
Lift The Heart

Anuradha Naimpally started Austin Dance India in her garage 25 years ago so that she should share her love of traditional Indian dance to her
community. Extended: Twenty five years ago, Anuradha Naimpally started Austin Dance India in her garage so that she should share her love of
traditional Indian dance to her community. Now Austin Dance India is the preeminent performance company and school in Austin for Bharata
Natyam dance. From teaching young students to putting on big showcases, Naimpally and Austin Dance India empower girls and women and
give them a strong, tangible connection to their culture.

(CC) N/A #807H(S)NETA

04:30:00 Articulate with Jim Cotter
Feminist Fatale

Carsie Blanton is using an old school musical form- jazz- to help change the way women are perceived today. Matthew Neenan - From a very
young age, life has been a dance for choreographer Matthew Neenan. Modigliani - Amedeo Modigliani died a broken man. His art, especially
sculptures, have endured. Luis Cruz Azaceta - Since the 1970s, the paintings and drawings of the Cuban American artist Luis Cruz Azaceta,
have reflected on some of society's great modern tragedies.

(CC) N/A #112H(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #436KCSM

08:00:00 Painting and Travel with Roger & Sarah Bansemer
Grandfather's House

Visit a unique turn of the century summer home in Ipswich, Mass. built by Sarah's grandfather, Arthur Shurcliff, an acclaimed landscape architect.
Roger chooses to paint the garden with the stone tower in it designed for architect Shurcliff's six children to enjoy.

(CC) N/A #308H(S)NETA
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08:30:00 Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
A Watchful Eye, Part 2

In episode 2, Jerry shows his viewers the importance of using multiple layers of lighter values of the yellow-gold mixture to begin the process of
making the moon brighter using a #6 bristle brush and a scumbling technique. He then discusses the layout of the composition of the pine trees.
He then finishes by showing how to create the dark mixture for painting in the pine trees.

(CC) N/A #2302H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Wyland's Art Studio
Pipeline Wave

Art Lesson: Brush technique. Learn the feel of the paint on the brush: to know how much paint is needed for a thick or thin application of color.
The thicker the paint, the richer the darks, and the lighter the lights. Like any skill, learning brush strokes happens through patience and practice.
Wyland's depiction of a wave at the famous pipeline, off the north shore of Oahu, creates a perfect testing ground for brushwork. Discover how to
hold a brush loaded with paint and still make a sensitive stroke so almost no paint comes off. Skills acquired here may be refined for further
practice.

(CC) N/A #603HAPTEX

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: The Esmonde Technique (CC) DVI #1028H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Shoulder and Back Strength

Mary Ann guides viewers through a lively workout sharing exercises that help strengthen the shoulders and back.

(CC) N/A #1506H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Power Yoga: Mind and Body
Standing Forward Folds

With Standing Camel, Padahastasana, Parsvokonasana.

(CC) N/A #123(S)APTEX

11:00:00 Neven Maguire: Home Chef
Graham Neville, head chef in Residence on St. Stephen's Green in Dublin prepares lamb tartare and a turbot main course. Later, Neven makes
smoked belly of pork and a coconut pudding.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 New Orleans Cooking with Kevin Belton
Classic New Orleans

Seafood gumbo, corn maque choux, beignets.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

12:00:00 Ciao Italia
Squash Gnocchi - Gnocchi Di Zucca Gialla

Mary Ann cooks with chef and restaurant owner Daniela Benvenuti in Grutti, Italy. The hard-working all-women cooking staff at Le Noci restaurant
is rare for Italy, as is the Gnocchi with Prunes Daniela and Mary Ann prepare. Mary Ann keeps the gnocchi coming, nella cucina, with Squash
Gnocchi. Bet you can't eat just one.

(CC) N/A #2507H(S)NETA

12:30:00 Mike Colameco's Real Food
Sicily Part 1

Chef Melissa Muller own the Sicilian restaurant Eolo in Chelsea she's also is writing a great new book on Sicilian food for Rizzoli So when Mike
wanted a culinary tour of the Island he's tapped Melissa to be his Sherpa. In this episode and the next they'll visit all nine provinces drink wine on
Mount Etna, taste the best fresh made cannoli, see cous cous made by hand, drink raw goats milk then the cheese made from it, and the list
goes on.

(CC) N/A #1415H(S)NETA

13:00:00 Journeys In India
Ahmedabad: Land of Gandhi

There is no figure in Indian history that rivals Gandhi. Bill explores the land Gandhi called home and in the process, learns about the man himself.
But Ahmedabad is more than Gandhi--its rich history and unusual architecture are revealed.

(CC) N/A #211H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Travel Detective with Peter Greenberg
Over The Top Airline Seats

The airline industry is one of the most competitive in the world, with carriers scrambling to pack more and more bodies on board. But, there's
another way airlines can turn a profit: charge more for the seats. CBS News Travel Editor Peter Greenberg tells us about some luxurious, over-
the-top airline seats. Plus, if you think Hilton Head, South Carolina offers nothing but golf and time shares, you might want to think again. Peter
shows us the hidden gems of the low country. Here's a hint: hope you like shrimp! And, it's a vacation of volunteer tourism unlike any other: a
special falcon sanctuary in Abu Dhabi.

(CC) DVI #205H(S)NETA
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14:00:00 Wild Photo Adventures
Birds of Viera Wetlands

Host and professional wildlife photographer Doug Gardner photographs a variety of birds at Viera Wetlands in Florida.

(CC) DVI #304H(S)NETA

14:30:00 Destination Craft with Jim West
India

Jim West travels to Jaipur, India where master artisans teach wood block printing, create henna designs, along with miniature painting and brass
inlay work. He also creates rangoli designs from rice and flowers, visits a family who make puppets in the Kathputhli Slums and creates India's
staple dish-dal bhat tarkari.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Woodsmith Shop
In The Shop with Details of Craftsmanship

Key techniques for building a Greene & Greene table are featured in Details of Craftsmanship.

(CC) N/A #905H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Rough Cut - Woodworking with Tommy Mac
Old Shop/New Shop

This week on Rough Cut Woodworking with Tommy Mac, it's out with the old, in with the new. Tommy's building his very own shop from the
ground up. Tommy and his team start by going over the plans for the shop with his architect Monte French, before heading over to Koopman's
Lumber to talk to Steve Ingram who explains what kind of lumber Tommy picked and why. Finally, they head back to the site to meet up with
building commissioner Ed Walsh, who reminds them it's not just about building a shop, it's building it safely. It's all part of the brand new season
of Rough Cut.

(CC) N/A #701H(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Radiant Bloom

Enjoy the radiant summer sunflower setting as Sarah Starr guides you expertly through a modified yoga practice with an emphasis on alignment -
dedicated to opening the full circumference of the hip-joints using a chair for support as well as gentle seated stretching for the upper body.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NETA

16:30:00 Second Opinion
Adhd In Adults

Patient Story: Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) starts in childhood but often can go unrecognized until later in life. In this episode,
Frank South shares his story of late diagnosis and the challenges he faces every day managing and adapting to life with ADHD. Myth or
Medicine: Is ADHD over-diagnosed? Second Opinion 5: Five signs of ADHD that are consistent in children and adults.

(CC) N/A #1205H(S)APTEX

17:00:00 Immense Possibilities
Story and Youth

Some children find their voice quickly and easily. Many don't. We sample Earth Seasoned, a new film about four girls who lived a full year out in
Oregon's rugged Cascade Mountains, and talk with a founder of the Heartisan Foundation, where youngsters are led to understand the stirring
power of their own personal stories.

(CC) N/A #604H(S)NETA

17:30:00 Well Read
Laurie Frankel / This Is How It Always Is

Laurie Frankel discusses This Is How It Always Is - a novel about revelations, transformations, fairy tales, and family. And it's about the ways this
is how it always is: Change is always hard and miraculous and hard again, parenting is always a leap into the unknown with crossed fingers and
full hearts, children grow but not always according to plan. And families with secrets don't get to keep them forever.

(CC) N/A #622H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 California's Gold
Trees

As we all know, California has some spectacular scenery and our great variety of trees makes up a large part of it. In this adventure, Huell visits
three "big" trees that are a great example of California's Gold.  First Huell travels to Santa Barbara to see the Moreton Bay Fig Tree.  Given to a
little girl as a gift from an Australian seaman, the sapling was planted in 1876. That little sapling is now the largest Moreton Bay Fig in the
continental U.S. The tree is 42 feet around its base, 80 feet tall and has a branch spread of 176 feet.  Next it's off to Temecula and the former
ranch of Erle Stanley Gardner, author of the Perry Mason Novels. On this spot stands the largest California Live Oak in the world. It stands 96
feet tall, with a trunk circumference of 20 feet and a branch spread of 590 feet. It is estimated to be at least 800 years old. This tree is so big that
most people think it is a grove of trees. We end the show in Kings Canyon National Park at the General Grant Tree.  This tree is the third largest
tree in the world. It stands 267 feet tall and is 2000 years old. What makes this tree so special is that it is our nation's official Christmas tree. The
tree was officially dedicated on April 28, 1926 by President Calvin Coolidge. Ever since 1926, people from the community and visitors from
around the world have trekked to the tree at Christmas time to celebrate our nation and the spirit of the holidays.

(CC) N/A #3013KCET

18:30:00 Fringe Benefits (CC) N/A #206H(S)NETA
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19:00:00 Blackademics Television
Straubhaar / Delgado / King

An Educational Anthropologist on Afro-Brazilian's Education Activism; An Obama White House staffer talks about career advancement with Allies,
Advocates and Investors; A Curriculum Expert on Rethinking the role of Black History in American Schools. Talks by Rolf Straubhaar, Tequia
Hicks Delgado and LaGarrett King.

(CC) N/A #505H(S)KNME

19:30:00 The Kamla Show Special
Pete Nicks-The Force Pt 1

(CC) N/A #141H(S)KAMLA

20:00:00 Black America
Social Media with Marcus Mabry

Esteemed journalist and Managing Editor of TwitterMoments, Marcus Mabry joins Carol Jenkins to shed some light on this powerful force known
to us as social media.

(CC) N/A #110H(S)EPS

20:30:00 Asian American Life
Did you know the first Chinese immigrants arrived in the US at the same time as the first Irish? It's part of the Chinese American experience
chronicled and explored by host Ernabel Demillo at the New York Historical Society's exhibit "Chinese American Exclusion/Inclusion." Got the
winter blues? Try therapeutic massage treatments as an alternative cure for winter illnesses, as Minnie Roh reports. For the first time, we're
seeing more Asian Americans in positions of power in New York government thanks to Mayor Bill de Blasio's cabinet appointments. Reporter
Paul Lin caught up with two of the commissioners.

(CC) N/A #210H(S)EPS

21:00:00 Song Stage
Jessamyn Rains (Folk Rock) Vs. Cedd The Light (R&B)

Like Brian, Jessamyn advanced only by wild card, and now must face an even more difficult opponent in Cedd the Light. His smooth vocals seem
to hypnotize any audience of any size. The question is, which one has the better second song?

(CC) N/A #207H(S)NETA

21:30:00 Song Stage
Season Finale

Only the three best artists remain, and as usual on Song Stage, they represent a wide variety of music styles. Each will have to choose the better
of the two songs they've played thus far....and hope they can give it the performance of a lifetime...because only one will win.

(CC) N/A #208H(S)NETA

22:00:00 Getting to the Nutcracker
"Getting to the Nutcracker" is a behind the scenes look at what it takes each year to produce the Nutcracker Ballet from auditions to final
performance, following the Los Angeles based, Marat Daukayev Ballet Theatre, led by the former Kirov star. Boys and girls, ages 3-18 are
profiled; passionate people who, with their families, make incredible sacrifices of time and money, just so that they may dance. The young
featured dancers have diverse backgrounds and very different life goals, which may or may not include dance. Executive Producer/Director
Serene Meshel-Dillman, a former dancer at the School of American Ballet and commercial television producer, allows the viewer an intimate,
behind-the-curtain view of the dancers, their teachers and families. The audience follows the dancers through the auditions, the rigorous hours of
training and rehearsals, and shares the joy of landing a principal role and the pain of losing one.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

23:00:00 Split Estate
Imagine discovering that you don't own the mineral rights under your land, and that an energy company plans to drill for natural gas two hundred
feet from your front door. Imagine having little recourse, other than accepting an unregulated industry in your backyard. Split Estate maps a
tragedy in the making, as citizens in the path of a new drilling boom in the Rocky Mountain West struggle against the erosion of their civil liberties,
their communities and their health.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA
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00:00:01 Blackademics Television
Straubhaar / Delgado / King

An Educational Anthropologist on Afro-Brazilian's Education Activism; An Obama White House staffer talks about career advancement with Allies,
Advocates and Investors; A Curriculum Expert on Rethinking the role of Black History in American Schools. Talks by Rolf Straubhaar, Tequia
Hicks Delgado and LaGarrett King.

(CC) N/A #505H(S)KNME

00:30:00 The Kamla Show Special
Pete Nicks-The Force Pt 1

(CC) N/A #141H(S)KAMLA

01:00:00 Black America
Social Media with Marcus Mabry

Esteemed journalist and Managing Editor of TwitterMoments, Marcus Mabry joins Carol Jenkins to shed some light on this powerful force known
to us as social media.

(CC) N/A #110H(S)EPS

01:30:00 Asian American Life
Did you know the first Chinese immigrants arrived in the US at the same time as the first Irish? It's part of the Chinese American experience
chronicled and explored by host Ernabel Demillo at the New York Historical Society's exhibit "Chinese American Exclusion/Inclusion." Got the
winter blues? Try therapeutic massage treatments as an alternative cure for winter illnesses, as Minnie Roh reports. For the first time, we're
seeing more Asian Americans in positions of power in New York government thanks to Mayor Bill de Blasio's cabinet appointments. Reporter
Paul Lin caught up with two of the commissioners.

(CC) N/A #210H(S)EPS

02:00:00 Song Stage
Jessamyn Rains (Folk Rock) Vs. Cedd The Light (R&B)

Like Brian, Jessamyn advanced only by wild card, and now must face an even more difficult opponent in Cedd the Light. His smooth vocals seem
to hypnotize any audience of any size. The question is, which one has the better second song?

(CC) N/A #207H(S)NETA

02:30:00 Song Stage
Season Finale

Only the three best artists remain, and as usual on Song Stage, they represent a wide variety of music styles. Each will have to choose the better
of the two songs they've played thus far....and hope they can give it the performance of a lifetime...because only one will win.

(CC) N/A #208H(S)NETA

03:00:00 Getting to the Nutcracker
"Getting to the Nutcracker" is a behind the scenes look at what it takes each year to produce the Nutcracker Ballet from auditions to final
performance, following the Los Angeles based, Marat Daukayev Ballet Theatre, led by the former Kirov star. Boys and girls, ages 3-18 are
profiled; passionate people who, with their families, make incredible sacrifices of time and money, just so that they may dance. The young
featured dancers have diverse backgrounds and very different life goals, which may or may not include dance. Executive Producer/Director
Serene Meshel-Dillman, a former dancer at the School of American Ballet and commercial television producer, allows the viewer an intimate,
behind-the-curtain view of the dancers, their teachers and families. The audience follows the dancers through the auditions, the rigorous hours of
training and rehearsals, and shares the joy of landing a principal role and the pain of losing one.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

04:00:00 Split Estate
Imagine discovering that you don't own the mineral rights under your land, and that an energy company plans to drill for natural gas two hundred
feet from your front door. Imagine having little recourse, other than accepting an unregulated industry in your backyard. Split Estate maps a
tragedy in the making, as citizens in the path of a new drilling boom in the Rocky Mountain West struggle against the erosion of their civil liberties,
their communities and their health.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #437KCSM

08:00:00 Zula Patrol
Giant Litterbugs from Space/Rv of the Giants

GIANT LITTERBUGS FROM SPACE: The Zula Patrol learns about simple machines when a passing spaceship of giant Zlorgs (from the Zulean
Panhandle) drop some huge litter on their headquarters -- including a massive paper cup that completely covers the building! They manage to
remove the cup using two simple machines, the inclined plane and the lever, only to discover that the littering was no careless act, but a result of
Dark Truder's latest plot! RV OF THE GIANTS: After running into their friends, the gigantic Zlorg family, who are camping in their huge R.V., the
Zula Patrollers get accidentally trapped inside the R.V. They have to figure out how to get out, using two examples of simple machines, a wedge
and a pulley, before Dark Truder steals their spaceship! Mistakenly thinking he's no longer wanted, Gorga leaves the Zula Patrol in search of a
new home. In an effort to find him, the Zula Patrol searches The Solar System and all Nine Planets before ultimately rescuing him from the
Intergalactic Pet Catcher.

(CC) DVI #108(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab (CC) N/A #125H(S)APTEX
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09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Energy

(CC) N/A #101HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: The Esmonde Technique (CC) DVI #1029H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Postural Alignment and Shoulder Stability

This program features exercises that help increase postural awareness and stabilize the shoulders.

(CC) N/A #1507H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Sewing with Nancy
Favorite Scarves to Sew, Part 2

With a minimal amount of fabric and a little bit of sewing time, you can create a fashion statement with an easy-to-make and easy-to-wear scarf.
See some of Nancy's most popular and timeless designs including the Loop and Tuck Scarf, the S-Curve Scarf, Knot Your Average Scarf, the
Convertible Ride Scarf, and the Double De-Lite Scarf.

(CC) N/A #3004H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now
Lacey Look Cardigans

That lacey look is always in style. Knit along with Melissa Leapman as she makes a button-front cardigan with a lacey bodice that is knit in one
piece. In the technique corner, learn to add a lifeline to lace knit projects. Then, crochet a short-sleeved cover-up with an all-over lace design with
Jenny King.

(CC) N/A #801H(S)NETA

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Free Motion Designs with Patchwork Roots

Decisions for free motion quilting can be daunting. Mary and Angela Huffman help us find inspiration within our traditional pieced quilt top.
Isolating a block, designing a quilting motif and then modifying it for a smooth quilt path-all information you don't want to miss. Embellish your next
"simple" patchwork, creating a "simply" fabulous quilt.

(CC) N/A #2813H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7091H(S)KNME

13:00:00 America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Italian Chicken

Hosts Julia Collin Davison and Bridget Lancaster go into the test kitchen together to uncover the secrets to better chicken marsala. Next,
equipment expert Adam Ried reviews manual citrus juicers in the Equipment Corner. Finally, test cook Erin McMurrer shows Bridget how to make
the ultimate skillet-roasted chicken in lemon sauce at home.

(CC) N/A #1715H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Pati's Mexican Table (CC) N/A #608H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Steven Raichlen's Project Smoke
Where There's Smoke

Smoke is the soul of barbecue. In this episode, you'll learn how to smoke duck breasts (they're tricky), achieving crisp skin without overcooking
the meat. Cherry salsa underscores duck's affinity for fruit. Vegetarians and meat eaters alike will devour our cheese- and bean-stuffed poblanos
and savory smoked mushroom bread pudding don't forget this recipe come Thanksgiving. But if it's carnivores you're feeding, smoke a hefty awe-
inspiring beef shoulder clod until the outside is as black as coal and the inside is fork-tender. A tangy mustard barbecue sauce inspired by the
Germans who settled Texas Hill Country makes the perfect complement. Cherry-smoked duck breasts; Project Smoke chiles rellenos; Smoked
mushroom bread pudding; Texas beef clod with mustard barbecue sauce.

(CC) N/A #306H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 George Hirsch Lifestyle
Home by the Sea

George shares his expert tips while preparing seafood chowder, his spin on the classic shrimp salad, and his signature apple berry rhubarb pie.
Then, George goes surf casting in Montauk, and shares the beauty of the East End waters for picturesque fishing. He concludes the episode with
a pit-stop at a traditional clam bar. Recipes: - Rock Shrimp Salad - Seafood Chowder - Apple Strawberry Rhubarb Pie.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
The Color Story Begins with Birthstones

Start a color story with birthstones. Blogger and jewelry-maker Molly Schaller finds inspiration and meaning in birthstone colors. She also shares
some great gift packaging ideas for those special jewelry gifts. Katie uses leather belting lace and crystal charms to make box braid bracelets in
her Beading Lesson.

(CC) N/A #2302H(S)NETA
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15:30:00 Make It Artsy
Shine

Make your art sparkle. Artist Jen Cushman wraps wire and stamps words to create a metallic flower. Host Julie Fei-Fan Balzer crafts a variety of
projects with decorative foils. Artist and teacher Cat Kerr molds shining eyes to use in lots of different projects. Learn a new tip from Jane
Dunnewold.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)NETA

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Taking Charge of Your Financial Future

Join the Biz Kids as they figure out where they want to be financially and make plans on how to get there. You can work on your plans and meet
some new kid entrepreneurs, too. Follow along as a Biz Kid sets up his first savings account. We also look at an innovative program that rescues
street kids and gets them back into education and business.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Write It Down

When creative ideas pop up, write them down. Make a colorful pocket journal with Jenny Barnett-Rohrs. Candie Cooper shares creative tips for
handwriting and Franz Spohn writes with clay. Katie Hacker decorates for fall with a shining pumpkin luminary from blogger Carissa Bonham.

(CC) DVI #1808H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Charming Charleston

P. Allen Smith explores the food and fellowship of one of America's oldest cities, Charleston, South Carolina; a true Southern gem.

(CC) N/A #1502H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Dominica: Island Ingenuity In Sustainability (Island of Dominica, The Caribbean)

It's been said that necessity is the mother of invention. And when your resources are limited, you quickly learn to make the most of them, while
protecting what you have. That's the way of life on one tiny Caribbean island. Commonly known as "The Nature Island," Dominica has
unquestionably earned the nickname. Over two-thirds of the island is made up of protected rainforests. On the remaining third, sustainable
agriculture and eco-tourism help the nation thrive, while serving as a role model for others. In this episode, Joe travels to the beautiful shores and
jungles of Dominica to discover what we can all learn from this small country whose population appreciates what they have and takes nothing for
granted.

(CC) N/A #705H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #14241H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Americas Now
The Last Inca King

"The Last Inca King" - It was the largest empire in pre-Colombian America, extending from its center in modern-day Peru to Colombia in the north
and parts of Chile and Argentina in the south. Dan Collyns goes to Cuzco Peru to explore new archaeological research on the royalty and the fate
of the advanced civilization of the Incas. Next In a "Game Changer" feature, Americas Now profiles a project in Guatemala providing new fashion
opportunities to people with Down's Syndrome. Finally - a video portrait of photographer Annie Leibowitz and her work on global women.

(CC) N/A #115H(S)NETA

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #8176(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3547H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 Night of the Proms
Best performances from Night of the Proms, the hottest concert tour in Europe for 30 years. The incomparable Il Novecento orchestra and Fine
Fleur choir team with the world's favorite pop stars as they perform their own #1 hit songs. Kicking off with Joe Cocker, David Garrett, Chrissie
Hynde and The Pointer Sisters!; Opening orchestral - "Palladio Allegretto"; Joe Cocker - "Unchain My Heart"; David Garrett - "Czardas"; Chrissie
Hynde (The Pretenders) - "I'll Stand By You"; Il Novecento orchestra - "The Typewriter"; The Pointer Sisters - "I'm So Excited".

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NETA

20:30:00 Night of the Proms
Funk, dance, soft rock and pop. Brilliant performances by two of the greatest legends of our lifetime, James Brown and Donna Summer, highlight
this episode. Pop great Michael McDonald gives us "Sweet Freedom." British singer songwriter John Miles sings his hit song "Music," the Night of
the Proms theme song. James Brown - "I Got You (I Feel Good)"; John Miles - "Music"; Michael McDonald - "Sweet Freedom"; Donna Summer -
"MacArthur Park".

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NETA

21:00:00 Live from the Dennison Lodge
Growling Old Men

Ben Winship and John Lowell team up as the "Growling Old Men" for an evening of flat picking and mandolin. Dubois artist Jess O'Neal joins the
guys for a couple of songs to add a gentler edge.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NETA
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22:00:00 Arts In Exile: Tibetan Treasures In Small Town America
Tibetan arts serve a new purpose in modern times. As exiled Tibetans witness the near disappearance of their culture, the arts rise to remind
them what they share in common as people. Arts in Exile: Tibetan Treasures in Small Town America explores how a small city in northern New
York can be inspired by, and connected to the culture of Tibet from across the globe. Highlighting a large-scale festival of Tibetan arts and culture
in Plattsburgh, New York, Arts in Exile examines how several Tibetan refugees use the arts to both raise awareness about the global problems
they face, and keep their culture alive. The documentary features insight from Tibet House President Dr. Robert Thurman, and the talents of
photographer Sonam Zoksang, freedom singer Techung, wood carver Tashi Dholak, thangka painter Tsering Phuntsok, monks Lobsang Dorjee
and Yeshi Dorjee, musician Tamding Tseten and many other visual artists and performers.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

23:00:00 Telos: The Fantastic World of Eugene Tssui
Rejected by the status quo and embattled to defend his futuristic, yet naturalistic visions, an anti-establishment architect finds unexpected allies in
the small town where he hopes to build his architectural fantasia. "TELOS" chronicles the unorthodox life and revolutionary work of Eugene Tssui,
an eccentric visionary and a maverick architect. He questions traditional building standards and put nature and the environment at the forefront of
his designs long before "green" and "eco-friendly" became buzzwords.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA
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00:00:01 Americas Now
The Last Inca King

"The Last Inca King" - It was the largest empire in pre-Colombian America, extending from its center in modern-day Peru to Colombia in the north
and parts of Chile and Argentina in the south. Dan Collyns goes to Cuzco Peru to explore new archaeological research on the royalty and the fate
of the advanced civilization of the Incas. Next In a "Game Changer" feature, Americas Now profiles a project in Guatemala providing new fashion
opportunities to people with Down's Syndrome. Finally - a video portrait of photographer Annie Leibowitz and her work on global women.

(CC) N/A #115H(S)NETA

00:30:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3547H(S)WNVC

01:00:00 Night of the Proms
Best performances from Night of the Proms, the hottest concert tour in Europe for 30 years. The incomparable Il Novecento orchestra and Fine
Fleur choir team with the world's favorite pop stars as they perform their own #1 hit songs. Kicking off with Joe Cocker, David Garrett, Chrissie
Hynde and The Pointer Sisters!; Opening orchestral - "Palladio Allegretto"; Joe Cocker - "Unchain My Heart"; David Garrett - "Czardas"; Chrissie
Hynde (The Pretenders) - "I'll Stand By You"; Il Novecento orchestra - "The Typewriter"; The Pointer Sisters - "I'm So Excited".

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NETA

01:30:00 Night of the Proms
Funk, dance, soft rock and pop. Brilliant performances by two of the greatest legends of our lifetime, James Brown and Donna Summer, highlight
this episode. Pop great Michael McDonald gives us "Sweet Freedom." British singer songwriter John Miles sings his hit song "Music," the Night of
the Proms theme song. James Brown - "I Got You (I Feel Good)"; John Miles - "Music"; Michael McDonald - "Sweet Freedom"; Donna Summer -
"MacArthur Park".

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NETA

02:00:00 Live from the Dennison Lodge
Growling Old Men

Ben Winship and John Lowell team up as the "Growling Old Men" for an evening of flat picking and mandolin. Dubois artist Jess O'Neal joins the
guys for a couple of songs to add a gentler edge.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NETA

03:00:00 Arts In Exile: Tibetan Treasures In Small Town America
Tibetan arts serve a new purpose in modern times. As exiled Tibetans witness the near disappearance of their culture, the arts rise to remind
them what they share in common as people. Arts in Exile: Tibetan Treasures in Small Town America explores how a small city in northern New
York can be inspired by, and connected to the culture of Tibet from across the globe. Highlighting a large-scale festival of Tibetan arts and culture
in Plattsburgh, New York, Arts in Exile examines how several Tibetan refugees use the arts to both raise awareness about the global problems
they face, and keep their culture alive. The documentary features insight from Tibet House President Dr. Robert Thurman, and the talents of
photographer Sonam Zoksang, freedom singer Techung, wood carver Tashi Dholak, thangka painter Tsering Phuntsok, monks Lobsang Dorjee
and Yeshi Dorjee, musician Tamding Tseten and many other visual artists and performers.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

04:00:00 Telos: The Fantastic World of Eugene Tssui
Rejected by the status quo and embattled to defend his futuristic, yet naturalistic visions, an anti-establishment architect finds unexpected allies in
the small town where he hopes to build his architectural fantasia. "TELOS" chronicles the unorthodox life and revolutionary work of Eugene Tssui,
an eccentric visionary and a maverick architect. He questions traditional building standards and put nature and the environment at the forefront of
his designs long before "green" and "eco-friendly" became buzzwords.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #438KCSM

08:00:00 Zula Patrol
Chili Cook-Off/Treasure in the Clouds

CHILI COOK-OFF: Multo's cooking up a pot of "Galactic Goo" for lunch. But when Bula unwittingly puts Multo's Goo in the freezer, The Zula
Patrol finds themselves face to face with a "whirlgoo" of gigantic proportions. TREASURE IN THE CLOUDS: After hearing Multo tell a story about
a Golden Cloud, Wizzy and Wigg set out to find it to give to Multo as a surprise present. Dark Truder overhears them and, unaware it's just a
story, plots to find the Golden Cloud himself so he will be rich. Our heroes hike up Mount Zula, meeting many types of clouds along the way.
When they reach the top, they actually see a golden cloud that Truder attempts to grab, but it turns out to be the Zula Space Patrol ship hidden in
a cloud of astro-smoke. Dark Truder is foiled by his own greed, but Wizzy and Wigg discover that sometimes the key to happiness is making
others happy.

(CC) DVI #109(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Thomas Edison's Secret Lab
Von Bolt Meets Santa/aAnd to All A Good Flight

(CC) N/A #126H(S)APTEX

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Bone Builder (Osteoporosis)

(CC) N/A #102HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: The Esmonde Technique (CC) DVI #1030H(S)APTEX
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10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Circulation

This upbeat episode focuses on movements designed to get the blood flowing through the body.

(CC) N/A #1508H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Sewing with Nancy
The Best of Sewing with Nancy's Super-Sized Quilts, Part 1

Nancy breaks traditional sewing "rules" to show you how to achieve better results with quilt blocks. Learn her secrets to creating stunning, super-
sized quilts, including some previous Sewing With Nancy favorites-the Lone Star, the Sew Grand Dresden, and a Christmas tree skirt.

(CC) N/A #3005H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now
Blooming Afghans

Let stitch patterns bloom in beautiful afghans. Kristen Mangus knits an autumn-inspired afghan with a lush pattern of leaves and berries. Create
cabling without a cable needle in the technique corner with Melissa Leapman. Ellen Gormley crochets 3-round squares to make an heirloom lace
afghan with elegant tassel fringe.

(CC) N/A #802H(S)NETA

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
From Sea to Shining Sea

Marianne Fons joins host Angela Huffman to look at From Sea to Shining Sea. The clever quilt block, which creates a wave-like pattern, was
adapted from an antique quilt. This simple, fat-quarter friendly project makes an ideal Quilt of Valor for a sailor.

(CC) N/A #2901H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7092H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Julie Taboulie's Lebanese Kitchen
Street Food Star, Shawarma

Julie is serving up her street food star supreme sandwich, shawarma. Succulent, spicy, saucy and shaved off a rotisserie spit, shawarma is one
of Lebanon's and the Middle East's most famous street-food sandwiches seen throughout the international and the American street food scene.
Translating to "turn" or to "rotate," shawarma lahem is thinly sliced marinated lamb meat that is roasted and lusciously layered with traditional
toppings of caramelized onions and stewed tomatoes called khoudra mishwiyeh then topped with tasty and tangy tahini, a sesame seed sauce
sprinkled with an array of fresh herbs. Then, this succulent sandwich is all wrapped up in warm pita bread, making this scrumptious sandwich
something that you'll want to create, make and taste, time and time again. Julie is sharing some of her special tips, tricks and techniques on how
to make her signature street food star sandwich right at home so that you can simply re-create her recipes in your very own kitchen and NO
rotisserie spit needed. It's succulent. It's spicy. It's saucy. It's shawarma. Julie Taboulie's supreme street food star sandwich.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Nick Stellino: Storyteller in the Kitchen
Vincenzo

Chef Stellino honors his father by creating irresistible, updated versions of the classic recipes that he loved - while transporting us all back in time.
Dishes include: Mussels with garlic, ginger and sparkling wine. (A Stellino family favorite) / swordfish with peas and tomato sauce (A deliciously,
simple way to prepare swordfish) / gelo di melone (watermelon pudding)

(CC) N/A #113H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Taste of History
The Queen of the Caribbean

The island of Nevis was known as the "Queen of the Caribbean" in the 18th century. Learn how this tiny island impacted history and join Chef
Staib as he teams up with local chefs to prepare a plantation-style pig roast feast and more!"

(CC) N/A #812H(S)NETA

14:30:00 Christopher Kimball's Milk Street Television
Japan Fried Chicken

Milk Street Cook Catherine Smart demonstrates a simpler and tastier way to crisp fried chicken as she shows host Christopher Kimball how to
make Japanese fried chicken (karaage). Milk Street Cook Rayna Jhaveri shows how Japanese potato salad banishes the bland with its creamy,
semi-mashed potatoes contrasted with crisp, piquant ingredients. Milk Street Cook Erika Bruce shows Chris how to make sweet-and-spicy ginger
green beans. Rounding out the show, Chris discusses Andy Ricker's kitchen cabinet essentials.

(CC) N/A #113H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Choosing Colors

The colors we choose change how we view a piece. Author Jill Wiseman makes reversible jewelry using one motif. She changes the colors so
one side can have a southwestern look and the other a fine jewelry look. In the Beading Lesson, Katie creates the unexpected with dangles and
drops using leather and sew-on crystal stones.

(CC) N/A #2303H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Make It Artsy
New to Me

Add something new to your creative routine. Tool expert Joe Rotella uses today's latest cutting technology to create glitter applique. Host Julie
Fei-Fan Balzer makes collages with acrylic skins and films. Studio artist Cynthia Thornton paints fashions and faces to create a charming fabric
doll. Jane Dunnewold shares another art tip.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)NETA
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16:00:00 Biz Kid$
A Biz: What Is It?

You'll see that a successful business supplies goods or services and makes profit when it earns more money than it spends. Meet the junior high
school boy who makes healthy dog biscuits, the high school twins with a cake decorating company, and the college student seeking investors for
his successful corporation.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
On The Road and Around The Word

Travel can really shake up your creativity. Inspired by their travels, Jenny Barnett-Rohrs and Katie Hacker capture cityscapes. Candie Cooper
makes a necklace or bookmark with beads from around the world. Franz Spohn sketches vacation memories and Katie makes colorful candy
ornaments from blogger Angie Holden.

(CC) DVI #1809H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Oils All Around

P. Allen Smith explores the many uses of oils - from the basic to the exotic.

(CC) N/A #1503H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Beyond Organic Gardening: The Principles of Permaculture (Raleigh, Nc and

While organic gardening is a great way to work in harmony with nature as we learn to garden and farm without chemicals, permaculture is all that
and more. In fact, permaculture is becoming one of the hottest trending terms for those seeking to take their gardening and farming practices to
the next earth-friendly level. In this episode, we meet Dr. Will Hooker, who teaches permaculture at North Carolina State University and
demonstrates the practices in his own home garden. Then we head to Georgia to visit a community that is incorporating permaculture into their
daily farming and gardening practices. This episode offers great take-away information to show some of the simple steps of permaculture while
showing that you can still have function and beauty in such a garden.

(CC) N/A #706H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #14242H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 America's Heartland
Take to the range in Wyoming where goats are essential to a cattle ranching operation. Haul in a sweet harvest of sugarcane in Louisiana. Travel
back in time to find out about George Washington the farmer. Discover why bok choy should be a regular vegetable on your dinner table.

(CC) N/A #1204H(S)APTEX

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #8177(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1348H(S)WNVT

20:00:00 Sun Studio Sessions
Eric Bibb

A career spanning five decades, a few dozen albums, countless radio & television shows and non-stop touring has made Eric Bibb one of the
leading bluesmen of his generation. One critic wrote: "He has all the ingredients for stardom - handsome good looks, a voice as strong and
soulful as they come, the guitar chops to hold his own against the best and he writes compelling, sensitive songs. His blues are clean, beautifully
sung, soulful and upbeat". The weekly syndicated American program "House of Blues Radio Hour" host Elwood Blues (a.k.a. Dan Aykroyd) once
declared to Eric: "You are what the blues in the new century should be about." In this episode, Eric's stellar musicianship is on full display
performing several songs including "Going Down Slow" and "Turner Station."

(CC) N/A #713H(S)NETA

20:30:00 Jammin at Hippie Jack's
Outlaw Gospel 2

Watch the magic unfold as performers and family members take stage to share songs at Hippie Jack's. With an ever changing line up, and a jam
band mentality the result is a beautiful cross pollination of sound and energy. This is exactly what Jammin' at Hippie Jack's is all about.

(CC) N/A #1010H(S)NETA
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21:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
Keb' Mo'

Contemporary blues musician and three-time Grammy winner Keb' Mo' takes the stage alongside his band of top musicians. With Les Falconer III
on drums, Vail Johnson on bass, Michael Hicks on keyboards, Kevin So on keyboards and guitar and Jeff Paris on guitar, mandolin and
harmonica, the band's full sound and Mo's incomparable blues style engulf the elated audience. Keb' Mo' - formerly known as Kevin Moore - was
born in South Los Angeles to parents from the Deep South. Often described as a living link to the seminal Delta blues of the past, he describes
his style as a combination of the music he grew up listening to: blues, country, soul and folk. "I'm kind of a hybrid version of all those things
thrown together," he says. His multi-faceted career includes portraying one of his blues influences, Robert Johnson, in the 1998 documentary
Can't You Hear the Wind Howl? Mo' and his band open the show at Infinity Hall with "Inside Outside, " a song from his most recent album,
Reflection. Mo' describes the album as the "culmination of all of my influences throughout my career." He also treats the crowd to his slow groove
single "The Whole Enchilada," which he describes as a song that "reminds us men that when you are out there courting and falling in love that
there's just a few things to keep in mind." Television fans will recognize his tune "I See Love," the theme song from the CBS sitcom Mike & Molly.
Plus, the band doesn't disappoint with "Life is Beautiful" from his 2006 release Suitcase, and several other songs from his Grammy award-
winning albums. INFINITY HALL LIVE captures the energy of the crowd during Mo's rousing performance. The band closes the show on a high
note with the inspirational "A Better Man," a song created for the charity organization "Playing for Change" which inspires peace in the world
through music.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 Your Health: A Sacred Matter (CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 The Heiress and Her Chateau
The Heiress and Her Chateau: Carolands of California is a 98-year saga of a 98-room mansion, a three-dimensional window into life among
America's elite. Chateau Carolands was built by one of the richest women in the world to be her ultimate dream home, but nothing went as
planned. Once the most fabulous house west of the Mississippi, now a foundation, the story of the rise and fall and rise of Chateau Carolands is a
dramatic tale of wealth and ruin, love and loss, art and architecture - with a murder, a porno film, and a couple of earthquakes along the way. It all
ends happily, with a multi-million dollar restoration of the Chateau, more grand and glorious than ever. Meet the Heiress, the Countess, and the
billionaire's wife - the women who built, loved, and preserved this architectural masterpiece for decades to come.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)NETA
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00:00:01 America's Heartland
Take to the range in Wyoming where goats are essential to a cattle ranching operation. Haul in a sweet harvest of sugarcane in Louisiana. Travel
back in time to find out about George Washington the farmer. Discover why bok choy should be a regular vegetable on your dinner table.

(CC) N/A #1204H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1348H(S)WNVT

01:00:00 Sun Studio Sessions
Eric Bibb

A career spanning five decades, a few dozen albums, countless radio & television shows and non-stop touring has made Eric Bibb one of the
leading bluesmen of his generation. One critic wrote: "He has all the ingredients for stardom - handsome good looks, a voice as strong and
soulful as they come, the guitar chops to hold his own against the best and he writes compelling, sensitive songs. His blues are clean, beautifully
sung, soulful and upbeat". The weekly syndicated American program "House of Blues Radio Hour" host Elwood Blues (a.k.a. Dan Aykroyd) once
declared to Eric: "You are what the blues in the new century should be about." In this episode, Eric's stellar musicianship is on full display
performing several songs including "Going Down Slow" and "Turner Station."

(CC) N/A #713H(S)NETA

01:30:00 Jammin at Hippie Jack's
Outlaw Gospel 2

Watch the magic unfold as performers and family members take stage to share songs at Hippie Jack's. With an ever changing line up, and a jam
band mentality the result is a beautiful cross pollination of sound and energy. This is exactly what Jammin' at Hippie Jack's is all about.

(CC) N/A #1010H(S)NETA

02:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
Keb' Mo'

Contemporary blues musician and three-time Grammy winner Keb' Mo' takes the stage alongside his band of top musicians. With Les Falconer III
on drums, Vail Johnson on bass, Michael Hicks on keyboards, Kevin So on keyboards and guitar and Jeff Paris on guitar, mandolin and
harmonica, the band's full sound and Mo's incomparable blues style engulf the elated audience. Keb' Mo' - formerly known as Kevin Moore - was
born in South Los Angeles to parents from the Deep South. Often described as a living link to the seminal Delta blues of the past, he describes
his style as a combination of the music he grew up listening to: blues, country, soul and folk. "I'm kind of a hybrid version of all those things
thrown together," he says. His multi-faceted career includes portraying one of his blues influences, Robert Johnson, in the 1998 documentary
Can't You Hear the Wind Howl? Mo' and his band open the show at Infinity Hall with "Inside Outside, " a song from his most recent album,
Reflection. Mo' describes the album as the "culmination of all of my influences throughout my career." He also treats the crowd to his slow groove
single "The Whole Enchilada," which he describes as a song that "reminds us men that when you are out there courting and falling in love that
there's just a few things to keep in mind." Television fans will recognize his tune "I See Love," the theme song from the CBS sitcom Mike & Molly.
Plus, the band doesn't disappoint with "Life is Beautiful" from his 2006 release Suitcase, and several other songs from his Grammy award-
winning albums. INFINITY HALL LIVE captures the energy of the crowd during Mo's rousing performance. The band closes the show on a high
note with the inspirational "A Better Man," a song created for the charity organization "Playing for Change" which inspires peace in the world
through music.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Your Health: A Sacred Matter (CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 The Heiress and Her Chateau
The Heiress and Her Chateau: Carolands of California is a 98-year saga of a 98-room mansion, a three-dimensional window into life among
America's elite. Chateau Carolands was built by one of the richest women in the world to be her ultimate dream home, but nothing went as
planned. Once the most fabulous house west of the Mississippi, now a foundation, the story of the rise and fall and rise of Chateau Carolands is a
dramatic tale of wealth and ruin, love and loss, art and architecture - with a murder, a porno film, and a couple of earthquakes along the way. It all
ends happily, with a multi-million dollar restoration of the Chateau, more grand and glorious than ever. Meet the Heiress, the Countess, and the
billionaire's wife - the women who built, loved, and preserved this architectural masterpiece for decades to come.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)NETA

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #439KCSM

08:00:00 Zula Patrol
Star Crossed/Night of the Fweebs

STAR CROSSED: After luring the Zula Patrol into deep space, Dark Truder steals all the constellations in the sky. He corrals them in a caravan of
cages so the ZPers won't be able to "steer by the stars" and chart a course home. The quarrelling, star-crossed constellations have to learn to
work together before the Zula Patrol can set them free - and make Truder see stars. NIGHT OF THE FWEEBS: It's the Night of the Fweeebs and
the Zula Patrol gets a front row seat as these furry creatures migrate to the North Pole using Polaris, the North Star, as a guide. But chaos
ensues when the Zula Patrol discover the North Star is missing, causing the Fweeebs stumble around in confusion, utterly lost! Our heroes must
find and return Polaris to its rightful spot in the night sky or the Fweeebs are doomed!

(CC) DVI #110(S)APTEX

08:30:00 1001 Nights
The Joke's On You/King Bitehard

"The Joke's on You" - A mischievous boy thinks it's funny to play practical jokes until he gets his family lost in the woods. As things go from bad to
worse, he realizes he may have played one prank too many. "King Bitehard" - A young prince who is sensitive about his big teeth learns a
valuable lesson on how to treat others.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)NETA
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09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Fat Burning 1

(CC) N/A #103HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Full Body Workout

In this episode, join Miranda at the Saasil Kantenah Wedding Resort in Riviera Maya, Mexico for a full-body, all-standing workout to strengthen
and stretch your 650 muscles.

(CC) DVI #1101H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Core Strengthening

Mary Ann shares exercises that help build core strength which plays an important role in balance and back strength.

(CC) N/A #1509H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Sewing with Nancy
The Best of Sewing with Nancy's Super-Sized Quilts, Part 2

Create quilt blocks with impact. Nancy shares some new as well as time-tested tips and techniques that make difficult to piece blocks-like
Drunkard's Path, and Hearts and Gizzards-assemble quickly and more easily.

(CC) N/A #3006H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Colorful Hats

Learn how to crochet an African Flower Slouch with Robyn and work 2-color knit magic with Kristin's Hat. Lena goes through the steps of a
crochet Motif Cowl.

(CC) DVI #602H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Home, State Home

Whether you're rooting for Tennessee, or you're a California dreamer, this fresh fun quilt project lets you celebrate your state pride. Lindsay
Conner joins host Sara Gallegos to teach a method that allows you to work with any regional shape, and the scrappy, applique patches create a
"county" effect. This fun, gift-y project is a great way to use up your scraps. But it's even better in your favorite team's colors!

(CC) N/A #2902H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7093H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Lidia's Kitchen
Italian American Favorites

Italian American food: Is it Italian, American or a piece of Americana with Italian roots? Today Lidia pays homage to the cooking of Italian
American immigrants. Recipes include: caesar salad; a luscious baked eggplant stuffed with meat and vegetables; and finally stuffed mushrooms,
a true crowd pleaser.

(CC) N/A #410H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Taste The Islands with Chef Irie
A Little of This

Chef Irie draws inspiration from Trinidad and Jamaica with Plantain chips and dip, Pan Grilled Jerk Pork Medallions, Sweet Mango Chutney and
an Herb Apple Salad. Chef's interaction with Trinidadian Olympic athlete and Sports Analyst Ato Boldon is concluded with a lesson in making an
interpreted Trini Bake and Shark.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Simply Ming
Mathew Peters

It's all about Team USA for the Bocuse d'Or competition this week as Ming gives a toast to Per Se's Executive Sous Chef, Mathew Peters, for
winning the 2017 gold medal. Matt cooks a new version of his winning chicken and crayfish, and Ming complements it with a surf-and-turf dark
chicken and shrimp stir fry with snap peas and 3-2-1 Sauce.

(CC) N/A #1509H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 Cook's Country
Pork and Pierogi

Host Julia Collin Davison shows host Bridget Lancaster how to prepare a show-stopping special occasion cider-braised pork roast. Tasting expert
Jack Bishop challenges Bridget to a sauerkraut tasting. Test cook Bryan Roof uncovers the secrets to a Pittsburg regional specialty, potato-
cheddar pierogi.

(CC) N/A #1001H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Cord Bracelets

Make a memorable color story with designer and author Ashley Bunting. She uses memory wire and parachute cord to make trendy beaded
bracelets. Katie shows how to organize your work space with the right storage, work surface and lighting on the Beading Lesson.

(CC) N/A #2304H(S)NETA
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15:30:00 Make It Artsy
Making A House A Home

Add artistic flair to your home. Jewelry-maker Candie Cooper makes beaded vases and luminaries. Mixed media artist Cat Kerr shows a new
technique for using resin to create textured sheets. Artist Rae Missigman makes a small canvas to add an artful touch to any room. Back with
another art tip is Jane Dunnewold.

(CC) N/A #206H(S)NETA

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
How to Succeed In Biz-Ness By Really Trying!

A business can be anything from babysitting to owning vending machines. You'll discover the three key steps to success: identifying a need,
making a plan to fill a need, and taking action. Join us as we meet the prep school boy whose new take on the old school tie caused a sensation.
We also meet the young founder of Logan magazine.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Creatures

With some paper and a little creativity, we'll make a silly, slithery creature. Candie Cooper recreates impressionist art and Katie Hacker makes
glittery slime. Jenny Barnett-Rohrs makes creepy eyeballs and silly spiders for Halloween fun from blogger Morena Hockley.

(CC) DVI #1810H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
When Kids Takeover

P. Allen Smith asks, how many kids does it take to host a show? Find out as Allen lets the little ones take over for the day.

(CC) N/A #1504H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Know Your Farmer: Supporting Community Agriculture (Pennington, Nj; Bedford

The next best thing to growing your own fresh produce is to have someone local do it for you. That's the basis of community supported agriculture
co-ops, known as CSAs. Their popularity with consumers has swept the country. For those that don't have the time, space, or desire to grow their
own food, it's the perfect partnership between farmer and consumer. In this episode, the team visits the oldest and largest certified organic CSA
program in New Jersey. They also visit a small community co-op in New York that's put a surprising spin on the traditional CSA. Viewers will learn
how CSAs work, how to find one in their area, and how to harvest the benefits of being a part of this "growing" community.

(CC) N/A #707H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #14243H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Great Decisions In Foreign Policy
Latin America

Once known for economic and political turmoil, the majority of nations in Latin America are now constitutional democracies. Shifting away from
the "revolutionary" leftist economic policies, Latin Americans are combining left-leaning social agendas with more pragmatic governance.

(CC) N/A #806H(S)NETA

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #8178(S)APTEX

19:30:00 In Good Shape
Hepatitis and Your Health

Heptatitis is inflammation of the liver which can lead to life-threatening liver cell damage. In Good Shape talks to a liver specialist about what
causes the illness, and what can be done to prevent it. We also take a look at the practice of freezing unwanted body fat away - who is it good for
and how does it work? And we learn about the skin disease rosacea and what can be done to treat it?

(CC) N/A #445H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 The Lowertown Line. (CC) N/A #123H(S)APTEX

20:30:00 Songs at the Center
Artist: "Music and Healing," the second of two special episodes exploring the power of music, featuring Travis Meadows and host Eric Gnezda.
Travis Meadows sits down with host Eric Gnezda in the season's second episode centering on the theme of "music and healing." Travis is well
known among songwriter circles in Nashville, both as a writer and performer. He describes himself as "an open wound," and the rawness of his
words and his vocals are compelling. He was shaped by a Mississippi childhood, which included a battle with cancer, his parent's divorce, and
later, struggles with alcohol, drugs, God and demons, and a host of memorable characters along the way. He has written several number one
hits, and has songs recorded by Dierks Bentley, Eric Church, Jake Owen, Lynyrd Skynyrd, Hank Williams, Jr., Wynonna, and Randy Houser.
Music has always been his sanctuary. He is accompanied by musician Whiskey Jack Untz. They perform "Davidson County Police," "Learning to
Live Alone," and "Riser."

(CC) N/A #311H(S)APTEX

21:00:00 Live at 9:30
Performances by X Ambassadors, Steep Canyon Rangers, Wavves, Lianne LeHavas and Unknown Mortal Orchestra, with an interview by NPR's
Bob Boilen and comedy from Hannibal Burress and Top Gear's Adam Ferrara.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NACC
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22:00:00 Black Ballerina
BLACK BALLERINA is a story of passion, opportunity, heartbreak and triumph of the human spirit. Set in the over- whelmingly white world of
classical dance, it tells the stories of several black women from different generations who fell in love with ballet. Sixty years ago, while pursuing
their dreams of careers in classical dance, Joan Myers Brown, Delores Browne and Raven Wilkinson (the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo's first
black ballerina) confronted racism, exclusion and unequal opportunity in segregated mid-century America. In 2015, three young black women
also pursue careers as ballerinas, and find that many of the same obstacles their predecessors faced are still evident in the ballet world today.
Through interviews with current and former ballet dancers along with engaging archival photos and film, the one-hour documentary uses the
ethereal world of ballet to engage viewers on a subject that reaches far outside the art world and compels viewers to think about larger issues of
exclusion, equal opportunity and change.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Beyond The Fields: Slavery at Middleton Place
The story of slavery and its 21 century impact at Middleton Place in Charleston, South Carolina told through discussions with historians and
descendants.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA
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00:00:01 Great Decisions In Foreign Policy
Latin America

Once known for economic and political turmoil, the majority of nations in Latin America are now constitutional democracies. Shifting away from
the "revolutionary" leftist economic policies, Latin Americans are combining left-leaning social agendas with more pragmatic governance.

(CC) N/A #806H(S)NETA

00:30:00 In Good Shape
Hepatitis and Your Health

Heptatitis is inflammation of the liver which can lead to life-threatening liver cell damage. In Good Shape talks to a liver specialist about what
causes the illness, and what can be done to prevent it. We also take a look at the practice of freezing unwanted body fat away - who is it good for
and how does it work? And we learn about the skin disease rosacea and what can be done to treat it?

(CC) N/A #445H(S)WNVC

01:00:00 The Lowertown Line. (CC) N/A #123H(S)APTEX

01:30:00 Songs at the Center
Artist: "Music and Healing," the second of two special episodes exploring the power of music, featuring Travis Meadows and host Eric Gnezda.
Travis Meadows sits down with host Eric Gnezda in the season's second episode centering on the theme of "music and healing." Travis is well
known among songwriter circles in Nashville, both as a writer and performer. He describes himself as "an open wound," and the rawness of his
words and his vocals are compelling. He was shaped by a Mississippi childhood, which included a battle with cancer, his parent's divorce, and
later, struggles with alcohol, drugs, God and demons, and a host of memorable characters along the way. He has written several number one
hits, and has songs recorded by Dierks Bentley, Eric Church, Jake Owen, Lynyrd Skynyrd, Hank Williams, Jr., Wynonna, and Randy Houser.
Music has always been his sanctuary. He is accompanied by musician Whiskey Jack Untz. They perform "Davidson County Police," "Learning to
Live Alone," and "Riser."

(CC) N/A #311H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Live at 9:30
Performances by X Ambassadors, Steep Canyon Rangers, Wavves, Lianne LeHavas and Unknown Mortal Orchestra, with an interview by NPR's
Bob Boilen and comedy from Hannibal Burress and Top Gear's Adam Ferrara.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NACC

03:00:00 Black Ballerina
BLACK BALLERINA is a story of passion, opportunity, heartbreak and triumph of the human spirit. Set in the over- whelmingly white world of
classical dance, it tells the stories of several black women from different generations who fell in love with ballet. Sixty years ago, while pursuing
their dreams of careers in classical dance, Joan Myers Brown, Delores Browne and Raven Wilkinson (the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo's first
black ballerina) confronted racism, exclusion and unequal opportunity in segregated mid-century America. In 2015, three young black women
also pursue careers as ballerinas, and find that many of the same obstacles their predecessors faced are still evident in the ballet world today.
Through interviews with current and former ballet dancers along with engaging archival photos and film, the one-hour documentary uses the
ethereal world of ballet to engage viewers on a subject that reaches far outside the art world and compels viewers to think about larger issues of
exclusion, equal opportunity and change.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Beyond The Fields: Slavery at Middleton Place
The story of slavery and its 21 century impact at Middleton Place in Charleston, South Carolina told through discussions with historians and
descendants.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #440KCSM

08:00:00 Zula Patrol
Mutual Distraction/What Goes Up Must Come Down

MUTUAL DISTRACTION: Dark Truder hides a magnet in a cloud to magnetize the Zula Patrol, rendering them ineffective, but it's Wizzy and
Wigg who end up magnetized. The Zula Patrollers learn all about magnetism as they try to save the siblings - and themselves, when their ship
becomes a giant refrigerator magnet. WHAT GOES UP MUST COME DOWN: Explorers from the planet Polkadottia make an emergency landing
on Zula and send cryptic visual messages for help to the Zula Patrol. Once our ZPers are able to decipher these messages and find the stranded
Polkadottians, they are also able to figure out their problem: The visitors come from a smaller and less massive world than Zula, so they aren't
used to the stronger gravitational pull and mass of the ZPers' planet. Our heroes tow the Polkadottians to Mercury - a planet that equals
Polkadottia in mass and gravity. There, they help the visitors fix their ship so they can return home.

(CC) DVI #111(S)APTEX

08:30:00 1001 Nights
Sinbad and the Valley of the Serpents/Manjab's Just Desserts

"Sinbad and the Valley of the Serpents" - Sinbad and his trusty sidekick, Dina, enjoy a wacky adventure as they pursue wealth and riches in the
fearsome Valley of the Serpents. "Manjab's Just Desserts" - A young boy works in a bakery and begins to steal the merchandise. It's the perfect
crime until he can no longer hide the evidence.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Fat Burning 2

(CC) N/A #104HACCES
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09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Posture Workout

This standing and barre posture workout, filmed in Riviera Maya, Mexico will improve your posture and give you tons of energy.

(CC) DVI #1102H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Hip Mobility

Maintaining flexibility in the hips is an important strategy to ensure healthy aging. Mary Ann spends time during this workout focusing on this area
of functional fitness.

(CC) N/A #1510H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Sewing with Nancy
10-20-30 Minutes to Recycle Jeans, Part 1

Don't junk those old jeans! Nancy shows you how to use deconstructed denim jeans in a variety of new ways to decorate your kitchen. See how
durable potholders, pretty placemats, a stylish casserole carrier, and darling bibs are all constructed using the 10-20-30 Minutes to Sew
philosophy.

(CC) N/A #3007H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Playful Ponchos

Knit up a cable Cloos poncho, and Robyn will demonstrate how to crochet the open stitch Lisbon poncho. Learn how to knit the Ribbed Cables
Scarf with Lena.

(CC) DVI #603H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Freemotion and Threads with Karen Mctavish

Join Angela Huffman and her guest Karen McTavish at the longarm machine to learn how threads-their weight, color and sheen-interact in your
quilting design. Build confidence as a quilter in both freemotion and stitch-in-the-ditch longarm quilting, and pick up all kinds of useful tips from
two renowned quilting experts!

(CC) N/A #2903H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7094H(S)KNME

13:00:00 The Jazzy Vegetarian
Vegan Bake-A-Thon

Host Laura Theodore prepares scrumptious vegan baked goods. Divine Chocolate Mousse Cake is a luscious chocolate cake, slathered with a
thick, chocolaty mousse and a thin layer of raspberry preserves. Four-Ingredient Apricot Bars are easy to make, featuring apricot preserves,
rolled oats, bananas, and a touch of vanilla extract. Then, with their tangy and sweet taste, Lively Lemony Cupcakes will please kids of all ages.

(CC) N/A #609H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Sara's Weeknight Meals
Between The Bread

A sandwich might be the ultimate weeknight meal - hearty, portable and easy enough for anyone to make. Sara's got two great ones: her picadillo
sloppy Joe with the terrific counterpoint of prunes and green olives. Surprisingly, she shows how to grind your own meat. Roasted vegetable and
fresh ricotta sandwiches are another winning combo and Sara even shows how to make the ricotta. She also visits a worth bakery for bread
lovers - Hot Bread Kitchen. This non-profit food incubator helps struggling women get a leg up by teaching them baking skills so they may move
on to jobs at other bakeries. They sample some of their delicious bread. Recipes: Picadillo sloppy Joes; Roasted vegetable and fresh ricotta
sandwiches 4.

(CC) N/A #606H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Joanne Weir Gets Fresh
Eggs

Joanne is a huge fan of eggs- - who doesn't have them in the fridge? - which makes them the perfect go-to food. They shine on their own, but are
easy to dress up. Today, they are going to go to a California egg farm, and then Joanne and her student Stella will make yummy deviled eggs,
open face toast with fennel, Frisee, prosciutto grana padano, and poached egg and lavender-lime souffle in a skillet. If you're an egg fan like
Joanne is, this is the perfect show for you.

(CC) N/A #202H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 New Scandinavian Cooking
Bergen Food Renaissance

Andreas visits Bergen in Western Norway, where he meets up with local chef Christopher Haatuft to collect oysters and wild scallops. Then, he
makes a trout tartar and a smoked trout dish, served with a bitter-sweet summer salad. Finally, Andreas prepares a trout burger with onion
compote and coleslaw.

(CC) N/A #509H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Color Inspirations

Jump-start your creative ideas. Krystal Wick and Cynthia Kimura blend beads, stones and pearls in endless combinations to make bracelets,
necklaces and earrings. In her Beading Lesson, Katie uses knotted cords and beads to create great bracelets in minutes.

(CC) N/A #2305H(S)NETA
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15:30:00 Make It Artsy
Books

Nourish your mind with a good book. Artist and writer Andrew Thornton sculpts a beautiful book cover. Julie Fei-Fan Balzer creates a whole book
out of a single piece of paper. Tool expert Joe Rotella binds books inspired by ancient techniques from the Far East. Jane Dunnewold shares
another artsy idea.

(CC) N/A #207H(S)NETA

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Cash and Credit

You'll learn about the power and pitfalls of credit, which is essentially using someone else's money temporarily (for a price). Meet a young
entrepreneur who used credit to start a successful bath salts business and another who launched a successful design firm. And, as a cautionary
tale, we talk to a young woman who had fun buying with credit until she found herself in bankruptcy.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Music

Music inspires creativity and adds to the fun. To keep the beat, Jenny Barnett-Rohrs makes a drum. Katie Hacker makes a jingly bell bracelet and
Franz Spohn illustrates great musical works. Jenny has a wonderful gift idea for a sports fan from blogger Morena Hockley.

(CC) DVI #1811H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Upcycle Your Life

P. Allen Smith's unique and clever take on turning trash into treasure. Plus, how to get the most out of your weekly grocery budget.

(CC) N/A #1505H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Beyond Veggies: Adding Fruit to Your Food Garden (St. Louis, Mo)

The natural first step to growing food is usually a small vegetable plot or garden. For many, the desire to expand their palate often finds them
considering fruit trees or shrubs. Yet all too often, they stop short of taking that step for various reasons, including the belief that growing fruit will
take too much room or require more work and extra care to battle pests and diseases. Yet with the right information and plant choices, growing
fruit in a backyard of any size can be a successful and enjoyable experience, without all the work or chemicals you thought you might need. In
this episode, Joe visits Stark Brothers Nurseries, the oldest fruit nursery in America, to learn expert tips that can be used to successfully grow fruit
in your own backyard orchard.

(CC) N/A #708H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #14244H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Consuelo Mack Wealthtrack (CC) N/A #1424H(S)APTEX

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #8179(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Native Report (CC) N/A #1114H(S)WDSE

20:00:00 Backstage Pass
Good Cookies

Bandleader and drummer Mike Daniels brings together some of Michigan's most talented veteran players for a set of swinging, rocking, soulful
blues. Includes "Messin' with the Kid" and "Bacon Fat." With Steve Pinckney, guitar; Doc Yankee, keyboards; Dave Dudt, keyboards, trombone;
Mike Smalley, bass; Gary Clavette, sax. Recorded at Michigan BluesFest 2015 in Lansing's historic Old Town district.

(CC) N/A #708H(S)NETA

20:30:00 Music Voyager
The New Medellin

Despite its notoriety as the home of drug baron Pablo Escobar, Medellin is a modern, thriving city nestled in a scenic mountain valley. Host Jacob
Edgar tours a local hip-hop school and community center in the Aranjuez neighborhood that provides a positive outlet for inner city youth. He also
enjoys a virtuoso freestyle display by local hip-hop collective Crew Peligrosos, a private performance by reggaeton superstar J-Balvin in his
luxurious penthouse apartment and a visit to El Cielo, one of Colombia's most inventive restaurants. After a visit to the headquarters and archives
of Discos Fuentes, Colombia's pioneering record label founded in 1934, Edgar and the crew pull off a skin-of-our-teeth nighttime street
performance with Puerto Candelaria, a quirky band fusing creative jazz arrangements with retro-Colombian cumbia.

(CC) N/A #206H(S)APTEX

21:00:00 Xerox Rochester International Jazz Festival
Mike Murley Trio

An engaging, lyrical saxophonist, Mike Murley is one of Canada's finest jazz talents and one of the most versatile players on the scene today.
Currently active as a leader in various formations from duo to septet, Murley also maintains a busy schedule as a sideman and jazz educator
(University of Toronto). He has played on 11 Juno Award-winning recordings since 1991, and was also named saxophonist of the year eight
times by the Jazz Report Awards/National Jazz Awards.

(CC) N/A #806H(S)APTEX
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22:00:00 Prange & Pearl Harbor: A Magnificent Obsession
One man's obsession, 37 years of his life, 10,000 pages of historical documentary, and the book he authored, are the focus of PRANGE &
PEARL HARBOR: A MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION.  This program explores the work of Gordon Prange, a University of Maryland professor who
researched and wrote, At Dawn We Slept: The Untold History of Pearl Harbor, a book The New York Times called "impossible to forget." His
other major works on the war in the Pacific include Tora! Tora!  Tora! , which was made into a feature film in 1970.  PRANGE & PEARL HARBOR
follows Prange's life from chief historian in occupied Japan under General Douglas MacArthur to his professorship at the University of Maryland,
through his unceasing journey to publish what is hailed as the definitive book about the attack on Pearl Harbor.

(CC) N/A #0(S)APT

23:00:00 Variety Studio: Actors On Actors
Thandie Newton (Westworld) and Oprah Winfrey (The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks), Kevin Bacon (I Love Dick) and John Lithgow (The
Crown), Sarah Jessica Parker (Divorce) and Michelle Pfeiffer (The Wizard of Lies), Freida Pinto (Guerrilla) with Milo Ventimiglia (This is Us), and
Lauren Graham (Gilmore Girls) with Constance Zimmer (UnREAL).

(CC) N/A #601H(S)NETA
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00:00:01 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3548H(S)WNVC

00:30:00 Native Report (CC) N/A #1114H(S)WDSE

01:00:00 Backstage Pass
Good Cookies

Bandleader and drummer Mike Daniels brings together some of Michigan's most talented veteran players for a set of swinging, rocking, soulful
blues. Includes "Messin' with the Kid" and "Bacon Fat." With Steve Pinckney, guitar; Doc Yankee, keyboards; Dave Dudt, keyboards, trombone;
Mike Smalley, bass; Gary Clavette, sax. Recorded at Michigan BluesFest 2015 in Lansing's historic Old Town district.

(CC) N/A #708H(S)NETA

01:30:00 Music Voyager
The New Medellin

Despite its notoriety as the home of drug baron Pablo Escobar, Medellin is a modern, thriving city nestled in a scenic mountain valley. Host Jacob
Edgar tours a local hip-hop school and community center in the Aranjuez neighborhood that provides a positive outlet for inner city youth. He also
enjoys a virtuoso freestyle display by local hip-hop collective Crew Peligrosos, a private performance by reggaeton superstar J-Balvin in his
luxurious penthouse apartment and a visit to El Cielo, one of Colombia's most inventive restaurants. After a visit to the headquarters and archives
of Discos Fuentes, Colombia's pioneering record label founded in 1934, Edgar and the crew pull off a skin-of-our-teeth nighttime street
performance with Puerto Candelaria, a quirky band fusing creative jazz arrangements with retro-Colombian cumbia.

(CC) N/A #206H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Xerox Rochester International Jazz Festival
Mike Murley Trio

An engaging, lyrical saxophonist, Mike Murley is one of Canada's finest jazz talents and one of the most versatile players on the scene today.
Currently active as a leader in various formations from duo to septet, Murley also maintains a busy schedule as a sideman and jazz educator
(University of Toronto). He has played on 11 Juno Award-winning recordings since 1991, and was also named saxophonist of the year eight
times by the Jazz Report Awards/National Jazz Awards.

(CC) N/A #806H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Prange & Pearl Harbor: A Magnificent Obsession
One man's obsession, 37 years of his life, 10,000 pages of historical documentary, and the book he authored, are the focus of PRANGE &
PEARL HARBOR: A MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION.  This program explores the work of Gordon Prange, a University of Maryland professor who
researched and wrote, At Dawn We Slept: The Untold History of Pearl Harbor, a book The New York Times called "impossible to forget." His
other major works on the war in the Pacific include Tora! Tora!  Tora! , which was made into a feature film in 1970.  PRANGE & PEARL HARBOR
follows Prange's life from chief historian in occupied Japan under General Douglas MacArthur to his professorship at the University of Maryland,
through his unceasing journey to publish what is hailed as the definitive book about the attack on Pearl Harbor.

(CC) N/A #0(S)APT

04:00:00 Variety Studio: Actors On Actors
Thandie Newton (Westworld) and Oprah Winfrey (The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks), Kevin Bacon (I Love Dick) and John Lithgow (The
Crown), Sarah Jessica Parker (Divorce) and Michelle Pfeiffer (The Wizard of Lies), Freida Pinto (Guerrilla) with Milo Ventimiglia (This is Us), and
Lauren Graham (Gilmore Girls) with Constance Zimmer (UnREAL).

(CC) N/A #601H(S)NETA

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #441KCSM

08:00:00 Zula Patrol
Dog Gone Gorga/The Milky Way Galaxy Games

DOG GONE GORGA: Mistakenly thinking he's no longer wanted, Gorga leaves the Zula Patrol in search of a new home. In an effort to find him,
the Zula Patrol searches The Solar System and all Nine Planets before ultimately rescuing him from the Intergalactic Pet Catcher. THE MILKY
WAY GALAXY GAMES: The Zula Patrol is entrusted with a mission to deliver the torch to the Milky Way Galaxy Games in time for the opening
ceremony. They overcome various obstacles including getting lost, a Black Hole, and most importantly, Zeeter's doubt for Multo's silly inventions,
which proves in the end to be not so silly after all.

(CC) DVI #112(S)APTEX

08:30:00 1001 Nights
Princess Rou/What's Yours Is Mine

"Princess Rou" - A not-so-attractive princess must choose between suitors who want to marry her for her money, so she demands they defeat her
in the wrestling ring first. "What's Yours is Mine" - A fisherman refuses to sell a pearl given to him by a mermaid. Unfortunately, the emperor is
determined to have it.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Arthritis Relief

(CC) N/A #105HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Weight Loss

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at the Zentropia Spa for a standing and floor workout to tone your full body and
promote weight loss.

(CC) DVI #1103H(S)APTEX
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10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Music and Novelty

Mary Ann's love of combining novelty music and exercise is obvious by the way she matches her movements to this engaging staccato melody.
Gretchen introduces a seated brain.

(CC) N/A #1601H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Sewing with Nancy
10-20-30 Minutes to Recycle Jeans, Part 2

What's old is new again! Restyle your old jeans into useful and decorative home accessories. Nancy applies her 10-20-30 Minutes to Sew
philosophy to create Soft-sided Bins, the Double Duty Mat for sewing and pressing, the Crossbody Jeans Bag, and the Two-for-One Apron.

(CC) N/A #3008H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Comfy Afghans

Ellen shows hot to stich up the Spring Bud Afghan by Rena Stevens, then Kristin takes us through the steps of the knit Cabled Cube Throw. Lena
demonstrates the crochet Popcorn Crawl, always a fashion favorite! Robyn designed this beautiful crochet Raglan Lace Tee and will show you
step by step how to make it.

(CC) DVI #604H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Cactus Blooms

Emily Bailey's fresh, bright, fat-quarter friendly quilt, Cactus Blooms, is a Fons & Porter staff favorite. Inspired by a little vintage quilt, the design is
a wonderful pattern for exploring color placement, and using sashing to create a "floating" effect. Emily and host Sara Gallegos team up to teach
some fabulous patchwork techniques.

(CC) N/A #2904H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7095H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Ellie's Real Good Food
Herbivore Vs Carnivore

He's a meat eater. She's a vegetarian. Their kitchen has become a battleground. Can this marriage be saved? It's Ellie to the rescue with flexible
recipes that will bring them together. Recipes: Warm Spinach Salad w grilled sirloin; Panzanella with White Beans with chicken sausage;
Forbidden Rice Bowl; Grilled veggies & lamb kabobs served with 3 Ingredient Recipe - Tahini Sauce.

(CC) N/A #110H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Cooking with Nick Stellino
Breakfast Favorites

French Toast with Butter Braised Strawberries in a Cassis Sugar; Matzo Brei; Breakfast Burrito with Ham, Eggs & Parmesan Crust; Kir Royal.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Taste of Louisiana with Chef John Folse & Company: Hooks, Lies & Alibis
Saltwater Fishing - Gulf of Mexico

In this episode, John encounters the endless varieties of fish offered up in the Gulf of Mexico... from fishing along the coast for speckled trout,
mango and redfish to fishing the deep water for red snapper, amberjack and tuna... the Gulf of Mexico has it all. John hooks up with champion
fisherman Tommy Vidrine for some expert advice. Then John and the Mayor of Grand Isle, Davis Camardelle, grill beautiful tuna steaks with a
tangy garlic sauce. And back at the dock at White Oaks, John cooks with Captain Sammy Faulk from Cameron Parish to make homemade tuna
fish that has been marinated in olive oil. The duo makes a mouth-watering cippino using fresh seafood and toast the end of the day with the
infamous drink the tidal wave.

(CC) N/A #1307H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 Jacques Pepin: Heart & Soul
Global Gastronomy

Jacques brings together culinary treasures from exotic cuisines around the world. He starts in Asia with Japanese-inspired broiled salmon with
miso glaze followed by a colorful feast of chirashi sushi. This smorgasbord of seafood is followed by authentic, vibrant South American flavors in
an easy-to-follow recipe of grilled chicken tenders with chimichurri. Jacques then takes our taste buds across the Atlantic to Europe for a spirited
ending of sabayon with Madeira and grapes.

(CC) N/A #110H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Hourglass Shapes

Shape the story with wirework. Sandra Lupo, an inventor and designer, creates hourglass cone shapes using a variety of wire types and colors
for fabulous effects with beads and crystals. Jill McKay introduces Katie to die-cut leather jewelry in the Beading Lesson.

(CC) N/A #2306H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Make It Artsy
Time

Keep track of time in an artistic way. Metal artist Mary Hettmansperger crafts clock parts into a necklace. For his favorite time piece, his phone,
tool expert Joe Rotella makes a decorative stand. Mixed media artist Rae Missigman captures moments in time in an artful clipboard journal.
Artist Jane Dunnewold has more artful ideas to share.

(CC) N/A #208H(S)NETA
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16:00:00 Biz Kid$
How to Achieve Your Financial Goals

Join us and you'll learn to track your expenses, get control of your spending, and invest what's left over to reach your financial goals. You'll see
the importance of starting young, while time is on your side. Meet some high school entrepreneurs who started a sports business.

(CC) DVI #110H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Me!

Let's turn toward ourselves for creative ideas. When she makes a lighted mirror, Jenny Barnett-Rohrs makes you a star. Katie Hacker makes
personal paper dolls and Franz Spohn draws a 3D self-portrait. Jenny celebrates Thanksgiving with Pilgrim-style table decorations.

(CC) DVI #1812H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
It's Tulip Time

P. Allen Smith gets down and Dutch at the annual Tulip Time Festival in scenic Holland, Michigan.

(CC) N/A #1506H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
The Edible Schoolyard: A Class Without Walls and a Love to Learn (Berkeley, Ca)

In all the years of producing episodes for Growing a Greener World, one theme observed that always holds true: place a student in a learning
environment that includes growing plants or gardening, and you can't pull them away. They love everything about it... just don't tell them they're
getting every aspect of the core curriculum including math, science, language arts, social studies, nutrition, and more. In this episode, the team
showcases the original and world-renowned Edible Schoolyard in Berkeley, Calif. Co-founded by famous chef and school neighbor Alice Waters,
the Edible Schoolyard is a world-caliber outdoor classroom where teachers from around the globe come to impart lessons that last a lifetime and
extend well beyond both the classroom and the garden.

(CC) N/A #709H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #14245H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1348H(S)WNVT

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #8180(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Global 3000 (CC) N/A #947H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 Song of the Mountains
Jesse Kramer / Presley & Taylor

(CC) N/A #1219H(S)NETA

21:00:00 Woodsongs
Exile and Martin Family Circus

EXILE formed in 1963 looking to play small clubs in Richmond, Kentucky, but managed to top both the pop and country charts during their over
50 year-long career. Their most successful hit, "Kiss You All Over," spent four weeks at the top of Billboard's pop chart in 1978. In the early
1980's Exile start to focus on country music. During their run on the country charts the band has successfully had ten No. 1 singles including "I
Don't Want To Be A Memory" and "Give Me One More Chance." They have toured with acts including Aerosmith, Fleetwood Mac, The Oak Ridge
Boys, The Gatlin Brothers and The Judds. The 5 original Exile members reformed in 2008 and continue to tour today. THE MARTIN FAMILY
CIRCUS is vocal-driven melodic band of 2 parents and 4 kids ranging in age from 9-18. Dad, Grammy-winning artist Paul Martin and lead
singer/guitarist of country-pop group Exile, and Mom Jaime, daughter of Duane Allen of Country Music Hall of Fame members The Oak Ridge
Boys, began singing together with their four children in 2010. Quickly realizing that the kids all showed an uncanny knack for hearing harmonies
and pitch, as well as for playing instruments, they began performing shows together. They were soon dubbed the Martin Family Circus by
Country Music Hall of Fame member Vince Gill. The band's newest CD project is 'Past, Present, Future'.

(CC) N/A #2010H(S)NETA

22:00:00 Film School Shorts
Mean Streets

Taissa Farmiga stars in Share as a 15-year-old girl facing her return to school after someone shared an explicit video of her online. Directed by
Pippa Bianco. Next, watch as racial tensions explode between young people waiting in line to buy the hottest new sneakers on the market in
Hypebeasts, inspired by Spike Lee's Do the Right Thing. Directed by Jessica dela Merced.

(CC) N/A #403H(S)NETA

22:30:00 On Story
Freaks & Muppets: A Conversation with Jason Segel

As charming as any muppet, actor/writer Jason Segel relays how he was destined for the stage at an early age and how, from goofball to vampire
puppet musical to full frontal nudity, he's formed a family of weirdos in film and television.

(CC) N/A #707H(S)NETA
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23:00:00 Science Goes to the Movies
Life In Space

Guest: Mike Massimino. Movie: Passengers. Astronaut Mike Massimino joins us to talk about Passengers and his memoir Spaceman.

(CC) N/A #410H(S)EPS

23:30:00 Theater Talk (CC) N/A #1106H(S)EPS
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00:00:01 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1348H(S)WNVT

00:30:00 Global 3000 (CC) N/A #947H(S)WNVC

01:00:00 Song of the Mountains
Jesse Kramer / Presley & Taylor

(CC) N/A #1219H(S)NETA

02:00:00 Woodsongs
Exile and Martin Family Circus

EXILE formed in 1963 looking to play small clubs in Richmond, Kentucky, but managed to top both the pop and country charts during their over
50 year-long career. Their most successful hit, "Kiss You All Over," spent four weeks at the top of Billboard's pop chart in 1978. In the early
1980's Exile start to focus on country music. During their run on the country charts the band has successfully had ten No. 1 singles including "I
Don't Want To Be A Memory" and "Give Me One More Chance." They have toured with acts including Aerosmith, Fleetwood Mac, The Oak Ridge
Boys, The Gatlin Brothers and The Judds. The 5 original Exile members reformed in 2008 and continue to tour today. THE MARTIN FAMILY
CIRCUS is vocal-driven melodic band of 2 parents and 4 kids ranging in age from 9-18. Dad, Grammy-winning artist Paul Martin and lead
singer/guitarist of country-pop group Exile, and Mom Jaime, daughter of Duane Allen of Country Music Hall of Fame members The Oak Ridge
Boys, began singing together with their four children in 2010. Quickly realizing that the kids all showed an uncanny knack for hearing harmonies
and pitch, as well as for playing instruments, they began performing shows together. They were soon dubbed the Martin Family Circus by
Country Music Hall of Fame member Vince Gill. The band's newest CD project is 'Past, Present, Future'.

(CC) N/A #2010H(S)NETA

03:00:00 Film School Shorts
Mean Streets

Taissa Farmiga stars in Share as a 15-year-old girl facing her return to school after someone shared an explicit video of her online. Directed by
Pippa Bianco. Next, watch as racial tensions explode between young people waiting in line to buy the hottest new sneakers on the market in
Hypebeasts, inspired by Spike Lee's Do the Right Thing. Directed by Jessica dela Merced.

(CC) N/A #403H(S)NETA

03:30:00 On Story
Freaks & Muppets: A Conversation with Jason Segel

As charming as any muppet, actor/writer Jason Segel relays how he was destined for the stage at an early age and how, from goofball to vampire
puppet musical to full frontal nudity, he's formed a family of weirdos in film and television.

(CC) N/A #707H(S)NETA

04:00:00 Science Goes to the Movies
Life In Space

Guest: Mike Massimino. Movie: Passengers. Astronaut Mike Massimino joins us to talk about Passengers and his memoir Spaceman.

(CC) N/A #410H(S)EPS

04:30:00 Theater Talk (CC) N/A #1106H(S)EPS

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #442KCSM

08:00:00 Beauty of Oil Painting with Gary and Kathwren Jenkins
Wisteria

In this episode, Gary reintroduces guest painter Lee Kaufman. Lee paints a fresh, bright landscape where blue sky is prominent. She adds the
blue American Western Bluebird, a member of the thrush family, and wisteria. The various shades of blue and white contrast beautifully with the
green of the leaves.

(CC) N/A #521H(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Painting with Wilson Bickford
Birch Forest, Part 1

In Part I, Wilson lays the acrylic under-painting and masks out the trees. This foundation will be followed by oil glazes that will bring this sunny
summer birch forest to life.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Landscapes Through Time with David Dunlop
Francesco Guardi's Venice

David travels to many magical locations in Venice that were painted by the great 18th century Venetian landscape painter, Francesco Guardi
(1712-1783). David creates a pen and ink drawing and wash of the beautiful baroque church, Santa Maria della Salute, discussing Francesco
Guardi's use and understanding of perspective. He then travels to Guardi's home district of the Cannaregio and paints an oil demonstration of the
same canal scene painted by Guardi and the famous painter, Canaletto, exploring Guardi's spirited brushstrokes and expressive skies.

(CC) DVI #202H(S)NETA
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09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Full Body Flexibility

Join Miranda Esmonde-White for this full-body flexibility workout in a peaceful garden to stretch all of your muscles and help you move
comfortably in every direction.

(CC) DVI #1104H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Imagining Resistance

Mary Ann demonstrates three different ways to push up from a chair and uses imaginary resistance to strengthen muscles. Gretchen combines a
standing balance routine with vestibular work.

(CC) N/A #1602H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Fat Blaster 2

(CC) N/A #121HACCES

11:00:00 Delicious TV's Vegan Mashup
Chef's Favorite

These 5-star favorites are destined to become yours favoritetoo! You won't believe it's vegan! And who knew you could make your own vegan
sausage? Toni Fiore is making a rich Shiitake Mushroom Hot and Sour Soup. Miyoko Schinner is making a beautiful rustic Mixed Berry Galette.
Watch Terry Hope Romero mix and wrap her savory Maple Breakfast Sausages.

(CC) DVI #306H(S)NETA

11:30:00 Mexico -- One Plate at a Time with Rick Bayless
A Tour of Traditions

Ask anyone about traditional cooking in the Yucatan and you're bound to hear the name Miriam Peraza, a grandmotherly dynamo who knows
every nook and cranny. She brings Rick to the bustling Mercado de Lucas de Galvez in Merida for a quick tour that includes a rare look at the
making of recado spice pastes. Flanked by villagers in the remote town of Yaxunah, Miriam and Rick drop in to watch the making of pit-cooked
cochinita pibil, the Yucatan's iconic dish of achiote-smothered, pit-cooked suckling pig. At Manjarblanco restaurant in Merida, Miriam shows her
take on classic panuchos, sopa de lima and queso relleno. Then, Rick brings some of the Yucatan back to Chicago, where he cooks papadzules
and shows how to make cochinita pibil at home - banana leaves and quick-pickled onions included.

(CC) N/A #1102H(S)APTEX

12:00:00 Lidia's Kitchen
Italian American Favorites

Italian American food: Is it Italian, American or a piece of Americana with Italian roots? Today Lidia pays homage to the cooking of Italian
American immigrants. Recipes include: caesar salad; a luscious baked eggplant stuffed with meat and vegetables; and finally stuffed mushrooms,
a true crowd pleaser.

(CC) N/A #410H(S)APTEX

12:30:00 Moveable Feast with Fine Cooking
Washington Dc - Mike Isabella and Jennifer Carroll

This week, Moveable Feast with Fine Cookinggoes Greek in the U.S. capital with chefs Mike Isabella and Jennifer Carroll. Host chef Pete Evans
joins the chefs in Washington D.C. for a seafood extravaganza to taste and learn about different varieties of smoked fish. They hit the original fish
wholesaler to find high-quality seafood that is not only tasty, but good for the ecosystem. Chef Isabella wows with a simple and smoked mixed
fish platter while chef Carroll combines smoked salmon and blue catfish with marinated spring vegetables. It's a feast fit for Zeus in Washington
D.C. on Moveable Feast with Fine Cooking.

(CC) N/A #413H(S)APTEX

13:00:00 Travels with Darley
Little Rock, Arkansas

Explore the best of Little Rock, the capital of the state of Arkansas. Darley joins locals to enjoy top BBQ, tasty, artisanal ice cream and baked
sweets in various neighborhoods foodies will love. She explores the River Trail by Segway, marveling at public art in the Vogel Schwartz
Sculpture Garden. For another active urban adventure, Darley joins a local guide to enjoy Little Rock by bicycle, riding through the SoMa
neighborhood and by historic homes in the Quapaw District. Walking through history, viewers go inside the Clinton Presidential Center and
Historic Arkansas Museum, before the family-friendly Museum of Discovery. Good food and drink are highlighted with a Michelin star chef and at
a local brewery and distillery.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Weekends with Yankee
Celebrating Tradition

New England is a region steeped in tradition. In this episode of Weekends with Yankee, we board the massive schooner J&E Riggin for a
windjammer cruise along the beautiful Maine coast. Then we travel down to Boston for the Head of the Charles, the largest two-day rowing event
in the world. Lastly, up north in Vermont, we find the Shelburne Museum, one of the country's most unique museums, home to a land-bound
lighthouse, a steamboat docked in a grassy meadow, period gardens, and four centuries of art and Americana.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Rick Steves' Europe
Helsinki and Tallinn: Baltic Sisters

The fascinating capitals of Finland and Estonia offer a chance to sample each country's history, art, and distinct love of life. We'll start in Helsinki
with its Neoclassical old town, modern flair for design, and steamy saunas. Then it's just a two-hour boat ride to Tallinn-with its medieval charms
and new-found prosperity-celebrating its freedom and thriving in its post-USSR renaissance.

(CC) N/A #610H(S)APTEX
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14:30:00 Born to Explore with Richard Wiese
Cyprus: Cleopatra's Secret Island

Richard Wiese travels to the Mediterranean island nation of Cyprus steeped in ancient tales of love and intrigue. He joins world-famous
archeologist Dr. Joan Connelly, who is digging for clues to confirm the existence of a sacred temple built by Cleopatra to honor her love child with
Julius Caesar. Richard visits the organic farm and restaurant of one of Cyprus' most celebrated chefs, and learns about the famous "tatsia"
dance.

(CC) N/A #113H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Garden Smart
Inspiration for our gardens can come from many different places. GardenSMART visits with a talented gardener who finds her garden inspiration
from a most unusual spot. Tune in to learn more.

(CC) N/A #4810H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Baby Makes 3
Crib for a Cub

Kate and Alex renovated a tiny 1930s mill house down to the last 90 square feet. That's baby's room with a cozy safari-themed twist.

(CC) N/A #209H(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Drexel Interview
Valerie Graves

Valerie Graves is a creative force in the field of advertising. As she recounts in her memoir Pressure Makes Diamonds: Becoming the Woman I
Pretended to Be, Graves transferred childhood smarts and vision from her working class Michigan community to high-rise aspirations as a
creative leader with UniWorld, Motown Records, and even President Bill Clinton. Host Paula Marantz Cohen revisits Graves's formative years
and the avenue that led her to becoming one of the first African-American copywriters, and then later directing ad campaigns for major corporate
accounts like Ford, General Motors, AT&T, Burger King, General Foods, and Pepsi.

(CC) N/A #603HNETA

16:30:00 Overheard with Evan Smith
Nicole Krauss, Author

Nicole Krauss is the author of Great House, a finalist for the National Book Award; the New York Times bestseller The History of Love; and Man
Walks into a Room. She was selected as one of Granta's Best Young American Novelists in 2007 and named to The New Yorker's "Twenty
Under Forty" list in 2010. Her fiction has been published in The New Yorker, Harper's, Esquire, and Best American Short Stories, and her books
have been translated into more than thirty-five languages.

(CC) N/A #809H(S)NETA

17:00:00 Pen TV Program TBA
Place Holder for TBA Program

(N) N/A #0H(S)

17:30:00 Craftsman's Legacy
The Weave Master

Weaver Jaunita Hofstrom wanted to have a place just for weavers to gather and pursue their love of weaving. She bought a little church around
the corner from her house and started living that dream. Host Eric Gorges explores the ins and outs and up and overs of this traditional craft.

(CC) N/A #206H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3548H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 The Open Mind
The Wisdom of Elders

Guest: Shabaka Hutchings. British-Barbadian saxophonist Shabaka Hutchings talks about how ancestors shape him as a musician and human
being.

(CC) N/A #3819HNETA

19:00:00 Closer to Truth
What Exists?

Lots of things exist. But what's truly fundamental? The challenge is to discern the minimum number of basic categories that explains the entirety
of existence.

(CC) N/A #1710H(S)EPS

19:30:00 American Forum
Ending The Cold War

Historian JEFFREY ENGEL on George H.W. Bush, the collapse of the Soviet Union, and why the world survived.

(CC) N/A #312H(S)NETA
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20:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
Dawes

The venue is packed as Los Angeles-based band Dawes takes the stage. Although they could have filled an even larger venue, the intimate
atmosphere at Infinity Hall is welcomed by guitarist and lead vocalist Taylor Goldsmith. "I'm pretty sure venues like this are exactly what our
music is meant to be played in. No bigger, no smaller. This is exactly perfect," he told the audience after opening with "That Western Skyline" and
"The Way You Laugh." With his brother Griffin Goldsmith on drums and vocals, Tay Strathairn on keyboards and vocals, and Wiley Gelber on
bass, the foursome's carefully crafted rhythms and tight harmonies have been compared to the Laurel Canyon sound of Crosby, Still and Nash
and Neil Young. Taylor commented on Dawes' chemistry both musically and personally. "We're all extremely close," says Taylor. "I don't think this
would work if we weren't. A big part of our careers and our time spent playing music is on the road." The band puts an emphasis on its live sound,
even turning to traditional methods when recording albums. Strathairn points out that the band records on two-inch tape, laying down an entire
track at once rather than recording each part separately. "The performance becomes paramount. We're all in a room, and they say go, and you
have to do a whole take of a whole song. We're a live band essentially, and I think that captures us a bit," he says. The group tours extensively
and considers its live performances to be its greatest asset. "Music being what it is today, where the value of the record isn't what it was and
people could take it for free if they want, the only way to carve out a career for yourself is playing on stage and playing shows and having people
come out to the shows. It's always been the best way to spread the word about the band," says Taylor. True to his word, Taylor shows his
appreciation for the audience by turning his microphone stand toward the singing crowd as they belt out the chorus line during an inspirational
rendition of "When My Time Comes." Dawes closes the show with "Time Spent in Los Angeles," the song they played in June 2011 while
performing on The Late Show with David Letterman.

(CC) N/A #112H(S)APTEX

21:00:00 Front and Center
The Cadillac Three

Fronted by Grammy Award nominated songwriter Jaren Johnston, The Cadillac Three have a sound that hovers between radio-ready country
anthems, hard-and-heavy rock ballads and traditional southern folk. The trio perform songs from their latest album, Bury Me in My Boots,
including their three top 50 songs "The South," "Party Like You," and "White Lightning."

(CC) N/A #706H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 Globe Trekker
Road Trip: Rust Belt Highway 2, USA

In part two of the Rust Belt Road Trip, Globe Trekker Megan McCormick spans the American Midwest and its Great Lake states in search of the
innovations that ignited an industrial revolution and united America after the divisive conflict of a bloody civil war. The so-called "Rust Belt" region
was coined back in 1984 by former Vice President Walter Mondale to describe a hinterland of collapsed industrial manufacturing. But on her
travels, Megan discovers that this is also a region bristling with life, for as young people are moving in, regenerating the once monumental
metropolises of America's gilded age with their enterprise and zeal.

(CC) N/A #1602H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Arts In Context
The Grit of Soul

Shen "Sunny" Jun's first dance piece - The Grit of Soul - is an attempt to translate the emotions and conflicts he felt as he adjusted from his old
life in China to his new life in the United States. Extended: Shen "Sunny" Jun found his way to Austin, Texas, after spending his life training for
dance in China. He created Shen Jun Movement Effect and debuted his first piece, The Grit of Soul, which is an attempt to translate the emotions
and conflicts he felt as he adjusted from his old life in China to his new life in the United States. Combining the traditional movements of his
homeland with modern and American motifs, the old with the new, and the familiar with the strange, Jun is forming his own, wholly unique artistic
and cultural path.

(CC) N/A #808H(S)NETA

23:30:00 Articulate with Jim Cotter
The Ghetto Potter

The ceramics of Roberto Lugo pay homage to their classical past but are firmly rooted in the realities of his inner city upbringing. Changing Minds
About Climate Change - Two artists are helping to reinvigorate the conversation about climate change by presenting its truths more... artfully.
Gerald Busby's Lust for Life - Composer Gerald Busby could not have guessed that after surviving heartbreak, HIV and drug addiction, he would
experience an artistic rebirth in his twilight years.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 Closer to Truth
What Exists?

Lots of things exist. But what's truly fundamental? The challenge is to discern the minimum number of basic categories that explains the entirety
of existence.

(CC) N/A #1710H(S)EPS

00:30:00 American Forum
Ending The Cold War

Historian JEFFREY ENGEL on George H.W. Bush, the collapse of the Soviet Union, and why the world survived.

(CC) N/A #312H(S)NETA

01:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
Dawes

The venue is packed as Los Angeles-based band Dawes takes the stage. Although they could have filled an even larger venue, the intimate
atmosphere at Infinity Hall is welcomed by guitarist and lead vocalist Taylor Goldsmith. "I'm pretty sure venues like this are exactly what our
music is meant to be played in. No bigger, no smaller. This is exactly perfect," he told the audience after opening with "That Western Skyline" and
"The Way You Laugh." With his brother Griffin Goldsmith on drums and vocals, Tay Strathairn on keyboards and vocals, and Wiley Gelber on
bass, the foursome's carefully crafted rhythms and tight harmonies have been compared to the Laurel Canyon sound of Crosby, Still and Nash
and Neil Young. Taylor commented on Dawes' chemistry both musically and personally. "We're all extremely close," says Taylor. "I don't think this
would work if we weren't. A big part of our careers and our time spent playing music is on the road." The band puts an emphasis on its live sound,
even turning to traditional methods when recording albums. Strathairn points out that the band records on two-inch tape, laying down an entire
track at once rather than recording each part separately. "The performance becomes paramount. We're all in a room, and they say go, and you
have to do a whole take of a whole song. We're a live band essentially, and I think that captures us a bit," he says. The group tours extensively
and considers its live performances to be its greatest asset. "Music being what it is today, where the value of the record isn't what it was and
people could take it for free if they want, the only way to carve out a career for yourself is playing on stage and playing shows and having people
come out to the shows. It's always been the best way to spread the word about the band," says Taylor. True to his word, Taylor shows his
appreciation for the audience by turning his microphone stand toward the singing crowd as they belt out the chorus line during an inspirational
rendition of "When My Time Comes." Dawes closes the show with "Time Spent in Los Angeles," the song they played in June 2011 while
performing on The Late Show with David Letterman.

(CC) N/A #112H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Front and Center
The Cadillac Three

Fronted by Grammy Award nominated songwriter Jaren Johnston, The Cadillac Three have a sound that hovers between radio-ready country
anthems, hard-and-heavy rock ballads and traditional southern folk. The trio perform songs from their latest album, Bury Me in My Boots,
including their three top 50 songs "The South," "Party Like You," and "White Lightning."

(CC) N/A #706H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Globe Trekker
Road Trip: Rust Belt Highway 2, USA

In part two of the Rust Belt Road Trip, Globe Trekker Megan McCormick spans the American Midwest and its Great Lake states in search of the
innovations that ignited an industrial revolution and united America after the divisive conflict of a bloody civil war. The so-called "Rust Belt" region
was coined back in 1984 by former Vice President Walter Mondale to describe a hinterland of collapsed industrial manufacturing. But on her
travels, Megan discovers that this is also a region bristling with life, for as young people are moving in, regenerating the once monumental
metropolises of America's gilded age with their enterprise and zeal.

(CC) N/A #1602H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Arts In Context
The Grit of Soul

Shen "Sunny" Jun's first dance piece - The Grit of Soul - is an attempt to translate the emotions and conflicts he felt as he adjusted from his old
life in China to his new life in the United States. Extended: Shen "Sunny" Jun found his way to Austin, Texas, after spending his life training for
dance in China. He created Shen Jun Movement Effect and debuted his first piece, The Grit of Soul, which is an attempt to translate the emotions
and conflicts he felt as he adjusted from his old life in China to his new life in the United States. Combining the traditional movements of his
homeland with modern and American motifs, the old with the new, and the familiar with the strange, Jun is forming his own, wholly unique artistic
and cultural path.

(CC) N/A #808H(S)NETA

04:30:00 Articulate with Jim Cotter
The Ghetto Potter

The ceramics of Roberto Lugo pay homage to their classical past but are firmly rooted in the realities of his inner city upbringing. Changing Minds
About Climate Change - Two artists are helping to reinvigorate the conversation about climate change by presenting its truths more... artfully.
Gerald Busby's Lust for Life - Composer Gerald Busby could not have guessed that after surviving heartbreak, HIV and drug addiction, he would
experience an artistic rebirth in his twilight years.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #443KCSM
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08:00:00 Painting and Travel with Roger & Sarah Bansemer
Independence Mine

Roger and Sarah Bansemer travel back in time and high into the Rockies to explore the historic gold mining town of Victor, Colorado and one of
its most famous landmarks, the Independence Mine.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NETA

08:30:00 Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
A Watchful Eye, Part 3

In episode 3, Jerry begins by showing his viewers how to create the multiple layers of pine trees by slightly changing the values of the dark
mixture to create depth. He then shows how to continue to brighten the moon. He finishes by discussing the composition of the large dead
horizontal tree limb, and location and proportion of the owl. Then explains what finishing touches he will be using in next week's final episode.

(CC) N/A #2303H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Wyland's Art Studio
Baby Seal Pup

Art Lesson: Negative Space. The use of negative space is a key element of artistic composition. Negative space is the space around and
between the subject of an image. Negative space may be most evident when the space around a subject, and not the subject itself, is used to
artistic effect as the "real" subject of an image. In a two-tone, black-and-white image, a subject is normally depicted in black and the space around
it is left blank (white), thereby forming a silhouette of the subject. However, reversing the tones so that the space around the subject is printed
black and the subject itself is left blank causes the negative space to be apparent as it forms shapes around the subject, called figure-ground
reversal. Wyland will demonstrate how utilizing negative space can be an ideal technique for representing animals in the wild.

(CC) N/A #604HAPTEX

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Waist Toning

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at the chapel terrace for an all-barre, waist toning workout aimed at
strengthening your abs and slenderizing your core.

(CC) DVI #1105H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
A Treat for Your Feet

In this episode Mary Ann is paying special attention for feet, shoulders and hip range of motion using a towel and band.

(CC) N/A #1603H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Power Yoga: Mind and Body
Inversions

With Head Stands, Sarvangasana, Shoulder Stands.

(CC) N/A #124(S)APTEX

11:00:00 Neven Maguire: Home Chef
In London, Neven visits Agnar Sverrisson, head chef and co-proprietor of the 1 Michelin star restaurant Texture for a masterclass in cooking beef
cheek and beef steak. Neven also creates the perfect breakfast: porridge with honey and cream, and scrambled eggs topped with smoked
salmon. For dessert, Neven makes vanilla creme brulee with poached Irish apple compote.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 New Orleans Cooking with Kevin Belton
Jazz Brunch

Grillades and grits, pain perdu, bananas foster.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

12:00:00 Ciao Italia
Ciaramicola

Mary Ann visits ceramic artist Franco Mari in Deruta, Italy, the birthplace of Umbrian pottery. His inspired, colorful creations inspire her to go nella
cucina to create Ciaramicola, a fantasy-like, Easter Sunday bread slathered with Alchermes-laced meringue, covered with colored sprinkles and
browned in the oven. Served on a Franco Mari platter, it's a vision of heaven on earth.

(CC) N/A #2508H(S)NETA

12:30:00 Mike Colameco's Real Food
Sicily Part 2

Part 2 of the Sicily show.

(CC) N/A #1416H(S)NETA

13:00:00 Journeys In India
Calcutta: City of Living History

There is no city in India that is more British than Calcutta. The former capital of British India, Calcutta has gardens, buildings and museums to
prove it. Throw away any ideas you have of this giant city and discover the treasures it holds.

(CC) N/A #212H(S)NETA
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13:30:00 Travel Detective with Peter Greenberg
The Invisibles

Do you ever wonder who really runs the travel industry? We're not talking about the corporate CEO's or hotel general managers, but rather, the
people who load your bags on the plane or bring the towels to your room. CBS News Travel Editor Peter Greenberg calls them "The Invisibles",
and explains how they make a critical difference every time you travel. Plus, it's not just about cheese! Peter takes us to tribal Indian nations: a
hidden gem of Wisconsin. And, while the Corinthia London is a fairly new hotel in New York City, correspondent Tracy Gallagher reveals that it
has quite a compelling history.

(CC) DVI #206H(S)NETA

14:00:00 Wild Photo Adventures
Alaska's Fire & Ice

Host and professional wildlife photographer Doug Gardner explores and photographs some of Alaska's most remote territories from a 1938
Stinson bush plane with pilot Glen Alsworth Jr.

(CC) DVI #206H(S)NETA

14:30:00 Destination Craft with Jim West
Tuscany

Jim West travels to Tuscany and Milan in Italy where master artisans teach how to make Italian frescos, Florentine paper marbling, and leather
journaling. He also learns how to make homemade Italian pasta. Jim visits the art studio of a father and son who master in mosaic art, meets an
iconic fashion embroidery artist, visits the Aurifil Thread factory, and crafts the perfect gelato.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Woodsmith Shop
Tips, Tricks & Techniques

Every segment provides the tips and tricks you need to know to build better projects, from handy assembly hints to using the right techniques.

(CC) N/A #906H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Rough Cut - Woodworking with Tommy Mac
Framing

This week on Rough Cut Woodworking with Tommy Mac, Tommy is joined by his general contractor, Chris Reynolds, to talk about the framing of
the shop. From the foundation to laying out the sills to putting up the first wall, he learns the best way to start off a project like this. And with a little
help from Rough Cut regular Al D'Attanasio, that wall will be up in no time.

(CC) N/A #702H(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Tranquil Meadow

Replenish your energy in the natural beauty of a tranquil summer meadow as we focus on seated shoulder and upper back stretches, as well as
standing hip openers, using a chair for balance and support, creating easy comfort in each movement.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)NETA

16:30:00 Second Opinion
Measles/Vaccines

Patient Story: With some parents deciding not to vaccinate their children, measles cases in the United States have reached a 20-year high. Our
patient Emmi Herman relates the devastating impact this highly contagious childhood illness had on her own family. Myth or Medicine: Can you
get the measles vaccine if you have a cold? Second Opinion 5: Five misconceptions about vaccines.

(CC) N/A #1206H(S)APTEX

17:00:00 Immense Possibilities
Dying Well

Death is coming out of the closet. The maker of the new documentary Living While Dying shares her stories of the final days of four men. Then a
hospice pioneer and a one-of-a-kind chaplain help us understand how profoundly the acceptance of death's inevitable place in the circle of life
can enrich the days that remain.

(CC) N/A #605H(S)NETA

17:30:00 Well Read
Ann Cleeves / Cold Earth and the Crow Trap

Crime writer Anne Cleeves has inspired two ongoing BBC shows with her popular mysteries. The Cold Earth is the seventh book in Cleeves's
Detective Inspector Jimmy Perez mysteries which inspired the crime drama Shetland. The Crow Trap is first installment in Cleeves's Inspector
Vera Stanhope series, which inspired Vera.

(CC) N/A #623H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 California's Gold
Modjeska House

Huell visits the historic home and gardens of Helena Modjeska, still considered Poland's most famous Shakespearean actress, and a star of the
19th-century American stage.  Named Arden by Modjeska and her husband, the two settled in Santiago Canyon in Orange County in 1888. The
estate they built, surrounded by oaks and running brooks, has been faithfully preserved. The Helena Modjeska Historic House and Gardens is
one of only two National Historic Landmarks in Orange County and is open to the public for tours.

(CC) N/A #4002KCET
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18:30:00 Joseph Rosendo's Travelscope
South Korea - A Winter Journey

On Joseph's second visit to South Korea he discovers that apart from the many attractions of the capital city of Seoul, once you get out into the
countryside many treasures await you. From world heritage temples to Olympic venues from historic towns to great food, he finds a world of
surprises. The gems are many and each has a particular charm all its own. And, of course, the greatest treasures of all are always the people and
the gracious warm-hearted welcome they offer. It's the kind of experience that keeps one excited to find out what they would discover on their
next visit to South Korea.

(CC) DVI #901H(S)APTEX

19:00:00 Blackademics Television
Venson / Foster

A young musician explores her musical journey from classical piano to blues guitar, and how passion and purpose are synonymous. An
educational anthropologist discusses the concepts of Blackness and Whiteness. Talks by Jackie Venson and Kevin Michael Foster.

(CC) N/A #506H(S)KNME

19:30:00 The Kamla Show Special
Dr Rajni Agarwal Hashmi

(CC) N/A #134H(S)KAMLA

20:00:00 Black America
#Blackperspectivesmatter with Tonya Pinki

Actress, Tonya Pinkins joins Carol Jenkins to discuss "colorism" and the perspective of a black woman. Tonya Pinkins also discusses her
influences throughout her career and her work in Gotham on Fox and 11. 22.63 on Hulu.

(CC) N/A #111H(S)EPS

20:30:00 Asian American Life
Paul Lin meets the owner of the oldest and largest Chinese department store, the Pearl River Mart, right in New York city. A Chinatown button
shop offers more than meets the eye. It's also an underground art scene. Host Ernabel Demillo has the scoop. She's called the "Mother Teresa of
Human and Civil Rights" - Yuri Kochiyama passed away last June at age 93.

(CC) N/A #211H(S)EPS

21:00:00 The Night Before Christmas Carol
Renowned Dickens scholar and author Dr. Eliot Engel, crafts this entertaining study that complements every holiday schedule. Filmed in the spirit
of a classic BBC-style presentation, actor David zum Brunnen portrays Charles Dickens -- and seventeen other familiar characters from the
ghostly classic, A Christmas Carol.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

22:00:00 St. Thomas Christmas: Jubilant Light 2015
This Christmas season, the University of St. Thomas (UST) in Saint Paul, Minnesota is proud to share its musical artistry with audiences
nationwide. The Catholic university is Minnesota's largest private college or university enrolling nearly 11,000 students on campuses in Saint
Paul, Minneapolis and Rome, Italy. In December 2015, viewers will enjoy A ST. THOMAS CHRISTMAS: JUBILANT LIGHT a festive concert
showcasing UST's internationally renowned vocal instrumental ensembles in performance with inspired musical programming. The Christmas
concert is a tradition for the entire St. Thomas community to celebrate the seasons of Advent and Christmas, while enjoying the amazing talents
showcases by student ensembles performing in concert on a world-class stage. The one-hour holiday special celebrates the Advent and
Christmas season by drawing from both the familiar traditional carols and innovative contemporary selections. The University's Chamber Singers,
Concert Choir, Liturgical Choir, Women's Choir, Symphonic Wind Ensemble, Brass Choir and the String Orchestra will all perform. A sampling of
the music chosen to date includes a world premiere performance of Jubilant Lightby the nationally acclaimed composer, James Stephenson. A
ST. THOMAS CHRISTMAS: JUBILANT LIGHT will be filmed before a live audience at Orchestra Hall in downtown Minneapolis. Orchestra Hall,
which is home to the acclaimed Minnesota Orchestra, is widely praised for its acoustic design in the honored tradition of renowned European
concert halls credited for their sonic purity. Hundreds of student musicians will perform for 2,500 music enthusiasts in person.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Slovakia: Treasures in the Heart of Europe
Director's Cut

A country of lush forests and mountains surrounded by hidden hills, Slovakia is a land rich with historical and cultural treasures. Centrally located
in Europe, Slovakia was obscured for centuries within the Austro-Hungarian Empire and later by the establishment of Czechoslovakia, and has
remained relatively unknown to much of the world. In SLOVAKIA: TREASURES IN THE HEART OF EUROPE, host Pat Uskert and Slovak guide
Mila Kissova explore the country's history, culture and breathtaking landscapes, and spotlight the many castles and medieval towns - from the
capital city of Bratislava, located on the Danube, to the rugged peaks of the High Tatra Mountains. The one-hour travel documentary features
modern and ancient castles, historic cathedrals, a visit to the Andy Warhol Museum, music and dance festivals, traditional villages, hikes in
national parks, and treks in the Tatra Mountains. For both travelers and history lovers, SLOVAKIA: TREASURES IN THE HEART OF EUROPE
promises an exciting journey into lands seldom traveled.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)KCSM
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00:00:01 Blackademics Television
Venson / Foster

A young musician explores her musical journey from classical piano to blues guitar, and how passion and purpose are synonymous. An
educational anthropologist discusses the concepts of Blackness and Whiteness. Talks by Jackie Venson and Kevin Michael Foster.

(CC) N/A #506H(S)KNME

00:30:00 The Kamla Show Special
Dr Rajni Agarwal Hashmi

(CC) N/A #134H(S)KAMLA

01:00:00 Black America
#Blackperspectivesmatter with Tonya Pinki

Actress, Tonya Pinkins joins Carol Jenkins to discuss "colorism" and the perspective of a black woman. Tonya Pinkins also discusses her
influences throughout her career and her work in Gotham on Fox and 11. 22.63 on Hulu.

(CC) N/A #111H(S)EPS

01:30:00 Asian American Life
Paul Lin meets the owner of the oldest and largest Chinese department store, the Pearl River Mart, right in New York city. A Chinatown button
shop offers more than meets the eye. It's also an underground art scene. Host Ernabel Demillo has the scoop. She's called the "Mother Teresa of
Human and Civil Rights" - Yuri Kochiyama passed away last June at age 93.

(CC) N/A #211H(S)EPS

02:00:00 The Night Before Christmas Carol
Renowned Dickens scholar and author Dr. Eliot Engel, crafts this entertaining study that complements every holiday schedule. Filmed in the spirit
of a classic BBC-style presentation, actor David zum Brunnen portrays Charles Dickens -- and seventeen other familiar characters from the
ghostly classic, A Christmas Carol.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

03:00:00 St. Thomas Christmas: Jubilant Light 2015
This Christmas season, the University of St. Thomas (UST) in Saint Paul, Minnesota is proud to share its musical artistry with audiences
nationwide. The Catholic university is Minnesota's largest private college or university enrolling nearly 11,000 students on campuses in Saint
Paul, Minneapolis and Rome, Italy. In December 2015, viewers will enjoy A ST. THOMAS CHRISTMAS: JUBILANT LIGHT a festive concert
showcasing UST's internationally renowned vocal instrumental ensembles in performance with inspired musical programming. The Christmas
concert is a tradition for the entire St. Thomas community to celebrate the seasons of Advent and Christmas, while enjoying the amazing talents
showcases by student ensembles performing in concert on a world-class stage. The one-hour holiday special celebrates the Advent and
Christmas season by drawing from both the familiar traditional carols and innovative contemporary selections. The University's Chamber Singers,
Concert Choir, Liturgical Choir, Women's Choir, Symphonic Wind Ensemble, Brass Choir and the String Orchestra will all perform. A sampling of
the music chosen to date includes a world premiere performance of Jubilant Lightby the nationally acclaimed composer, James Stephenson. A
ST. THOMAS CHRISTMAS: JUBILANT LIGHT will be filmed before a live audience at Orchestra Hall in downtown Minneapolis. Orchestra Hall,
which is home to the acclaimed Minnesota Orchestra, is widely praised for its acoustic design in the honored tradition of renowned European
concert halls credited for their sonic purity. Hundreds of student musicians will perform for 2,500 music enthusiasts in person.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Slovakia: Treasures in the Heart of Europe
Director's Cut

A country of lush forests and mountains surrounded by hidden hills, Slovakia is a land rich with historical and cultural treasures. Centrally located
in Europe, Slovakia was obscured for centuries within the Austro-Hungarian Empire and later by the establishment of Czechoslovakia, and has
remained relatively unknown to much of the world. In SLOVAKIA: TREASURES IN THE HEART OF EUROPE, host Pat Uskert and Slovak guide
Mila Kissova explore the country's history, culture and breathtaking landscapes, and spotlight the many castles and medieval towns - from the
capital city of Bratislava, located on the Danube, to the rugged peaks of the High Tatra Mountains. The one-hour travel documentary features
modern and ancient castles, historic cathedrals, a visit to the Andy Warhol Museum, music and dance festivals, traditional villages, hikes in
national parks, and treks in the Tatra Mountains. For both travelers and history lovers, SLOVAKIA: TREASURES IN THE HEART OF EUROPE
promises an exciting journey into lands seldom traveled.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)KCSM

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #444KCSM

08:00:00 Zula Patrol
Matter, Matter Everywhere/Family Feud

MATTER, MATTER EVERYWHERE: Inside a hollow meteorite, the ZPers find the treasure map of Long John Jupiter, notorious rhyming Space
Pirate.  Following the clues, they learn all about matter, and find a surprising treasure. FAMILY FEUD: Earth's water has disappeared! Part one of
the molecular mystery is soon solved when Multo discovers that all of Earth's water molecules have separated into their individual atoms of
Hydrogen and Oxygen. When Bula and Zeeter shrink to atom-size they find the reason for the separation is a family feud. It's up to the Zula Patrol
to get the feuding atoms together as molecules -- and get Earth back together -- before it's too late.

(CC) DVI #113(S)APTEX

08:30:00 1001 Nights
True Treasure/Sinbad and the Cyclops

"True Treasure" - A man has a dream that riches wait for him inside a palace. He follows his dream only to find that his true treasure was
something entirely different. "Sinbad and the Cyclops" - Sinbad and Dina are once again off on a wild adventure that takes them to the far off
island of the Cyclops.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)NETA
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09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Anti Aging

(CC) N/A #106HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Knee Strengthening

Join Miranda Esmonde-White outside this majestic Chapel at the Colonial resort for a standing and barre workout to strengthen your knees and
prevent knee pain.

(CC) DVI #1106H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Somatosensory and Lymphatic Systems

Mary Ann uses a large ball to stimulate the sensory and lymphatic systems, accompanied by jazzy, New Orleans style music. Gretchen's new
cross and open pattern for a brain.

(CC) N/A #1604H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Sewing with Nancy
Trusty Triangles - A Row-By-Row Sampler Quilt, Part 1

Nancy explains how to arrange simple half-square triangles into beautiful row-by-row designs. Learn how to make half-square triangles, and
assemble three rows of a six row sampler quilt. Designs include - Opposing Arrows, Teetering Triangles, and Twirling Triangles.

(CC) N/A #3009H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Terrific T-Shirts

The Butterfly Tee is up next, with Lena showing you how to knit this special project, and lastly the Stripes and Short Rows scarf.

(CC) DVI #605H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
West Point

The two quilt blocks in Nancy Mahoney's West Point play wonderfully together to create a timeless pattern. The placement of the blocks creates a
directional, almost medallion-like design. The patriotic color scheme makes this perfect for a Quilt of Valor, too!

(CC) N/A #2905H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7096H(S)KNME

13:00:00 America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Autumn Desserts

Host Bridget Lancaster goes into the test kitchen with host Julia Collin Davison to learn how to make the ultimate chewy oatmeal cookies. Then,
equipment expert Adam Ried reviews mini prep bowls in the Equipment Corner. Finally, test cook Elle Simone reveals the secrets to ultra-nutty
pecan bars.

(CC) N/A #1716H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Pati's Mexican Table (CC) N/A #609H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Steven Raichlen's Project Smoke
Extreme Smoke

In this "surf and turf" show, meet the lively Stephanie Munz, a Santa Barbara-based diver/marine biologist who brings ocean-fresh sea urchins for
Steven to grill-topped with an egg and served with grilled bread. Local spiny lobster gets the caveman treatment-split and roasted in the shell
directly on the embers. Meanwhile, luxurious Alaskan king crab gets grilled and served with garlicky absinthe butter. Representing turf are bone-
in veal chops blasted with rosemary smoke (yes, the process involves a blowtorch) and beef plate ribs spit-roasted on a wood-burning rotisserie
and served with ember-roasted onions and peppers and tangy Chilean pebre (salsa). Grilled sea urchins ("egg on eggs"); Caveman lobsters and
grilled king crab with absinthe butter; Grilled veal chops with blowtorch-smoked rosemary; Rotisserie beef plate ribs with fire-roasted onions and
peppers, Chilean salsa.

(CC) N/A #307H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 George Hirsch Lifestyle
Good Eating

George visits Mecox Bay Dairy, a producer of 360-degree farming. Then, he stops at a Hamptons' micro brew for inspiration on keeping it local.
Back in his indoor and outdoor kitchens, he prepeares farm-inspired dishes, including white bean casserole, bacon-wrapped meatloaf with
mushroom gravy, honey grilled squash and grilled stuffed potatoes. Recipes: - White Bean Casserole - Grilled Meatloaf - Mushroom Gravy -
Double Baked Potatoes - Honey Grilled Acorn Squash.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Die-Cutting Leather

Die-cut shapes open new possibilities for jewelry-making. Inventor and jewelry-maker Jill McKay cuts leather in various sizes to create colorful
stacking shapes. Katie use aurora borealis beads to accent a beaded fringe pendant for a rich, sparkly look.

(CC) N/A #2307H(S)NETA
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15:30:00 Make It Artsy
Folk Art

Folk art is the essence of a culture. Painter and maker Mystele Kirkeeng paints abstract folk art faces and figures. Tool expert Joe Rotella uses
baker's twin to weave new art on a tin tile. Host Julie Fei-Fan Balzer draws repeating shapes to create a meditative mandala. Jane Dunnewold
shares another artistic perspective.

(CC) N/A #209H(S)NETA

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Don't Blow Your Dough

Biz Kids Beware. Protect the money you already have by putting it in a safe place. Beware of scams and schemers. You'll discover ways to avoid
the growing problem of identity theft. Meet with Washington State's Attorney General Rob McKenna and the Better Business Bureau. You'll also
see young people who did blow their dough, and find out what that experience has taught them.

(CC) DVI #111H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Make Believe

Anything can happen in the world of make-believe. Jenny Barnett-Rohrs turns into a scary monster with a fun headband. Katie Hacker makes a
fantasy tent and then whips up a never-ending cherry pie. Jenny shows how to create a show with puppets you make yourself from blogger Mom
Carolina Moore.

(CC) DVI #1813H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Super-Duper

P. Allen Smith highlights great performers in the garden and home that go above and beyond the call of duty.

(CC) N/A #1507H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Saving Seeds for Future Generations: Seed Savers Exchange (Decorah, Ia)

Few people realize that less than 10% of all seed varieties commonly grown in 1900 are still with us today. They're extinct-gone forever, because
no one took the time to preserve them for future generations. That risk is even greater today thanks to the genetic manipulation of a relatively few
remaining seed varieties, combined with the massive buying up of smaller seed companies by overseas giants. The mission of protecting,
preserving, and sharing today's precious seed and heirloom varieties has never been more important. Thankfully, one company established to do
just that is alive and well, and since 1975 has been thriving in their efforts to preserve horticultural diversity. Seed Savers Exchange has an active
international membership of over 13,000 who are helping with the cause. In this episode, Joe makes a trip to Iowa to their scenic 890-acre
Heritage Farm to learn more about their process as well as the risks and challenges of safeguarding today's precious seed varieties for future
generations.

(CC) N/A #710H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #14246H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Americas Now
San Salvador - Amnesty Law Overturned "Amnesty". Some 75,000 people died in El Salvador during a 12 year civil war between the military
government and leftists rebel groups. But when the war came to an end in 1992, the government quickly approved amnesty law that investigated
killings and prosecute the authors of war-related massacres. 23 years later, in July, the Supreme Court overturned the law and now the general
attorney is in charge of investigate and chase suspects. The Supreme Court also suggested that prosecutors begin with some 30 cases
highlighted by a United Nations Truth Commission. El Salvador case has served as a model for the Colombian-FARC peace process. Experts are
saying now that reconciliation after civil wars is fragile even after several years and forgiveness and amnesty could actually make unsustainable a
peace agreement like the one they reached in El Salvador and the one they are closing in Colombia. Urban Voices - Romero Britto. Miami is a
major center for commerce, culture, entertainment and the arts, nicknamed the Northern Capital of Latin America. Because of its diversity, the city
attracts a large number of musicians, actors, dancers and artists. One of those mesmerized by it's style is Romero Britto... the Miami adopted son
has been filling the streets with his unique color palette since he moved there in 1987... and making all those Miami residents very proud of his
renowned world popularity.

(CC) N/A #116H(S)NETA

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #8181(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3548H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 Night of the Proms
Tears for Fears opens with their #1 hit "Shout." Simply Red's Mick Hucknall pours his golden voice into "Holding Back the Years." If you've never
said "mind blowing" to describe a harp, get ready for Remy Van Kesteren! Multi-Grammy-winner Nile Rodgers and Chic disco us into the night
with their megahit, "Le Freak."; Tears for Fears - "Shout"; Mick Hucknall (Simply Red) & Angie Stone - "Holding Back the Years"; Remy Van
Kesteren & Il Novecento - "Allegro for Dancing Harp"; Nile Rodgers & Chic - "Le Freak".

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NETA
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20:30:00 Night of the Proms
Barry Hay of Golden Earring belts out a rockin' "Radar Love." Esteemed tenor Andrea Bocelli was catapulted to fame at Night of the Proms. He
joins the great John Miles for an unforgettable "Miserere" duet. Al Jarreau brings his original style to "Don't You Worry 'Bout A Thing." Pop rock
superstars Roxette wrap this episode with "The Look."; Barry Hay (Golden Earring) - "Radar Love"; Andrea Bocelli & John Miles - "Miserere"; Al
Jarreau - "Don't You Worry 'Bout a Thing"; Roxette - "The Look".

(CC) N/A #104H(S)NETA

21:00:00 Live from the Dennison Lodge
Best of Live from the Dennison

This holiday special features stand-out performances from the artists that graced the Dennison Lodge stage in Dubois over the past 18 months,
including Mike Dowling, Bepe Gambetta, Karen Savoca, and more.

(CC) N/A #111H(S)NETA

22:00:00 Open Sesame: The Story of Seeds
One of the world's most precious resources is at risk. This timely and moving award-winning documentary by M. Sean Kaminsky illuminates what
is at stake and what can be done to protect the source of nearly all our food: SEEDS. Seeds provide the basis for everything from fabric to food to
fuel. Seeds are as essential to life as the air we breathe or water we drink...but given far less attention. According to the FAO (Food and
Agriculture Organization of the UN), approximately 90 percent of the fruit and vegetable varieties that existed 100 years ago are gone.
Meanwhile, GMO crops threaten traditional varieties via cross-contamination and patents prevent small farmers from breeding new varieties. Yet
seed diversity is essential to grow food in our changing climate. Most people aren't aware of the challenges that face our seed supply. This film
seeks to change that while empowering individuals to take seeds back into their own hands in ways both small and large.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

23:00:00 Symphony of the Soil
Drawing from ancient knowledge and cutting edge science, Symphony of the Soil is an artistic exploration of the miraculous substance soil. By
understanding the elaborate relationships and mutuality between soil, water, the atmosphere, plants and animals, we come to appreciate the
complex and dynamic nature of this precious resource. The film also examines our human relationship with soil, the use and misuse of soil in
agriculture, deforestation and development, and the latest scientific research on soil's key role in ameliorating the most challenging environmental
issues of our time. Filmed on four continents, featuring esteemed scientists and working farmers and ranchers, Symphony of the Soil is an
intriguing presentation that highlights possibilities of healthy soil creating healthy plants creating healthy humans living on a healthy planet.
Symphony of the Soil premiered at the Smithsonian, screened at the UN on World Soil Day to begin the International Year of the Soils, and was
designated a New York Times Critic's Pick.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA
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00:00:01 Americas Now
San Salvador - Amnesty Law Overturned "Amnesty". Some 75,000 people died in El Salvador during a 12 year civil war between the military
government and leftists rebel groups. But when the war came to an end in 1992, the government quickly approved amnesty law that investigated
killings and prosecute the authors of war-related massacres. 23 years later, in July, the Supreme Court overturned the law and now the general
attorney is in charge of investigate and chase suspects. The Supreme Court also suggested that prosecutors begin with some 30 cases
highlighted by a United Nations Truth Commission. El Salvador case has served as a model for the Colombian-FARC peace process. Experts are
saying now that reconciliation after civil wars is fragile even after several years and forgiveness and amnesty could actually make unsustainable a
peace agreement like the one they reached in El Salvador and the one they are closing in Colombia. Urban Voices - Romero Britto. Miami is a
major center for commerce, culture, entertainment and the arts, nicknamed the Northern Capital of Latin America. Because of its diversity, the city
attracts a large number of musicians, actors, dancers and artists. One of those mesmerized by it's style is Romero Britto... the Miami adopted son
has been filling the streets with his unique color palette since he moved there in 1987... and making all those Miami residents very proud of his
renowned world popularity.

(CC) N/A #116H(S)NETA

00:30:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3548H(S)WNVC

01:00:00 Night of the Proms
Tears for Fears opens with their #1 hit "Shout." Simply Red's Mick Hucknall pours his golden voice into "Holding Back the Years." If you've never
said "mind blowing" to describe a harp, get ready for Remy Van Kesteren! Multi-Grammy-winner Nile Rodgers and Chic disco us into the night
with their megahit, "Le Freak."; Tears for Fears - "Shout"; Mick Hucknall (Simply Red) & Angie Stone - "Holding Back the Years"; Remy Van
Kesteren & Il Novecento - "Allegro for Dancing Harp"; Nile Rodgers & Chic - "Le Freak".

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NETA

01:30:00 Night of the Proms
Barry Hay of Golden Earring belts out a rockin' "Radar Love." Esteemed tenor Andrea Bocelli was catapulted to fame at Night of the Proms. He
joins the great John Miles for an unforgettable "Miserere" duet. Al Jarreau brings his original style to "Don't You Worry 'Bout A Thing." Pop rock
superstars Roxette wrap this episode with "The Look."; Barry Hay (Golden Earring) - "Radar Love"; Andrea Bocelli & John Miles - "Miserere"; Al
Jarreau - "Don't You Worry 'Bout a Thing"; Roxette - "The Look".

(CC) N/A #104H(S)NETA

02:00:00 Live from the Dennison Lodge
Best of Live from the Dennison

This holiday special features stand-out performances from the artists that graced the Dennison Lodge stage in Dubois over the past 18 months,
including Mike Dowling, Bepe Gambetta, Karen Savoca, and more.

(CC) N/A #111H(S)NETA

03:00:00 Open Sesame: The Story of Seeds
One of the world's most precious resources is at risk. This timely and moving award-winning documentary by M. Sean Kaminsky illuminates what
is at stake and what can be done to protect the source of nearly all our food: SEEDS. Seeds provide the basis for everything from fabric to food to
fuel. Seeds are as essential to life as the air we breathe or water we drink...but given far less attention. According to the FAO (Food and
Agriculture Organization of the UN), approximately 90 percent of the fruit and vegetable varieties that existed 100 years ago are gone.
Meanwhile, GMO crops threaten traditional varieties via cross-contamination and patents prevent small farmers from breeding new varieties. Yet
seed diversity is essential to grow food in our changing climate. Most people aren't aware of the challenges that face our seed supply. This film
seeks to change that while empowering individuals to take seeds back into their own hands in ways both small and large.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

04:00:00 Symphony of the Soil
Drawing from ancient knowledge and cutting edge science, Symphony of the Soil is an artistic exploration of the miraculous substance soil. By
understanding the elaborate relationships and mutuality between soil, water, the atmosphere, plants and animals, we come to appreciate the
complex and dynamic nature of this precious resource. The film also examines our human relationship with soil, the use and misuse of soil in
agriculture, deforestation and development, and the latest scientific research on soil's key role in ameliorating the most challenging environmental
issues of our time. Filmed on four continents, featuring esteemed scientists and working farmers and ranchers, Symphony of the Soil is an
intriguing presentation that highlights possibilities of healthy soil creating healthy plants creating healthy humans living on a healthy planet.
Symphony of the Soil premiered at the Smithsonian, screened at the UN on World Soil Day to begin the International Year of the Soils, and was
designated a New York Times Critic's Pick.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #445KCSM

08:00:00 Zula Patrol
Round and Round We Go/The Go'er-Slower Motion

ROUND AND ROUND WE GO: Dark Truder comes up with a scheme to trap the Zula Patrol on a huge inflatable planet he has placed in orbit
around the Sun. It is up to Zeeter, who is off taking part in an orbital space race around the planets of our Solar System, to come to their rescue.
THE GO'ER-SLOWER MOTION: Dark Truder builds a Go'er-Slower Motion Machine, which puts The Zula Patrol in super slow motion. With The
ZPers too slow to stop him, Truder easily turns the entire galaxy into one huge tribute to himself. However The ZPers are slow, but not out. When
they discover that the Go'er-Slower Motion Machine is on Earth, they use their knowledge of the planets' revolution and rotation to meet up with
the fast moving (to them) Earth. Then Multo reverses the machine so The Zula Patrol can move at super fast speed to undo the changes Truder
made to the galaxy. But they're not sure anything can undo the memory of Truder's tacky Chuckle-World.

(CC) DVI #114(S)APTEX
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08:30:00 1001 Nights
Hunchback's Tale/Agrabroka

"Hunchback's Tale" - Everyone thinks they were responsible for the death of a poor hunchback. The truth is far stranger than they imagined.
"Agrabroka" - A bag of gold makes its way through an entire town and changes the lives of everyone there.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Copd/Asthma

(CC) N/A #107HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Spine Mobility

Today on Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White for an all-standing workout at the Saasil Kantenah Wedding resort that will improve the
mobility of your spine and keep you standing tall all-day long.

(CC) DVI #1107H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Neglected Areas of Body

This episode begins slow and easy with great music to accompany exercises for posture using a towel and band, a large ball for balance, in
addition to exercises for hips, carpal tunnel and the pelvic floor.

(CC) N/A #1605H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Sewing with Nancy
Trusty Triangles - A Row-By-Row Sampler Quilt, Part 2

Half-square triangles serve as the foundation for three stunning row-by-row quilt designs. Nancy demonstrates how to create Perpetual
Pinwheels, Star Gazer, and Flying Home. Incorporate these rows into the Trusty Triangles Row-By-Row Sampler Quilt, or use the techniques to
create your own work of fiber art.

(CC) N/A #3010H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Let's Have A Party

Drew, The Crochet Dude, makes a special visit and shows how to crochet a Banner and then make a Party Gift Tag. Kristin shows the knit
version of the Banner and the Party Gift Tag. A beautiful Filet Crochet Scarf is a must have, and Lena will show you how.

(CC) DVI #606H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Kitchen Windows

Cathedral Windows is a unique, classic pattern, but demanding enough that most people hesitate to try it. With Kitchen Windows, Lindsay Conner
and host Sara Gallegos teach machine-piecing techniques that make this so much easier for today's quilter. Designed around handy pre-cut 5-
inch squares, this small project can be adapted for a pillow, and is a wonderful way to try out the classic quilt design.

(CC) N/A #2906H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7097H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Julie Taboulie's Lebanese Kitchen
Stop & Smell The Roses

STOP! And, smell the roses with Julie's rose water signature scented sweets hailing from Lebanon and the Middle East. Everything is coming up
roses on today's show as Julie brings you along with her as she strolls through beautiful and breathtaking rose garden that inspires her to come
back into her Lebanese kitchen to make and bake some of the most sumptuous rose water infused sweets that her culture is so famously known
for. First up is Julie's bellawriyeh meaning to "glow" this shredded phyllo dough dessert is delightfully layered with a flavorful pistachio-walnut
filling. Followed by her eish al bolbol, shredded phyllo dough birds nest shaped sweets topped with pistachios then blissfully baked away until
lightly golden brown. Both sweets are finished off with Julie's signature rose water syrup ater b maward, that is subtly sweet, slightly sticky and
surprisingly splendid to the senses. Julie's rose water signature sweets will surely have you stopping to smell the roses and stimulate you to
create her sweets for yourself right at home as she simply shows you step-by-step in true Julie Taboulie style.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Taste of Louisiana with Chef John Folse & Co. - After The Hunt
Teal Duck/Buckley's Camp

Braised Duck in Thai Red Curry tops the menu. At Buckley's Camp near White Castle, Louisiana, Chef Folse prepares stuffed, browned teal
simmered in red wine and duck stock. He concludes with Dutch Treat a la Pat - a tasty collection of stewed ducks, cooked with canned soups and
veggies found in any camp pantry.

(CC) N/A #1206H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Taste of History
Washington's Character, Charisma & Ambition

Founding father George Washington helped shape the great nation known as the United States of America. Chef Walter Staib's favorite
segments featuring George Washington are compiled for this very special episode of A Taste of History."

(CC) N/A #813H(S)NETA
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14:30:00 Christopher Kimball's Milk Street Television
Homecooking, Chinese Style

Host Christopher Kimball visits world traveler and cookbook author Fuchsia Dunlop in London to learn about the Chinese approach to cooking.
He learns how to get perfectly cooked chicken every time by focusing on the meat, not the skin. Back at Milk Street, those techniques get put into
action as Milk Street Cook Catherine Smart shows Chris how to make Chinese white-cooked chicken with ginger-soy dressing. Next, Chris
demonstrates why an Asian cleaver just may have the edge over the ubiquitous western chef's knife. The show ends with a little sizzle on set as
Milk Street Cook Matthew Card shows how to make hot oil-flashed chard with ginger, scallions and chili at home.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Make It Sparkle

Create your color story, then change it. With special wire-shaping techniques, author and crystal superfan Diane Whiting creates strands of beads
and crystals that are interchangeable. In the Beading Lesson, Katie creates leather and bead bracelets that can be stacked or worn alone.

(CC) N/A #2308H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Make It Artsy
Wear Your Art

Wear your art and express your maker's spirit wherever you go. Embellishment artist Candie Cooper makes bag charms with leather and beads.
Resin artist Susan Lenart Kazmer casts found objects to wear as jewelry or embellishments. Fine artist Andrew Thornton turns a book into a
necklace. Jane Dunnewold is back with more art tips.

(CC) N/A #210H(S)NETA

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Introducing Entrepreneurs

You'll discover an entrepreneur is someone who sees a financial opportunity and acts upon it. Learn the stories behind the Frisbee, the Slinky,
and blue jeans. Meet an entrepreneur who started a lemonade stand to raise money for playground equipment, then grew so successful she was
able to make over an entire park.

(CC) DVI #112H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Artist

Artists look at the world from fresh perspectives. Host Jenny Barnett-Rohrs draws the geometric patterns she sees looking at the world from high
above. Franz Spohn has ideas for all the things artists can do besides creating works for a museum. Candie Cooper introduces us to the art form
of Yamamoto to create a collage and Jenny makes a 3-D color wheel.

(CC) DVI #1901H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
The Best of Garden Home: Cooking

Join P. Allen Smith for a trip down memory lane as he revisits his favorite cooking segments from seasons past.

(CC) N/A #1508H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Community Gardens: Growing So Much More Than Plants

Having an opportunity to participate in a community garden builds a sense of community like nothing else. It provides opportunities for exercise,
education, therapy, relaxation and social interaction, along with preserving green space and conserving resources. By looking at several prime
examples of community gardens in action, this episode demonstrates how the benefits of a neighborhood garden can reach far beyond the
garden gates, bringing people closer to the earth and to each other. In the kitchen, Chef Nathan uses kale fresh from the garden to create a
ribollita, also known as a Tuscan vegetable and bread soup.

(CC) N/A #711H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #14247H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 America's Heartland
Saddle up for a rodeo riding school in Montana. Visit a California farm community pulling together to save pollinating honeybees. Meet an
Arkansas rancher as he rounds up a large and growing herd of buffalo.

(CC) N/A #1205H(S)APTEX

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #8182(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1349H(S)WNVT

20:00:00 Sun Studio Sessions
The Nightowls

The NightOwls hail from Austin, Texas, but their musical genealogy traces straight to the Memphis soul sound. The Austin Chronicle hailed their
debut record as "suave, energetic, blue-eyed soul" and named it one of the Top 10 of the year at the annual Austin Chronicle Music Awards,
Austin Monthly named them a Band To Watch, and Texas Music Magazine called the album "a smooth addictive blend of pop, R&B and funk that
will delight the band's dance-happy fans." In this episode, the band performs several up-tempo numbers including "Can't Bring Me Down" and
"Right Around the Corner."

(CC) N/A #801H(S)NETA
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20:30:00 Jammin at Hippie Jack's
Bar Stool Romeos

The Bar Stool Romeos are a honky Tonk rock & roll band from Knoxville, Tennessee. They boast an array of classic country originals with an
occasional cover that screams "old school". The palette of experience, mixed with the real-life, working-man personas of each band member
creates a unique sound that truly speaks to fans and critics.

(CC) N/A #1011H(S)NETA

21:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
Tim Reynolds & Tr3

Tim Reynolds & TR3 bring killer guitar riffs and rock and roll funk to the hallowed walls of Infinity Hall. Reynolds, best known for his collaborations
with the Dave Matthews Band, is widely regarded as underrated master, highly skilled at guitar, bass, piano, sitar, mandolin, violin and various
instruments of ethnic percussion. Amazing audiences all over the world for more than 35 years, Reynolds has perfected a unique performance
style that he brings to this extraordinary INFINITY HALL LIVE set. Born in Germany, Reynolds began playing music at a young age in his parents'
church. Following high school graduation, Reynolds left home and moved to Charlottesville, Virginia where he began playing at local bars. Away
from his parents' strict moral and behavioral instruction, Reynolds was able to experiment, developing his own sound. After forming the original
TR3 in the early '90s, Reynolds began touring. Simultaneously, he collaborated with a young Dave Matthews on his early performances and
albums. Today, Reynolds continues to tour with the Dave Matthews Band lending his unmatched guitar skill to the group. Reynolds is
accomplished at nearly 30 musical instruments. When his musical mastery is combined with his flawless improvisation and complex riffs, the
result is an unforgettable rock performance.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 The Story of Yiwu
Follow San Francisco clothing store owners Chris and Ben to Yiwu, China, as they shop in the largest commodity market in the world. Yiwu is a
world renowned small commodities shopping paradise. Globally, almost ninety percent of all household products come from Yiwu. Their industry
is not only seen as a complex kaleidoscope of merchandise, but also as China's most technologically advanced in garment and jewel
productions. Apart from shopping, Chris and Ben experienced a state of tranquility as they sat in awe of the magnificent art and architecture
during their first visit to a Chinese temple. They also found new tastes in exquisite food from an ancient village and a hustle and bustle night
market. The story of Yiwu reveals the hands and faces behind MADE IN CHINA.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)KNME

23:00:00 Unseen Everglades: Inside A Legendary Wilderness
Flowing southward for hundreds of miles from the headwaters near Kissimmee to the Florida Bay, the Sunshine State's unique "River of Grass" is
one of the world's most precious natural resources. "The Unseen Everglades: Inside a Legendary Wilderness", is a one hour special presentation
that examines the history of this complex family of ecosystems and the spirited fight to restore, preserve and protect its unique habitats. This fast
moving documentary gives viewers a better understanding of the size, scale and importance the Everglades serve to our entire planet.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA
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00:00:01 America's Heartland
Saddle up for a rodeo riding school in Montana. Visit a California farm community pulling together to save pollinating honeybees. Meet an
Arkansas rancher as he rounds up a large and growing herd of buffalo.

(CC) N/A #1205H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1349H(S)WNVT

01:00:00 Sun Studio Sessions
The Nightowls

The NightOwls hail from Austin, Texas, but their musical genealogy traces straight to the Memphis soul sound. The Austin Chronicle hailed their
debut record as "suave, energetic, blue-eyed soul" and named it one of the Top 10 of the year at the annual Austin Chronicle Music Awards,
Austin Monthly named them a Band To Watch, and Texas Music Magazine called the album "a smooth addictive blend of pop, R&B and funk that
will delight the band's dance-happy fans." In this episode, the band performs several up-tempo numbers including "Can't Bring Me Down" and
"Right Around the Corner."

(CC) N/A #801H(S)NETA

01:30:00 Jammin at Hippie Jack's
Bar Stool Romeos

The Bar Stool Romeos are a honky Tonk rock & roll band from Knoxville, Tennessee. They boast an array of classic country originals with an
occasional cover that screams "old school". The palette of experience, mixed with the real-life, working-man personas of each band member
creates a unique sound that truly speaks to fans and critics.

(CC) N/A #1011H(S)NETA

02:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
Tim Reynolds & Tr3

Tim Reynolds & TR3 bring killer guitar riffs and rock and roll funk to the hallowed walls of Infinity Hall. Reynolds, best known for his collaborations
with the Dave Matthews Band, is widely regarded as underrated master, highly skilled at guitar, bass, piano, sitar, mandolin, violin and various
instruments of ethnic percussion. Amazing audiences all over the world for more than 35 years, Reynolds has perfected a unique performance
style that he brings to this extraordinary INFINITY HALL LIVE set. Born in Germany, Reynolds began playing music at a young age in his parents'
church. Following high school graduation, Reynolds left home and moved to Charlottesville, Virginia where he began playing at local bars. Away
from his parents' strict moral and behavioral instruction, Reynolds was able to experiment, developing his own sound. After forming the original
TR3 in the early '90s, Reynolds began touring. Simultaneously, he collaborated with a young Dave Matthews on his early performances and
albums. Today, Reynolds continues to tour with the Dave Matthews Band lending his unmatched guitar skill to the group. Reynolds is
accomplished at nearly 30 musical instruments. When his musical mastery is combined with his flawless improvisation and complex riffs, the
result is an unforgettable rock performance.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 The Story of Yiwu
Follow San Francisco clothing store owners Chris and Ben to Yiwu, China, as they shop in the largest commodity market in the world. Yiwu is a
world renowned small commodities shopping paradise. Globally, almost ninety percent of all household products come from Yiwu. Their industry
is not only seen as a complex kaleidoscope of merchandise, but also as China's most technologically advanced in garment and jewel
productions. Apart from shopping, Chris and Ben experienced a state of tranquility as they sat in awe of the magnificent art and architecture
during their first visit to a Chinese temple. They also found new tastes in exquisite food from an ancient village and a hustle and bustle night
market. The story of Yiwu reveals the hands and faces behind MADE IN CHINA.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)KNME

04:00:00 Unseen Everglades: Inside A Legendary Wilderness
Flowing southward for hundreds of miles from the headwaters near Kissimmee to the Florida Bay, the Sunshine State's unique "River of Grass" is
one of the world's most precious natural resources. "The Unseen Everglades: Inside a Legendary Wilderness", is a one hour special presentation
that examines the history of this complex family of ecosystems and the spirited fight to restore, preserve and protect its unique habitats. This fast
moving documentary gives viewers a better understanding of the size, scale and importance the Everglades serve to our entire planet.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #446KCSM

08:00:00 Zula Patrol
Club Mars/The Outsider

CLUB MARS: Dark Truder must get the Zula Patrol off Zula so he can drill for Zulanium under their headquarters. He tricks them into going to
Earth for a vacation. However, when there are no vacancies on Earth, Truder decides to pass Mars off as Earth. But it's hard work making two
very different planets appear similar -- and Traxie's no help. THE OUTSIDER: The other Planets hurt Pluto's feelings and he refuses to orbit. It's
up to The Zula Patrol to bolster his spirits and get him to resume his interplanetary duty.

(CC) DVI #115(S)APTEX

08:30:00 1001 Nights
Give Until It Hurts/Ali Baba & The 40 Thieves

"Give Until It Hurts" - A poor man inherits a large sum of money and is surprised to see all the new friends he suddenly has. In the end, he learns
what true friendship means. "Ali Baba & The 40 Thieves" - Ali Baba's town is robbed by the famed forty thieves. When he follows their trail, Ali
finds their hidden cave filled with stolen treasure. He takes it back, but he incurs the wrath of their leader, Tabnak the Terrible.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)NETA
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09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Better Balance with the Ball

(CC) N/A #108HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Back Pain Relief

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at the beaches in Mexico. This workout focuses on your back and core, helping
to relieve and prevent back pain.

(CC) DVI #1108H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Diabetes and Peripheral Neuropathy

A large and small ball is used as a way to facilitate exercises to improve conditions such as diabetes and peripheral neuropathy.

(CC) N/A #1606H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Sewing with Nancy
Doodle Stitching, Part 1

We've all doodled, sketching with short pencil strokes or shapes in the margins of notes or homework. Nancy teaches you to translate those
doodles onto fabric with your sewing machine to create small works of fiber art. The sewing is fast, and the end result - satisfying.

(CC) N/A #3011H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Ottomans

Decorate your home with these two special Ottomans: the knit Garter Stripe Ottoman with Kristin and the Motif Ottoman designed and
demonstrated by Ellen. Lena shows how to make the knit Bubbles Cowl.

(CC) DVI #607H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Red Between The Lines, Part 1

A magnificent quilt in the tradition of red-and-white quilts, Marianne Fons' Red Between the Lines was featured in the debut exhibit at the Iowa
Quilt Museum. There is so much to learn from this spectacular medallion quilt that we broke it up into two shows. In this first episode, Marianne
Fons and host Angela Huffman explore planning a medallion-style quilt, and techniques for creating the pieced border.

(CC) N/A #2907H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7098H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Lidia's Kitchen
Fruit Desserts

Fruit desserts have always been an Italian tradition; they are simple, delicious and the perfect way to showcase nature's bounty. In this episode,
Lidia highlights some of her fans' preferred seasonal sweets with: strawberries with balsamic vinegar, a light and creamy panna cotta with
seasonal fresh fruit; juicy nectarines and blueberries in prosecco and a plum crostata, a free form Italian tart with juicy plums.

(CC) N/A #411H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Taste The Islands with Chef Irie
Dinner in the Keys

Chef Irie showcases his love of island gourmet with Shrimp Bisque, Spicy Steamed Fish Papillote and a Mango Key Lime Pie. Chef cooks and
converses with the "Bad Boys" of reggae, Inner Circle.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Simply Ming
Ken Oringer

Chef Ken Oringer, owner of restaurants all over Boston and beyond, including Uni, Toro, Coppa, and Little Donkey, joins Ming in the kitchen to
cook up a crowd favorite: fried chicken. Ken prepares an out-of-this-world fried chicken sandwich with a kimchi brine, while Ming makes a fried
chicken bahn mi. It's fried chicken two ways this week on Simply Ming.

(CC) N/A #1510H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 Cook's Country
Spicy and Sour for Supper

Bridget Lancaster shows Julia Collin Davison how to make a classic Latin version of arroz con pollo. Equipment expert Adam Ried reveals his
choice for the best dry measuring cups on the market. Tasting expert Jack Bishop challenges Bridget to a tasting of store-bought whipped
topping. Test cook Christie Morrison shows Bridget how to make the best sour orange pie.

(CC) N/A #1002H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Add Movement to the Story

Make movement part of the story. Author and artist Candie Cooper uses a tassel-maker to create tassels in a variety tones and textures. Then,
Katie makes gorgeous crystal earrings using the same settings used by high-end costume jewelry manufacturers.

(CC) N/A #2309H(S)NETA
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15:30:00 Make It Artsy
Kid Friendly

Inspire a young maker with kid-friendly art projects. Folk artist Mystele Kirkeeng paints a portrait of a cup inspired by various designs. Studio artist
Cynthia Thornton paints and assembles charming paper dolls. Jewelry expert Candie Cooper tops things off with a beautiful beaded crown. Jane
Dunnewold shares another art tip.

(CC) N/A #211H(S)NETA

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
The Biz Kids Challenge

The Biz Kids learn the world of marketing through the "Project Lemonade Challenge." Two teams, two identical lemonade stands. It's up to the
kids to decide the price and promotion strategy to sell the most product. The proceeds go to their favorite charities. You'll see the preparation and
the results when they are critiqued by marketing guru Scott Bedbury, the force behind Nike's slogan "Just do it."

(CC) DVI #113H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Old Is New

Give a new twist to traditional art forms. Jenny Barnett-Rohrs makes a trinket box inspired by a popular video game. Then, she makes a friendly
turtle using the ancient art of mosaic. Candie Cooper creates pop art with polka dots in the style of the artist Kusama, and Jenny coils a rag
basket with a touch of denim.

(CC) DVI #1902H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Crystal Bridges, American Dreams

P. Allen Smith explores a place unlike any other, the Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art and visits a unique restoration project involving a
rare house designed by Frank Lloyd Wright.

(CC) N/A #1509H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Growing Big Flavors In Small Spaces (Los Angeles, Ca)

The busier we get, the more we seem to seek a time when life wasn't so fast. A movement toward a simple yet flavorful lifestyle, often associated
with the term "homesteading," is growing more popular all the time. And it's not just rural farm-types that are leading the charge. People from all
walks of life, including professionals from the suburbs to city-dwelling urbanites are looking to raise their own chickens, grow their own organic
food, can and preserve the harvest, and other practices more commonly associated with the activities of our parents and grandparents. In this
episode, the team goes behind the scenes with one of the country's leading contemporary urban homesteaders, Theresa Loe, to learn more
about what's behind this exploding trend. It all happens from her own tiny Los Angeles homestead, where's she all about fresh, seasonal and
locally-sourced flavor.

(CC) N/A #712H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #14248H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Great Decisions In Foreign Policy
Afghanistan

U.S. troops have been in Afghanistan for over 15 years-making it the longest war in American history. As Washington and NATO pivot away from
Afghanistan by reducing troop numbers, the ability of the government and security forces to maintain stability will be tested.

(CC) N/A #807H(S)NETA

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #8183(S)APTEX

19:30:00 In Good Shape
Gender Reassignment

People with gender dysphoria, also known as gender incongruence, feel their biological sex does not align with their true identity. We speak to a
specialist about this condition and the treatment options available. Also, exploring the sense of touch. And, how problems with our teeth can
cause neck pain.

(CC) N/A #446H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 The Lowertown Line.
The Lowertown Line: Pavielle

Growing up in the Rondo neighborhood of St. Paul and getting her start at Penumbra Theater, multidisciplinary artist PaviElle's neo-soul voice is
as robust as her career. From writing a one-woman play to performing with a large backing band, PaviElle has taken the Twin Cities music scene
by storm with her intimate performances and expressive sound. Songs performed: Sometimes You Wanna Be, Dreams, Runnin', Disbelief.

(CC) N/A #113H(S)APTEX

20:30:00 Songs at the Center
Artists: Light, an ensemble of musicians and composers at Shadowbox Live! Theater perform selections from the critically acclaimed production
of "Gallery of Echoes." Light consists of Stev Guyer, Gabriel Guyer, Kevin Sweeney, Brandon Smith, Matthew Hahn, and hosted by singer-
songwriter Eric Gnezda. Shadowbox Live!, based in Columbus, Ohio, is America's largest local repertoire theater, creating and producing a wide
range of shows, including rock operas traditional musicals, fine art exhibits, contemporary dance, and video/television. "Gallery of Echoes" is a
mega-media production, including original music, fine art, video, and spoken word. In collaboration with the Columbus Museum of Art and the
Columbus Public Arts Project, the band Light, performs compositions recreating selected fine art in musical form.

(CC) N/A #312H(S)APTEX
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21:00:00 Live at 9:30
Performances by Miike Snow, Melanie Martinez, Deerhunter, Pusha T and Kurt Vile, with Henry Rollins and comedy from Top Gear's Adam
Ferrara.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)NACC

22:00:00 Evening with Gwen Ifill
An Evening With Gwen Ifill is a one-on-one interview of Gwen Ifill, one of the most prolific journalists of our time. Taped in the historic Coolidge
Auditorium of the Library of Congress' Thomas Jefferson Building, and hosted by Gwen's friend and fellow journalist Michele Norris, An Evening
With Gwen Ifill turns the tables on the long-time host, giving an insider's perspective into Gwen's childhood and development as a print and
television correspondent.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

23:00:00 Roadtrip Nation: Changing Gears
ROADTRIP NATION: CHANGING GEARS dispels long-held perceptions of auto technician work, opening up the hood on a rapidly accelerating
industry that's driven by advanced training, specialized skills, and mastery of today's most cutting-edge technology. A look at this trade through
the eyes of three young aspiring technicians - and the established professionals whom they seek out for advice - CHANGING GEARS takes
viewers on a tour through a field that's growing fast, but needs more workers. As the Bureau of Labor reports, demand for auto technicians is the
highest it's ever been, but with scarce numbers of young adults enrolling in technical training programs, a shortage of technicians in the near
future is almost guaranteed. Alexandra, Dylan and Michael set off to interview successful technicians in every corner of the industry, from Dennis
McCarthy, the lead technician for the Fast and the Furiousfranchise, to Bogi Latiener, whose female-centric garage is challenging gender
expectations surrounding automotive work. It's a supercharged adventure through land and sea as the road-trippers get behind the wheel of
everything from exotic supercars to giant tractors, discovering a wide array of technician careers that go far beyond wrench-turning.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 Great Decisions In Foreign Policy
Afghanistan

U.S. troops have been in Afghanistan for over 15 years-making it the longest war in American history. As Washington and NATO pivot away from
Afghanistan by reducing troop numbers, the ability of the government and security forces to maintain stability will be tested.

(CC) N/A #807H(S)NETA

00:30:00 In Good Shape
Gender Reassignment

People with gender dysphoria, also known as gender incongruence, feel their biological sex does not align with their true identity. We speak to a
specialist about this condition and the treatment options available. Also, exploring the sense of touch. And, how problems with our teeth can
cause neck pain.

(CC) N/A #446H(S)WNVC

01:00:00 The Lowertown Line.
The Lowertown Line: Pavielle

Growing up in the Rondo neighborhood of St. Paul and getting her start at Penumbra Theater, multidisciplinary artist PaviElle's neo-soul voice is
as robust as her career. From writing a one-woman play to performing with a large backing band, PaviElle has taken the Twin Cities music scene
by storm with her intimate performances and expressive sound. Songs performed: Sometimes You Wanna Be, Dreams, Runnin', Disbelief.

(CC) N/A #113H(S)APTEX

01:30:00 Songs at the Center
Artists: Light, an ensemble of musicians and composers at Shadowbox Live! Theater perform selections from the critically acclaimed production
of "Gallery of Echoes." Light consists of Stev Guyer, Gabriel Guyer, Kevin Sweeney, Brandon Smith, Matthew Hahn, and hosted by singer-
songwriter Eric Gnezda. Shadowbox Live!, based in Columbus, Ohio, is America's largest local repertoire theater, creating and producing a wide
range of shows, including rock operas traditional musicals, fine art exhibits, contemporary dance, and video/television. "Gallery of Echoes" is a
mega-media production, including original music, fine art, video, and spoken word. In collaboration with the Columbus Museum of Art and the
Columbus Public Arts Project, the band Light, performs compositions recreating selected fine art in musical form.

(CC) N/A #312H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Live at 9:30
Performances by Miike Snow, Melanie Martinez, Deerhunter, Pusha T and Kurt Vile, with Henry Rollins and comedy from Top Gear's Adam
Ferrara.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)NACC

03:00:00 Evening with Gwen Ifill
An Evening With Gwen Ifill is a one-on-one interview of Gwen Ifill, one of the most prolific journalists of our time. Taped in the historic Coolidge
Auditorium of the Library of Congress' Thomas Jefferson Building, and hosted by Gwen's friend and fellow journalist Michele Norris, An Evening
With Gwen Ifill turns the tables on the long-time host, giving an insider's perspective into Gwen's childhood and development as a print and
television correspondent.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

04:00:00 Roadtrip Nation: Changing Gears
ROADTRIP NATION: CHANGING GEARS dispels long-held perceptions of auto technician work, opening up the hood on a rapidly accelerating
industry that's driven by advanced training, specialized skills, and mastery of today's most cutting-edge technology. A look at this trade through
the eyes of three young aspiring technicians - and the established professionals whom they seek out for advice - CHANGING GEARS takes
viewers on a tour through a field that's growing fast, but needs more workers. As the Bureau of Labor reports, demand for auto technicians is the
highest it's ever been, but with scarce numbers of young adults enrolling in technical training programs, a shortage of technicians in the near
future is almost guaranteed. Alexandra, Dylan and Michael set off to interview successful technicians in every corner of the industry, from Dennis
McCarthy, the lead technician for the Fast and the Furiousfranchise, to Bogi Latiener, whose female-centric garage is challenging gender
expectations surrounding automotive work. It's a supercharged adventure through land and sea as the road-trippers get behind the wheel of
everything from exotic supercars to giant tractors, discovering a wide array of technician careers that go far beyond wrench-turning.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #447KCSM

08:00:00 Zula Patrol
The In and Outs of Planets/Young at Heart

THE INS AND OUTS OF PLANETS: Bula sends the Zula Patrol on a teamwork-building treasure hunt through the Solar System. Truder gets
wind of the plan and tries to steal the treasure, but his harebrained scheme is no match for the ZP team. YOUNG AT HEART: When Dark
Truder's latest scheme turns Bula, Multo and Gorga into toddlers, the rest of the Zula Patrol does double-duty.  They must resort to babysitting,
while searching the different planets of the Solar System for an age-appropriate cure.

(CC) DVI #116(S)APTEX

08:30:00 1001 Nights
Keeping Up with the Jinns/King for a Day

"Keeping Up With The Jinns" - A man stumbles across a bottle and a lamp in the middle of the desert. When he opens them, two genies appear
who hate each other. "King For a Day" - A man brags that he could run things better if he were in charge. He gets his chance.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)NETA
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09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Better Balance

(CC) N/A #109HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Hip and Leg Flexibility

Join Miranda Esmonde-White for a great lower body workout that combines standing and barre work to increase your flexibility and put a bounce
in your step.

(CC) DVI #1109H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Full Body Workout

Mary Ann uses a towel to assist with neck alignment and a band for strengthening shoulders and upper back. There is a focus on core and a
special tip to help balance.

(CC) N/A #1607H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Sewing with Nancy
Doodle Stitching, Part 2

Doodling-we've all done it with pen and paper. Now it can easily be replicated on fabric. Let Nancy inspire you to use simple stitches, and odds
and ends of fabric to create greeting cards to desktop art from spontaneous Doodle Stitching ideas.

(CC) N/A #3012H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Kiddie Toys

Special guest Jenny King drops by to show off her crochet Rupert The Rabbit toy, and on the knit side Kristin makes an adorable Amigarumi Cat
by Michele Wilcox. The crochet Mosaic Scarf is demonstrated by Lena.

(CC) DVI #608H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Red Between The Lines, Part 2

In this second episode showcasing Marianne Fons' Red Between the Lines, Marianne and host Angela Huffman teach you the techniques
needed for working with a multiple borders and the blocks in this heirloom-level quilt featured in the debut exhibit of the Iowa Quilt Museum.

(CC) N/A #2908H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7099H(S)KNME

13:00:00 The Jazzy Vegetarian
Bollywood Kitchen

Host Laura Theodore prepares vegan Indian-style recipes with Bollywood filmmaker and cookbook author Sri Rao. The star of the meal is Sri's
delicious Rajma, a hearty kidney bean stew, flavored with smoky cumin, earthy coriander, warm ginger, and spicy garlic. Mini-Cauliflower Bites
are an excellent side dish, and Turmeric Quinoa makes a colorful and nutritious addition to the meal. To finish, Golden Cashew Milk incorporates
warm, spicy flavors for a soothing nighttime drink.

(CC) N/A #610H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Sara's Weeknight Meals
Soul of the South

Sara travels to Charleston, South Carolina to learn the secrets to the legendary fried chicken of Martha Lou Gadsden of Martha Lou's Kitchen.
Then she travels to Boone Plantation to learn how African American cooks have shaped Southern cooking since the days of slavery. Back in
Sara's kitchen, she makes her version of a Southern classic, red beans and rice soup. Recipes: Martha Lou's southern fried chicken; Red beans
and rice soup.

(CC) N/A #607H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Joanne Weir Gets Fresh
Salads

Joanne loves salads because the possible combinations of ingredients are endless. Today she's going to think outside the bowl with salads.
Joanne and her team will go to La Nebbia, a prosciutteria in San Francisco, and Green String Farm with Bob Canard in Sonoma, California. With
her student Lila in tow, they'll make an amazing PLT salad with prosciutto, mixed greens, and croutons, and a smoked black cod and apple slaw.
So, join them as they get creative with salads.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 New Scandinavian Cooking
Mountain Riches

Back in the mountain region of Valdres, Tina makes fried fudge cheese with cloudberries and parsley. As the main dish, she prepares creamy
chanterelles with cured mutton and lingonberries. For dessert, Tina makes a thick pancake with Cognac raisins.

(CC) N/A #510H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Close It Up

Securely finish your jewelry with flair. Jewelry designer and blogger Molly Schaller returns with techniques using crimps and other findings to
secure closures. In the Beading Lesson, Katie makes personalized bangles from 16-gauge wire and crystals that tell your story.

(CC) N/A #2310H(S)NETA
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15:30:00 Make It Artsy
Express Yourself/Personal Style

Pump up your personal style statement. Host Julie Fei-Fan Balzer draws and cuts custom screens for silkscreen printing. Painter Mystele
Kirkeeng uses supplies at hand to paint a charming folk art house. Studio artist Andrew Thornton gives fabric a work out and creates and artful
book. Jane Dunnewold joins Julie with another artsy idea.

(CC) N/A #212H(S)NETA

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
How to Be A Smart Consumer

Get the most for your money. Join the Biz Kids and you'll explore smart shopping strategies. Learn how to avoid common pitfalls and traps set by
savvy marketers and high-pressure salesmen. Meet some smart consumers and successful entrepreneurs.

(CC) DVI #114H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Stars

Look beyond the sky. Jenny Barnett-Rohrs makes a glittery star catcher featuring the constellations. Candie Cooper creates a 3-D board
illustrating moon phases. Artist Franz Spohn creates a landscape featuring clouds. Candie Cooper creates a sparkly space galaxy.

(CC) DVI #1903H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
All About The Bugs

P. Allen Smith meets bugs where they live. Find out how to deal with the good, the bad and the ugly around your home and garden.

(CC) N/A #1510H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Growing Healthy Foods and Sustainable Communities (Atlanta, Ga)

The modern farmer often bears no resemblance to the old stereotype. Many young farmers today are growing much more than just healthy crops.
They're thinking outside the plot to raise healthy communities and lifestyles around organically grown food, school and community gardens, even
eco-conscious resorts. Daron Joffe (a.k.a. "Farmer D") is one such farmer and entrepreneur breaking down the walls of traditional farming. Today,
his services and projects can be found all around the country, and the proven results of his efforts are in high demand by some of the most
prominent gardeners and companies in America.

(CC) N/A #713H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #14249H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Consuelo Mack Wealthtrack (CC) N/A #1425H(S)APTEX

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #8184(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Native Report (CC) N/A #1115H(S)WDSE

20:00:00 Backstage Pass
Tony Monaco & The Fareed Haque Trio Featuring Randy Gelispie

The Fareed Haque & Tony Monaco Trio featuring Randy Gelispie includes some of the most innovative musicians in jazz today. Haque
showcases a unique twist on jazz guitar, while Monaco's organ playing takes each song for a ride. The trio is rounded out with drummer Gelispie.
Songs featured include "Furry Slippers," and "My One and Only Love." Recorded at Lansing JazzFest 2015.

(CC) N/A #709H(S)NETA

20:30:00 Music Voyager
Colombia's Electro Tropical Beats

One of the latest and most exciting trends in Colombian music fuses the traditional rhythms and melodies with electronic beats and modern
influences. Host Jacob Edgar explores this cutting-edge Bogota scene, starting with an electrifying live performance in the streets with La Mojarra
Electrica. Then, he meets British DJ and producer Richard Blaire, whose Sidestepper project pioneered the electrotropical trend. Systema Solar
provides a sample of their funky and eclectic sound at the equally colorful restaurant and nightclub, Andres Carne de Res. Finally, one of the
most popular electrotropical bands, Bomba Estereo, treat viewers to a stripped-down performance of one of the group's new songs at Gaira, a
popular Bogota restaurant that doubles as a Colombian music museum.

(CC) N/A #207H(S)APTEX

21:00:00 Xerox Rochester International Jazz Festival
Jeff Johnston & Friends

Jeff Johnston is a Canadian based composer of music for film and media. With musical beginnings as a jazz pianist and recording artist his works
are infused with alluring harmonies, lush textures, rhythmic inventiveness and spontaneity. Chuck Berg of Jazz Times Magazine wrote "This is
music that while at the contemporary cutting edge, is both immediately and immensely satisfying." Johnston's trio and quartet recordings
established him as a respected pianist and composer leading the Globe and Mail's Mark Miller to say "This is Canadian jazz at its best."

(CC) N/A #807H(S)APTEX
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22:00:00 World Dancesport Grandslam Series
Standard Series: The First Four Legs

This first episode covers highlights of four Standard competitions from the inaugural leg in in Helsinki, Finland, to the events in Wuhan, China,
Hong Kong and Moscow. Former world champion Latin dancer and Honorary Life President of DanceSport England, Peter Maxwell invites
viewers to leave the confines of a ballroom and to take a look at how true athletes make a challenging sport of dance as they compete in the
World DanceSport GrandSlam Standard Series. In a whirlwind tour that brings them from Europe to Asia and back to Europe, top dancers in
gowns and tails perform at sporting venues and in front of appreciative audiences. Provided the dancers make the six-couple final, they collect
prize money and maximum ranking points at each leg of the Series. The biggest names in the Standard dances meet at regular intervals
throughout the year for match-ups between couples. Will the perennial runners-up, Dmitry Zharkov and Olga Kulikova of Russia, ever be able to
beat the reigning World and GrandSlam Champions Simone Segatori and Annette Sudol of Germany?

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Variety Studio: Actors On Actors
Nicole Kidman (Big Little Lies) with Ewan McGregor (Fargo), Millie Bobby Brown (Stranger Things) and Evan Rachel Wood (Westworld), Pamela
Adlon (Better Things) and Sterling K. Brown (This is Us), Riz Ahmed (The Night Of) and Elisabeth Moss (The Handmaid's Tale), Brit Marling (The
OA) and Issa Rae (Insecure) and Anthony Anderson (Black-ish) with Kaley Cuoco (The Big Bang Theory).

(CC) N/A #602H(S)NETA
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00:00:01 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3549H(S)WNVC

00:30:00 Native Report (CC) N/A #1115H(S)WDSE

01:00:00 Backstage Pass
Tony Monaco & The Fareed Haque Trio Featuring Randy Gelispie

The Fareed Haque & Tony Monaco Trio featuring Randy Gelispie includes some of the most innovative musicians in jazz today. Haque
showcases a unique twist on jazz guitar, while Monaco's organ playing takes each song for a ride. The trio is rounded out with drummer Gelispie.
Songs featured include "Furry Slippers," and "My One and Only Love." Recorded at Lansing JazzFest 2015.

(CC) N/A #709H(S)NETA

01:30:00 Music Voyager
Colombia's Electro Tropical Beats

One of the latest and most exciting trends in Colombian music fuses the traditional rhythms and melodies with electronic beats and modern
influences. Host Jacob Edgar explores this cutting-edge Bogota scene, starting with an electrifying live performance in the streets with La Mojarra
Electrica. Then, he meets British DJ and producer Richard Blaire, whose Sidestepper project pioneered the electrotropical trend. Systema Solar
provides a sample of their funky and eclectic sound at the equally colorful restaurant and nightclub, Andres Carne de Res. Finally, one of the
most popular electrotropical bands, Bomba Estereo, treat viewers to a stripped-down performance of one of the group's new songs at Gaira, a
popular Bogota restaurant that doubles as a Colombian music museum.

(CC) N/A #207H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Xerox Rochester International Jazz Festival
Jeff Johnston & Friends

Jeff Johnston is a Canadian based composer of music for film and media. With musical beginnings as a jazz pianist and recording artist his works
are infused with alluring harmonies, lush textures, rhythmic inventiveness and spontaneity. Chuck Berg of Jazz Times Magazine wrote "This is
music that while at the contemporary cutting edge, is both immediately and immensely satisfying." Johnston's trio and quartet recordings
established him as a respected pianist and composer leading the Globe and Mail's Mark Miller to say "This is Canadian jazz at its best."

(CC) N/A #807H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 World Dancesport Grandslam Series
Standard Series: The First Four Legs

This first episode covers highlights of four Standard competitions from the inaugural leg in in Helsinki, Finland, to the events in Wuhan, China,
Hong Kong and Moscow. Former world champion Latin dancer and Honorary Life President of DanceSport England, Peter Maxwell invites
viewers to leave the confines of a ballroom and to take a look at how true athletes make a challenging sport of dance as they compete in the
World DanceSport GrandSlam Standard Series. In a whirlwind tour that brings them from Europe to Asia and back to Europe, top dancers in
gowns and tails perform at sporting venues and in front of appreciative audiences. Provided the dancers make the six-couple final, they collect
prize money and maximum ranking points at each leg of the Series. The biggest names in the Standard dances meet at regular intervals
throughout the year for match-ups between couples. Will the perennial runners-up, Dmitry Zharkov and Olga Kulikova of Russia, ever be able to
beat the reigning World and GrandSlam Champions Simone Segatori and Annette Sudol of Germany?

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Variety Studio: Actors On Actors
Nicole Kidman (Big Little Lies) with Ewan McGregor (Fargo), Millie Bobby Brown (Stranger Things) and Evan Rachel Wood (Westworld), Pamela
Adlon (Better Things) and Sterling K. Brown (This is Us), Riz Ahmed (The Night Of) and Elisabeth Moss (The Handmaid's Tale), Brit Marling (The
OA) and Issa Rae (Insecure) and Anthony Anderson (Black-ish) with Kaley Cuoco (The Big Bang Theory).

(CC) N/A #602H(S)NETA

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #448KCSM

08:00:00 Zula Patrol
The Big Mess/Telescooped

THE BIG MESSA sticky mess in Wizzy's & Wigg's room spawns a microscopic city. But when Wizzy's & Wigg's vacuuming threatens to destroy
the micro-world, the other ZPers are ZAPPED into the tiny city by its resident microscopic Mad Scientist. TELESCOOPED: When all the
telescopes on Zula begin disappearing, the Zula Patrol investigates and learns a lot about telescopes. They even shrink down to get inside one,
just as it's stolen. The culprit: Dark Truder, who doesn't realize the tiny Zula Patrol are now trapped in his new 'asteroid headquarters.' They must
escape to not only save themselves - but all the telescopes in the Solar System!

(CC) DVI #117(S)APTEX

08:30:00 1001 Nights
Abu Sabir/Bigger, Badder, Badr

"Abu Sabir" - When everyone in town goes running off to find treasure the ever patient Abu Sabir refuses to participate. "Bigger, Badder, Badr" - A
lone man stands up to an evil tyrant and incurs his wrath.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Diabetes

(CC) N/A #110HACCES
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09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Mobility

Today, we're outside the tranquil Zentropia spa doing an all-standing, mobility workout to give you range of motion in all of your activities.

(CC) DVI #1110H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Brain and Balance

This episode includes unusual exercises for brain stimulation and help with balance.

(CC) N/A #1608H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Sewing with Nancy
Doodle Stitching, Part 3

Instead of using pen and paper, use your sewing machine and colorful thread as your tools for doodling. There's no right or wrong way to Doodle
Stitch. Rather, let the creative process be your guide. Nancy will show you how to create small, artistic projects without a rulebook.

(CC) N/A #3013H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Handwarmers

Drew is back to try his "hand" at knitting with the Scalloped Fingerless Gloves and Robyn shows us her crochet Doily Wristlets. Lena
demonstrates a knit Star Stitch Cowl.

(CC) DVI #609H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Rainbow Mosaic

An unusual take on charm quilts, this design by Nancy Mahoney combines multiple charm shapes in a medallion-style quilt that uses batiks.
Using templates to make things easier, Nancy and host Sara Gallegos walk you through different methods for dealing with these unusual shapes.
Hexagons, diamonds, triangles-with the right tools and techniques, you can master them all!

(CC) N/A #2909H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7100H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Ellie's Real Good Food
Teeny Kitchen

Ellie helps out a couple contending with the challenges of cooking in a tiny apartment kitchen. Ellie proves that with just a few key pans and
gadgets, and some smart recipes, anyone can produce fantastic meals in even the most cramped quarters. Recipes: Herbed salmon and orzo
casserole with feta; Beef and many vegetable stew; Lemon garlic turkey breast with roasted rosemary potatoes and Brussels sprouts.

(CC) N/A #111H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Cooking with Nick Stellino
Southern Comfort

Chicken Milanese Southern Style; Biscuits & Gravy; Nanci's Lobster Mac & Cheese.

(CC) N/A #202H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Taste of Louisiana with Chef John Folse & Company: Hooks, Lies & Alibis
Coastal Erosion - Louisiana Coast

In this episode, John gets a first-hand look at the size and scope of Louisiana's coastal erosion problem. Louisiana has 40% of our nation's
wetlands and each year experiences the loss of land equal to the size of Rhode Island. John celebrates the coastal bounty by making sauteed
speckled trout with a spicy garlic and orange vinaigrette with saltwater fishing champion, Tommy Vidrine. Then, John cooks a dried shrimp potato
stew with Bobby Collins. Finally, John, Bobby and Sister Marie Dulce make a dried shrimp encrusted red snapper. And the trio top off the day with
a favorite south Louisiana drink, the famous hurricane.

(CC) N/A #1308H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 Jacques Pepin: Heart & Soul
Offal Good

In Jacques' kitchen, nothing goes to waste! Today, he espouses the virtues of offal and prepares a menu of several underutilized "variety meats,"
including one of his wife's favorites, chicken livers in mushroom port sauce. Jacques then recreates a classic from his childhood in France using
offal - tripe and pigs' feet ragout. This hearty, slow-cooked dish flavored with a fragrant bouquet garni is accompanied by pommes persille.
Finally, he demonstrates the best techniques for curing and cooking beef tongue and tops it with a ravigote sauce.

(CC) N/A #111H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Color and Creativity

Keep creativity flowing with inspiration from colors. On-line jewelry-making host and crafter Vicki O'Dell makes quick, thoughtful, colorful gifts for
everyone. Katie sets crystals into a cup chain cuff and bangle, then adds knotted leather accents for a one-of-a-kind look.

(CC) N/A #2311H(S)NETA
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15:30:00 Make It Artsy
Inspired By Fashion

Today, art becomes fashion. Mixed media artist Rae Missigman makes a wearable art journal for her artful ideas. Today's hottest jewelry trend is
crafted into a bangle bracelet by Jen Cushman. Artist Candie Cooper affirms her art statement by embellishing boots. Jane Dunnewold has
another idea about the maker's movement.

(CC) N/A #213H(S)NETA

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Using Your Credit-Crazy Or Compelling?

Don't live on borrowed time. Join the Biz Kids and you'll see the true cost of purchasing with credit. You'll also have an unsettling look at credit
scores and the increasing number of people and places (employers, insurers, colleges, etc.) who are using these scores to make major decisions
that could affect your future. Meet entrepreneurs who have successfully navigated credit pitfalls.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Creatures

The earth is full of wonderful creatures. Jenny Barnett-Rohrs crafts simple animals that are easily adaptable and molds a robot mouse. Artist
Franz Spohn draws creatures that are just like us - or not. Jenny uses glow-in-the-dark clay to craft a spooky-sweet charm for your backpack.

(CC) DVI #1904H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Pura Vida, Costa Rica

P. Allen Smith visits one of the five Blue Zones in the world, Costa Rica, to see if there really is a secret to living longer.

(CC) N/A #1511H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Red White and Green: America's Earth Friendly Vineyard

Producing wines that are as good for the earth as they are on the palate is a proposition far too risky for most wineries. But not for Fetzer
Vineyards-one of America's largest commercial wine producers. Their commitment to being earth-friendly is reflected in everything they do. From
the sustainable methods used to grow and manage their crops, to how they process waste, even to the energy consumed to run their company;
it's all green. In this episode, we get an insider's look at some of the ways they're keeping it earth-friendly, and share with viewers how they can
apply some of those techniques to get great results in their home gardens.

(CC) N/A #714H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #14250H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1349H(S)WNVT

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #8185(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Global 3000 (CC) N/A #948H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 Song of the Mountains
The Boxcars

(CC) N/A #1220H(S)NETA

21:00:00 Woodsongs
Eric Johnson and Gonzalo Bergara Quartet

ERIC JOHNSON has long been hailed as one of the world's preeminent electric guitarists with a Grammy Award and five nominations, platinum
album, Top 10 hits like "Cliffs Of Dover," and praise from critics and the esteem of his peers. Johnson now celebrates his acoustic side with his
12th album 'EJ'. His first completely unplugged album is also his most immediate and intimate. Johnson's WoodSongs performance is just him
and his acoustic guitar. THE GONZALO BERGARA QUARTET plays a modern variant of 1930's Django Reinhardt-inspired gypsy jazz.
Composer and lead guitarist Gonzalo Bergara mixes a cascade of arpeggios with the sounds of Paris and his native Argentina. WoodSongs Kid:
Emma Mosley is a 16-year-old guitar wiz from Austin, Texas.

(CC) N/A #2011H(S)NETA

22:00:00 Film School Shorts
Daily Grind

Stephen Singer plays a sock merchant in Socks & Bonds; he hopes his girlfriend's Hamptons-dwelling ex will invest, only to discover there's a
more pressing negotiation at hand. Directed by Daniel Zimbler. Then, catch a snapshot of life in the law offices of Hopkins & Delaney, LLP, an
animation that captures the hidden cubicle moments that comprise all our working lives. Directed by Sean Buckelew. In Butterfingers, every
marriage has its moments, and this wife can't listen to another word from her husband about work. Directed by Milan Roganovic.

(CC) N/A #404H(S)NETA

22:30:00 On Story
Creed: A New Legend

In this episode, writer Aaron Covington discusses how he and co-writer/director Ryan Coogler came up with the idea for a unique and personal
spin on the Rocky Balboa story and in the process created a new legend.

(CC) N/A #708H(S)NETA
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23:00:00 Science Goes to the Movies
Math and Language

Guests: Emily Rice and William Haddican. Movie: Arrival. What is the cornerstone of civilization - Math? Or Language? A linguist and an
astrophysicist throw down with a look at the movie Arrival. With Emily Rice and William Haddican.

(CC) N/A #411H(S)EPS

23:30:00 Theater Talk (CC) N/A #1107H(S)EPS
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00:00:01 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1349H(S)WNVT

00:30:00 Global 3000 (CC) N/A #948H(S)WNVC

01:00:00 Song of the Mountains
The Boxcars

(CC) N/A #1220H(S)NETA

02:00:00 Woodsongs
Eric Johnson and Gonzalo Bergara Quartet

ERIC JOHNSON has long been hailed as one of the world's preeminent electric guitarists with a Grammy Award and five nominations, platinum
album, Top 10 hits like "Cliffs Of Dover," and praise from critics and the esteem of his peers. Johnson now celebrates his acoustic side with his
12th album 'EJ'. His first completely unplugged album is also his most immediate and intimate. Johnson's WoodSongs performance is just him
and his acoustic guitar. THE GONZALO BERGARA QUARTET plays a modern variant of 1930's Django Reinhardt-inspired gypsy jazz.
Composer and lead guitarist Gonzalo Bergara mixes a cascade of arpeggios with the sounds of Paris and his native Argentina. WoodSongs Kid:
Emma Mosley is a 16-year-old guitar wiz from Austin, Texas.

(CC) N/A #2011H(S)NETA

03:00:00 Film School Shorts
Daily Grind

Stephen Singer plays a sock merchant in Socks & Bonds; he hopes his girlfriend's Hamptons-dwelling ex will invest, only to discover there's a
more pressing negotiation at hand. Directed by Daniel Zimbler. Then, catch a snapshot of life in the law offices of Hopkins & Delaney, LLP, an
animation that captures the hidden cubicle moments that comprise all our working lives. Directed by Sean Buckelew. In Butterfingers, every
marriage has its moments, and this wife can't listen to another word from her husband about work. Directed by Milan Roganovic.

(CC) N/A #404H(S)NETA

03:30:00 On Story
Creed: A New Legend

In this episode, writer Aaron Covington discusses how he and co-writer/director Ryan Coogler came up with the idea for a unique and personal
spin on the Rocky Balboa story and in the process created a new legend.

(CC) N/A #708H(S)NETA

04:00:00 Science Goes to the Movies
Math and Language

Guests: Emily Rice and William Haddican. Movie: Arrival. What is the cornerstone of civilization - Math? Or Language? A linguist and an
astrophysicist throw down with a look at the movie Arrival. With Emily Rice and William Haddican.

(CC) N/A #411H(S)EPS

04:30:00 Theater Talk (CC) N/A #1107H(S)EPS

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #449KCSM

08:00:00 Beauty of Oil Painting with Gary and Kathwren Jenkins
Exotic Rooster

Gary invites Frank Audehm to be a guest artist. Frank paints a funny picture of a rooster of Peruvian variety. These chickens are distinguished by
their colorful long feathers. Painters will find this project to be a great challenge with its variegated shades of color and composition.

(CC) N/A #522H(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Painting with Wilson Bickford
Birch Forest, Part 2

In Part 2, Wilson follows the acrylic under-painting with oil glazes, enriching the colors and bringing this sunny summer birch forest to life. You can
almost hear the crickets!

(CC) N/A #202H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Landscapes Through Time with David Dunlop
John Singer Sargent's Venice

John Singer Sargent (1856-1925) travels to Venice many times over a 40-year period and paints dazzling plein air watercolor landscapes, turning
away from portraiture. David paints a watercolor demonstration at the famous Piazza dei Giovanni e Paolo, the same scene painted by Sargent
and centuries of painters, exploring his color theory and painting technique.

(CC) DVI #203H(S)NETA

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Spine Strengthening

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White on a beautiful terrace in Mexico. Miranda will take you through stretches that will
strengthen your back and improve your posture in this entry level standing and floor workout.

(CC) DVI #1111H(S)APTEX
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10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Upbeat and Fun

This energetic full body workout has a lot stomping and good hip movement for anyone confined to a wheelchair or chair.

(CC) N/A #1609H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Headache Prevention

(CC) N/A #122HACCES

11:00:00 Delicious TV's Vegan Mashup
Fast Food Magic

You'll never have to say, but I don't have time to cook vegan again. Toni Fiore is making a classic Italian dish Pasta with Chickpeas and
Tomatoes. Terry Hope Romero is making Coconut Bacon you can top anything including her Kale Tomato Salad. Raw food artist Elizabeth
Fraser is shares her No-bake Apple Crisp. And Victor Robinson and his daughter are making Gazpacho with veggies plucked from there garden.

(CC) DVI #302H(S)NETA

11:30:00 Mexico -- One Plate at a Time with Rick Bayless
Off The Beaten Path In Playa Del Carmen

Rick brings you out of the plush resorts and into the streets of Playa del Carmen, where street vendors and roadside stands serve real-deal
Mexican food. Rick heads to Antojitos Yucateco for cochinita pibil tortas, then to nearby Las Karnitas for tacos of golden, crispy carnitas with
spicy salsa. Then Rick follows the smoke to a little roadside cart, where crowds gather for cecina estilo Yecapixtla, thin-cut seared beef with
grilled onions and nopales. At Le Chique, a modern dining room between Cancun and Puerto Morales, Chef Jonatan Gomez Luna dazzles Rick
with feats of Mexican molecular gastronomy. Back in Chicago, Rick shows how to execute the perfect taco party of your own, complete with slow
cooker carnitas, summer squash and guero chile, and grilled achiote catfish with spicy habanero mayo.

(CC) N/A #1103H(S)APTEX

12:00:00 Lidia's Kitchen
Fruit Desserts

Fruit desserts have always been an Italian tradition; they are simple, delicious and the perfect way to showcase nature's bounty. In this episode,
Lidia highlights some of her fans' preferred seasonal sweets with: strawberries with balsamic vinegar, a light and creamy panna cotta with
seasonal fresh fruit; juicy nectarines and blueberries in prosecco and a plum crostata, a free form Italian tart with juicy plums.

(CC) N/A #411H(S)APTEX

12:30:00 Moveable Feast with Fine Cooking
Los Angeles - Curtis Stone and Francis Derby

This week on Moveable Feast with Fine Cooking, chefs Curtis Stone of Maude restaurant and Francis Derby of The Cannibal restaurant join host
Pete Evans to explore the culinary mecca of Los Angeles. From browsing the Santa Monica Farmers' Market to Logan's Gardens, the three
collect their ingredients to prepare for an extravagant pig roast. Curtis makes a fresh peach mustard for his fennel-rubbed pig, which is paired
with Francis' spread of mixed charcuterie and raw vegetables and duck rillettes. It's a picture perfect feast for a beautiful home in Silverlake, CA.

(CC) N/A #401H(S)APTEX

13:00:00 Travels with Darley
Hong Kong Island Hopping

Hong Kong is a big city with lots of urban attractions, but with over 260 islands, Hong Kong is also a great destination for island hopping. We're
exploring the greener side of Hong Kong by hiking, biking, boating and taking in beach views with the locals. We'll visit a doctor who specializes in
traditional Chinese medicine, see what Hong Kong locals eat at bustling markets and make a trip to Lantau Island to visit the Big Buddha and Po
Lin Monastery. We'll also hike the Hong Kong Trail at Victoria Peak and the Dragon's Back and learn about geology at the Hong Kong Global
Geopark, a UNESCO site.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Weekends with Yankee
Lost and Found

This week on Weekends with Yankee, we're lost, and found. First stop: Block Island, off the coast of Rhode Island, where we're in search of the
glass orbs that one local artist makes and tucks away like hidden treasures for locals and visitors to discover. Next stop: Dummerston, Vermont,
where we find an incredible orchard paradise filled with heirloom apples that can be traced back to the earliest days of American history. Finally,
we wrap up with a visit to the spectacular Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum in Boston, home to a priceless art collection amassed by one of
Boston's most unorthodox and remarkable patrons.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Rick Steves' Europe
Great Swiss Cities: Luzern, Bern, Zurich and Lausanne

In this episode we'll focus on an often overlooked side of Switzerland its urban charms. We'll get some exercise, from ringing a very big bell to
floating down an urban river. We'll also enjoy a variety of eye-opening art, from Chagall and Klee to inmates of an asylum. Then we'll ponder a
few Swiss innovations, from their open-minded drug policies to their hush-hush underground arsenals. And it'll all before a backdrop of
Switzerland's stunning natural beauty.

(CC) N/A #505H(S)APTEX
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14:30:00 Born to Explore with Richard Wiese
Namibia: Painted People of the Desert

Explorer Richard Wiese travels to the African country of Namibia. He treks through the Namib Desert to meet members of the Himba tribe, whose
way of life remains unchanged over thousands of years. Richard encounters an array of wild creatures, from giraffes to dune beetles, which have
adapted to the extreme desert conditions. Richard also tracks the elusive white rhino and discovers mysterious "fairy circles."

(CC) N/A #114H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Garden Smart
With winter finally coming to an end, it can be hard for gardeners to remember what spring and summer look like in the garden. So
GardenSMART visits, in the summer, a place best known for wintertime snow. The flowers and gardening lessons are impressive. Be sure to tune
in.

(CC) N/A #4601H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Baby Makes 3
Small Safari

The Baby Makes 3 team visit Carolina Tiger Rescue with the parents-to-be for a lesson in how this safari-themed nursery can give a child an
appreciation for animals and nature.

(CC) N/A #210H(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Drexel Interview
Jane Golden

Jane Golden is an arts activist and Executive Director of Mural Arts Philadelphia. Golden's affinity for mural-making took her from a small
municipal office to managing an arts organization with international renown; it produces upwards of 100 public works of art each year, and has
served tens of thousands of residents, artists, and visitors to Philadelphia through art education programs, community engagement activities,
employment/training programs, and public mural tours over the last three decades. Host Paula Marantz Cohen delves into Golden's formative
years as a lone muralist on a mission, and the breadth of work and community programming that her organization now brings to the streets of
Philadelphia and the world.

(CC) N/A #604HNETA

16:30:00 Overheard with Evan Smith
Helen Thorpe, Journalist/Author

Helen Thorpe is an author and journalist who has been a staff writer for the New York Observer, The New Yorker, and Texas Monthly. She has
also been published in the New York Times Magazine, Slate and numerous other publications. Her radio stories have aired on This American Life
and Sound Print. Her latest book, The Newcomers, hits shelves on November 14th.

(CC) N/A #810H(S)NETA

17:00:00 Pen TV Program TBA
Place Holder for TBA Program

(N) N/A #0H(S)

17:30:00 Craftsman's Legacy
The Cheesemaker

Cheese, please! Join master cheesemaker Bruce Workman and host Eric Gorges for an inside view of an award winning creamery. Who knew
master cheesemakers started their day at 2am?

(CC) N/A #207H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3549H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 The Open Mind
Securing American Suffrage

Guest: Alison Grimes. Kentucky Secretary of State Alison Grimes talks about gerrymandering, voting rights and election security.

(CC) N/A #3820HNETA

19:00:00 Closer to Truth
How Did The Universe Begin?

How things start helps reveal what things are. How to conceive the beginning of the universe? What are latest theories? Are they all speculation?
What's the recent evidence?

(CC) N/A #1711H(S)EPS

19:30:00 American Forum
Putin and the USA

Political scientist ALLEN LYNCH and diplomat DEREK CHOLLET on Russia and the Trump White House.

(CC) N/A #313H(S)NETA

20:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
The Best of Infinity Hall Live

The Best of Infinity Hall Live - a compilation of the best performances and interviews from the first season of shows.

(CC) N/A #113H(S)APTEX
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21:00:00 Front and Center
Kaleo

All the way from Iceland, indie rock band Kaleo comes to New York City to perform songs from their debut album A/B. Highlights include a
performance of "Vor i Vaglaskogi," a traditional Icelandic Love song sung in the band's native language, as well as their top 10 singles "All the
Pretty Girls" and "Way Down We Go." Formed in 2012, the band music is mostly influenced by folk and blues and prominently features a
distinctive resonator sound.

(CC) N/A #707H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 Globe Trekker
Tough Trains: The Transcontinental Railroad, USA

This episode takes on one of the greatest engineering feats of the 19th Century - the Transcontinental Railroad. Intrepid traveler Zay Harding
explores the rich history of railroads on this incredible 3, 000-mile journey across America. Traveling from the Atlantic to the Pacific, through four
time zones and 12 states, we experience some of the most epic landscapes and stunning scenery that North America has to offer. From the very
earliest steam locomotives in the 1830s, railroads have fundamentally shaped the USA as we know it today, enabling trade, spreading ideas and
facilitating mass migration and settlement across the country.

(CC) N/A #1603H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Arts In Context
Magna Carda

Austin's premiere rap group, Magna Carda, makes a name for themselves within the local and global music scene. Extended: Breaking into the
Austin music scene was never going to be easy but Magna Carda faced the additional challenge of being a hip-hop act in a city with a long,
storied history of rock and roll. MC-producer duo Megz Kelli and Dougie Do fought through this obstacle by adding what is now their signature -
live instrumentation. Described by Mashable as "Austin's answer to The Roots," Magna Carda's genre-defying blend of rap-meets-jazz-meets-
R&B-meets-electronic has quickly captured the imagination of listeners and the attention of critics alike in Austin and beyond.

(CC) N/A #801H(S)NETA

23:30:00 Articulate with Jim Cotter
Sugar Tongue Slim

For STS, wordplay is a way of life; hip-hop lines his pockets, poetry feeds his soul. Bruce Metcalf - Master fine art jeweler Bruce Metcalf refuses
to use the traditional metals and gems in his work, finding them all a little too... precious. Fear of the Known - For generations, the early 20th
century American writer H.P. Lovecraft has been terrifying readers. We find out how.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 Closer to Truth
How Did The Universe Begin?

How things start helps reveal what things are. How to conceive the beginning of the universe? What are latest theories? Are they all speculation?
What's the recent evidence?

(CC) N/A #1711H(S)EPS

00:30:00 American Forum
Putin and the USA

Political scientist ALLEN LYNCH and diplomat DEREK CHOLLET on Russia and the Trump White House.

(CC) N/A #313H(S)NETA

01:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
The Best of Infinity Hall Live

The Best of Infinity Hall Live - a compilation of the best performances and interviews from the first season of shows.

(CC) N/A #113H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Front and Center
Kaleo

All the way from Iceland, indie rock band Kaleo comes to New York City to perform songs from their debut album A/B. Highlights include a
performance of "Vor i Vaglaskogi," a traditional Icelandic Love song sung in the band's native language, as well as their top 10 singles "All the
Pretty Girls" and "Way Down We Go." Formed in 2012, the band music is mostly influenced by folk and blues and prominently features a
distinctive resonator sound.

(CC) N/A #707H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Globe Trekker
Tough Trains: The Transcontinental Railroad, USA

This episode takes on one of the greatest engineering feats of the 19th Century - the Transcontinental Railroad. Intrepid traveler Zay Harding
explores the rich history of railroads on this incredible 3, 000-mile journey across America. Traveling from the Atlantic to the Pacific, through four
time zones and 12 states, we experience some of the most epic landscapes and stunning scenery that North America has to offer. From the very
earliest steam locomotives in the 1830s, railroads have fundamentally shaped the USA as we know it today, enabling trade, spreading ideas and
facilitating mass migration and settlement across the country.

(CC) N/A #1603H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Arts In Context
Magna Carda

Austin's premiere rap group, Magna Carda, makes a name for themselves within the local and global music scene. Extended: Breaking into the
Austin music scene was never going to be easy but Magna Carda faced the additional challenge of being a hip-hop act in a city with a long,
storied history of rock and roll. MC-producer duo Megz Kelli and Dougie Do fought through this obstacle by adding what is now their signature -
live instrumentation. Described by Mashable as "Austin's answer to The Roots," Magna Carda's genre-defying blend of rap-meets-jazz-meets-
R&B-meets-electronic has quickly captured the imagination of listeners and the attention of critics alike in Austin and beyond.

(CC) N/A #801H(S)NETA

04:30:00 Articulate with Jim Cotter
Sugar Tongue Slim

For STS, wordplay is a way of life; hip-hop lines his pockets, poetry feeds his soul. Bruce Metcalf - Master fine art jeweler Bruce Metcalf refuses
to use the traditional metals and gems in his work, finding them all a little too... precious. Fear of the Known - For generations, the early 20th
century American writer H.P. Lovecraft has been terrifying readers. We find out how.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #450KCSM

08:00:00 Painting and Travel with Roger & Sarah Bansemer
Cross Creek

Roger and Sarah Bansemer travel through central Florida an visit the small town of Cross Creek where they learn more about the fascinating
historic homestead to bestselling author Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, author of the Yearling. Roger sets up his easel and paints at the homestead.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NETA

08:30:00 Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
A Watchful Eye, Part 4

In this episode, Jerry first reviews where to place the owl. Then uses #2 chisel edge brush to block in limb across moon area being sure to get
proper proportion. Then gets silhouette in place. Then scumbles in areas around these shapes to make them look more dimensional and get
softer, lighter values in place. Then shows how to add lighting on edge of moon (a bit of a silver lining). Next with script brush Jerry adds
additional limbs to the one supporting the owl. Then adds more pine-tree work with some of the dark mixture used earlier. Lastly Jerry shows how
to insert a few floating clouds again using a scumbling technique and the #4 bristle brush.

(CC) N/A #2304H(S)NETA
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09:00:00 Wyland's Art Studio
Sea Otter

Art Lesson: Blending Techniques. Many artists are defined by their blending techniques. A blend is the gradual transition from one color to
another. Oil paint, because it takes time to dry, allows you to move the wet paint around on the canvas. This makes it easy to do the thing most
difficult to do with other types of paint, the blend. All brushes will blend oil paint. Flat brushes are best. Colors are mixed on a palette and applied
on the canvas. The brush is dragged back and forth in a crosshatch stroke between two values until a satisfactory transition is made. Value is the
lightness or darkness of a hue by adding black or white to a color. Parallel strokes are used to refine the transition of values. A clean brush is
used for the dark to middle and another clean brush for the light to middle. Wyland demonstrates how his blending techniques can create a
flowing underwater scene.

(CC) N/A #605HAPTEX

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Boost Your Energy

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White by the spa pool in beautiful Mexico. In this entry level standing and barre
workout, Miranda will lead you through a series of exercises that will leave you feeling energized.

(CC) DVI #1112H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Be Happy

Mary Ann will lift your spirits, posture, and leave you with a smile, happy feet and nimble fingers. The workout includes a brain workout with
Gretchen and uses a small bell.

(CC) N/A #1610H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Power Yoga: Mind and Body
Abs and Arms

With Cat Rolls with leg Variations, Elbow Stances.

(CC) N/A #125(S)APTEX

11:00:00 Neven Maguire: Home Chef
Aidan McManus, owner and head chef at the famous King Sitric Restaurant in Howth, Co. Dublin, demonstrates his own delicious take on hake
with tomato vinaigrette. Later, Neven prepares duck breast with sweet potato fondants and his very popular MacNean celebration cake.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 New Orleans Cooking with Kevin Belton
Rice Favorites

Traditional New Orleans Calas, jambalaya a la Big Easy, Creole rice custard pudding.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

12:00:00 Ciao Italia
Sunday - La Domenica

Mary Ann and best friend Donna Soares go arm in arm with hundreds of Italians to enjoy a quiet Sunday afternoon in Fabriano, Italy. And what
else happens on Sunday? Sunday dinner, of course, beginning with Grandma Galasso's Meat Cappelletti the way Mary Ann remembers her
grandmother making it for her on Sunday afternoons.

(CC) N/A #2509H(S)NETA

12:30:00 Mike Colameco's Real Food
Alek Stupak

What happens when one of the greatest most avant-garde pastry chefs in America who had worked at Alinea and WD-50 decides he's done with
pastry and wants instead to do authentic Mexican food in NYC. We'll meet chef Alex Stupak and visit his three downtown restaurants where he
may be doing some of the best Mexican inspired ever in Manhattan.

(CC) N/A #1417H(S)NETA

13:00:00 Journeys In India
Jaisalmer: India's Hidden Gem

Every major country has a destination that is incredible but not well known to outsiders-Jaisalmer is such a place. Once a major stop along the
silk road, this living museum and the surrounding countryside has something for everyone: tragic history, unbelievable architecture, unique
cultural groups and resilient wildlife.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Travel Detective with Peter Greenberg
Constructing A Mega Resort

Modern resorts are getting bigger and even more impressive. But did you ever think of how difficult it is to build one of them? CBS News Travel
Editor Peter Greenberg goes behind the scenes and shows us the construction of one of the biggest resorts of all-time: the much-delayed Baha
Mar, in the Bahamas. Plus, a lot of hotels will claim they are historic, simply because they're old. And then there's the case of the legendary
Raffles Hotel in Singapore. Peter reveals its rich and colorful history. And, correspondent Tracy Gallagher takes us to Hilton Head Island in South
Carolina, which is one of the most important beaches in the world for loggerhead turtle nesting.

(CC) DVI #207H(S)NETA

14:00:00 Wild Photo Adventures
Kansas White-Tailed Deer

Host and professional wildlife photographer Doug Gardner gets up close and personal to photograph the majestic white-tailed deer of Kansas.

(CC) DVI #207H(S)NETA
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14:30:00 Destination Craft with Jim West
Iceland

Jim West travels to Reykjavik, Iceland where master artisans teach how to make horsehair jewelry, craft items from fish skin, and participatse in
one of the largest tapestry projects in the world. He carves items from driftwood and makes beautiful glass products from volcanic ash. Jim also
learns about traditional Icelandic costumes and makes a hearty and healthy Icelandic lamb soup.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Woodsmith Shop
Power Tool Essentials

Join the Woodsmith editors as they focus on some must-know power tool techniques for creating perfect project parts.

(CC) N/A #907H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Rough Cut - Woodworking with Tommy Mac
Second Floor Deck

This week on Rough Cut Woodworking with Tommy Mac, they're working on the second floor of the shop. Joined by good friend Bob Ayer and his
crew, Tommy has his work cut out for him- he'll need to straighten the walls before adding the entire second floor deck and lay out an opening to
where his staircase will go. It'll be a lot of work, but with his friends the Rough Cut crew is willing to tackle it.

(CC) N/A #703H(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Summer Brillance Gentle Yoga

Bask and breathe in the gorgeous sunset amongst a brilliant sunflower backdrop as we move through a gentle seated practice. Today Sarah
Starr will guide you through a gentle practice using a chair for stability and balance. Enjoy stretches that link breath with movement, forward
bends to free the muscles of the back, increasing circulation to internal organs, ending with a relaxing guided meditation.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)NETA

16:30:00 Second Opinion
Sudden Cardiac Arrest In Young Athletes

Patient Story: Sudden cardiac arrest is usually caused by an electrical disturbance in the heart, and leads to a sudden loss of heart function,
breathing and consciousness. Nine out of 10 people who experience sudden cardiac arrest, die from it. Fortunately, star basketball player Mike
Papale survived because of the quick reaction of an EMT, who immediately initiated CPR and the chain of survival. Mike and his Mom, Joan,
share their story of survival and living through the aftermath of sudden cardiac arrest in young athletes. Second Opinion 5: Five things to know
about sudden cardiac arrest.

(CC) N/A #1207H(S)APTEX

17:00:00 Immense Possibilities
Not As Divided As You Think: Quiet Cooperation On Climate

We're told we're hopelessly divided on issues of climate change, up to and including whether it actually exists. Our three guests, working
everyday with business and community leaders, the clergy and national politicians of both parties, have a much different and more hopeful story:
we could be on the brink of huge positive change.

(CC) N/A #606H(S)NETA

17:30:00 Well Read
Hari Kunzru / White Tears

Hari Kunzru is one of the most talented fiction writers at work today. He comes to Well Read with his new book White Tears about two ambitious
young musicians drawn into the dark underworld of blues record collecting, haunted by the ghosts of a repressive past.

(CC) N/A #624H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 California's Gold
Fire Lookout

Travel with Huell to Sequoia National Forest to visit historic Buck Rock Fire Lookout. Established in the early 1900s, Buck Rock Lookout was one
of the first fire detection locations in the Sierra Nevada Mountains. The current lookout building, constructed in 1923, is historically significant as a
representation of the earliest live-in towers in California.  Huell climbs 172 stairs to an elevation of 8, 500 feet to interview the woman who
currently staffs the lookout through the fire season, and to learn what it's like to live perched on the edge of a cliff! We'll also visit with a woman
who staffed the lookout for many years in the `40s.

(CC) N/A #4003KCET

18:30:00 Joseph Rosendo's Travelscope
Hungary, Austria and Germany - Sampling The Danube's Delights

Joseph samples the delights along the banks of Europe's second-longest river when he travels from Budapest, Hungary through Austria to
Nuremberg, Germany on the Danube. The river is a watery avenue that rivals Paris' Champs-Elysees in offering a never-ending array of
fascinating and eye-catching treasures. Along its course a mosaic of magnificent cities, quaint villages, fields and forests unfold and each stop
along the way reveals a piece of Europe's ongoing cultural tale. It's a region where so much has happened and the past continues to affect the
present. Join Joseph in historic markets, world-heritage vineyards, swank cafes, elegant parks and along the medieval streets of Hungary, Austria
and Germany's old towns.

(CC) DVI #902H(S)APTEX
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19:00:00 Make48
The series launches with an introduction to Make48 and the real life challenges of taking a product from napkin design to store shelf. Teams are
given the product challenge. With the whistle blow the 48 hour inventor competition begins. Product ideas and brainstorm start to flow. Teams
meet with a patent attorney to do preliminary patent searches to ensure their idea is a new one. Mentors and Tool Techs give assistance and the
teams explore solutions for some of life's everyday problems. The quest to invent has begun.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

19:30:00 The Kamla Show Special
Film Festival

(CC) N/A #136H(S)KAMLA

20:00:00 Black America
Documenting Our Existence In Photography with Deborah Willis

Carol Jenkins discusses the extreme importance of documenting African American history in photography with Dr. Deborah Willis, author of over
30 books on photography, producer of the documentary 'Through A Lens Darkly' and chair of New York University's Department of Photography
and Imaging.

(CC) N/A #112H(S)EPS

20:30:00 Asian American Life
Asian American Life examines health and wellness in the Asian American community that you may not know about. Reporter Paul Lin talks with
women who have recovered from eating disorders. Mike Gilliam reports on the rise of diabetes among South Asians, and Minnie Roh explores
the healing powers of Art Therapy. Host Ernabel Demillo follows one man's inspirational journey with M.S. who's making a difference.

(CC) N/A #212H(S)EPS

21:00:00 52nd Annual Wassail Concert at Chapman University
For 52 years, Chapman University has produced a holiday concert blending traditional Christmas music with festive songs from around the world.
Join 150 students and musicians for this holiday special event. Featuring a special performance by the Wimberley Bluegrass Band. Celebrate the
season!

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

22:00:00 Christmas Carol: Theater of the Mind
Journey back to the beloved Charles Dickens' tale of Scrooge and the lessons learned by a lonely, forlorn old curmudgeon all presented with live
sound effects like a classic radio-style drama the all-new "A Christmas Carol".

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

23:00:00 Christmas with the Duttons
"Christmas with The Duttons" is a joyful affair full of song, dance, comedy, and surprises with cultural influences from the holiday season all over
the world! With three generations of family performing The Duttons pull out the stops with everything from Celtic fiddles and Christmas classics, to
beautiful orchestrations and modern arrangements. This is a Christmas broadcast full of magic that demonstrates the love that these entertainers
have for this amazing time of year.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA
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00:00:01 Make48
The series launches with an introduction to Make48 and the real life challenges of taking a product from napkin design to store shelf. Teams are
given the product challenge. With the whistle blow the 48 hour inventor competition begins. Product ideas and brainstorm start to flow. Teams
meet with a patent attorney to do preliminary patent searches to ensure their idea is a new one. Mentors and Tool Techs give assistance and the
teams explore solutions for some of life's everyday problems. The quest to invent has begun.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 The Kamla Show Special
Film Festival

(CC) N/A #136H(S)KAMLA

01:00:00 Black America
Documenting Our Existence In Photography with Deborah Willis

Carol Jenkins discusses the extreme importance of documenting African American history in photography with Dr. Deborah Willis, author of over
30 books on photography, producer of the documentary 'Through A Lens Darkly' and chair of New York University's Department of Photography
and Imaging.

(CC) N/A #112H(S)EPS

01:30:00 Asian American Life
Asian American Life examines health and wellness in the Asian American community that you may not know about. Reporter Paul Lin talks with
women who have recovered from eating disorders. Mike Gilliam reports on the rise of diabetes among South Asians, and Minnie Roh explores
the healing powers of Art Therapy. Host Ernabel Demillo follows one man's inspirational journey with M.S. who's making a difference.

(CC) N/A #212H(S)EPS

02:00:00 52nd Annual Wassail Concert at Chapman University
For 52 years, Chapman University has produced a holiday concert blending traditional Christmas music with festive songs from around the world.
Join 150 students and musicians for this holiday special event. Featuring a special performance by the Wimberley Bluegrass Band. Celebrate the
season!

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

03:00:00 Christmas Carol: Theater of the Mind
Journey back to the beloved Charles Dickens' tale of Scrooge and the lessons learned by a lonely, forlorn old curmudgeon all presented with live
sound effects like a classic radio-style drama the all-new "A Christmas Carol".

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

04:00:00 Christmas with the Duttons
"Christmas with The Duttons" is a joyful affair full of song, dance, comedy, and surprises with cultural influences from the holiday season all over
the world! With three generations of family performing The Duttons pull out the stops with everything from Celtic fiddles and Christmas classics, to
beautiful orchestrations and modern arrangements. This is a Christmas broadcast full of magic that demonstrates the love that these entertainers
have for this amazing time of year.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #451KCSM

08:00:00 Zula Patrol
Show of Force/Adventures In Pet Sitting

SHOW OF FORCE: The ZPers hold a race to see who can use clever variations of force to win. Hoping to buck astronomical villainous odds,
Dark Truder also enters the race, intent on winning it on behalf of villains everywhere -- for as we've all seen, no bad guy ever wins a race - ever.
Dark Truder, to his amazement, does win -- only to learn that the ZPers were more interested in having fun and learning about force, rather than
achieving victory. Dark Truder is so angry he forfeits the race to our heroes -- setting a new record low for villains everywhere. ADVENTURES IN
PET SITTING: While pet-sitting the Zlorgs' pet blob, Gloopy, the Zula Patrollers discover that Dark Truder is plotting to steal their entire
Headquarters building and everything in it! With some help from Gloopy -- and two simple machines, the wheel-and-axle and the screw -- they
manage to overcome the baddie and save their building. But first, Gorga must learn to deal with an attack of jealousy.

(CC) DVI #118(S)APTEX

08:30:00 1001 Nights
The Boy Who Cried Science/Prince Ahmad

"The Boy Who Cried Science" - A young boy is forced to deal with ignorance and fear when superstition takes over his town. "Prince Ahmad" - A
young prince is commanded to lead his country into battle and learns what it takes to be a great king.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Healthy Back

(CC) N/A #111HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Bone Strengthening

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at the Kantun Chi Eco Park. This all-standing workout is designed to strengthen
your bones and prevent osteoporosis.

(CC) DVI #1113H(S)APTEX
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10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit (CC) N/A #1101H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Sewing with Nancy
Patchwork Patterns Inspired By Antique Quilts, Part 1

Learn how to create your own versions of antique quilt designs from a collection of history-rich quilts spanning the late 1800s through the 1930s.
Julie Hendricksen, antique-quilt collector, joins Nancy to unlock the secrets of quilts from yesteryear. Vintage patterns such as the Snowball,
Postage Stamp, Checkerboard, and 100-Patch are featured.

(CC) N/A #3014H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Lacy Shawls

Jenny King demonstrates her beautiful crochet Blue Lagoon Shawl-perfect for many occasions. Caryl Piere's knit Rhea Capelet is next with
Kristin. Lena shows how to make a Tunisian Scarf.

(CC) DVI #610H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Farmer's Wife Table Runner

The Farmer's Wife quilts by Laurie Aaron Hird have become instant classics. The Fons & Porter staff was inspired to pick one quilt block from
each iconic quilt, and incorporate them into a smaller project. Host Sara Gallegos and Fons & Porter Sewing Specialist Colleen Tauke showcase
how small quilt blocks can be mixed-and-matched. This table runner will let you take a small taste of the rich tradition of sampler quilts.

(CC) N/A #2910H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7101H(S)KNME

13:00:00 America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Chinese Takeout, Revised

Host Bridget Lancaster goes into the test kitchen with host Julia Collin Davison to learn how to make the best beef stir-fry with bell peppers and
black pepper sauce at home. Then, tasting expert Jack Bishop challenges Bridget to a tasting of soy sauce. Next, test cook Keith Dresser shows
Julia how to make the ultimate scallion pancakes with dipping sauce.

(CC) N/A #1717H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Pati's Mexican Table (CC) N/A #610H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Steven Raichlen's Project Smoke
Perfect Hog

This show goes whole hog, with pork belly, chops, and pork loin. Up first, pastrami bacon-made by brine-curing pork belly, then rubbing it with a
pepper-coriander pastrami rub and slow-smoking it over hardwood. An apple cider-based brine and a rum-spiked finishing glaze propel pork
chops into the winner's circle. Hungry yet? Next, "pork and beans" like you've never seen them: butterflied pork loin stuffed with brown sugar,
baked beans, and a shot of bourbon get draped with bacon and smoke-roasted. Finally, thick rings of sweet onions are doused with hot sauce,
spiraled with bacon, and crisped over the fire for an addictive side dish. Pastrami bacon; Cider-brined pork chops; Yankee porchetta ("pork and
beans"); Bacon-wrapped onion rings.

(CC) N/A #308H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 George Hirsch Lifestyle
From Our Soil

In this episode, George samples a restaurant's five-star dishes featuring ingredients from its organic gardens. He stops at a local farmers' market
where East End farmers and food producers provide sustainable fresh ingredients. Back in his home kitchen, George prepares savory vegetable
dishes, including field greens and tomato, vinaigrette eggplant and squash gratin, and zabaglione with chocolate cake and berries. Recipes: -
Field Greens & Tomato, Vinaigrette - Eggplant & Squash Gratin - Zabaglione with Chocolate Cake & Berries.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Colored Gold

The rose gold color trend has taken hold. Metal-smith Hilary Halstead Scott introduces a grant program that helps jewelry artists grow their
businesses. Then, she shares her design ideas for rose gold jewelry. In the Beading Lesson, Katie combines macrame with chain to create a new
look for beaded jewelry.

(CC) N/A #2312H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Mother's Day

Katie shares a few of her Mother's Day secrets. Recipes include: orzo salad, marinated chicken, Clementine drink. Projects: stylish fabric
necklace, growing your own vegetable garden.

(CC) DVI #401(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Budgeting Basics

The Biz Kids learn the first rule of money management: you can't manage what you don't know. Join the kids and you'll look at spending and
expenses and examine several proven methods on how to gain control of both. You'll also meet several successful entrepreneurs.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)APTEX
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16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Bloom

Flowers make us happy. By mixing bright colors, Jenny Barnett-Rohrs makes a fun floral banner. Candie Cooper makes flowerpots that help you
count and add. Artist Franz Spohn draws tulips and daisies in different perspectives. Jenny creates a nightlight inspired by coral that grows in the
sea.

(CC) DVI #1905H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Mighty Micros

P. Allen Smith explores the little touches that make a big impact around the home and garden.

(CC) N/A #1512H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
The Compost Peddlers (Austin, Tx)

Most homeowners understand the value of gardening in an eco friendly manner, but many of us need guidance on how to do it properly. Every
day, we unwittingly make poor choices for the environment when we are simply trying to beautify our landscapes. Something as simple as
choosing the right plant for the right space can greatly reduce the impact we have on the earth. This episode touches on some of the most
common mistakes we all make and offers practical, simple tips for gardening in a more earth friendly way. We also reveal some of the latest
research on how even houseplants are doing more to clean our indoor environment. Even herbs on a sunny windowsill can pull double duty so
Chef Nathan creates a mouth watering herb roasted chicken with vegetables dish.

(CC) N/A #715H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #14251H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Americas Now
Ecuador's Digital Currency & Orinoco Alligators

Ecuador- Electronic Currency (Harris Whitbeck) - Ecuador is the first Latin American country to enter the digital currency world, rolling out its
version of the electronic money in 2015. But its implementation hasn't been easy. Not many consumers are convinced of its benefits. Private
bankers and members of the business community claim it doesn't work and are afraid it will be an excuse for the government to change the
current legal tender -the dollar- for a "national" currency. Correspondent Harris Whitbeck reports from Quito. Game Changer - Orinoco Alligators
(Michelle Begue) - For centuries poaching has led to the extinction and endangerment of some of the world's most beautiful animals. In Colombia
and Venezuela, the reptile known as the Orinoco Caiman fell to that fate. One man is working to protect the few that remain and help them re-
populate their natural habitat. Meet this week's Game Changer: Rafael Antello. Musical - Volcano boarding Nicaragua - Finally, for our musical-
end piece today, we head to the Cerro Negro volcano in Nicaragua, where volcano-boarding has become a special attraction for tourists. After
hiking to the top and enjoying the gorgeous view adventure seekers then board all the way down to the bottom, at speeds up to 80 kilometers per
hour.

(CC) N/A #117H(S)NETA

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #8186(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3549H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 Night of the Proms
This episode starts with Seal singing his passionate #1 pop hit, "Kiss From A Rose." Then dance to reggae favorite "Red, Red Wine" is performed
by UB40. Now drink that wine and eat a little pasta... while doing WHAT? Seeing is believing! Close with a #1 dance-rock hit "Don't You (Forget
About Me)" by Simple Minds. That's Night of the Proms!; Seal - "Kiss From A Rose"; UB40 - "Red, Red Wine"; Natalie Choquette - "Nessan
Dorma"; Simple Minds - "Don't You (Forget About Me)".

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NETA

20:30:00 Night of the Proms
Singer-songwriter James Blunt performs his #1 worldwide hit, "You're Beautiful." Deborah Harry delivers her #1 Blondie single "Call Me." A young
violinist named Charlie Siem stuns the audience. Then rock legend Meat Loaf gives 200% to an iconic 13-minute heart-racing performance of
"Paradise By the Dashboard Light." Wow!; James Blunt - "You're Beautiful";Deborah Harry (Blondie) - "Call Me";Charlie Siem - "Presto Uit De
Zomer"; Meat Loaf - "Paradise By the Dashboard Light".

(CC) N/A #106H(S)NETA

21:00:00 Live from the Dennison Lodge
Mike Dowling

Mike Dowling, a nationally acclaimed, Grammy winning acoustic guitar virtuoso enthralls an audience of neighbors and friends with his passion
for American roots music.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)NETA
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22:00:00 European Christmas Markets
Join us on our discovery of Europe's Christmas Markets, where the town center, market square or just the narrow, cobblestone streets of the
cities and towns of Europe come alive in winter with festively decorated wooden stalls offering all sorts of treats and delights. As we travel through
Germany, France and Switzerland we visit cities and towns and learn of their history, see their major sights, and visit their charming markets.
Besides being a visual treat, the show is also a musical treat, as T the Kingston Trio provides special folk arrangements of traditional Christmas
carols to add to the magic and enchantment of the medieval and castle towns we visit. In our visit to Bernkastel-Kues we see the town hall
decorated as an advent calendar, and learn of the traditional beverage of the markets, the Gluhwein. In Nuremberg we visit the imposing castle,
and one of the most famous of all the Christmas markets. You can almost smell the roasting sausages and gingerbread sold in the stalls. In
Rothenburg we learn of the traditional wooden Christmas decorations from the son of the founder of the Kathe Wolfhart Christmas store, and
wander along the ramparts the the fairy tale village. Then we have a quick stop in the wine town of Rudesheim. A unique visit is made to the
ancient town of Michelstadt and its Christmas market. And then into France, to see how the French celebrate the season in Strasbourg. We
conclude our travels in Switzerland, with the sights and sounds of the holidays in Basel and and the alpine city of Lucerne. This show is a true
Christmas treat, as we experience Europe at a time of community, conviviality and color. It will fill your senses with the warmth and the fun of the
holiday season, with some geography and history lessons to boot!

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

22:30:00 Christmastime In New Orleans
CHRISTMASTIME IN NEW ORLEANS is a festive holiday special showcasing the music, sights and internationally acclaimed cuisine of New
Orleans. Taped in part at the historic Saenger Theatre in downtown New Orleans, the special spotlights a concert celebrating the city's vast and
unique musical influences. Vibraphonist/percussionist Jason Marsalis and The NOLA Players perform a variety of holiday classics, putting a new
twist on "I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day," "Joy to the World" and "Go Tell it on the Mountain. In addition, a few of the Big Easy's finest chefs,
including John Folse, Leah Chase and John Besh, discuss how and why the city's gastronomy embodies a cross section of global cultures, and
demonstrate recipes typical of New Orleans at Christmastime. Also, actor and New Orleans native Wendell Pierce (HBO's Tremeand The Wire)
shares what makes the holidays in the Crescent City the only choice for him, and actor Jim Caviezel (CBS' Person of Interest and The Passion of
the Christ) explains why this film destination is his favored "home away from home."

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Sharon Isbin: Troubadour
Acclaimed for her extraordinary lyricism, technique and versatility, multiple Grammy winner Sharon Isbin is considered one of today's pre-eminent
classical guitarists. Her catalogue of more than 25 recordings - ranging from Baroque, folk and Latin to rock, pop and jazz-fusion - reflects Isbin's
remarkable versatility. Combining performance and documentary, SHARON ISBIN: TROUBADOUR focuses on Isbin's unusual and inspiring
musical journey, including her early guitar studies and teenage triumphs. Along the way, the the Minneapolis native encountered and overcame
numerous obstacles - from resistance to the guitar as an orchestral instrument to her struggles working within a traditionally male-dominated field.
Isbin explains, "There is always a duality with this instrument and being a woman playing it. In the guitar world, I always had to fight as a woman.
And in the musical world I always had to fight as a guitarist." The film also explores Isbin's role as teacher to a new generation of guitarists at both
The Julliard School, where she created the first guitar department, and the Aspen Music Festival.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 Americas Now
Ecuador's Digital Currency & Orinoco Alligators

Ecuador- Electronic Currency (Harris Whitbeck) - Ecuador is the first Latin American country to enter the digital currency world, rolling out its
version of the electronic money in 2015. But its implementation hasn't been easy. Not many consumers are convinced of its benefits. Private
bankers and members of the business community claim it doesn't work and are afraid it will be an excuse for the government to change the
current legal tender -the dollar- for a "national" currency. Correspondent Harris Whitbeck reports from Quito. Game Changer - Orinoco Alligators
(Michelle Begue) - For centuries poaching has led to the extinction and endangerment of some of the world's most beautiful animals. In Colombia
and Venezuela, the reptile known as the Orinoco Caiman fell to that fate. One man is working to protect the few that remain and help them re-
populate their natural habitat. Meet this week's Game Changer: Rafael Antello. Musical - Volcano boarding Nicaragua - Finally, for our musical-
end piece today, we head to the Cerro Negro volcano in Nicaragua, where volcano-boarding has become a special attraction for tourists. After
hiking to the top and enjoying the gorgeous view adventure seekers then board all the way down to the bottom, at speeds up to 80 kilometers per
hour.

(CC) N/A #117H(S)NETA

00:30:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3549H(S)WNVC

01:00:00 Night of the Proms
This episode starts with Seal singing his passionate #1 pop hit, "Kiss From A Rose." Then dance to reggae favorite "Red, Red Wine" is performed
by UB40. Now drink that wine and eat a little pasta... while doing WHAT? Seeing is believing! Close with a #1 dance-rock hit "Don't You (Forget
About Me)" by Simple Minds. That's Night of the Proms!; Seal - "Kiss From A Rose"; UB40 - "Red, Red Wine"; Natalie Choquette - "Nessan
Dorma"; Simple Minds - "Don't You (Forget About Me)".

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NETA

01:30:00 Night of the Proms
Singer-songwriter James Blunt performs his #1 worldwide hit, "You're Beautiful." Deborah Harry delivers her #1 Blondie single "Call Me." A young
violinist named Charlie Siem stuns the audience. Then rock legend Meat Loaf gives 200% to an iconic 13-minute heart-racing performance of
"Paradise By the Dashboard Light." Wow!; James Blunt - "You're Beautiful";Deborah Harry (Blondie) - "Call Me";Charlie Siem - "Presto Uit De
Zomer"; Meat Loaf - "Paradise By the Dashboard Light".

(CC) N/A #106H(S)NETA

02:00:00 Live from the Dennison Lodge
Mike Dowling

Mike Dowling, a nationally acclaimed, Grammy winning acoustic guitar virtuoso enthralls an audience of neighbors and friends with his passion
for American roots music.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)NETA

03:00:00 European Christmas Markets
Join us on our discovery of Europe's Christmas Markets, where the town center, market square or just the narrow, cobblestone streets of the
cities and towns of Europe come alive in winter with festively decorated wooden stalls offering all sorts of treats and delights. As we travel through
Germany, France and Switzerland we visit cities and towns and learn of their history, see their major sights, and visit their charming markets.
Besides being a visual treat, the show is also a musical treat, as T the Kingston Trio provides special folk arrangements of traditional Christmas
carols to add to the magic and enchantment of the medieval and castle towns we visit. In our visit to Bernkastel-Kues we see the town hall
decorated as an advent calendar, and learn of the traditional beverage of the markets, the Gluhwein. In Nuremberg we visit the imposing castle,
and one of the most famous of all the Christmas markets. You can almost smell the roasting sausages and gingerbread sold in the stalls. In
Rothenburg we learn of the traditional wooden Christmas decorations from the son of the founder of the Kathe Wolfhart Christmas store, and
wander along the ramparts the the fairy tale village. Then we have a quick stop in the wine town of Rudesheim. A unique visit is made to the
ancient town of Michelstadt and its Christmas market. And then into France, to see how the French celebrate the season in Strasbourg. We
conclude our travels in Switzerland, with the sights and sounds of the holidays in Basel and and the alpine city of Lucerne. This show is a true
Christmas treat, as we experience Europe at a time of community, conviviality and color. It will fill your senses with the warmth and the fun of the
holiday season, with some geography and history lessons to boot!

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

03:30:00 Christmastime In New Orleans
CHRISTMASTIME IN NEW ORLEANS is a festive holiday special showcasing the music, sights and internationally acclaimed cuisine of New
Orleans. Taped in part at the historic Saenger Theatre in downtown New Orleans, the special spotlights a concert celebrating the city's vast and
unique musical influences. Vibraphonist/percussionist Jason Marsalis and The NOLA Players perform a variety of holiday classics, putting a new
twist on "I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day," "Joy to the World" and "Go Tell it on the Mountain. In addition, a few of the Big Easy's finest chefs,
including John Folse, Leah Chase and John Besh, discuss how and why the city's gastronomy embodies a cross section of global cultures, and
demonstrate recipes typical of New Orleans at Christmastime. Also, actor and New Orleans native Wendell Pierce (HBO's Tremeand The Wire)
shares what makes the holidays in the Crescent City the only choice for him, and actor Jim Caviezel (CBS' Person of Interest and The Passion of
the Christ) explains why this film destination is his favored "home away from home."

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX
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04:00:00 Sharon Isbin: Troubadour
Acclaimed for her extraordinary lyricism, technique and versatility, multiple Grammy winner Sharon Isbin is considered one of today's pre-eminent
classical guitarists. Her catalogue of more than 25 recordings - ranging from Baroque, folk and Latin to rock, pop and jazz-fusion - reflects Isbin's
remarkable versatility. Combining performance and documentary, SHARON ISBIN: TROUBADOUR focuses on Isbin's unusual and inspiring
musical journey, including her early guitar studies and teenage triumphs. Along the way, the the Minneapolis native encountered and overcame
numerous obstacles - from resistance to the guitar as an orchestral instrument to her struggles working within a traditionally male-dominated field.
Isbin explains, "There is always a duality with this instrument and being a woman playing it. In the guitar world, I always had to fight as a woman.
And in the musical world I always had to fight as a guitarist." The film also explores Isbin's role as teacher to a new generation of guitarists at both
The Julliard School, where she created the first guitar department, and the Aspen Music Festival.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #452KCSM

08:00:00 Zula Patrol
Fly Us to the Moon/Castaway Asteroid

FLY US TO THE MOON: Wizzy and Wigg want to go to the Moon to see the moon-ball championship game. But when their rocket-powered
scooter breaks down, and the other ZPers are too busy to give them a ride, the industrious twins try to find a new way to go to space. Their failed
attempts frustrate them, but amuse their not-so-friendly friend, Larvi. However it's the imperfect Larvi who inadvertently gives them the pieces
needed to build a rocket - the only true way to get to space. CASTAWAY ASTEROID: After Gorga snorts up Wizzy's and Wigg's toy box full of
toys, Multo proposes that they make a solar sail kite to play with instead, and teaches them all about solar sails. Then a Zula Patrol fan (Dark
Truder in disguise) calls to compliment the ZP on their new billboard on a distant asteroid. Our heroes get suspicious -- the Zula Patrol doesn't
advertise. When they fly up to the asteroid to investigate, they discover it's a trap! Pirate Truder and his robot crew steal their ship, and the Zula
Patrollers are left stranded on the asteroid. But Wizzy and Wigg use their new knowledge of solar sails to come up with a solution -- a "lifeboat"
using the shiny foil of the billboard as a solar sail.

(CC) DVI #119(S)APTEX

08:30:00 1001 Nights
It's A Steal/Iwhich Way Is Up?

"It's a Steal" - A suspicious looking man is accused of stealing from his neighbors. The townspeople learn that things are not always what they
seem. "Which Way Is Up?" - A family goes in search of a better life but they descend into bickering and hatred when they can't agree on the right
path to take. In the end, they learn there is more than one way up the mountain.

(CC) DVI #110H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Healthy Neck

(CC) N/A #112HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Spine Flexibility

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at the Sassil Kantenah Wedding Resort. Miranda will take you through stretches
that will increase the flexibility in your back and improve your posture in this standing and floor workout.

(CC) DVI #1114H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit (CC) N/A #1102H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Sewing with Nancy
Patchwork Patterns Inspired By Antique Quilts, Part 2

Nancy and guest, Julie Hendricksen, continue a look back in time to admire the work of quilt-making pioneers who didn't have the conveniences
that we have today. Their skills, patterns, fabric choices, and designs serve as inspiration for quilts that we can reproduce. Be inspired by the
Sewing Basket, Pinwheel, Medallion, and Triangles in a Row quilts.

(CC) N/A #3015H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Necklace

Andi Javori designed a very special knit beaded necklace, The Paloma Necklace & Bracelet, which Drew shows us how to make. Ellen will
demonstrate the crochet Boho Circles & Ring designed by Joyce Bragg. The Chunky Lace Scarf is this week's "Scarf of the Week" with Lena.

(CC) DVI #611H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Cross Road to Grandma's House

Inspired by memories of traveling to her grandmother's house on Waddington Road, Barb Eikmeier designed this quilt combining two blocks-
album cross and snowball-using an on-point layout. Barb and host Sara Gallegos will teach how to construct the quilt, and even share a few tips
for working with plaid fabrics. The nostalgic, but bright colors make this a wonderful quilt for remembering the good times.

(CC) N/A #2911H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7102H(S)KNME
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13:00:00 Julie Taboulie's Lebanese Kitchen
It's A Magnificent It's A Magnificent Morning with Manoush & Mama

Rise and shine by starting your day the Lebanese way. Magnificent, mesmerizing and memorable as can be, it can only be Julie making
manoush, Lebanese breakfast dough pies with her Mama in the morning. As soon as the thought of manoush comes to mind, Julie immediately
envisions her mother. Ever since she was a little girl, Julie grew up to the sights, sounds and scents surrounding her as her mother would be
making and baking manoush on their family's saj (an authentic outdoor Lebanese oven) signaling Sunday mornings. Julie may be all grown up
now but her senses still remain the same, meaning manoush plus Mama, equals magnificent. Today, Julie is making one of the most famous
manoush of all time, manoush bi zaatar, Lebanon's most brilliant breakfast food. These Lebanese personalized dough pies are topped with the
Lebanese signature spice blend called zaatar, an earthy and zesty thyme herb mixture made up of wild zaatar (or Greek oregano) thyme, sumac
spice, sesame seeds and sea salt that is simply irresistible, making for a scrumptious way to start your day. Julie also shows you how to simply
make homemade yogurt right at home called laban which is unstrained, smooth and silky then teaches you how to transform it into labneh which
is strained, thick and creamy yogurt. Last but certainly not least no morning would be quite complete without a small demitasse cup of authentic
Arabic coffee called ahwa, and this strong stuff is sure to keep you going all day long. Julie and Mama bring you outside to the veranda for a
special treat for you to see their saj in action showing you how to make and bake Lebanese bread on their authentic Arabic outdoor oven that is
rarely seen in the States today.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Taste of Louisiana with Chef John Folse & Co. - After The Hunt
Spit Roasted Squab/Destrehan Plantation

Chef Folse prepares a savory dish of Chucker, a small member of the partridge family. The birds are simmered in red wine and rosemary...
adding carrots, mushrooms, onions, and peppers. .Chef Folse uses the outdoor kitchen at Destrehan Plantation to create Spit-Roasted Squab.
seasoned with salt and pepper, and then stuffed with sprigs of fresh parsley, rosemary and thyme. .He finishes by serving an Asian stir-fry squab
wrapped in lettuce leaves.

(CC) N/A #1207H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Taste of History
George Washington's Whiskey

Chef Walter Staib explores the grounds at Mt. Vernon and discovers how George Washington spent his retirement years. He'll uncover
Washington's recipe for unaged rye whiskey, produced and sold from the on-site distillery, and will cook Pecan-Stuffed Suckling Pig, Pork Kidney
and Plum Pudding."

(CC) N/A #801H(S)NETA

14:30:00 Christopher Kimball's Milk Street Television
The New Baking

In this episode, host Christopher Kimball goes to London's Violet Bakery to visit with rising pastry star Claire Ptak. While there, he learns some of
her baking techniques, such as under-whipping egg whites for a lighter cake. Back at Milk Street and in the kitchen, he puts that information to
work, making chocolate, prune and rum cake with Milk Street Cook Matthew Card. Next up is Milk Street Cook Erika Bruce who shows Chris how
to make a brown sugar tart with their foolproof single-crust pie dough. The show ends with Chris explaining how a Japanese baking technique
coupled with a cornstarch paste ended his 30-year search for a prebaked pie crust that won't slump in the pan.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Macrame Makeover

Weave a color story with macrame. Designer Sandra Younger creates two contemporary bracelets with hemp cord, silver tubes and beads using
traditional macrame techniques. Katie creates home decor by wrapping wire and using beaded chain to embellish a chandelier in her Beading
Lesson.

(CC) N/A #2313H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Books

Katie turns bestseller novels into bestseller recipes and projects. In the kitchen: "Grapes of Wrath" salad, "Spam I Am" green eggs and ham and a
delectable "Like Water for Chocolate" chocolate box cake. Projects: stamped books, and how to maintain a beautiful flower garden.

(CC) DVI #402(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Understanding Business Ethics

Do the right thing! You'll learn with the Biz Kids as they examine several aspects of ethics in business. You'll also see the downside of not
following ethical business practices. In this episode you will discover what it means for management to lead by example, and how employees
must take responsibility for their behavior. Meet several entrepreneurs who are successful on all levels.

(CC) DVI #117H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
People

People keep life exciting. Jenny Barnett-Rohrs shows how to tag you and your best friends with matching lanyard tags. Candie Cooper celebrates
diversity with whimsical cone kids. She also crafts one-of-a-kind wooden kokeshi dolls. Jenny uses age-old symbols to monoprint a family crest to
frame or use for banners.

(CC) DVI #1906H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Road Trip

P. Allen Smith packs his bags hits the open road for a more local approach to travel in North Carolina, Rhode Island, Tennessee and Arkansas.

(CC) N/A #1513H(S)APTEX
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17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
The Green Bronx Machine: The Power of a Classroom Farm (Bronx, Ny)

Having an eco-friendly garden is catching on as homeowners strive to create more sustainable outdoor spaces. In this episode, we visit a Florida
couple to discuss the sustainability project they took on in their yard, the use of natives vs. non-natives and smart irrigation. It also demonstrates
to the viewer how taking just a few of these simple steps will create healthier plants, tastier produce and a safer environment for us all to enjoy.
And in the GGW kitchen, Chef Nathan features eggplant from their garden to make a roast eggplant caponata.

(CC) N/A #716H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #14252H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 America's Heartland
Washington farmers deliver a big, sweet, cherry harvest. See how harvesting Georgia watermelons is a BIG deal. We'll find out: are those baby
carrots really baby carrots? A Michigan farmer saves energy and the environment growing under glass.

(CC) N/A #1206H(S)APTEX

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #8187(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1350H(S)WNVT

20:00:00 Sun Studio Sessions
The Americans

The Americans perform original rock & roll with deep roots in traditional Americana music. Legendary producer T. Bone Burnett gushes about the
group: "The Americans are part of this group, these genius twenty-first century musicians that are reinventing American heritage music for this
century. And it sounds even better this century." PBS viewers may recognize the Americans from "American Epic, " PBS / BBC special co-
produced by Burnett. In this episode of Sun Studio Sessions, the Americans perform several fan favorites including "Harbor Lane" and "I'll Be
Yours."

(CC) N/A #802H(S)NETA

20:30:00 Jammin at Hippie Jack's
Bus Driver Tour

The Bus Driver Tour has collected gems from across the states, whether it's the big sound of Montana's endless sky or the timeless Appalachian
fiddle, they create an authentic blend of energy and honesty.

(CC) N/A #1012H(S)NETA

21:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
The Smithereens

The New Jersey-based rock band The Smithereens brings down the house with their unique driving guitar sound. The group performs a number
of their hit songs, including "Blood and Roses" and "Behind the Wall of Sleep." From their humble beginnings in 1980 in Carteret, New Jersey,
The Smithereens have become an enduring facet of alternative rock and acquired a cult following. Initially formed following the members'
graduation from Carteret High School, the group became popular with catchy, power pop hits. Drawing on inspiration from The Beatles and Kurt
Cobain, The Smithereens have honed a style all their own. With a sound described as a blend of American garage-band rock and British pop,
The Smithereens have had an impressive 30-year career. Partnering with artists like The Kinks and Graham Parker, the group has produced over
10 studio albums and 4 live albums. With an extensive touring schedule, the group continues to excite devoted fans across the country.
Combining the musical talents of Pat DiNizio, Jim Babjak, Dennis Diken and Severo Jornacion, The Smithereens offer something not seen
everyday: a lively, fun, and entertaining performance. A true pillar in the underground music scene, The Smithereens are a great addition to
INFINITY HALL LIVE.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 Racing to Zero: In Pursuit of Zero Waste
RACING TO ZERO presents a new way of looking at garbage. Instead of tossing waste into a landfill, what happens when a city treats garbage
as a resource? This award-winning, film festival favorite answers this question by taking an upbeat, often humorous inside look at San
Francisco's effort to eliminate all garbage going to landfill by the year 2020. As the people of San Francisco approach the last twenty percent of
the city's goal, RACING TO ZERO follows the trail of trash behind-the-scenes to determine if zero waste can actually be achieved.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

23:00:00 Purdue 83rd Anniversary Christmas Show
This one-hour condensed version of the 83rd anniversary Purdue Christmas Show features musical highlights from the full two-hour show. The
first act of this fast-paced high-energy production features holiday favorites from Purdue Musical Organizations ensembles including University
Choir, Purdue Bells, Heart & Soul, the Purduettes and the Purdue Varsity Glee Club. The second half features sacred music performed by the
combined choirs of Purdue Musical Organizations.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA
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00:00:01 America's Heartland
Washington farmers deliver a big, sweet, cherry harvest. See how harvesting Georgia watermelons is a BIG deal. We'll find out: are those baby
carrots really baby carrots? A Michigan farmer saves energy and the environment growing under glass.

(CC) N/A #1206H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1350H(S)WNVT

01:00:00 Sun Studio Sessions
The Americans

The Americans perform original rock & roll with deep roots in traditional Americana music. Legendary producer T. Bone Burnett gushes about the
group: "The Americans are part of this group, these genius twenty-first century musicians that are reinventing American heritage music for this
century. And it sounds even better this century." PBS viewers may recognize the Americans from "American Epic, " PBS / BBC special co-
produced by Burnett. In this episode of Sun Studio Sessions, the Americans perform several fan favorites including "Harbor Lane" and "I'll Be
Yours."

(CC) N/A #802H(S)NETA

01:30:00 Jammin at Hippie Jack's
Bus Driver Tour

The Bus Driver Tour has collected gems from across the states, whether it's the big sound of Montana's endless sky or the timeless Appalachian
fiddle, they create an authentic blend of energy and honesty.

(CC) N/A #1012H(S)NETA

02:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
The Smithereens

The New Jersey-based rock band The Smithereens brings down the house with their unique driving guitar sound. The group performs a number
of their hit songs, including "Blood and Roses" and "Behind the Wall of Sleep." From their humble beginnings in 1980 in Carteret, New Jersey,
The Smithereens have become an enduring facet of alternative rock and acquired a cult following. Initially formed following the members'
graduation from Carteret High School, the group became popular with catchy, power pop hits. Drawing on inspiration from The Beatles and Kurt
Cobain, The Smithereens have honed a style all their own. With a sound described as a blend of American garage-band rock and British pop,
The Smithereens have had an impressive 30-year career. Partnering with artists like The Kinks and Graham Parker, the group has produced over
10 studio albums and 4 live albums. With an extensive touring schedule, the group continues to excite devoted fans across the country.
Combining the musical talents of Pat DiNizio, Jim Babjak, Dennis Diken and Severo Jornacion, The Smithereens offer something not seen
everyday: a lively, fun, and entertaining performance. A true pillar in the underground music scene, The Smithereens are a great addition to
INFINITY HALL LIVE.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Racing to Zero: In Pursuit of Zero Waste
RACING TO ZERO presents a new way of looking at garbage. Instead of tossing waste into a landfill, what happens when a city treats garbage
as a resource? This award-winning, film festival favorite answers this question by taking an upbeat, often humorous inside look at San
Francisco's effort to eliminate all garbage going to landfill by the year 2020. As the people of San Francisco approach the last twenty percent of
the city's goal, RACING TO ZERO follows the trail of trash behind-the-scenes to determine if zero waste can actually be achieved.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

04:00:00 Purdue 83rd Anniversary Christmas Show
This one-hour condensed version of the 83rd anniversary Purdue Christmas Show features musical highlights from the full two-hour show. The
first act of this fast-paced high-energy production features holiday favorites from Purdue Musical Organizations ensembles including University
Choir, Purdue Bells, Heart & Soul, the Purduettes and the Purdue Varsity Glee Club. The second half features sacred music performed by the
combined choirs of Purdue Musical Organizations.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #453KCSM

08:00:00 Zula Patrol
Take Me to Your Ferret/Earth Hunt

TAKE ME TO YOUR FERRET: The Zula Patrollers are forced to land on Earth after their ship's wiring develops problems. Stranded on Earth,
they learn about the planet with the help of a new friend, a ferret named Buzzy. Buzzy was in training to run wires through shuttles for the space
program, so he offers to help our heroes re-wire their ship.  What follows is a romp in which our Zula Patrollers lead curious Earthling UFO
seekers on a merry chase to avoid discovery, until their ship is repEPISODEed for take off. EARTH HUNT: Earth leaves its place in the solar
system and the Zula Patrol races off to bring her back. When they find her, the little blue planet is cold, tired and still in no mood to return home,
where she has been picked on by brother and sister planets. Our heroes nurse Earth back to health, and Wigg, who has learned his own lesson
about his importance as a member of a team, ultimately convinces Earth she is an important part of the Solar System. The Zula Patrol ultimately
takes her back for a happy homecoming.

(CC) DVI #120(S)APTEX

08:30:00 1001 Nights
To Hatch A Thief/The Gift of Norooz

"To Hatch a Thief" - When ordinary townspeople resort to stealing, they soon learn what it's like to have to live among thieves. "The Gift of
Norooz" - A poor family learns the true spirit of giving during the Persian New Year.

(CC) DVI #111H(S)NETA
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09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Brain Aerobics

(CC) N/A #113HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Arthritis Relief and Pain Prevention

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at the beautiful beach in Mexico. This entry level standing and barre workout is
designed to liberate and rebalance all your joints.

(CC) DVI #1115H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit (CC) N/A #1103H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Sewing with Nancy
Sew A Knit Wardrobe from Start to Finish, Part 1

Start with a simple pattern and medium-weight knit fabric, plus a few sewing notions and you're ready to learn the basics of sewing with knits.
Then, sew a versatile, yet carefree wardrobe in a minimum of sewing time with Nancy's streamline instructions. A swing jacket and top are the
two wardrobe pieces featured in this first episode.

(CC) N/A #3016H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Styllish Cardigans

The knit Alabaster Cardigan by Cheryl Beckerich will be demonstrated by Kristin, and Ellen demonstrates the steps of the crochet Uptown Chic by
Laura Gebhardt. Lastly, Lena presents the "how-tos" to make the crochet Star Stitch Long Cowl.

(CC) DVI #612H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
A Formal Affair

Who knew the home-y log cabin block could have such a dramatic side? Toby Lischko's variation on the log cabin design plays with color, value
and placement, resulting in an elegant, riveting quilt. The simple construction gives Toby and host Sara Gallegos ample opportunity to teach the
basic, good quilting practices that quilters are all too likely to rush past. Let this sophisticated-looking quilt bring you back to your roots.

(CC) N/A #2912H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7103H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Lidia's Kitchen
Crespelle

Italians love their crepes either savory or sweet and in this episode, Lidia shows two of her favorite crespelle dishes, along with some great chef
tips. She starts by highlighting the thin pancakes that can be made into so many things; then she makes a savory Italian favorite with them -
manicotti and for a sweet version, she shows the chocolate and walnut crespelle that will satisfy any sweet tooth.

(CC) N/A #412H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Taste The Islands with Chef Irie
Rich & Refreshing

Chef Irie makes a lineup of non-traditional elements with his Coconut Pumpkin Rum Soup, Picadillo Meatballs, Chayote Salad, and cool
Cucumber Lemonade. Viewers listen in on a food conversation between Chef and chart topping British Jamaican reggae singer Maxi Priest.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Simply Ming
Mom and Pops

This week on Simply Ming, our viewers' favorite couple is back again-yes, Mom and Pops will be here with Ming in the kitchen. Together Mom
and Pops cook up a delicious steamed whole fish with zesty chiles, inspired by Ming's recent trip to China with Pops. Ming follows with a family
favorite - a spicy ground pork stir fry with whole wheat scallion pita. It's family cooking this week on Simply Ming.

(CC) N/A #1511H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 Cook's Country
Smoky Barbecue Favorites

Test cook Ashley Moore makes host Bridget Lancaster an authentic recipe for Texas thick-cut smoked pork chops. Tasting expert Jack Bishop
challenges Bridget to tasting of hot dogs. Bridget shows Julia Collin Davison the secrets to making the perfect backyard barbeque beans.

(CC) N/A #1003H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Creating Texture

Add texture to a simple design to create extra style. Jewelry-maker Samantha Skelton enamels a pendant, then uses a pencil to add motifs and
texture to the design. In Katie's Beading Lesson, designer Candie Cooper joins Katie Hacker to macrame a colorful rainbow bracelet for teens
and tweens.

(CC) N/A #2401H(S)NETA
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15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Dressing Up The Ordinary

Shortcuts can turn ordinary items into something quite extraordinary. Recipes: mushroom soup, an open-face veggie sandwich and delicious
dressed-up matzo. Projects: customized scissors tote bag, a unique tomato garden.

(CC) DVI #403(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Saving and Investing for Your Future

You'll learn along with the Biz Kids about the powerful potential of starting a savings plan early in life. You'll also discover various savings and
investing options available to young people. As always, you'll meet individuals who are successful at saving and at their businesses.

(CC) DVI #118H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Animals

Animals come in endless varieties. Inspired by ocean creatures, Jenny Barnett-Rohrs creates a sea-life totem. Candy Cooper crafts a piggy bank
that holds bills and coins. Artist Franz Spohn adds animation to his favorite animals. Jenny crafts loony llamas from pool noodles.

(CC) DVI #1907H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Unique Eureka

P. Allen Smith visits the one-of-a kind mountain town of Eureka Springs, Arkansas. Art, food and natural scenery abound as we unwrap this
hidden treasure.

(CC) N/A #1514H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Native and Invasive Plants & Certified Wildlife Habitats

When overseas travel became possible, exotic plants were common cargo on ships all across the world. Unfortunately, many of those plants
proved to be far more aggressive outside of their native range. At the Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center, we explain why some non-native
plants are dangerous, how gardeners can prevent further spread of some of the more aggressive species, and how using the right native plant for
a particular space can make gardening easier for people and better for the planet. We also visit a backyard Certified Wildlife Habitat and look at
some of the simple ways of bringing nature to our own back door. In the kitchen, Chef Nathan uses a favorite American native fruit, to create a
baked blueberry clafouti.

(CC) N/A #717H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #14253H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Great Decisions In Foreign Policy
Nuclear Security

The nuclear status quo is changing. Nine nations are declared nuclear powers-and non-state actors are upending cold war era strategy. How can
leaders stop countries from acquiring nuclear weapons, keep nuclear materials out of the hands of non-state actors and protect nuclear facilities
from potential terrorist attacks?

(CC) N/A #808H(S)NETA

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #8188(S)APTEX

19:30:00 In Good Shape (CC) N/A #447H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 The Lowertown Line.
The Lowertown Line: Nicholas David

A top three finalist on season 3 of NBC's hit television show "The Voice," Nicholas David is a vibrant, soulful and prolific singer-songwriter who
incorporates multiple genres, instruments and influences into his music. The artist performs in front a live audience at The Parkway Theater in
Minneapolis, and talks about family, life on the road, and lessons he learned on national TV. Songs performed: Monsters Sleep, Lonely, At the
Table with passion, Easter and Keeko.

(CC) N/A #114H(S)APTEX

20:30:00 Songs at the Center
A compilation of great music and moments from season three that have not previously made it to air.

(CC) N/A #313H(S)APTEX

21:00:00 Live at 9:30
Performances by Grace Potter, Chris Robinson, Soul Rebels (w. Talib Kweli), St. Lucia and Twin Peaks, with comedy from Tony Rock and
special content featuring Steve Gleason.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)NACC
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22:00:00 Tonic Sol-Fa: Greatest Time of Year
Filmed at the historic Hoyt Sherman Theater in Des Moines, Iowa, TONIC SOL-FA: GREATEST TIME OF YEAR highlights the foursome's
musical artistry, showmanship and trademark humor as they perform a mix of holiday favorites and interact with the enthusiastic audience. The
concert is intertwined with exclusive behind-the-scenes footage that showcases the chemistry among Tonic Sol-fa members Mark McGowan,
Greg Bannwarth, Shaun Johnson and Jared Dove.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Roadtrip Nation: Being You
Roughly one in five people lives with learning and attention issues (LAIs) like ADHD and dyslexia, yet many of those who live with LAIs feel alone.
They're not. In a new hour-long special, ROADTRIP NATION shares inspiring stories of struggle, self-acceptance and success. BEING YOU,
follows the transformative journey of three young people-Stephanie, Noah, and Nicole-as they travel cross-county to find others who, like them,
learn differently and have used that difference to build lives doing what they love. Along their journey, they meet with diverse individuals living
with LAIs, including entertainer Howie Mandel, Eye to Eye co-founder and chief empowerment officer David Flink, and Attention Deficit Disorder
Association president Evelyn Polk Green, and discover that these individuals are not only coping, but thriving. Many credit their learning and
attention issues as the driving forces that shaped their success. ROADTRIP NATION: BEING YOU showcases powerful stories that will inspire all
viewers to believe that their individual circumstances can be positively used to define their own roads in life.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 Great Decisions In Foreign Policy
Nuclear Security

The nuclear status quo is changing. Nine nations are declared nuclear powers-and non-state actors are upending cold war era strategy. How can
leaders stop countries from acquiring nuclear weapons, keep nuclear materials out of the hands of non-state actors and protect nuclear facilities
from potential terrorist attacks?

(CC) N/A #808H(S)NETA

00:30:00 In Good Shape (CC) N/A #447H(S)WNVC

01:00:00 The Lowertown Line.
The Lowertown Line: Nicholas David

A top three finalist on season 3 of NBC's hit television show "The Voice," Nicholas David is a vibrant, soulful and prolific singer-songwriter who
incorporates multiple genres, instruments and influences into his music. The artist performs in front a live audience at The Parkway Theater in
Minneapolis, and talks about family, life on the road, and lessons he learned on national TV. Songs performed: Monsters Sleep, Lonely, At the
Table with passion, Easter and Keeko.

(CC) N/A #114H(S)APTEX

01:30:00 Songs at the Center
A compilation of great music and moments from season three that have not previously made it to air.

(CC) N/A #313H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Live at 9:30
Performances by Grace Potter, Chris Robinson, Soul Rebels (w. Talib Kweli), St. Lucia and Twin Peaks, with comedy from Tony Rock and
special content featuring Steve Gleason.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)NACC

03:00:00 Tonic Sol-Fa: Greatest Time of Year
Filmed at the historic Hoyt Sherman Theater in Des Moines, Iowa, TONIC SOL-FA: GREATEST TIME OF YEAR highlights the foursome's
musical artistry, showmanship and trademark humor as they perform a mix of holiday favorites and interact with the enthusiastic audience. The
concert is intertwined with exclusive behind-the-scenes footage that showcases the chemistry among Tonic Sol-fa members Mark McGowan,
Greg Bannwarth, Shaun Johnson and Jared Dove.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Roadtrip Nation: Being You
Roughly one in five people lives with learning and attention issues (LAIs) like ADHD and dyslexia, yet many of those who live with LAIs feel alone.
They're not. In a new hour-long special, ROADTRIP NATION shares inspiring stories of struggle, self-acceptance and success. BEING YOU,
follows the transformative journey of three young people-Stephanie, Noah, and Nicole-as they travel cross-county to find others who, like them,
learn differently and have used that difference to build lives doing what they love. Along their journey, they meet with diverse individuals living
with LAIs, including entertainer Howie Mandel, Eye to Eye co-founder and chief empowerment officer David Flink, and Attention Deficit Disorder
Association president Evelyn Polk Green, and discover that these individuals are not only coping, but thriving. Many credit their learning and
attention issues as the driving forces that shaped their success. ROADTRIP NATION: BEING YOU showcases powerful stories that will inspire all
viewers to believe that their individual circumstances can be positively used to define their own roads in life.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #454KCSM

08:00:00 Zula Patrol
Wish You Were Here/Weather Vain

WISH YOU WERE HERE: The Zula Patrol is ready to go on vacation, but they can't decide which season is the best for R&R, especially when
they think back, in a series of flashbacks, to their past vacations. Eventually they resolve to visit all the seasons again, and make new, better
vacation memories. WEATHER VAIN: Zeeter takes over the weather forecasting job from Bula, and learns all about the components of weather.
But when she tries to improve her forecast by using Multo's Weather-Matic machine to create weather, she unleashes a storm that threatens Zula
Patrol headquarters.

(CC) DVI #121(S)APTEX

08:30:00 1001 Nights
Creature Karma/Just My Luck

"Creature Karma" - A young girl befriends three animals who lead her on an interesting journey. "Just My Luck" - An unlucky man just can't get a
break.

(CC) DVI #112H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Walk Your Way to a Healthy Heart 1

(CC) N/A #114HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Posture

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at the colorful mosaic pathway of the Grand Palladium Hotel. This all-standing
intermediate workout is designed to stretch and strengthen your entire body while improving your posture.

(CC) DVI #1116H(S)APTEX
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10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit (CC) N/A #1104H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Sewing with Nancy
Sew A Knit Wardrobe from Start to Finish, Part 2

If it has been awhile since you've sewn with knits or if you've never tried sewing with knit fabrics, this series is what will give you knit-sewing
confidence. See how easily a knit skirt or pants can be sewn or serged in an evening. Use Nancy's updated sewing techniques to make the
process enjoyable without taking hours of time.

(CC) N/A #3017H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Headbands

The Thai Garden Headband by Jenny King is a real head turner, and she shows us how to make it. Drew shows how to make a Loom-Knit
Meadow Moss Headband by Brenda Myers. Next up is Lena with two cowls: The Big Cable Knit Cowl and The Big Cable Crochet Cowl.

(CC) DVI #613H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Twilight in the Garden

Melanie Greseth and Joanie Holton join us again with a striking quilt that will have you eagerly branching out into new design territory. Playing
with pieced borders, new ways to use old tools, and even metallic prints, this quilt is a garden of inspiration.

(CC) N/A #2913H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7104H(S)KNME

13:00:00 The Jazzy Vegetarian
Wow! Weekend Brunch

Host Laura Theodore prepares a vegan midday meal. Fabulous French Toast is a "veganized" baked version of the classic morning recipe. Mini
Quiche Cups are crust-less little broccoli and tofu based quiche bites, an impressive brunch treat. Almost Ambrosia Salad features coconut,
clementines, dates, pineapple, and bananas-a lively first course for this festive meal.

(CC) N/A #611H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Sara's Weeknight Meals
Girlpower: Hot Young Female Chefs

Sara is all about empowering women in the kitchen, whether it's at home or in a restaurant. In this show she visits two up and coming female
chefs who are changing their worlds. First, Mashama Baily of Savannah's The Grey, a hot new restaurant in that city's former Greyhound Station.
They cook together, and Mashama takes Sara on a cook's tour of Savannah. Back in Sara's kitchen, Amanda Cohen of New York's Dirt Candy
stops by to cook her zucchini and Pasta noodles with garlicky yogurt sauce. On the side, her Kentucky lemonade spiked with a good dose of
bourbon and beet juice for color. Recipes: Zucchini and pasta noodles with garlicky yogurt sauce; Kentucky lemonade.

(CC) N/A #608H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Joanne Weir Gets Fresh
Alliums

If Joanne were stranded on a desert island and could only choose one vegetable, it would be onions. She would be literally lost without them!
Today she's visiting McEvoy Olive Ranch in Western Marin County, and with her student Bridget, they'll make grilled coriander and cardamom
dusted scallops, and farro risotto with caramelized onions and crisp shallots. Join them as they celebrate Alliums.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 New Scandinavian Cooking
Farmer's Food

Tina visits Moss and the nearby islands, a rich agricultural region in eastern Norway. She makes an open omelet with broccoli, cheese and
horseradish. Tina also prepares a chicken with parsnip and herb dumplings, and for the main course, she makes a glazed pigeon breast with
vinegar pork belly and beets.

(CC) N/A #511H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Customize Your Components

Take your style to the next dimension. Designer Erin Prais-Hintz uses glittery clay and beads to make her style statement in 3-D. Katie Hacker
adds an unexpected style twist with simple rhinestone settings in her Beading Lesson.

(CC) N/A #2402H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Circus Party

Katie and the Workshop crew put on a show. In the kitchen, they make goodies that look like they come straight from the circus stands: puff dogs,
popcorn squares and a piled-high round cake. Katie wows the crowds with an animal train and popcorn box centerpiece.

(CC) DVI #404(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
A Closer Look at Financial Careers

When is a job more than a job? The Biz Kids look at what it takes to find your true calling. You'll learn ways to start exploring careers. The kids
talk to several celebrities and find out how they got their start and how they keep achieving their dreams.

(CC) DVI #119H(S)APTEX
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16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Stylish

Freshen up your style statement. Jenny Barnett-Rohrs fashions a colorful ID bracelet from clay and makes a foxy felt animal pouch. Jenny
weaves a trendy beaded bracelet of silver and gold. Then, using fabric and ribbon, Jenny creates a decorator-style memo board to stay
organized.

(CC) DVI #1908H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
The Best of Garden Home: Gardening

P. Allen Smith highlights some of his favorite gardening segments in this blast from the past.

(CC) N/A #1515H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Controlling Garden Pests, Diseases, and Weeds Organically (Atlanta, Ga)

Green roofs are gaining popularity in commercial and residential design, offering a nearly untapped, limitless space to plants perennials, shrubs,
even trees. They also cool the air in and above our homes and offices, absorb carbon dioxide, return oxygen, reduce runoff, filter pollutants and
provide habitats for birds and other wildlife. They even offer a welcomed respite for mind and body. In this episode, we get a rare, behind the
scenes tour of the famous rooftop gardens at Chicago's city hall. We also visit Lurie Garden at Chicago's Millennium Park, and demonstrate how
to implement a smaller homegrown version. In the kitchen, Chef Nathan uses one of the most common roof top vegetables, the tomato, to create
a delicious meal.

(CC) N/A #718H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #14254H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Consuelo Mack Wealthtrack (CC) N/A #1426H(S)APTEX

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #8189(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Native Report (CC) N/A #1215H(S)WDSE

20:00:00 Backstage Pass
Tony Monaco & The Fareed Haque Trio Featuringtony Monaco & The Fareed

This encore presentation includes Fareed Haque on guitar, Tony Monaco on organ and featuring drummer Randy Gelispie. Together this trio
takes a unique twist on jazz with songs including "Flood in Franklin Park" and "Alio E Olio." Recorded at Lansing JazzFest 2015 in Lansing's
historic Old Town district.

(CC) N/A #710H(S)NETA

20:30:00 Music Voyager
Heartbeat of Vallenato

Host Jacob Edgar's journeys through Colombia reveal the country's amazing geographical, cultural and musical diversity. This time, his travels
take him from the ranches and farmlands of Valledupar through the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta mountain range and on to the Caribbean
coast. The small city of Valledupar is the cradle of vallenato, a rustic, folksy and distinctly Colombian music style. There, Edgar meets Fonseca,
one of Colombia's biggest stars, who has incorporated the vallenato style into the tropipop sound he made famous. He meets with the Rey de
Reyes (King of Kings) of the accordion, attends a wild street party, visits a restaurant that serves unusual wildlife and joins the adorable Los
Ninos de Vallenato for a performance in the city's main square. Next, he travels to a small coastal village to meet with a former paramilitary
soldier-turned-vallenato-singer, who serenades from a fishing boat in the picturesque harbor. Finally, Edgar ends up in the port city of
Barranquilla, where steamy, tropical Afro-Colombian beats dominate the music scene. At a rehearsal for Barranquilla's famous carnival, singer
Erika Munoz gives an impromptu performance of her African-influenced sound. Colombian legend Joe Arroyo performs with his full 14-piece band
in a commandeered library.

(CC) N/A #208H(S)APTEX

21:00:00 Xerox Rochester International Jazz Festival
Pugs and Crows

Juno Award-winning band, Pugs and Crows, performs original instrumental music that explores a wide range of sonic textures by blending
elements of indie rock, modern jazz, and neo-classicism. The band infuses its compositions with the inventiveness of its players and warmth of its
ensemble sound, while their anthemic melodies, lyricism and groove inspire audiences from all walks of life.

(CC) N/A #808H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 World Dancesport Grandslam Series
Latin Series: The First Four Legs

This second episode covers four legs of the GrandSlam Latin Series, from the first leg in Helsinki, Finland, to Wuhan, China, in Hong Kong and
Moscow. Italians Nino Langella and Khrystyna Moshenska have dominated Latin dancing for the past three years. After winning three World
Championships and a total of 13 GrandSlams, the couple split ahead of this year's GrandSlam Series. Both dancers found new partners. Will
either Nino or Khrystyna, in their new partnerships, be able to replicate their prior success? Two couples in particular stand poised to keep that
from happening: Gabriele Goffredo and Anna Matus from Moldova, and Russians Armen Tsaturyan and Svetlana Gudyno, who have long tried to
break the hegemony of the Italians. Dance legend Peter Maxwell is the host to this hour featuring DanceSport competition full of glitz and
glamour. Once the world's best face off against each other on the floor, the focus turns to the sporting action that combines perfect technique with
artistry and outstanding athleticism in highly aesthetic performances.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX
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23:00:00 Queen of Swing
QUEEN OF SWING recounts the true story of a Jazz Age trailblazer - 95-year-old entertainer Norma Miller. The engaging biography highlights
the life, career and indomitable spirit of the Harlem-born actress, dancer and choreographer known as "The Queen of Swing." Discovered at the
age of 12, Miller's show business career has spanned seven decades (and counting). Among her many accomplishments, Miller developed the
acrobatic "Lindy Hop" dance, appeared in the Marx Brothers' A Day at the Races (1937), took up stand-up comedy at the prompting of Redd Foxx
(Sanford and Son), entertained soldiers in Vietnam, worked with Sammy Davis Jr. in Las Vegas, appeared in Richard Pryor specials, and
authored two books about swing culture. She also provided a first-hand account of the Harlem music and dance scene during the 1930s and
'1940s in Ken Burns' Jazz (2001). Narrated by actor Bill Cobbs (New Jack City, The Bodyguard, Night at the Museum), QUEEN OF SWING
examines Miller's influence in the globalization of America's jazz culture and her role in breaking down racial barriers across the United States
and around the world. During her career, Miller performed at the integrated Savoy Ballroom in Harlem, staged the first all-black shows on Miami
Beach and at the Flamingo Hotel in Las Vegas, and became one of the first black female stand-up comics in the U.S. Fifteen years in the making,
the film also provides a behind-the-scenes glimpse at the larger-than-life personalities of the jazz era, including Miller's friends Duke Ellington,
Louis Armstrong and Count Basie.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX
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00:00:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3550H(S)WNVC

00:30:00 Native Report (CC) N/A #1215H(S)WDSE

01:00:00 Backstage Pass
Tony Monaco & The Fareed Haque Trio Featuringtony Monaco & The Fareed

This encore presentation includes Fareed Haque on guitar, Tony Monaco on organ and featuring drummer Randy Gelispie. Together this trio
takes a unique twist on jazz with songs including "Flood in Franklin Park" and "Alio E Olio." Recorded at Lansing JazzFest 2015 in Lansing's
historic Old Town district.

(CC) N/A #710H(S)NETA

01:30:00 Music Voyager
Heartbeat of Vallenato

Host Jacob Edgar's journeys through Colombia reveal the country's amazing geographical, cultural and musical diversity. This time, his travels
take him from the ranches and farmlands of Valledupar through the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta mountain range and on to the Caribbean
coast. The small city of Valledupar is the cradle of vallenato, a rustic, folksy and distinctly Colombian music style. There, Edgar meets Fonseca,
one of Colombia's biggest stars, who has incorporated the vallenato style into the tropipop sound he made famous. He meets with the Rey de
Reyes (King of Kings) of the accordion, attends a wild street party, visits a restaurant that serves unusual wildlife and joins the adorable Los
Ninos de Vallenato for a performance in the city's main square. Next, he travels to a small coastal village to meet with a former paramilitary
soldier-turned-vallenato-singer, who serenades from a fishing boat in the picturesque harbor. Finally, Edgar ends up in the port city of
Barranquilla, where steamy, tropical Afro-Colombian beats dominate the music scene. At a rehearsal for Barranquilla's famous carnival, singer
Erika Munoz gives an impromptu performance of her African-influenced sound. Colombian legend Joe Arroyo performs with his full 14-piece band
in a commandeered library.

(CC) N/A #208H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Xerox Rochester International Jazz Festival
Pugs and Crows

Juno Award-winning band, Pugs and Crows, performs original instrumental music that explores a wide range of sonic textures by blending
elements of indie rock, modern jazz, and neo-classicism. The band infuses its compositions with the inventiveness of its players and warmth of its
ensemble sound, while their anthemic melodies, lyricism and groove inspire audiences from all walks of life.

(CC) N/A #808H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 World Dancesport Grandslam Series
Latin Series: The First Four Legs

This second episode covers four legs of the GrandSlam Latin Series, from the first leg in Helsinki, Finland, to Wuhan, China, in Hong Kong and
Moscow. Italians Nino Langella and Khrystyna Moshenska have dominated Latin dancing for the past three years. After winning three World
Championships and a total of 13 GrandSlams, the couple split ahead of this year's GrandSlam Series. Both dancers found new partners. Will
either Nino or Khrystyna, in their new partnerships, be able to replicate their prior success? Two couples in particular stand poised to keep that
from happening: Gabriele Goffredo and Anna Matus from Moldova, and Russians Armen Tsaturyan and Svetlana Gudyno, who have long tried to
break the hegemony of the Italians. Dance legend Peter Maxwell is the host to this hour featuring DanceSport competition full of glitz and
glamour. Once the world's best face off against each other on the floor, the focus turns to the sporting action that combines perfect technique with
artistry and outstanding athleticism in highly aesthetic performances.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Queen of Swing
QUEEN OF SWING recounts the true story of a Jazz Age trailblazer - 95-year-old entertainer Norma Miller. The engaging biography highlights
the life, career and indomitable spirit of the Harlem-born actress, dancer and choreographer known as "The Queen of Swing." Discovered at the
age of 12, Miller's show business career has spanned seven decades (and counting). Among her many accomplishments, Miller developed the
acrobatic "Lindy Hop" dance, appeared in the Marx Brothers' A Day at the Races (1937), took up stand-up comedy at the prompting of Redd Foxx
(Sanford and Son), entertained soldiers in Vietnam, worked with Sammy Davis Jr. in Las Vegas, appeared in Richard Pryor specials, and
authored two books about swing culture. She also provided a first-hand account of the Harlem music and dance scene during the 1930s and
'1940s in Ken Burns' Jazz (2001). Narrated by actor Bill Cobbs (New Jack City, The Bodyguard, Night at the Museum), QUEEN OF SWING
examines Miller's influence in the globalization of America's jazz culture and her role in breaking down racial barriers across the United States
and around the world. During her career, Miller performed at the integrated Savoy Ballroom in Harlem, staged the first all-black shows on Miami
Beach and at the Flamingo Hotel in Las Vegas, and became one of the first black female stand-up comics in the U.S. Fifteen years in the making,
the film also provides a behind-the-scenes glimpse at the larger-than-life personalities of the jazz era, including Miller's friends Duke Ellington,
Louis Armstrong and Count Basie.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #455KCSM
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08:00:00 Zula Patrol
My Episode Lady/You're Cramping My Space

MY EPISODE LADY: When a windstorm knocks the electricity out at a Generator Station that powers all of Zula, our heroes are plunged into a
Zulean version of the dark ages. Bula is also stranded at the station, which is filling with seawater. Zeeter leads a rescue mission in a vehicle
created by Multo that runs on the properties of EPISODE. Our heroes each learn to appreciate the others talents, and what they are capable of
themselves, using EPISODE to save the day. YOU'RE CRAMPING MY SPACE: Our ZPers are reunited with Buzzy the Ferret when he rescues
them while they are stranded in space. Buzzy's on a mission to learn about planets and their atmospheres, and Bula's Zula Rocketeering
Rulebook requires that our heroes serve as his crewmates until he can complete his mission. But as their new "Captain," Buzzy comically drives
them crazy with his inability to listen and his silly demands. He also gets himself into hot water on each planet he visits - learning about
atmospheres the hard way. When the Ferret lands on a mysterious planet with a breathable atmosphere, things escalate to the point where
Buzzy realizes his bossiness has led him into a situation that's way over his head. He learns to work with the ZPers as a team, and only then
does he find out he's been on Earth the entire time!

(CC) DVI #122(S)APTEX

08:30:00 1001 Nights
Details, Details...../Sinbad In Solitude

"Details, Details..." - A loose bolt on a wagon wheel sets in motion a chain of events that ends up destroying an entire town. "Sinbad in Solitude" -
A shipwrecked Sinbad and Dina embark on an hilarious voyage that takes them to the exotic island of the Wok Wok women.

(CC) DVI #113H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Walk Your Way to a Healthy Heart 2

(CC) N/A #115HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Toning and Slenderizing

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White in the Mayan Riviera, Mexico. Miranda will take you through exercises that will
tone your body from head to toe in this standing and floor workout.

(CC) DVI #1117H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit (CC) N/A #1105H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Sewing with Nancy
Second Chance T-Shirt Makeovers, Part 1

Do you have a drawer filled with once important, but seldom worn T-shirts? Give those notable shirts a second chance. Nancy and sewing
makeover specialist, Mary Mulari, share ways of using the fabric from T-shirts to create more usable projects and memory makers. Learn how to
make a rag-quilt, ideal for graduates, plus Christmas Stockings, luggage tags, and more.

(CC) N/A #3018H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Versatile Shawls

We are pleased to have new host Deborah Norville join us and this week it's all about shawls. Once upon a time shawls were mostly for warmth,
but today they are very much a fashion item. Joining Deborah are Kristin Nicholas, who shows us how to knit up the lovely lace Rafael Shawl,
and Ellen Gormley demonstrating the unique Star Zag Shawl. Ellen also joins us in the "Stitch of the Week" corner, giving tips and tricks on how
to crochet the Solomon's Knot.

(CC) DVI #701H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Diagonally Set Log Cabin Quilts

Alongside host Sara Gallegos, Marianne Fons shares two quilts, Town Square and Concentric Circles. Both feature a diagonally set log cabin
design, but the difference between the two could not be more dramatic.

(CC) N/A #3001H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7105H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Ellie's Real Good Food
It's My Party

Ellie prepares an ensemble of make-ahead dishes that are designed so that both party-giver and partygoers can equally enjoy the festivities. All
these dishes can be cooked and frozen ahead of time and then simply reheated at party time. Go ahead: enjoy your own party. Recipes: Asian
shrimp cakes served with 3 Ingredient Recipe: avocado-wasabi sauce; Chicken phyllo pies; Broccoli and sun-dried tomato flatbread; Chipotle
black bean dip.

(CC) N/A #112H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Cooking with Nick Stellino
Incredible Soups

Sicilian Bread Soup; Onion Soup with Gorgonzola & Prosciutto; Chicken Soup with Meatballs.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)APTEX
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14:00:00 Taste of Louisiana with Chef John Folse & Company: Hooks, Lies & Alibis
Fishing Tournaments - Grand Isle, La

In this episode, John joins the fun at the Grand Isle Tarpon Rodeo. Saltwater fishing tournaments are a summer tradition, and the Grand Isle
Tarpon Rodeo is the oldest fishing championship in the country. John interviews Ricky Templet with the rodeo and then the pair prepare a pan-
roasted grouper with Caribbean sofrito. Afterwards, Captain Theo Bourgeois drops by to visit John on his deck at White Oak Landing and grill up
a delicious deep water favorite, amberjack. After grilling, John and Captain Theo demonstrate the proper technique for smoking king mackerel.
And finally, the pair end the day with a little bit of "The Hair of the Dog".

(CC) N/A #1309H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 Jacques Pepin: Heart & Soul
Catch O' The Day

Jacques' summer itinerary always includes friends, fishing, and cooking the wonderful bounty from the sea. He begins with a grilled striped bass
with olive topping and then, as he loves all mollusks, he takes the time to demonstrate shucking clams two ways. The result is top neck clams
with vinegar and scallion sauce, a tasty appetizer and Gloria's linguine with clam sauce, direct from his wife's preferred list. For the final seafood
selection, he masterfully fillets and poaches fish for a delectable cod in light cream sauce.

(CC) N/A #112H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Inspired By Books and Movies

Personalize your style with custom colors. Author and designer Cathy Jakicic weaves beaded components and makes them multifunctional.
Teens and tweens will love to make the charm necklace that Candie Cooper creates as she joins Katie Hacker in Katie's Beading Lesson.

(CC) N/A #2403H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Garden Party

With fairy-tale charm, Katie creates a party in the garden with flavorful recipes like pasta pea parsley salad, poached salmon with dill and a
refreshing watermelon drink. Projects: party blower invites and driftwood bird nest centerpiece.

(CC) DVI #405(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Money Moves (Global Economy)

Around the world with the Biz Kids! Join us and you'll follow the flow of imports and exports that make up the interconnected world economy. You
will discover who makes the many things we use every day that come from all over the world. You'll also see how several entrepreneurs have
made a success of their businesses, despite the pressures of the world economy.

(CC) DVI #120H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Imagination

Unleash your imagination. Using rolling pins, Jenny Barnett-Rohrs creates all kinds of textures. Candie Cooper creates little superheroes to
showcase her creative writing. Franz Spohn draws a picture from a poem and Jenny makes an ever-lasting lunch from felt.

(CC) DVI #1909H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Embrace Your Space

Making the most out of your space doesn't just apply to what's in your house. P. Allen Smith shows you how to take advantage of your great
outdoors without breaking the bank.

(CC) DVI #1601H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Growing Up with Living Walls and Vertical Gardens

With the constant expansion of urban sprawl, gardeners and designers are looking up for new ways to add green spaces. As a result, living walls
are one of the newest and hottest trends in outdoor design. They're not only beautiful, they add the perfect link by providing new life in an ever-
growing concrete jungle.

(CC) N/A #719H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #14255H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1350H(S)WNVT

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #8190(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Global 3000 (CC) N/A #949H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 Song of the Mountains
Terry Baucom & The Dukes of Drive / Dave Adkins Band

(CC) N/A #1221H(S)NETA
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21:00:00 Woodsongs
Ben Sollee and Luke Bulla

BEN SOLLEE featuring Jordan Ellis finds this innovative Kentucky cellist and genre-bending songwriter teaming up with his longtime collaborator,
drummer Jordon Ellis. The two dive deep into heavy cello and drum grooves, adventurous instrumentals, and achingly beautiful songs on Ben's
first full-length studio album in four years 'Infowars'. Sollee and Ellis were on a quest to capture the energy and dynamics that inhabits their live
performances. LUKE BULLA has been singing and playing music most of his life. He won the National Fiddle Contest six times as a kid and won
the Grand Champion division at age sixteen, making him the youngest to have earned the title at the time. As a full-time Nashville resident since
1999, Luke has enjoyed playing fiddle with Ricky Skaggs and his band, Kentucky Thunder, as well as other wonderful musicians like Earl
Scruggs, Lee Ann Womack, Brandi Carlile, and more. Luke has completed his seventh season touring with Lyle Lovett in the world famous Large
Band. As a solo artist, Luke's debut on the Pure Music Nashville label, 'Who Loves You Better', was released early this year. WoodSongs Kid:
Chapel Tinius of Bowling Green, Kentucky is 16 and was crowned "Miss Kentucky Outstanding Teen" in 2016. She's an incredible fiddle player
and will be performing with the reigning Miss Kentucky winner Laura Jones who is also an extraordinary fiddler.

(CC) N/A #2012H(S)NETA

22:00:00 Film School Shorts
Aspirations

At a beach, in the snow, and underwater, stop-motion short Bottle details a transoceanic conversation between two characters via objects in a
bottle. Directed by Kirsten Lepore. In Glory Days, Jack, a recovering alcoholic and divorced father of two, has to look after his kids on New Year's
weekend. Directed by Benjamin Rutkowski. Then Lea chronicles the life of a delusional actress with an affinity for burning bridges as she
struggles to connect with the role that could make her career. Directed by Connor Simpson.

(CC) N/A #405H(S)NETA

22:30:00 On Story
Deconstructing Billy Wilder

Inarguably one of the greatest storytellers in Hollywood, filmmaker Billy Wilder's classic films include Double Indemnity, Sabrina, Sunset
Boulevard, Some Like it Hot, The Apartment, and more. This episode dissects several of his films to analyze what makes his filmmaking style so
unique and relevant to audiences today.

(CC) N/A #709H(S)NETA

23:00:00 Science Goes to the Movies
Human Vocal Production

Guest: Dr. Edith Wiens. Movie and TV show: Sing! Glee! In the movies, everyone who wants to sing, can sing. Why isn't that true in real life?
Julliard professor, Dr. Edith Wiens give a lesson on human vocal production.

(CC) N/A #412H(S)EPS

23:30:00 Theater Talk (CC) N/A #1108H(S)EPS
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00:00:01 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1350H(S)WNVT

00:30:00 Global 3000 (CC) N/A #949H(S)WNVC

01:00:00 Song of the Mountains
Terry Baucom & The Dukes of Drive / Dave Adkins Band

(CC) N/A #1221H(S)NETA

02:00:00 Woodsongs
Ben Sollee and Luke Bulla

BEN SOLLEE featuring Jordan Ellis finds this innovative Kentucky cellist and genre-bending songwriter teaming up with his longtime collaborator,
drummer Jordon Ellis. The two dive deep into heavy cello and drum grooves, adventurous instrumentals, and achingly beautiful songs on Ben's
first full-length studio album in four years 'Infowars'. Sollee and Ellis were on a quest to capture the energy and dynamics that inhabits their live
performances. LUKE BULLA has been singing and playing music most of his life. He won the National Fiddle Contest six times as a kid and won
the Grand Champion division at age sixteen, making him the youngest to have earned the title at the time. As a full-time Nashville resident since
1999, Luke has enjoyed playing fiddle with Ricky Skaggs and his band, Kentucky Thunder, as well as other wonderful musicians like Earl
Scruggs, Lee Ann Womack, Brandi Carlile, and more. Luke has completed his seventh season touring with Lyle Lovett in the world famous Large
Band. As a solo artist, Luke's debut on the Pure Music Nashville label, 'Who Loves You Better', was released early this year. WoodSongs Kid:
Chapel Tinius of Bowling Green, Kentucky is 16 and was crowned "Miss Kentucky Outstanding Teen" in 2016. She's an incredible fiddle player
and will be performing with the reigning Miss Kentucky winner Laura Jones who is also an extraordinary fiddler.

(CC) N/A #2012H(S)NETA

03:00:00 Film School Shorts
Aspirations

At a beach, in the snow, and underwater, stop-motion short Bottle details a transoceanic conversation between two characters via objects in a
bottle. Directed by Kirsten Lepore. In Glory Days, Jack, a recovering alcoholic and divorced father of two, has to look after his kids on New Year's
weekend. Directed by Benjamin Rutkowski. Then Lea chronicles the life of a delusional actress with an affinity for burning bridges as she
struggles to connect with the role that could make her career. Directed by Connor Simpson.

(CC) N/A #405H(S)NETA

03:30:00 On Story
Deconstructing Billy Wilder

Inarguably one of the greatest storytellers in Hollywood, filmmaker Billy Wilder's classic films include Double Indemnity, Sabrina, Sunset
Boulevard, Some Like it Hot, The Apartment, and more. This episode dissects several of his films to analyze what makes his filmmaking style so
unique and relevant to audiences today.

(CC) N/A #709H(S)NETA

04:00:00 Science Goes to the Movies
Human Vocal Production

Guest: Dr. Edith Wiens. Movie and TV show: Sing! Glee! In the movies, everyone who wants to sing, can sing. Why isn't that true in real life?
Julliard professor, Dr. Edith Wiens give a lesson on human vocal production.

(CC) N/A #412H(S)EPS

04:30:00 Theater Talk (CC) N/A #1108H(S)EPS

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #456KCSM

08:00:00 Beauty of Oil Painting with Gary and Kathwren Jenkins
Bromeliad

In this episode guest painter Frank Audehm paints a bromeliad. This originally tropical plant is a great model for painters because of its
sophisticated combination of yellow, red and green colors. This beautiful painting is a good entry point for beginners because it is relatively easy
to paint and yields a beautiful result.

(CC) N/A #523H(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Painting with Wilson Bickford
Silent Night

Drawing from his Northern New York roots, Wilson paints a beautiful nighttime snowy landscape. The full moon glistens off the snow-covered
pine trees while flakes softly fall.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Landscapes Through Time with David Dunlop
James Abbott Mcneill Whistler's Venetian Etchings

David travels to beautiful Venetian locations that inspired provocative, iconoclastic artist James Abbott McNeill Whistler (1834-1903) during his
transformative trip in 1879-1880. Whistler's fame from the etchings that he created in the backstreets of Venice helped rehabilitate his artistic
reputation after a disastrous libel trial with noted art critic John Ruskin. David demonstrates a dry point on a copper plate alongside a canal, the
Rio de San Barnaba, located near Whistler's first studio at the Ca' Rezzonico, demonstrating Whistler's brilliance in graphic design.

(CC) DVI #204H(S)NETA
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09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Boost Your Energy

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at the beautiful beach in the Rivera Maya Mexico. This all barre workout will
deeply stretch your entire body leaving you feeling reenergized.

(CC) DVI #1118H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit (CC) N/A #1106H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Interval Training

(CC) N/A #123HACCES

11:00:00 Delicious TV's Vegan Mashup
It's Bean Wonderful

Fear not the bean. They're a power packed food with fiber protein and important minerals. We dish out three nutritious, delicious bean recipes
that will get your taste buds singing. Toni Fiore is making Caramelized Onion and Cannellini Bean Flatbread and a Quick Vegan Parm. Miyoko
Schinner is making Moroccan Lentil and Spinach Pancakes with Spiced Date Chutney. Special Guest Allison Carroll Duffy makes Refrigerator
Pickles-Dillie Beans.

(CC) DVI #303H(S)NETA

11:30:00 Mexico -- One Plate at a Time with Rick Bayless
Ceviches Gone Wild

The fertile waters of the Caribbean Sea provide exquisitely fresh fish, a bounty perhaps best translated on the plate through ceviche. Or
sometimes you don't even need a plate, like when Rick and chef Juan Pablo Loza make a ceviche of freshly caught lobster on a boat in the Sian
Ka'an nature reserve. At Catch, the Thompson Hotel's swanky rooftop restaurant in Playa del Carmen, chef Pedro Abascal teaches how to make
a Peruvian-inspired mandarin, carrot, habanero and ginger ceviche with leche de tigre broth. Then, it's off to nearby Axiote with chef Xavier Perez
Stone, who shows Rick how to make outrageously good coconut-shrimp ceviche. A delightful ferry ride brings Rick to picturesque Isla Mujeres,
where young chef Diego Lopez builds an absolute stunner of a dish, a ceviche of pargo with an herby green "mojito" broth. At Rick's new Chicago
restaurant, Lena Brava, he makes a deceptively simple aguachile in a cocktail shaker and teaches how to make a "Bloody Maria" coctel,
complete with a spicy salt rim.

(CC) N/A #1104H(S)APTEX

12:00:00 Lidia's Kitchen
Crespelle

Italians love their crepes either savory or sweet and in this episode, Lidia shows two of her favorite crespelle dishes, along with some great chef
tips. She starts by highlighting the thin pancakes that can be made into so many things; then she makes a savory Italian favorite with them -
manicotti and for a sweet version, she shows the chocolate and walnut crespelle that will satisfy any sweet tooth.

(CC) N/A #412H(S)APTEX

12:30:00 Moveable Feast with Fine Cooking
Bozeman, Montana - Melissa Harrison and Eduardo Garcia

This week on Moveable Feast with Fine Cooking, Big Sky meets lamb in Bozeman, Montana, where chefs Melissa Harrison and Eduardo Garcia
create dishes with a rustic flair. Host Pete Evans joins the chefs in the beautiful Montana terrain for trout fly fishing and the three channel their
wild side as they forage for natural and fresh ingredients. This Moveable Feasttakes chef Evans to the spectacular Willow Spring Farm in
Montana, where chefs Harrison and Garcia serve a mouthwatering whole roasted lamb on a spit.

(CC) N/A #402H(S)APTEX

13:00:00 Travels with Darley
Guadeloupe Islands Caribbean Adventures

Darley Newman joins local guides in the Guadeloupe Islands to discover this Caribbean island destination with unique French Creole influences.
Viewers experience hiking a volcano, snorkeling the Jacques Cousteau Reserve, shopping in lively markets, and live music, UNESCO dance and
art in the islands' largest city.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Weekends with Yankee
Icons of New England

Think of New England icons, and you probably imagine covered bridges, stone walls, church steeples, and lighthouses. In today's episode, we
visit three less typical but equally iconic treasures, beginning with the Elms in Newport, Rhode Island, where we get a behind-the-scenes tour
from this mansion's caretaker of more than 30 years. Then we visit the Glass House in New Canaan, Connecticut, Phillip Johnson's private
residence that forever changed architecture in America. Last but not least is our trip to Olneyville New York System, a Providence, Rhode Island,
restaurant where the Stevens family has been serving up their signature Coney Island-style wieners to four generations of customers. That's all
coming up next on Weekends with Yankee.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Rick Steves' Europe
England's Bath & York

Medieval York and Georgian Bath - easy side-trips from London - pack an exciting pair of sightseeing punches. Rick explores Roman hot springs,
cruises quiet canals, marvels at England's finest Gothic church and gets a surprising dose of Viking history as he enjoys England's easy urban
delights.

(CC) N/A #401H(S)APTEX
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14:30:00 Born to Explore with Richard Wiese
Scotland: Land of Loch Ness

Journey with Richard Wiese to Scotland as he competes in the Highland Games, a celebration of Scottish traditions that goes back more than a
thousand years. Richard meets a shepherd who is one of the top trainers of Scottish Sheepdogs. On the waters of Loch Ness, he learns the
secrets of Nessie from the man who's spent more than 40 years searching for the legendary monster.

(CC) N/A #115H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Garden Smart
As gardeners, many of us start thinking about and planning our gardens right after Christmas. GardenSMART visits an historic garden that's
prepared for many springs over its lifetime. A lot to learn. Join us as we plan ahead and GardenSMART.

(CC) N/A #4602H(S)NETA

15:30:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden to Table
The Rite of Spring

Allen is preparing for a fun-filled Spring celebration at the farm. He shows us how to take elements from the garden and the spice rack to make
natural Easter egg dyes. He also offers advice on preparing for the celebration days in advance. Plus, we learn how to make mint ice cubes and a
delicious Mint Tea Punch. Recipes include a Spring Salad and Walnut Sherry Dressing recipe and a great way to use extra mustard in your fridge
to make a lamb rub.

(CC) DVI #301H(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Drexel Interview
Bernard-Henri Levy

French philosopher, author, and public intellectual Bernard-Henri Levy is so famous in certain circles that many identify him by his iconic initials
alone: BHL. Having written and spoken extensively on social, political, and intellectual matters since the 1960s, he is credited as one of the
founders of the Nouveaux Philosophes-or New Philosophers. Host Paula Marantz Cohen explores some of Levy's early activism, writing,
controversy, and cultural appeal, as well as his distinct brand of philosophy as it informs matters in both France and the United States today. In
this interview, Levy specifically discusses two of his books, The Genius of Judaism and American Vertigo: Traveling American in the Footsteps of
Tocqueville.

(CC) N/A #605HNETA

16:30:00 Overheard with Evan Smith
Walter Isaacson, Author

Walter Isaacson is an author, Professor of History at Tulane, and was formerly the CEO of the Aspen Institute, chairman of CNN, and editor of
Time magazine. He has written many biographies including Einstein: His Life and Universe, Steve Jobs, Benjamin Franklin: An American Life and
most recently, Leonardo da Vinci.

(CC) N/A #811H(S)NETA

17:00:00 Pen TV Program TBA
Place Holder for TBA Program

(N) N/A #0H(S)

17:30:00 Craftsman's Legacy
The Primitive Bowmaker

Experienced naturalist and wilderness survivor, Greg Anderson is also a master bow maker. Host Eric Gorges learns how to craft a traditional
bow with Greg as his guide and tests his skills with the bulls-eye.

(CC) N/A #208H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3550H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 The Open Mind
Destiny of the Heartland

Guest: Nan Whaley. Mayor Nan Whaley of Dayton, Ohio, candidate for governor, talks about the legacy and future of Rust Belt politics.

(CC) N/A #3821HNETA

19:00:00 Closer to Truth
Is The Universe Theologically Ambiguous?

Scientists split on whether the universe confirms or denies God. Though most leading scientists do not believe in God, some do. What can we
learn from the dispute?

(CC) N/A #1712H(S)EPS

19:30:00 American Forum (CC) N/A #314H(S)NETA
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20:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
The Revivalists

This alt-rock jam band surged out of Bayou Country in 2007, led by the intoxicating David Shaw and were named by Rolling Stonemagazine as
one of 2016's "10 Bands You Need to Know." Shaw's searing vocals together with Zack Feinberg on guitar, Andrew Campanelli on drums, Ed
Williams on pedal steel guitar, George Gekas on bass, Rob Ingraham on saxophone, and Michael Girardot on keyboards and trumpet energize
fans with their eclectic Southern mix of jazz-funk grooves, blues-rock grit, and warm melodies on "Soulfight" (featured on the TV series NCIS:
New Orleans), their No. 1 radio hit "Wish I Knew You" and more. This alt-rock jam band surged out of Bayou Country in 2007, led by the
intoxicating David Shaw and were named by Rolling Stonemagazine as one of 2016's "10 Bands You Need to Know." Shaw's searing vocals
together with Zack Feinberg on guitar, Andrew Campanelli on drums, Ed Williams on pedal steel guitar, George Gekas on bass, Rob Ingraham
on saxophone, and Michael Girardot on keyboards and trumpet energize fans with their eclectic Southern mix of jazz-funk grooves, blues-rock
grit, and warm melodies on "Soulfight" (featured on the TV series NCIS: New Orleans), their No. 1 radio hit "Wish I Knew You" and more.

(CC) N/A #601H(S)APTEX

21:00:00 Front and Center
Dawes

Folk-rock band Dawes take the stage for a performance of both old and new material. The band, comprised of brothers Taylor and Griffin
Goldsmith, Wylie Gelber, and Lee Pardini, formed in 2009 from the band Simon Dawes after the departure of their co-songwriter. Their last two
albums All Your Favorite Bands (2015) and self-released We're All Gonna Die (2016) have reached No. 1 on the Billboard Folk Chart. Dawes
performs new songs "Tequila," "One of Us," and "Roll with the Punches," as well as hits such as "Little Bit" and "When My Time Comes."

(CC) N/A #708H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 Globe Trekker
Art Trails of the French Riviera

Kate Comer searches out the refuges and favorite playgrounds of great artists like Cezanne, Renoir, Picasso and Chagall along the extraordinary
art trail of the French Riviera. Exploring the towns of Arles, Aix, Cagnes-sur-Mer, Antibes, Vence, Biot and Nice, Kate takes in the sun and
peerless blue skies, the rugged mountains and sublime coastline that attracted these iconoclasts to the Riviera.

(CC) N/A #1604H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Arts In Context
A Girl Named Sue

A play about the love between an Asian-American woman and an African-American man, playwright Christine Hoang pulled from her most
personal experiences to write A Girl Named Sue. Extended: A Girl Named Sue is a play about unexpected love. Focusing on a young
Vietnamese-American woman, the play explores issues between Asian and Black communities in America, as well as the generational and
cultural tension of growing up with refugee parents. From growing up in New Orleans to being the child of refugees, playwright Christine Hoang
pulled from her most personal experiences to write A Girl Named Sue. At its heart, A Girl Named Sue is a universal story of identity, love,
relationships, and community.

(CC) N/A #802H(S)NETA

23:30:00 Articulate with Jim Cotter
The Charming Incongruities of Kevin Barnes

Kevin Barnes is the founder and leader of the indie rock band Of Montreal. After 20 years and 14 albums, he's still as much an enigma to those
close to him as he is to his fans. Pictures of You - Long before selfies, portraits were a way for those who could afford it, to help shape their public
image. Wale Oyejide - Recognized as one of America's best-dressed men, designer, attorney and afrobeat musician Wale Oyejide is on a
mission to help all men unleash their inner fashionisto.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 Closer to Truth
Is The Universe Theologically Ambiguous?

Scientists split on whether the universe confirms or denies God. Though most leading scientists do not believe in God, some do. What can we
learn from the dispute?

(CC) N/A #1712H(S)EPS

00:30:00 American Forum (CC) N/A #314H(S)NETA

01:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
The Revivalists

This alt-rock jam band surged out of Bayou Country in 2007, led by the intoxicating David Shaw and were named by Rolling Stonemagazine as
one of 2016's "10 Bands You Need to Know." Shaw's searing vocals together with Zack Feinberg on guitar, Andrew Campanelli on drums, Ed
Williams on pedal steel guitar, George Gekas on bass, Rob Ingraham on saxophone, and Michael Girardot on keyboards and trumpet energize
fans with their eclectic Southern mix of jazz-funk grooves, blues-rock grit, and warm melodies on "Soulfight" (featured on the TV series NCIS:
New Orleans), their No. 1 radio hit "Wish I Knew You" and more. This alt-rock jam band surged out of Bayou Country in 2007, led by the
intoxicating David Shaw and were named by Rolling Stonemagazine as one of 2016's "10 Bands You Need to Know." Shaw's searing vocals
together with Zack Feinberg on guitar, Andrew Campanelli on drums, Ed Williams on pedal steel guitar, George Gekas on bass, Rob Ingraham
on saxophone, and Michael Girardot on keyboards and trumpet energize fans with their eclectic Southern mix of jazz-funk grooves, blues-rock
grit, and warm melodies on "Soulfight" (featured on the TV series NCIS: New Orleans), their No. 1 radio hit "Wish I Knew You" and more.

(CC) N/A #601H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Front and Center
Dawes

Folk-rock band Dawes take the stage for a performance of both old and new material. The band, comprised of brothers Taylor and Griffin
Goldsmith, Wylie Gelber, and Lee Pardini, formed in 2009 from the band Simon Dawes after the departure of their co-songwriter. Their last two
albums All Your Favorite Bands (2015) and self-released We're All Gonna Die (2016) have reached No. 1 on the Billboard Folk Chart. Dawes
performs new songs "Tequila," "One of Us," and "Roll with the Punches," as well as hits such as "Little Bit" and "When My Time Comes."

(CC) N/A #708H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Globe Trekker
Art Trails of the French Riviera

Kate Comer searches out the refuges and favorite playgrounds of great artists like Cezanne, Renoir, Picasso and Chagall along the extraordinary
art trail of the French Riviera. Exploring the towns of Arles, Aix, Cagnes-sur-Mer, Antibes, Vence, Biot and Nice, Kate takes in the sun and
peerless blue skies, the rugged mountains and sublime coastline that attracted these iconoclasts to the Riviera.

(CC) N/A #1604H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Arts In Context
A Girl Named Sue

A play about the love between an Asian-American woman and an African-American man, playwright Christine Hoang pulled from her most
personal experiences to write A Girl Named Sue. Extended: A Girl Named Sue is a play about unexpected love. Focusing on a young
Vietnamese-American woman, the play explores issues between Asian and Black communities in America, as well as the generational and
cultural tension of growing up with refugee parents. From growing up in New Orleans to being the child of refugees, playwright Christine Hoang
pulled from her most personal experiences to write A Girl Named Sue. At its heart, A Girl Named Sue is a universal story of identity, love,
relationships, and community.

(CC) N/A #802H(S)NETA

04:30:00 Articulate with Jim Cotter
The Charming Incongruities of Kevin Barnes

Kevin Barnes is the founder and leader of the indie rock band Of Montreal. After 20 years and 14 albums, he's still as much an enigma to those
close to him as he is to his fans. Pictures of You - Long before selfies, portraits were a way for those who could afford it, to help shape their public
image. Wale Oyejide - Recognized as one of America's best-dressed men, designer, attorney and afrobeat musician Wale Oyejide is on a
mission to help all men unleash their inner fashionisto.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #457KCSM

08:00:00 Painting and Travel with Roger & Sarah Bansemer
The Saddle

Roger and Sarah Bansemer visit old friends on the Kinship Creek Ranch, high in the of beautiful and picture perfect mountains of Pagosa
Springs, Colorado. Roger paints a saddle in acrylics as Sarah rides horseback on the ranch.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NETA

08:30:00 Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Hawaii's Finest Hour, Part 1

Acrylic Medium on 18x24 vertical stretched canvas. In this first episode, Jerry discusses the reference material he will be using to compose the
composition. Then using soft vine charcoal, he sketches in the main subjects. Now he shows how to underpaint the sky, clouds, distant hills, and
main body of water. Now he shows his viewers how to underpaint the island and the beach.

(CC) N/A #2305H(S)NETA
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09:00:00 Wyland's Art Studio
Moonlight Mermaid

Art Lesson: Light, Shade, and Tone. In art, tone refers to the degree of lightness or darkness of an area. Tone varies from the bright white of a
light source through shades of gray to the deepest black shadows. How we perceive the tone of an object depends on its actual surface lightness
or darkness, color and texture, the background and lighting. Tone may be used broadly to denote the major planes of an object. Realist artists
use 'local tone' to accurately denote subtle changes within the plane. Wyland explores the natural gray shades of a stingray in this illuminating
lesson on light, shade, and tone.

(CC) N/A #606HAPTEX

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Feet and Calf Workout

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White and the Kantun Chi Eco Park. This gentle standing and bar workout is designed
to help relieve foot pain and shin splints.

(CC) DVI #1119H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit (CC) N/A #1107H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Power Yoga: Mind and Body
Long Holds - Version Three

With Side Plank, Charlie Chaplin, Supta Baddha Konasana, Camel.

(CC) N/A #126(S)APTEX

11:00:00 Neven Maguire: Home Chef
Neven travels to Luxembourg to reconnect with Lea Linster, the only woman ever to win the Bocuse D'Or, the most prestigious award a
professional chef can receive. Linster prepares the rack of lamb dish that won her the award. Later, Neven makes a family favorite - curried
chicken spring rolls with pineapple salsa - and tops off the episode by making his signature trio of chocolate dessert.

(CC) N/A #108H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 New Orleans Cooking with Kevin Belton
Traditional Mexican

Posole fish tacos with remoulade sauce, guacamole.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX

12:00:00 Ciao Italia
Festival of the Candles - La Festa Dei Ceri

Mary Ann takes a deep breath and plunges into the crowd-filled excitement generated by the oldest festival in Italy. Held in the medieval town of
Gubbio, the food, music and camaraderie are unlike anything you've ever seen. And the traditional Cheese Bread Mary Ann makes nella cucina
is unlike anything you've ever tasted. Join in the celebration and bring your appetite!

(CC) N/A #2510H(S)NETA

12:30:00 Mike Colameco's Real Food
Peru Part 1

We'd heard a lot about the amazing new culinary scene in Lima where the vibrant economy plus world class fishing from that Pacific coastline,
amazing local ingredients and a lot of native talented chefs pushing the envelope. In these two shows we'll see ceviche in many variations, visit
restaurant Central ranked #4 in Pellegrino's Best Restaurants in the World 2015 list, eat some great Peruvian Chicken, tour the city of Cusco at
11,000 feet above seas level and of course have a Pisco sour or three.

(CC) N/A #1418H(S)NETA

13:00:00 Journeys In India
Gujarat: Land of Extremes

The people and wildlife of the western state of Gujarat have found ways to survive in an inhospitable environment. Unique big game exists side-
by-side with some of the most talented and unique craftsman in the world. Bill gets the inside scoop on this strange land and is doubly surprised
by his local guide.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Travel Detective with Peter Greenberg
Egypt Tourism

In 2011, there was the Arab Spring, a revolution in Egypt that was quickly followed by the Arab Winter. Travel and tourism flatlined in the country.
CBS News Travel Editor Peter Greenberg explains how this impacted Egypt and, more importantly, how does that impact you as travelers? Plus,
Peter reveals his hidden gems of Baja California, with an insider's look at experiences in Mexico no one knows about, from wine, to cheese, to
horseback riding. None of which is in the brochures! And, Travel Weekly Editor In Chief Arnie Weissman introduces us to some alternatives to
staying in hotels. They include parked jumbo jets converted into overnight accommodations, abandoned missile silos, and a building crane
suspended 500 feet in the air!

(CC) DVI #208H(S)NETA

14:00:00 Wild Photo Adventures
Walrus and Brown Bears

Host and professional wildlife photographer Doug Gardner and bush pilot Glenn Alsworth Jr. battle bad weather and hundreds of miles by bush
plane to photograph Walrus along the Alaskan coast.

(CC) DVI #208H(S)NETA
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14:30:00 Destination Craft with Jim West
Peru

Jim West travels to Cusco and Lima in Peru, South America where master artisans teach gourd carving, Peruvian pottery, and making a
traditional retablo. He also crafts the perfect pan flute. Jim also makes a "ceviche" dish with a master chef, learns about silver jewelry making, and
weaves colorful tapestries.

(CC) N/A #108H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Woodsmith Shop
Fundamentals of Woodworking

No matter what you want to build, the Woodsmith editors show you the best solutions for gluing up a perfect panel.

(CC) N/A #908H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Rough Cut - Woodworking with Tommy Mac
Gable Ends and Walls

This week on Rough Cut Woodworking with Tommy Mac, Tommy and crew do some heavy lifting, working on the gable ends of the roof and
lifting the walls into place. They first head over to see Tommy's longtime friend Jim Reader, to walk them through how to pick out the best lumber
you need for your job. Then it's back to the site to see new Rough Cut regular Chris Reynolds to install the Gable Ends, before getting that wall
up - all before a storm hits.

(CC) N/A #704H(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Dunes Gentle Yoga

Relax and rejuvenate on the tranquil beach dunes, drawing in calm, soothing energy from the surrounding water. Allow Sarah Starr to lead you
through a gentle yoga routine using the support of a chair as you open to more flexibility in the shoulders, upper back and hamstrings.

(CC) N/A #108H(S)NETA

16:30:00 Second Opinion
Type II Diabetes/Value-Based Care

Patient Story: Almost 30 million people in the U.S. have Type II Diabetes. It's a disease that can be greatly improved by lifestyle changes
including a healthy diet and exercise, along with medication compliance and monitoring. But not many people do as well as Mark Lee, who
completely turned his life around after his diagnosis. His story is an inspiration to those who struggle every day with controlling their diabetes.
Myth or Medicine: Weight loss can improve Type II Diabetes, but can it be cured? Second Opinion 5: Five ways to control your diabetes.

(CC) N/A #1208H(S)APTEX

17:00:00 Immense Possibilities
A Woman Takes On An Industry

Common wisdom about the 1979 Three Mile Island nuclear accident is that we dodged a bullet. That's not the view of hundreds of nearby
residents who've since developed radiation-related cancers. One of them brings us material from her in-progress documentary Meltdown, the first
step of her nearly single-handed stand against the nuclear power industry.

(CC) N/A #607H(S)NETA

17:30:00 Well Read
Gerda Saunders / Memory's Last Breath

Gerda Saunders joins us with her very personal book - Memory's Last Breath - based on the "field notes" she keeps in her journal about her life
distorted by dementia. Coping with the complications of losing short-term memory, Saunders takes the reader and our viewers on a personal
investigation of the brain and its mysteries, examining science and literature, and immersing herself in vivid memories of her childhood in South
Africa.

(CC) N/A #625H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 California's Gold
Sub-Net

It's huge, metal and reaches across the Golden Gate, but it's not a bridge.  Join Huell as he visits the site of the WWII antisubmarine net built to
keep Japanese subs out of San Francisco. Long before the Tiburon Sub-Net Depot was there, this small piece of land across the bay from San
Francisco had many incarnations. Among them were: home to Native Americans, an original Spanish Ranchero, the largest Codfish drying plant
on the west coast, a coaling station for the Navy, and it was where the cables for the Golden Gate Bridge were spun. In fact, if you look closely at
low tide, you can still see them.  Come on along with us as we get an up-close look at this little, but important, piece of California's Gold.

(CC) N/A #4004KCET

18:30:00 Joseph Rosendo's Travelscope
The Cook Islands - Cultural Paradise

While "paradise" is a word freely bantered about in the travel world, the Cook Islands is a traveler's paradise. With its turquoise waters, sugar
white beaches, colorful history, special island lifestyle and a homegrown welcome beyond belief, it is a genuine breath of fresh air in a universe of
travel-brochure hyperbole. During Joseph's visit to Rarotonga and Aitutaki, the Cook's most popular islands, he enjoys "tourist attractions" that
choose to educate visitors as well as entertain them. Joseph discovers that by offering the visitor authentic experiences in their beautiful land, the
Cook Islanders are able to protect their heritage from commercial exploitation and perpetuate their cultural wealth by passing on their legacy to
future generations. Along with its scenic treasures the people's cultural focus makes the Cook Islands a special Pacific island visit.

(CC) DVI #903H(S)APTEX
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19:00:00 Make48
Early in the morning the teams are taken on a one-hour hardware store dash to get supplies they may need for the creation of their prototype.
Next the teams are given five minutes in front of a select group of industry experts. They pitch their initial product ideas and get feedback to put
them on the right track. The clock is ticking.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

19:30:00 The Kamla Show Special
Amy Guittard

(CC) N/A #138H(S)KAMLA

20:00:00 The Night Before Christmas Carol
Renowned Dickens scholar and author Dr. Eliot Engel, crafts this entertaining study that complements every holiday schedule. Filmed in the spirit
of a classic BBC-style presentation, actor David zum Brunnen portrays Charles Dickens -- and seventeen other familiar characters from the
ghostly classic, A Christmas Carol.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

21:00:00 B.E. Taylor Christmas Concert
Each holiday season, recording and performing artist B.E. Taylor draws loyal fans and first-time concert-goers alike to his annual Christmas tour.
Now, Taylor makes his national public television debut with an entertaining holiday special recorded at a festively decorated concert hall adorned
with Christmas trees, wreaths and white lights. The one-hour concert features Taylor's modern arrangements of perennial Christmas favorites.
Backed by two singers, a drummer, a keyboardist/saxophonist and several guitar players, Taylor infuses traditional songs with a contemporary
feel. The set list includes: "Away in the Manger," "O' Little Town of Bethlehem," "Feel the Love of Christmas," "What Child is This?" "Light of the
Stable," "Little Drummer Boy," "Hark the Herald Angels Sing," "God Rest Ye Merry Gentleman" and "Joy to the World."

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 Rick Steves Special
European Christmas

From manger scenes and mistletoe to wintry wonderlands, RICK STEVES' EUROPEAN CHRISTMAS celebrates the Christmas season
throughout the European continent. In the special, Rick visits friends and families in England, France, Norway, Germany, Austria, Switzerland and
Italy to reveal their customs and practices of the holiday season. He begins his travels in England, where the Christmas pudding is the real
centerpiece of a traditional English holiday meal. In Paris, the Eiffel Tower heralds the season with its red, twinkling lights. And in the countryside
of Tuscany, villagers stack neat pyramids of wood for great bonfires. The lighting of the fires is a signal to villagers - dressed as shepherds - to
come and sing old carols. RICK STEVES' EUROPEAN CHRISTMAS offers a colorful, musical celebration of Christmas across Europe where
viewers will learn about customs from "the old countries," hear local choirs, and discover holiday family traditions.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Bucknell Candlelight Christmas
Lessons and Carols, returns to public television. Rooke Chapel, set on one of Central Pennsylvania's most picturesque campuses, makes for an
evocative setting in A BUCKNELL CANDLELIGHT CHRISTMAS. The program opens with the traditional candlelight procession and recounts
Christ's birth through Bible readings and anthems from the renowned undergraduate musical ensembles, the Rooke Chapel Choir and Rooke
Chapel Ringers. This holiday special also highlights the uplifting power of congregational singing, with performances of sacred music and familiar
carols such as "God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen," "Go Tell it On the Mountain," "Hark! The Herald Angels Sing," "Silent Night" and "Joy to the
World."

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 Make48
Early in the morning the teams are taken on a one-hour hardware store dash to get supplies they may need for the creation of their prototype.
Next the teams are given five minutes in front of a select group of industry experts. They pitch their initial product ideas and get feedback to put
them on the right track. The clock is ticking.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 The Kamla Show Special
Amy Guittard

(CC) N/A #138H(S)KAMLA

01:00:00 The Night Before Christmas Carol
Renowned Dickens scholar and author Dr. Eliot Engel, crafts this entertaining study that complements every holiday schedule. Filmed in the spirit
of a classic BBC-style presentation, actor David zum Brunnen portrays Charles Dickens -- and seventeen other familiar characters from the
ghostly classic, A Christmas Carol.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

02:00:00 B.E. Taylor Christmas Concert
Each holiday season, recording and performing artist B.E. Taylor draws loyal fans and first-time concert-goers alike to his annual Christmas tour.
Now, Taylor makes his national public television debut with an entertaining holiday special recorded at a festively decorated concert hall adorned
with Christmas trees, wreaths and white lights. The one-hour concert features Taylor's modern arrangements of perennial Christmas favorites.
Backed by two singers, a drummer, a keyboardist/saxophonist and several guitar players, Taylor infuses traditional songs with a contemporary
feel. The set list includes: "Away in the Manger," "O' Little Town of Bethlehem," "Feel the Love of Christmas," "What Child is This?" "Light of the
Stable," "Little Drummer Boy," "Hark the Herald Angels Sing," "God Rest Ye Merry Gentleman" and "Joy to the World."

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Rick Steves Special
European Christmas

From manger scenes and mistletoe to wintry wonderlands, RICK STEVES' EUROPEAN CHRISTMAS celebrates the Christmas season
throughout the European continent. In the special, Rick visits friends and families in England, France, Norway, Germany, Austria, Switzerland and
Italy to reveal their customs and practices of the holiday season. He begins his travels in England, where the Christmas pudding is the real
centerpiece of a traditional English holiday meal. In Paris, the Eiffel Tower heralds the season with its red, twinkling lights. And in the countryside
of Tuscany, villagers stack neat pyramids of wood for great bonfires. The lighting of the fires is a signal to villagers - dressed as shepherds - to
come and sing old carols. RICK STEVES' EUROPEAN CHRISTMAS offers a colorful, musical celebration of Christmas across Europe where
viewers will learn about customs from "the old countries," hear local choirs, and discover holiday family traditions.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Bucknell Candlelight Christmas
Lessons and Carols, returns to public television. Rooke Chapel, set on one of Central Pennsylvania's most picturesque campuses, makes for an
evocative setting in A BUCKNELL CANDLELIGHT CHRISTMAS. The program opens with the traditional candlelight procession and recounts
Christ's birth through Bible readings and anthems from the renowned undergraduate musical ensembles, the Rooke Chapel Choir and Rooke
Chapel Ringers. This holiday special also highlights the uplifting power of congregational singing, with performances of sacred music and familiar
carols such as "God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen," "Go Tell it On the Mountain," "Hark! The Herald Angels Sing," "Silent Night" and "Joy to the
World."

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #458KCSM

08:00:00 Zula Patrol
Wigg and Wizzy Light The Way/Look to the Rainbow

WIGG AND WIZZY LIGHT THE WAY: When the Zula Patrol goes camping, a ghost story unnerves Wigg. His fears increase when a strange
sound seems to be coming from behind their tent. As the Zula Patrol investigates, Bula warns everyone to stay together but Zeeter doesn't listen
and wanders off by herself. Worried, the team enters the dark forest to search for her. When the flashlight goes dead, it's up to Wigg and Wizzy to
use their lights to lead the group. LOOK TO THE RAINBOW: The Zula Patrol arrives in the Canyon Of The Rainbow just in time to prevent the
native Chromeleons from being bilked by Professor Spectrum in a plot involving their world-famous rainbow.

(CC) DVI #123(S)APTEX

08:30:00 1001 Nights
The Tale of Taymour and Tiny/The Boy and the Panther

"The Tale Of Taymour And Tiny" - Taymour accidentally knocks an egg out of a bird's nest and decides to care for it. When he does, he gets a
big surprise. "The Boy and the Panther" - Nadeem witnesses a crime at the fair and sees that the wrong person gets blamed. Since he wasn't
supposed to be there, he can't tell anyone or he'll get in trouble.

(CC) DVI #114H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Younger Muscles In 30 Days

(CC) N/A #116HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Quad Lengthening & Strengthening

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White by the swimming pool. The workout is aimed at strengthening your lower body
while leaving you with longer leaner legs.

(CC) DVI #1120H(S)APTEX
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10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit (CC) N/A #1108H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Sewing with Nancy
Second Chance T-Shirt Makeovers, Part 2

Be creative with T-shirts that are not being worn by using the fabric from the shirts in a new way. Nancy and guest, Mary Mulari, show how to turn
the T-shirts from family vacation sites, school events, and sporting games into easy-to-sew projects such as, pennant banners, headbands, neck
gaiters, scarves and more. These second-chance projects are ideal for beginner stitchers.

(CC) N/A #3019H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Slip Into Slippers

Everybody's got feet, and when it gets cold, those feet get chilly! Today Lena Skvagerson shows Deborah Norville how to stitch up the Walk of
Fame textured unisex slippers with a wrap around cuff and Rohn Strong shows us how to crochet the Fireside Slippers, which are moccasin style
slippers for both men and women. Lena's in the stitch corner with the Knit Blackberry Stitch.

(CC) DVI #702H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Orange You Sweet?

Quilt designer Gina Gempesaw shares an entrancing original quilt block. Gina and host Sara Gallegos simplify the block using a series of
techniques from the quilter's toolbox. They set the block in a lovely table runner, which is a wonderful way to test out and showcase new blocks.

(CC) N/A #3002H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7106H(S)KNME

13:00:00 America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Elegant Fall Dinner

Host Bridget Lancaster shows host Julia Collin Davison how to make the best Tuscan-style roast pork with garlic and rosemary. Next, equipment
expert Adam Ried reviews wine accessories in the Equipment Corner. Then, test cook Becky Hays reveals the secrets to making the perfect farro
salad with asparagus, sugar snap peas, and tomatoes.

(CC) N/A #1718H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Pati's Mexican Table (CC) N/A #611H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Steven Raichlen's Project Smoke
Bbq's Trinity

This show celebrates the holy BBQ trinity of barbecue: pork ribs, brisket, and pulled pork. America's favorite ribs-baby backs-come spice-rubbed,
slow-smoked over hardwood, and glazed with an unexpected ingredient: cherry syrup. Beef brisket and baked beans star in crispy grilled
tostadas. An amazing BBQ titans' brisket takes its inspiration from barbecue legends Aaron Franklin of Franklin Barbecue and Joe Carroll of Fette
Sau, and yes, there's espresso in the barbecue sauce. Finally, pulled pork gets its passport stamped-marinated in an umami-rich Korean chili
paste called gochujang, then smoked, shredded and lavished with a spicy Korean barbecue sauce. Cherry-glazed baby backs; Crispy brisket
bean tostadas; BBQ titans' brisket with espresso barbecue sauce; Korean pulled pork with KB BBQ sauce.

(CC) N/A #309H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 George Hirsch Lifestyle
Layering with Seasoning

George plans the perfect outdoor cookout, complete with flavor-packed tasting plates, grilled steak and spice-rubbed salmon, and a decadent
chocolate mousse. George visits Captain Pete who shares tips on making the perfect smoked salmon. Recipes: - Sliced Steak, Garlic Butter
Sauce - Grilled Asparagus - Spice Rubbed Planked Salmon - Roasted Fingerling Potatoes - Chocolate Mousse.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Sparkle and Shine

Make your style sparkle and shine. Designer and author Ashley Bunting expresses her upbeat style through leather, beading and wirework. In her
Beading Lesson, Katie Hacker creates a layered birthstone necklace you can make for yourself or give as a gift.

(CC) N/A #2404H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Frames

Thought frames were just for hanging artwork? Katie demonstrates simple and effective ways to frame food, crafts and garden projects. Recipes:
tasty zucchini tart, planked fish, fruitopia dessert pizza that borders on the divine. Projects: magnetic frame board and ribbon flower frame.

(CC) DVI #406(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Bulls, Bears, and Financial Markets

Kids and bulls and bears, oh my! The Biz Kids examine stocks, bonds, commodities, and the markets where each of them are traded. You will
discover various ways young people can get involved with the transactions, aim for profit, and avoid risk. Meet some successful entrepreneurs
along the way.

(CC) DVI #121H(S)APTEX
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16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Sci-Fi

Travel to the future for new adventures. Jenny Barnett-Rohrs builds a robot tray to hold coins and treasures. Then, she creates a mysterious sea
creature. Franz Spohn launches aliens into outer space and Jenny makes futuristic sculptures from foam.

(CC) DVI #1910H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Thank You for Sharing

Sharing is caring, so join P. Allen Smith as he visits with some of the movers and shakers making a real difference in their communities.

(CC) DVI #1602H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Talking Trash-Dealing with Plastic Pots, Packaging and More

Each year, millions of plastic plant containers and tons of other horticultural debris never make it to the recycling bin. Instead, they clog our solid
waste stream in a growing but avoidable problem. The good news is that many companies are working hard to fix this problem. In this episode we
explore some of the latest innovations in the horticultural world today and how they can help eliminate this problem, one pot at a time. And in the
kitchen, Chef Nathan uses a pot of his own. Recycling works in the kitchen too and he lets nothing go to waste to show us how to make
homemade chicken stock.

(CC) N/A #720H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #14256H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Americas Now
Dengue Vaccine & No Smoking In Panama

Mexico - Dengue Vaccine (Gerry Hadden) Dengue sickens some 390 million people each year, according to the World Health Organization. The
tropical disease is spread by mosquitoes and can cause high fever, the chills, vomiting - and in severe cases- hemorrhaging and death. There is
no cure. But now there is a vaccine. It's being rolled out in a handful of countries, including Mexico. Americas Now correspondent Gerry Hadden
reports from Morelos State in Mexico. Panama - No Smoking (Harris Whitbeck) - The use of tobacco products is still prevalent in Latin America.
The introduction of new ways to consume tobacco such as electronic cigarettes has actually spread the habit in many countries in the region. But
at least one country, Panama, has been very successful in helping its citizens break the smoking habit. Harris Whitbeck reports from Panama
City. Urban Voices - Malba Anniversary (Joel Richards) - Buenos Aires is renowned as one of the cultural capitals of Latin America -the home
and inspiration to writers, artists and musicians. The Argentine capital also boasts one of the most prominent art galleries in the region. The
Buenos Aires Museum of Latin American Art reached its 15th anniversary this year. Now, its millionaire owner wants the museum to build upon its
social role in the city. The MALBA is this week's Urban Voice.

(CC) N/A #118H(S)NETA

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #8191(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3550H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 Night of the Proms
Sting's pure voice blends with Il Novecento for an unforgettable "Englishman in New York." Opera great Andrea Bocelli provides a rousing duet of
"Funiculi Funicula" with John Miles; Alan Parsons performs his wondrous "Eye in the Sky" and two rock favorites, Cutting Crew and Bonnie Tyler,
belt out their chart-topping hit songs. Sting - "Englishman in New York";Alan Parsons - "Eye in the Sky"; Andrea Bocelli & John Miles - "Funiculi
Funicula"; Cutting Crew - "(I Just) Died in Your Arms";Bonnie Tyler - "Total Eclipse of the Heart".

(CC) N/A #107H(S)NETA

20:30:00 Night of the Proms
10cc defines art rock with their dreamy hit "I'm Not in Love." Chrissie Hynde joins UB40 for a reggae-pop "I Got You, Babe." Il Novecento
escalates the tempo with a fun "Flight of the Bumblebee." Chris DeBurgh gets romantic with "The Lady in Red." Roger Hodgson (Supertramp)
stuns with his progressive classic "Fool's Overture." 10cc - "I'm Not in Love"; Chrissie Hynde & UB40 - "I Got You Babe"; Il Novecento orchestra -
"Flight of the Bumblebee"; Chris DeBurgh - "The Lady In Red"; Roger Hodgson (Supertramp) - "Fool's Overture".

(CC) N/A #108H(S)NETA

21:00:00 Live from the Dennison Lodge
Mike Herwitz

Mike Hurwitz has spent years on the road, picking with anyone and everyone, learning many regional styles played in different parts of the
country. Mike plays his vintage Gibsons, Martins and Nationals with notable skill and innovation, singing in a deep rich baritone, with a relaxed,
blues influenced country style that is all his own.

(CC) N/A #108H(S)NETA
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22:00:00 Happy Holidays with the Boston Pops
The one-hour music special HAPPY HOLIDAYS WITH THE BOSTON POPS showcases the best of the New England holiday season with the
Boston Pops and Tanglewood Festival Chorus, under the direction of Keith Lockhart, performing beloved classics, including "Christmas
Canticles" and "Hallelujah Chorus" from Handel's Messiah. Filmed at historic Symphony Hall in Boston, the show features several special
segments, including a performance by bass-baritone Justin Hopkins. Country superstar Sara Evans sings songs from her 2014 holiday album "At
Christmas," and Mad Men and Broadway star Robert Morse reads "Twas the Night Before Christmas" with musical accompaniment. Of course,
no Holiday Pops concert would be complete without the orchestra's signature rendition of Leroy Anderson's "Sleigh Ride," a piece written
expressly for the Boston Pops, and a visit from the one and only Santa Claus.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Jordan Smith 'tis The Season
Jordan Smith, season nine winner of NBC's The Voice (and biggest selling The Voice artist to date), stars in his very first one-hour concert
program, JORDAN SMITH 'TIS THE SEASON. Taped on the Evergreen Stage at Diadan Studios, the special spotlights music from Jordan's new
Christmas album "'Tis the Season," and features special guest David Foster, the legendary composer, songwriter and producer (Whitney
Houston, Barbra Streisand, Celine Dion). Jordan performs with his core band, led by musical director Cheche Alara (Latin Grammys and
American Idol), along with a string and horns/woodwind section to round out the sound. Produced by the team behind the critically acclaimed
music series Front And Center and the talk show Speakeasy, the concert special showcases Jordan's powerful vocals singing classic holiday and
popular songs, including.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 Americas Now
Dengue Vaccine & No Smoking In Panama

Mexico - Dengue Vaccine (Gerry Hadden) Dengue sickens some 390 million people each year, according to the World Health Organization. The
tropical disease is spread by mosquitoes and can cause high fever, the chills, vomiting - and in severe cases- hemorrhaging and death. There is
no cure. But now there is a vaccine. It's being rolled out in a handful of countries, including Mexico. Americas Now correspondent Gerry Hadden
reports from Morelos State in Mexico. Panama - No Smoking (Harris Whitbeck) - The use of tobacco products is still prevalent in Latin America.
The introduction of new ways to consume tobacco such as electronic cigarettes has actually spread the habit in many countries in the region. But
at least one country, Panama, has been very successful in helping its citizens break the smoking habit. Harris Whitbeck reports from Panama
City. Urban Voices - Malba Anniversary (Joel Richards) - Buenos Aires is renowned as one of the cultural capitals of Latin America -the home
and inspiration to writers, artists and musicians. The Argentine capital also boasts one of the most prominent art galleries in the region. The
Buenos Aires Museum of Latin American Art reached its 15th anniversary this year. Now, its millionaire owner wants the museum to build upon its
social role in the city. The MALBA is this week's Urban Voice.

(CC) N/A #118H(S)NETA

00:30:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3550H(S)WNVC

01:00:00 Night of the Proms
Sting's pure voice blends with Il Novecento for an unforgettable "Englishman in New York." Opera great Andrea Bocelli provides a rousing duet of
"Funiculi Funicula" with John Miles; Alan Parsons performs his wondrous "Eye in the Sky" and two rock favorites, Cutting Crew and Bonnie Tyler,
belt out their chart-topping hit songs. Sting - "Englishman in New York";Alan Parsons - "Eye in the Sky"; Andrea Bocelli & John Miles - "Funiculi
Funicula"; Cutting Crew - "(I Just) Died in Your Arms";Bonnie Tyler - "Total Eclipse of the Heart".

(CC) N/A #107H(S)NETA

01:30:00 Night of the Proms
10cc defines art rock with their dreamy hit "I'm Not in Love." Chrissie Hynde joins UB40 for a reggae-pop "I Got You, Babe." Il Novecento
escalates the tempo with a fun "Flight of the Bumblebee." Chris DeBurgh gets romantic with "The Lady in Red." Roger Hodgson (Supertramp)
stuns with his progressive classic "Fool's Overture." 10cc - "I'm Not in Love"; Chrissie Hynde & UB40 - "I Got You Babe"; Il Novecento orchestra -
"Flight of the Bumblebee"; Chris DeBurgh - "The Lady In Red"; Roger Hodgson (Supertramp) - "Fool's Overture".

(CC) N/A #108H(S)NETA

02:00:00 Live from the Dennison Lodge
Mike Herwitz

Mike Hurwitz has spent years on the road, picking with anyone and everyone, learning many regional styles played in different parts of the
country. Mike plays his vintage Gibsons, Martins and Nationals with notable skill and innovation, singing in a deep rich baritone, with a relaxed,
blues influenced country style that is all his own.

(CC) N/A #108H(S)NETA

03:00:00 Happy Holidays with the Boston Pops
The one-hour music special HAPPY HOLIDAYS WITH THE BOSTON POPS showcases the best of the New England holiday season with the
Boston Pops and Tanglewood Festival Chorus, under the direction of Keith Lockhart, performing beloved classics, including "Christmas
Canticles" and "Hallelujah Chorus" from Handel's Messiah. Filmed at historic Symphony Hall in Boston, the show features several special
segments, including a performance by bass-baritone Justin Hopkins. Country superstar Sara Evans sings songs from her 2014 holiday album "At
Christmas," and Mad Men and Broadway star Robert Morse reads "Twas the Night Before Christmas" with musical accompaniment. Of course,
no Holiday Pops concert would be complete without the orchestra's signature rendition of Leroy Anderson's "Sleigh Ride," a piece written
expressly for the Boston Pops, and a visit from the one and only Santa Claus.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Jordan Smith 'tis The Season
Jordan Smith, season nine winner of NBC's The Voice (and biggest selling The Voice artist to date), stars in his very first one-hour concert
program, JORDAN SMITH 'TIS THE SEASON. Taped on the Evergreen Stage at Diadan Studios, the special spotlights music from Jordan's new
Christmas album "'Tis the Season," and features special guest David Foster, the legendary composer, songwriter and producer (Whitney
Houston, Barbra Streisand, Celine Dion). Jordan performs with his core band, led by musical director Cheche Alara (Latin Grammys and
American Idol), along with a string and horns/woodwind section to round out the sound. Produced by the team behind the critically acclaimed
music series Front And Center and the talk show Speakeasy, the concert special showcases Jordan's powerful vocals singing classic holiday and
popular songs, including.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #459KCSM

08:00:00 Zula Patrol
Three Ring Gorga/Moon Mayhem

THREE RING GORGA: In flashbacks, Bula regales the Zula Patrol with Gorga's back-story: Gorga and the Moon were performers in the circus,
but they decided to quit their jobs and see the Universe. When the greedy Ringmaster came after Gorga, it was up to Bula and the Moon to team
up and get their friend back. MOON MAYHEM: When Wizzy and Wigg visit Madame Luna (Dark Truder in disguise) who claims she can predict
their future by reading the way that moons revolve around their planets. Madame Luna says Wizzy and Wigg must keep their friends indoors for a
week or they will transform into Moon Zoombies. With the ZPers out of the way, Truder plans to take all the Solar System's moons and have them
revolve around his asteroid base to form an impenetrable shield. Multo assures Wizzy and Wigg that no one can predict the future -- but the duo
must learn the truth first hand. They get a little help from their friends, who expose Madame Luna as a fake by exposing "her" scientific ignorance
about moons.

(CC) DVI #124(S)APTEX
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08:30:00 1001 Nights
Abu Hassim's Smelly Shoes/The Bandits of Basra

"Abu Hassim's Smelly Shoes" - A grouchy old man inherits a pair of smelly shoes. No matter how hard he tries, he is unable to get rid of them.
"The Bandits of Basra" - Mujab and Sameer pretend to be lawmen in order to land jobs as sheriffs in a small town. What they don't realize is that
they have to arrest the most vicious bandit in the territory.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Younger Joints In 30 Days

(CC) N/A #117HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Arm Toning Workout

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at a quaint chapel terrace in the beautiful Riviera Maya. Miranda will take your
through easy-to-follow arm toning exercises to increase your overall strength and flexibility in this all-standing workout.

(CC) DVI #1121H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit (CC) N/A #1109H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Sewing with Nancy
Magic Inch Quilts, Part 1

Learn the secret of piecing small strips of fabric into larger section to create clever, improvisational quilts that will delight both beginner and
veteran quilters. Nancy and her guests, Bill Kerr and Weeks Ringle of Modern Quilt Studio, will teach clever use of color and simple piecing
techniques. Prepare to be inspired!

(CC) N/A #3020H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Vested Interest

Today we are feeling funky! Deborah Norville is joined by Robyn Chachula and Kristin Nicholas who are here with two Boho inspired long vests.
First up is Robyn with a crochet fringed vest, the Boho Vest, and then Kristin will go over how to knit the Ashbury Vest, featuring a garter stitch
stripe and fair isle. Then we'll take a trip to the stitch corner where Ellen will show how to do the Crochet Crocodile Stitch.

(CC) DVI #703H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Parisian Posies

Hexagons abound in Parisian Posies, a lovely, small quilt constructed with English paper piecing. Designer Felicia Brenoe created this quilt using
voile rather than quilting cotton, giving it an unusual, luxurious feel. Felicia and host Sara Gallegos share tips for working with voile, as well as a
few other lessons that help when constructing this style quilt.

(CC) N/A #3003H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7107H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Julie Taboulie's Lebanese Kitchen
Magical Mezze Amidst The Moonlight

Mezze is internationally known all over the world as one of the most distinctive and delicious display of dishes to delve into originating right from
Lebanon and the Middle East. In today's show Julie is making her mezze magical with an evening set amidst the moonlight of scrumptious small
plates presented on a table as far as the eye can see for you and for her loving Lebanese family that Julie is entertaining throughout this socially-
inspired show. Traditionally, the mezze can offer upwards of forty to fifty different types of hot and cold small plates, and today, Julie opts to
prepare and present some of the most popular and perhaps some of the most famous small plates among the mezze made perfectly for passing
around the table with family and friends. This enchanting evening starts off with Julie's heavenly hummus a classic and creamy chickpea and
sesame seed spread that is a surefire staple at any mezze table which Julie clearly teaches you how to make her fool-proof recipe; followed by
Julie introducing you to its close counterpart, being her blissful baba ghanouj, a rich and robust roasted eggplant dip that is as delicious as its
catchy name. Finally, a newcomer to the mix, is Julie's spicy and smoky roasted red pepper and walnut spread called "mouhamarah" making up a
magical trio of tempting tastes and textures that will tickle your taste buds all evening long. This alluring array of appealing appetizers are sure to
become festive favorites for your next get-together. Julie makes her mezze accessible, affordable and most of all achievable for you to
successfully make her recipes for your family and friends. Julie Taboulie's magical mezze served under the twinkling stars and served upon a
traditional Lebanese table sets the scene that will surely inspire you to host your next social party.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Taste of Louisiana with Chef John Folse & Co. - After The Hunt
Smothered Rabbit with Mushrooms/New Hope Plantation

Chef Folse showcases some of Louisiana's excellent camp cooking starting with Breaded Rabbit Mullinex, a crispy pan-fried seasoned with basil,
thyme, tarragon and garlic powder. At New Hope Plantation, Chef Folse prepares Smothered Rabbit with Mushrooms, a combination of rabbit,
onions, celery, bell pepper, garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms. He concludes with Rabbit, Oyster, and Andouille Gumbo.

(CC) N/A #1208H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Taste of History
Peace and Autonomy

Chef Walter Staib travels deep into the mountains of Jamaica for an incredible glimpse into the world of the Maroons of Accompong Town. The
village Deputy Chief/Medicine Man and Chef Staib roast a traditional whole jerk pig and a savor pepper pot soup.

(CC) N/A #802H(S)NETA
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14:30:00 Christopher Kimball's Milk Street Television
From Thailand with Love

Host Christopher Kimball travels to Chiang Mai, Thailand to get lessons in Thai cooking from Andy Ricker of Pok Pok fame. Thai cooking is all
about strong, bright flavors such as fish sauce and lemongrass. Back in the kitchen, Chris and Milk Street Cook Rayna Jhaveri draw on that
flavorful palette as they make Thai fried rice. Next, Milk Street Cook Lynn Clark demonstrates how to make a crisp and tangy Thai-style coleslaw
with mint and cilantro, and Rayna shows how to create a pantry staple pickled chilies. To end the show, Milk Street Cook Matthew Card shows
Chris how to make Thai chicken at home.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Make These Tonight

Stacking bracelets are today's hottest style statement. Jewelry designer Meredith Roddy creates three distinct styles of stacking bracelets to
combine or to wear alone. Candie Cooper designs trendy earrings for teens and tweens in Katie's Beading Lesson.

(CC) N/A #2405H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Easter

Make a simple, yet memorable Easter celebration with Katie's help. Chef Chris Paulk creates a stuffing from leftover bread, a Cornish hen with
mushroom sauce and fruitopia skewers. Then, she brings baskets of fun to the table with Easter egg buddies and an Easter egg twig
arrangement.

(CC) DVI #407(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Sell, Sell, Sell (The Science of Sales)

All sales final. Join the Biz Kids in sales training as they explore philosophy and sales techniques. Discover the traits common to all good
salespeople. You'll meet several entrepreneurs who demonstrate superior sales skills!

(CC) DVI #122H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Living Places

Each plant and creature has a habitat. To capture the freshness of the ocean, Jenny Barnett-Rohrs makes jars inspired by sea glass. For her art
project, Candie Cooper looks to the rainforest for ideas. Then, she sponge-paints an animal foot-print rug. Jenny makes a 3-D diorama of animal
habitats from foam and printable images.

(CC) DVI #1911H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Healthy for Generations

Getting your family to eat and live healthy may seem like an enormous challenge, but as P. Allen Smith demonstrates, it can be easy and fun
when everyone is on board.

(CC) DVI #1603H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
The Waterwise Home & Garden (Los Angeles, Ca)

At the height of our nation's industrial revolution over 100 years ago, wealthy businessman Henry Phipps built the Phipps Conservatory as a gift
to the city of Pittsburgh. Today Phipps has become a model for public gardens and conservatories around the world for its sustainable building
practices, energy conservation and eco friendly methods. In the process they've earned the distinction of being "America's Greenest Garden" and
the greenest conservatory in the world. Taking his cue from the chocolate tree featured at the conservatory, Chef Nathan creates a molten
chocolate cake that melts in the mouth.

(CC) N/A #721H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #14257H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 America's Heartland
The Wild Horse Sanctuary in northern California is saving wild mustangs. The Padlock Cattle Ranch welcomes visitors who experience a
landscape far different from their urban or suburban homes. Customers pick the fruit at Michigan's Westview Orchards. Kansas is home to some
unusual agri-tourism attractions: Shearer Hill Farm plays host to visitors who sample country cooking.

(CC) N/A #1207H(S)APTEX

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #8192(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1351H(S)WNVT

20:00:00 Sun Studio Sessions
Matt Stansberry & The Romance

Matt Stansberry & the Romance are poised to be one of the breakout acts of 2017. This Oklahoma City based band will get you up off of your
seat with their modern take on a throwback sound. The ten-piece ensemble delivers authentic soul music with musical deftness that continues to
win over audiences from coast to coast. In this episode, the band talks about their musical roots and performs several songs, including
"Heartbreaker" and "Brighten It Up"

(CC) N/A #803H(S)NETA
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20:30:00 Jammin at Hippie Jack's
Sierra Hull

Sierra Hull began playing the mandolin at the age of 8, put out her first album at 10 and at 11 she was mentored and befriended by Alison
Krauss. Now at 23, Hull's already earned considerable respect in the bluegrass world, as a singer, songwriter and mandolin player. Her music
has taken her all around the world from Japan to Jerusalem to some of the most prestigious venues in the U.S. including The Grand Ole Opry,
Carnegie Hall and The White House.

(CC) N/A #1013H(S)NETA

21:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
Open Wings Broken Strings

The Open Wings Broken Strings tour pulls into Infinity Hall with Ed Kowalczyk, Emerson Hart and Leigh Nash, all performing individual acoustic
sets. Ed Kowalczyk, most famous as the singer/songwriter of the multi-million album-selling alternative rock band Live, performs an unplugged
set of his former group's hit singles such as "I Alone" as well as his newer solo work. He is also responsible for creating the Open Wings Broken
Strings Tour. Kowalczyk explained the origin of the tour's name. "At the height of songwriting epiphanies, I seem to always break strings 'cause
you get so excited. Bang! The string breaks. But there's this moment where you're really soaring. Open Wings Broken Strings just kind of came
out of that." Joining Kowalczyk on the tour is lead singer/songwriter Emerson Hart of another alternative rock band, Tonic. Tonic's first album,
Lemon Parade, went multi-platinum with featured hits "Open Your Eyes" and "If You Could Only See," which became radio's most played songs
in 1997. In 2007, Emerson went solo and signed with EMI/Manhattan Records, continuing his successful career. His solo acoustic set brings a
new intimacy to these well-known songs. Another featured artist of Open Wings Broken Strings is Leigh Nash, lead singer of Sixpence None the
Richer. With hit singles like "Kiss Me," "There She Goes," and "Breathe Your Name," Sixpence None the Richer successfully reached platinum
status over the past decade, along with picking up a Grammy nomination and several Dove Awards. Now Nash is offering a new perspective on
the group's biggest hits as she tours with Open Wings Broken Strings. While each artist performs their own individual acoustic sets, the show
features a final performance with all three artists on stage together for a cover of The Band's classic "The Weight." Infinity Hall Live allows for a
wonderful experience and by hearing the instruments "stripped down, intimate and acoustic, " as Kowalczyk explains it, "you'll hear the strings on
the guitar vibrate and buzz."

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 Loreena Mckennitt: Nights from the Alhambra
LOREENA MCKENNITT: NIGHTS FROM THE ALHAMBRA captures an enchanting musical performance set beneath the stars in the
breathtaking heart of medieval Spain. Recorded in 2006 at the Alhambra Palace in Granada, Spain, singer/composer Loreena McKennitt leads
viewers on a musical journey through her catalogue of traditional Celtic ballads, literary narratives and highlights from each of her albums,
including An Ancient Muse.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Holiday Handbells: The Raleigh Ringers
The Raleigh Ringers, an internationally acclaimed community handbell choir based in Raleigh, North Carolina, present the sequel to their critically
acclaimed holiday special, One Winter Evening at Meymandi. HOLIDAY HANDBELLS runs the gamut of song selections from old yuletide
favorites to Vince Guaraldi's A Charlie Brown Christmasscore and other sounds of the season. Highlights include: a lighthearted take on "Flight of
the Bumblebee," the solemn French carol "Pat-a-pan," "March of the Toys" from the operetta Babes in Toyland, Chopin's "Valse Brilliante," and
an instrumental version of "Silent Night." In between, director and conductor David Harris explains the centuries-old history of handbells, the
variety of bells and bell-like instruments used, and the teamwork required to perform a piece.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 America's Heartland
The Wild Horse Sanctuary in northern California is saving wild mustangs. The Padlock Cattle Ranch welcomes visitors who experience a
landscape far different from their urban or suburban homes. Customers pick the fruit at Michigan's Westview Orchards. Kansas is home to some
unusual agri-tourism attractions: Shearer Hill Farm plays host to visitors who sample country cooking.

(CC) N/A #1207H(S)APTEX

00:30:00 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1351H(S)WNVT

01:00:00 Sun Studio Sessions
Matt Stansberry & The Romance

Matt Stansberry & the Romance are poised to be one of the breakout acts of 2017. This Oklahoma City based band will get you up off of your
seat with their modern take on a throwback sound. The ten-piece ensemble delivers authentic soul music with musical deftness that continues to
win over audiences from coast to coast. In this episode, the band talks about their musical roots and performs several songs, including
"Heartbreaker" and "Brighten It Up"

(CC) N/A #803H(S)NETA

01:30:00 Jammin at Hippie Jack's
Sierra Hull

Sierra Hull began playing the mandolin at the age of 8, put out her first album at 10 and at 11 she was mentored and befriended by Alison
Krauss. Now at 23, Hull's already earned considerable respect in the bluegrass world, as a singer, songwriter and mandolin player. Her music
has taken her all around the world from Japan to Jerusalem to some of the most prestigious venues in the U.S. including The Grand Ole Opry,
Carnegie Hall and The White House.

(CC) N/A #1013H(S)NETA

02:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
Open Wings Broken Strings

The Open Wings Broken Strings tour pulls into Infinity Hall with Ed Kowalczyk, Emerson Hart and Leigh Nash, all performing individual acoustic
sets. Ed Kowalczyk, most famous as the singer/songwriter of the multi-million album-selling alternative rock band Live, performs an unplugged
set of his former group's hit singles such as "I Alone" as well as his newer solo work. He is also responsible for creating the Open Wings Broken
Strings Tour. Kowalczyk explained the origin of the tour's name. "At the height of songwriting epiphanies, I seem to always break strings 'cause
you get so excited. Bang! The string breaks. But there's this moment where you're really soaring. Open Wings Broken Strings just kind of came
out of that." Joining Kowalczyk on the tour is lead singer/songwriter Emerson Hart of another alternative rock band, Tonic. Tonic's first album,
Lemon Parade, went multi-platinum with featured hits "Open Your Eyes" and "If You Could Only See," which became radio's most played songs
in 1997. In 2007, Emerson went solo and signed with EMI/Manhattan Records, continuing his successful career. His solo acoustic set brings a
new intimacy to these well-known songs. Another featured artist of Open Wings Broken Strings is Leigh Nash, lead singer of Sixpence None the
Richer. With hit singles like "Kiss Me," "There She Goes," and "Breathe Your Name," Sixpence None the Richer successfully reached platinum
status over the past decade, along with picking up a Grammy nomination and several Dove Awards. Now Nash is offering a new perspective on
the group's biggest hits as she tours with Open Wings Broken Strings. While each artist performs their own individual acoustic sets, the show
features a final performance with all three artists on stage together for a cover of The Band's classic "The Weight." Infinity Hall Live allows for a
wonderful experience and by hearing the instruments "stripped down, intimate and acoustic, " as Kowalczyk explains it, "you'll hear the strings on
the guitar vibrate and buzz."

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Loreena Mckennitt: Nights from the Alhambra
LOREENA MCKENNITT: NIGHTS FROM THE ALHAMBRA captures an enchanting musical performance set beneath the stars in the
breathtaking heart of medieval Spain. Recorded in 2006 at the Alhambra Palace in Granada, Spain, singer/composer Loreena McKennitt leads
viewers on a musical journey through her catalogue of traditional Celtic ballads, literary narratives and highlights from each of her albums,
including An Ancient Muse.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Holiday Handbells: The Raleigh Ringers
The Raleigh Ringers, an internationally acclaimed community handbell choir based in Raleigh, North Carolina, present the sequel to their critically
acclaimed holiday special, One Winter Evening at Meymandi. HOLIDAY HANDBELLS runs the gamut of song selections from old yuletide
favorites to Vince Guaraldi's A Charlie Brown Christmasscore and other sounds of the season. Highlights include: a lighthearted take on "Flight of
the Bumblebee," the solemn French carol "Pat-a-pan," "March of the Toys" from the operetta Babes in Toyland, Chopin's "Valse Brilliante," and
an instrumental version of "Silent Night." In between, director and conductor David Harris explains the centuries-old history of handbells, the
variety of bells and bell-like instruments used, and the teamwork required to perform a piece.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #460KCSM

08:00:00 Zula Patrol
A Star Is Born/Galactic Star Games

A STAR IS BORN: When the ZPers travel through a Wormhole created by Wilson, he sneezes, accidentally shooting them into a region of space
that is far from home. Their fuel is lost and the only way our heroes can return to Zula is by using the solar energy that will be emitted by
protostars inside a nebula, after they change into full-fledged stars. But the protostars our ZPers meet are afraid of changing and fulfilling their
destiny. Our heroes help them through that process, and the protostars learn that change can be good. GALACTIC STAR GAMESAt the Sun's
request, the Zula Patrol travels to the Star Games, a competition for stars, to help out the Sun's Aunt Dorothy, an older red dwarf star that wants
to compete. But they soon discover that Dorothy and her older friends are being discriminated against because of their age.

(CC) DVI #125(S)APTEX
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08:30:00 1001 Nights
The Genie, The Fish, The Wolf and the Witch/The Forbidden City of Shenzhen

"The Genie, The Fish, The Wolf and The Witch" - When Shahryar can't sleep, Shahrzad tells a series of stories within stories that become
fascinatingly intertwined. "The Forbidden City of Shenzhen" - Ahn-Ming climbs to the other side of the forbidden wall to learn that everything he's
been taught about his evil neighbors is wrong.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Younger Heart In 30 Days

(CC) N/A #118HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Spine Strengthening Workout

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at a gorgeous, Zen spa pool in Mexico. Work on strengthening your entire spine
and core with a variety of dynamic standing and floor exercises.

(CC) DVI #1122H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit (CC) N/A #1110H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Sewing with Nancy
Magic Inch Quilts, Part 2

Guests Bill Kerr and Weeks Ringle of Modern Quilt Studio join Nancy to demonstrate how to create custom quilt designs of your own with a
modern flair. See how to adapt the Magic Inch technique to any size block. Grab your rotary cutter and sew along while we master a fresh
approach to quilting.

(CC) N/A #3021H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Mosaic Stitch Scarves

Everybody loves scarves and this week Host Deborah Norville joins Lena Skvagerson who will show you how to knit the Slip That Stich Scarf and
magically make two colors appear in the same row without carrying the yarn. Ellen will show us her interpretation of a crochet mosaic scarf with
the Nascha Crochet Scarf and then back to Lena in the stitch corner with her very own Knit Crocodile Stitch.

(CC) DVI #704H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Patchy Stars

Designer Christina McCourt's Patchy Stars is rich with unexpected techniques, including a strip-set corner that looks mitered, but isn't. Host Sara
Gallegos and Christina break down the construction of this medallion-style quilt into simple lessons.

(CC) N/A #3004H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7108H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Lidia's Kitchen
Agrodolce

Sweet and sour is a classic combination of flavors that can be found in almost every cuisine around the world, and in Italy it's called agrodolce
and produces delicious, balanced dishes of savory and sweet. Lidia demonstrates a marinated winter squash: fried and soaked in a sweet and
tangy marinade made from vinegar, garlic and sugar; swordfish in sweet and sour sauce, showcasing a perfect balance between sweetness and
acidity in each bite; sesame candy: a flavor packed sesame candy with citrus zest.

(CC) N/A #413H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Taste The Islands with Chef Irie
An Early Lunch

Chef Irie prepares a casual brunch menu: Jerk Turkey Pumpkin Frittata, Herb-Crusted Salmon with Green Papaya and Mango Slaw, and a
decadent Passion Fruit Mousse. Chef's interaction with chart topping British Jamaican reggae singer Maxi Priest is concluded with a lesson in
making a vegetarian-friendly lentil salad.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Simply Ming
Adam Richman

This week on Simply Ming,, Adam Richman, host of "Man V. Food" and "Man Finds Food," joins Ming in his loft. They start off with a fun cocktail
called a Port-Au-Prince sour; then, it's on to making their own styles of BLTs. Adam makes a salmon BLT while Ming prepares a kosher BLT
without the bacon, lettuce, or tomato. Simple ingredients make delicious dishes this week on Simply Ming.

(CC) N/A #1512H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 Cook's Country
Smothered and Dowdied

Julia Collin Davison shows Bridget Lancaster how to make a regional favorite, Southern-style smothered chicken. Equipment expert Adam Ried
reveals his top pick for kitchen timers. Bridget uncovers the secrets to making the perfect apple pandowdy.

(CC) N/A #1004H(S)APTEX
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15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Color Explorations

Create custom colors and add a new twist to traditional techniques. Katie Hacker combines metals with stones and beads to make her style
statement. Artist syndee holt blends polymer clay to create new colors and contemporary designs using the ancient art of mokume gane.
Designer Jill MacKay shares a great die-cutting tip as she embellishes leather to make dangly earrings.

(CC) N/A #2406H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Wedding

Katie prepares an effortless yet elegant wedding celebration. Guest Chef Snow from Blue Heron Restaurant spices up the kitchen with a leg of
lamb, gourmet grilled cheese and a plum and almond cobbler. Projects: simple wedding itinerary and an earthy and elegant wrap-around twig
vase.

(CC) DVI #408(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Understanding Income and Expenses

Go with the cash flow. The Biz Kids watch the ebb and flow of income and expenses. Join them and you'll learn proven methods for getting
expenses under control while growing income with new ideas, smarter work habits, and innovation. Meet some entrepreneurs who have seen
success with cash low and more!

(CC) DVI #123H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Fly Away

Let's make wings and fly. With paper, scissors and a little spaghetti, Jenny Barnett-Rohrs makes paper feathers. Then, she crafts fuzzy bug wings
from felt. Artist Franz Spohn gives the appearance of flight in his drawings. Jenny crafts a bird house for our feathered friends.

(CC) DVI #1912H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
The Local Life

The concept of living local has become very popular in recent years, hearkening back to pre-industrial times. Let P. Allen Smith show you the
power this movement has and where it may lead us.

(CC) DVI #1604H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Epic Tomatoes (Raleigh, Nc and Atlanta, Ga)

With severe water shortages and drought grabbing an ever growing piece of our daily news, it only stands to reason, conserving this precious
resource is more important than ever. Gardeners and weekend warriors typically waste over 50% of what water they use for outdoor irrigation. In
this episode we meet author and waterwise expert, Nan Sterman in her own backyard to learn how to use less and still have a beautiful garden
and landscape, no matter where you live. Then it's back to the GGW Garden Farm to see the installation of an ultra-efficient irrigation system for
the lawn and garden.

(CC) N/A #722H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #14258H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Great Decisions In Foreign Policy
The European Union

The European Union is under severe strain. British voters have chosen to leave the EU while the Eurozone debt crisis and the influx of migrants
pose an existential threat to the political and economic bloc. Can the EU withstand the pressure?

(CC) N/A #801H(S)NETA

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #8193(S)APTEX

19:30:00 In Good Shape (CC) N/A #448H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 The Lowertown Line.
The Lowertown Line: Cloud Cult

The eclectic indie pop group, Cloud Cult performs at Northern Spark festival in Minneapolis. The band discusses environmental awareness,
digresses upon the wonders of humanity, and does the hokey pokey. After all, that's what it's all about, isn't it? Songs performed: No One Said it
Would be Easy, Through the Ages, Complicated Creation, Everybody Here is a Cloud, You'll be Bright.

(CC) N/A #115H(S)APTEX
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20:30:00 Songs at the Center
Artists: Hebdo, Hannah Aldridge, Zach Whitney, Happy Chichester, Jesse Henry, and hosted by songwriter Eric Gnezda. Hebdo calls his style,
"Adventure-Folk." Hebdo has been strongly influenced by his Lebanese culture and Appalachia. His two recent EP's (A Thousand Steeples&
Double Tambo) have received radio airplay, and produced a number of YouTube videos. He performs "Baby Me." Hannah Aldridge is an
Americana artist steeped in the music of Nashville and Muscle Shoals. Trained as a classical pianist, she began writing songs in her early
twenties. "I found out it really wasn't that hard" she says, "It's just saying things that are true and making them rhyme." She performs "Lie Like
You Love Me." Zach Whitney is rooted in classic Country music. Growing up in rural Ohio, Zach spent nearly 12 years in Austin, Texas. It was a
fine match all the way. His songs have been described as "the perfect remedy for town drunks and college professors... hookers and
housewives...and just about everybody in between. He performs "Front Porch Music." Happy Chichester founded the Royal Crescent Mob,
Howlin' Maggie, and was an original member of the Twilight Singers. He's had his songs used in several movies, scored independent films, and
has appeared on television with Jimmy Kimmel, the Late Show with David Letterman, Jimmy Fallon, and Fuel TV. He performs "Well Beyond."
Jesse Henry is a prolific songwriter and musician who excels in multiple genres. A soulful singer, he writes songs with spirit, humor, and
storytelling elements. For the past decade, he's played countless concerts with The Spikedrivers, among other popular bands. He is also the
Dean of the Rafiki Music School in Nairobi, Kenya.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

21:00:00 Live at 9:30
Performances by Leon Bridges, Wolfmother, Andrew McMahon, Ryn Weaver, Lake Street Drive, and comedy from Hannibal Buress and
Christian Finnegan.

(CC) N/A #108H(S)NACC

22:00:00 J.D. Loudermilk Tribute Concert - A Music Gone Public Special
A Tribute to John D. Loudermilk contains more than two dozen Loudermilk tunes including "Tobacco Road, " "Abilene, " and "Then You Can Tell
Me Goodbye" performed by Emmylou Harris, Rosanne Cash, Ricky Skaggs, Rodney Crowell, Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver and more. The concert
was recorded live on March 24, 2016 during an evening at the Franklin Theater hosted by songwriter Peter Cooper. Although ill at the time,
Loudermilk was on hand to see the outpouring of love and respect during the tribute show, and sadly passed away in September 2016 at the age
of 82.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

23:00:00 Roadtrip Nation: Beyond The Dream
ROADTRIP NATION: BEYOND THE DREAM follows three 20-something immigrants - Alexis, Rachel and Pratishtha - who were each brought to
the U.S. at a young age by their parents. They all have temporary relief from deportation, but not legal status. An immigration policy called DACA
(Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals) has allowed them to live and work in the U.S. for a two-year period. But without long-term protections,
Rachel, Alexis and Pratishtha have a much graver question to ponder: "Will I be able to stay in this country?" Determined to clarify their futures
despite their murky status, they set out in the series' green RV, for an unforgettable journey where they explore the country, have an adventure
like no other, and ask people who've been in their shoes the questions they've always wondered.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 Great Decisions In Foreign Policy
The European Union

The European Union is under severe strain. British voters have chosen to leave the EU while the Eurozone debt crisis and the influx of migrants
pose an existential threat to the political and economic bloc. Can the EU withstand the pressure?

(CC) N/A #801H(S)NETA

00:30:00 In Good Shape (CC) N/A #448H(S)WNVC

01:00:00 The Lowertown Line.
The Lowertown Line: Cloud Cult

The eclectic indie pop group, Cloud Cult performs at Northern Spark festival in Minneapolis. The band discusses environmental awareness,
digresses upon the wonders of humanity, and does the hokey pokey. After all, that's what it's all about, isn't it? Songs performed: No One Said it
Would be Easy, Through the Ages, Complicated Creation, Everybody Here is a Cloud, You'll be Bright.

(CC) N/A #115H(S)APTEX

01:30:00 Songs at the Center
Artists: Hebdo, Hannah Aldridge, Zach Whitney, Happy Chichester, Jesse Henry, and hosted by songwriter Eric Gnezda. Hebdo calls his style,
"Adventure-Folk." Hebdo has been strongly influenced by his Lebanese culture and Appalachia. His two recent EP's (A Thousand Steeples&
Double Tambo) have received radio airplay, and produced a number of YouTube videos. He performs "Baby Me." Hannah Aldridge is an
Americana artist steeped in the music of Nashville and Muscle Shoals. Trained as a classical pianist, she began writing songs in her early
twenties. "I found out it really wasn't that hard" she says, "It's just saying things that are true and making them rhyme." She performs "Lie Like
You Love Me." Zach Whitney is rooted in classic Country music. Growing up in rural Ohio, Zach spent nearly 12 years in Austin, Texas. It was a
fine match all the way. His songs have been described as "the perfect remedy for town drunks and college professors... hookers and
housewives...and just about everybody in between. He performs "Front Porch Music." Happy Chichester founded the Royal Crescent Mob,
Howlin' Maggie, and was an original member of the Twilight Singers. He's had his songs used in several movies, scored independent films, and
has appeared on television with Jimmy Kimmel, the Late Show with David Letterman, Jimmy Fallon, and Fuel TV. He performs "Well Beyond."
Jesse Henry is a prolific songwriter and musician who excels in multiple genres. A soulful singer, he writes songs with spirit, humor, and
storytelling elements. For the past decade, he's played countless concerts with The Spikedrivers, among other popular bands. He is also the
Dean of the Rafiki Music School in Nairobi, Kenya.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Live at 9:30
Performances by Leon Bridges, Wolfmother, Andrew McMahon, Ryn Weaver, Lake Street Drive, and comedy from Hannibal Buress and
Christian Finnegan.

(CC) N/A #108H(S)NACC

03:00:00 J.D. Loudermilk Tribute Concert - A Music Gone Public Special
A Tribute to John D. Loudermilk contains more than two dozen Loudermilk tunes including "Tobacco Road, " "Abilene, " and "Then You Can Tell
Me Goodbye" performed by Emmylou Harris, Rosanne Cash, Ricky Skaggs, Rodney Crowell, Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver and more. The concert
was recorded live on March 24, 2016 during an evening at the Franklin Theater hosted by songwriter Peter Cooper. Although ill at the time,
Loudermilk was on hand to see the outpouring of love and respect during the tribute show, and sadly passed away in September 2016 at the age
of 82.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

04:00:00 Roadtrip Nation: Beyond The Dream
ROADTRIP NATION: BEYOND THE DREAM follows three 20-something immigrants - Alexis, Rachel and Pratishtha - who were each brought to
the U.S. at a young age by their parents. They all have temporary relief from deportation, but not legal status. An immigration policy called DACA
(Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals) has allowed them to live and work in the U.S. for a two-year period. But without long-term protections,
Rachel, Alexis and Pratishtha have a much graver question to ponder: "Will I be able to stay in this country?" Determined to clarify their futures
despite their murky status, they set out in the series' green RV, for an unforgettable journey where they explore the country, have an adventure
like no other, and ask people who've been in their shoes the questions they've always wondered.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #461KCSM

08:00:00 Zula Patrol
Blub-Glub/Power Flower

BLUBGLUB: Dark Truder returns to his roots by starting small to jumpstart his career in villainy. He pretends to be the mascot of a water theme
park, which he ruins when he replaces the water with a gooey substance called Blub-Glub. Thankfully, the Zula Patrollers happen to be enjoying
the park at the time, and they use their knowledge of water to put an end to Truder's scheme, and save the water supply on Zula. Our heroes
learn not to take something as wonderful and as necessary as water, for granted. POWER FLOWER: When Zeeter finds a lone flower on a
previously unexplored island on Zula, she wants to save it by bringing it home. But when she accidentally leaves the lid off of its contained
environment, the flower must venture out for water. However in its new environment, the flower automatically clones when it's fully hydrated. It
isn't long before The Zula Patrol has more flowers than they ever imagined, and the water cycle, indeed, all life on the planet, is at risk.

(CC) DVI #126(S)APTEX

08:30:00 1001 Nights
The Broken Jewel/The Boy Who Became A Genie

"The Broken Jewel" - Two servants accidently break a jewel from the king's crown. In order to avoid getting caught, they must find another one at
the top of Asir Mountain. "The Boy Who Became a Genie" - Dissatisfied with his life, Harif trades places with a genie, only to discover that his
boring life wasn't so bad after all.

(CC) DVI #117H(S)NETA
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09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Cancer Prevention

(CC) N/A #119HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Shoulder Pain Workout

In this episode of Classical Stretch, Miranda Esmonde-White will show you how to relieve any shoulder pain you may be feeling due to joint
stiffness, stress or injury, with a full-body, all-standing workout. Filmed at a wondrous chapel fountain in Riviera Maya, Mexico-follow Miranda
through a series of easy-to-follow exercise sequences to improve mobility and flexibility.

(CC) DVI #1123H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Core Strengthening

Mary Ann uses hand weights and a ball to strengthen the abdominal muscles. Gretchen adds some exercises to challenge the brain.

(CC) N/A #1201H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Sewing with Nancy
Every Last Piece

Nancy and guest, Lynn Harris, will inspire you with numerous ways to maximize how you use fabric in quilts. See how to refresh traditional
designs by giving them a scrappy look while updating other quilts with a minimalist charm when all scraps are used on broad backgrounds. You'll
never again be tempted to throw away fabric scraps.

(CC) N/A #3022H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Artsy Afghans

Host Deborah Norville believes nothing says you're special like a handmade afghan, it's like a perpetual hug from the person who stitched it. Ellen
is first up with the Geometric Crochet Afghan, which features a lace border, and then Kristin shows how to stich up the Windowpane Afghan,
which is knit in the round, then cutting it to make it flat! In the stitch corner Ellen teaches how to Crochet a Cable.

(CC) DVI #705H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Freeform Pillow

Put your sewing machine through the paces! This silk dupioni pillow, designed by Mallory Donohue, showcases some quiltmaking techniques that
you'll want to add to your repertoire. Mallory and host Sara Gallegos walk you through the techniques that result in a curving, freeform design.

(CC) N/A #3005H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7109H(S)KNME

13:00:00 The Jazzy Vegetarian
Soup's On!

Host Laura Theodore prepares delicious vegan soups. Super Chunky Soup features big chunks of baby red potatoes, butternut squash, and red
potatoes, perfect for a weeknight meal. Kale, Carrot, and White Bean Soup is made in less than 30 minutes, with fresh kale, carrots, and other
common pantry ingredients. Chilled Minty Cucumber and Carrot Soup makes a colorful and refreshing first course on a hot summer day.

(CC) N/A #612H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Sara's Weeknight Meals
Best of Summer

There is nothing like the height of summer for delicious produce, simply prepared. Sara's friends stop by to celebrate the season starting with Top
Chef winner Hung Huynh. His grilled shrimp in lettuce wraps is delicious, portable and light in calories. Then Sara's buddy Giuseppe Fanelli
makes a gorgeous lamb dish dressed with fresh heirloom tomatoes - agnello scottadito. And on Ask Sara, she answers a viewer's question about
avocados. Recipes: Grilled shrimp in lettuce wraps; Agnello scottadito with heirloom tomatoes.

(CC) N/A #609H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Joanne Weir Gets Fresh
Nuts

Joanne has a lot of nuts in her life, and feels she's much better for it. Nuts and seeds are a super easy way to keep your cooking fresh and
creative. Today they're going to go to Taku Inlet in Alaska to fish for salmon, and then onto a California walnut farm. With her student Heather,
together they'll make nut-crusted salmon, basmati rice with citrus, and a fabulous Nutella fondue with fresh ferries. Join them as they get nutty!

(CC) N/A #205H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 New Scandinavian Cooking
Drama on a Plate

Andreas travels to the port town of Skien in Eastern Norway, the hometown of Norway's most important playwright, Henrik Ibsen. To honor this,
Andreas uses recipes from the 19th century to make herring salad and a dessert made with buttermilk. For the main course, he goes hunting and
prepares a tasty dish of wild duck cooked over an open fire and served with seasonal vegetables.

(CC) N/A #512H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Switch It Up

Change up your techniques and create new styles. Jewelry artist and inventor Jill MacKay changes up her style with interchangeable components
embellished with crystals. Katie Hacker uses leather cord in a new way to create innovative designs in Katie's Beading Lesson.

(CC) N/A #2407H(S)NETA
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15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Family

Katie shares some heartwarming family recipes with guest chef Michael Phelps: a chicken roux, apple dumplings and biscuits. Then, she makes
some customizable baskets and chalkboards with hooks and a photo family tree full of memories.

(CC) DVI #409(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Building and Growing A Business

From start-up on up! Follow the Biz Kids as they learn the necessary steps for organizing, staffing, training, and building a new business.  You will
see how effective communication increases morale and makes the business grow. As always, you'll meet some individuals who have successfully
built their businesses.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Camp

Head to the great outdoors with camping crafts.  Jenny Barnett-Rohrs fashions a talking stick like those used by ancient tribes. Then, she paints
images of nature with sand.  Franz Spohn makes his own fishing game and Jenny weaves a beaded dream catcher.  Candie Cooper lights up the
forest with a cool camp lantern.

(CC) DVI #1913H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
Melting Potluck

Join P. Allen Smith as he joins a diverse group of families to share cultures, kitchen tips and of course, food. Take a culinary journey around the
world without having to leave your couch.

(CC) DVI #1605H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Natural Pest and Disease Control - Greener Solutions to Common Gardening

Beyond the popular beneficial lady beetle, lies a host of not so well known insects and organic products that are surprisingly efficient at keeping
pest populations and plant diseases in check. This episode looks at using natural predators and insects to keeps pests in check. We'll also
explore natural remedies for dealing with some common plant diseases in the home garden.

(CC) N/A #723H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #14259H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Consuelo Mack Wealthtrack (CC) N/A #1427H(S)APTEX

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #8194(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Native Report (CC) N/A #1202H(S)WDSE

20:00:00 Backstage Pass
Donald Kinsey with the Dewaynes

Donald Kinsey, son of blues great Big Daddy Kinsey, brings a deeply rooted blues vibe to the stage with his infectious guitar playing and
undeniable groove. Joining Kinsey are the Dewaynes featuring Craig "Griff" Griffith on harmonica and vocals. Together they jam to hits including
"Got my Mojo Workin'" and "Hoochie Coochie Man." Recorded at Michigan BluesFest 2015 in historic Old Town.

(CC) N/A #711H(S)NETA

20:30:00 Music Voyager
Afro-Colombian Grooves

From Cartagena's gorgeous old city to the rough and tumble streets and beaches of La Boquilla, this episode of Music Voyager provides entree
into the beauty, rhythms and culture of this colorful city. Colombia's beautiful Caribbean coast gave rise to cumbia, the iconic Colombian rhythm
now popular in nearly every corner of Latin America. Host Jacob Edgar discovers sights of Cartagena da Indias alongside Toto la Momposina,
one of the most respected figures in Colombian music, who performs with her band on the beach as local children dance along. Cartagena also
bounces to the hot sound of champeta, a blending of contemporary African styles like Congolese soukouss, Nigerian Afrobeat and South African
mbaqanga with Latin and Caribbean grooves. Champeta star Louis Towers performs in the bustling Basurto market, and producer Lucas Silva
guides Edgar on a tour of Cartagena's famous nightlife. Later, Charles King takes Edgar to hear the popular and extremely loud Rey de Rochas
sound system.

(CC) N/A #209H(S)APTEX
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21:00:00 Xerox Rochester International Jazz Festival
Marianne Trudel Trio + Special Guest Ingrid Jensen

Marianne Trudel is a multi-talented pianist, composer, improviser, and arranger. At once energetic and passionate, Marianne's music cross-cuts a
wide swath of musical interests. She has published six recordings as a leader all having garnered rave reviews. She has played in Canada,
United States, France, Spain, Germany, and Mexico. Ingrid Jensen has been hailed as one of the most gifted trumpeters of her generation. She
attended Berklee College of Music in Boston. Since graduating in 1989, her life has contained a whirlwind of musical activities. From her early
days playing in the subways of New York, to establishing herself as a leader and soloist in a wide array of musical genres, Ingrid has made her
mark. Her performances as a leader and as a featured soloist have taken her around the world from Canada to Japan, Australia, South America,
South Africa, and the Caribbean and to almost every country in Europe and Scandinavia.

(CC) N/A #801H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 World Dancesport Grandslam Series
Standard Series - Stuttgart, Germany

Over the past ten years, the victories at the GrandSlam Standard Stuttgart were divided up between one Danish, two Italian and two German
couples. Six wins went to the host country, three to Italy and one to Denmark. Simone Segatori and Annette Sudo of Germany were first last year,
claiming the second GrandSlam of their career and starting on a home-winning streak that has not stopped yet. Fellow Germans Benedetto
Ferruggia and Claudia Koehler had won Stuttgart non-stop between 2008 and 2012. But let's not pre-judge what will end up being a tight
competition between the Germans and the other favorites, including Hong Kong champions Dmitry Zharkov and Olga Kulikova of Russia, who
staged the first major upset against Segatori-Sudol for the year. Zharkov-Kulikova had breezed to victory in Moscow without the Germans
competing there.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Perfect Balance
A PERFECT BALANCE goes backstage for a revealing look inside the world of ballet. Through interviews, some of the world's greatest dancers
describe the commitment and discipline required for a life in professional ballet. Their stories provide a rarely seen glimpse into the lives of some
of today's most gifted and accomplished dancers and shed light on the creative process. The program, filmed over five years of Evening With the
Stars Gala Performances in Indianapolis, captures principal dancers from the American Ballet Theatre, Berlin Ballet, Joffrey Ballet, New York City
Ballet and San Francisco Ballet rehearsing and performing their signature works in a wide array of styles.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3551H(S)WNVC

00:30:00 Native Report (CC) N/A #1202H(S)WDSE

01:00:00 Backstage Pass
Donald Kinsey with the Dewaynes

Donald Kinsey, son of blues great Big Daddy Kinsey, brings a deeply rooted blues vibe to the stage with his infectious guitar playing and
undeniable groove. Joining Kinsey are the Dewaynes featuring Craig "Griff" Griffith on harmonica and vocals. Together they jam to hits including
"Got my Mojo Workin'" and "Hoochie Coochie Man." Recorded at Michigan BluesFest 2015 in historic Old Town.

(CC) N/A #711H(S)NETA

01:30:00 Music Voyager
Afro-Colombian Grooves

From Cartagena's gorgeous old city to the rough and tumble streets and beaches of La Boquilla, this episode of Music Voyager provides entree
into the beauty, rhythms and culture of this colorful city. Colombia's beautiful Caribbean coast gave rise to cumbia, the iconic Colombian rhythm
now popular in nearly every corner of Latin America. Host Jacob Edgar discovers sights of Cartagena da Indias alongside Toto la Momposina,
one of the most respected figures in Colombian music, who performs with her band on the beach as local children dance along. Cartagena also
bounces to the hot sound of champeta, a blending of contemporary African styles like Congolese soukouss, Nigerian Afrobeat and South African
mbaqanga with Latin and Caribbean grooves. Champeta star Louis Towers performs in the bustling Basurto market, and producer Lucas Silva
guides Edgar on a tour of Cartagena's famous nightlife. Later, Charles King takes Edgar to hear the popular and extremely loud Rey de Rochas
sound system.

(CC) N/A #209H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Xerox Rochester International Jazz Festival
Marianne Trudel Trio + Special Guest Ingrid Jensen

Marianne Trudel is a multi-talented pianist, composer, improviser, and arranger. At once energetic and passionate, Marianne's music cross-cuts a
wide swath of musical interests. She has published six recordings as a leader all having garnered rave reviews. She has played in Canada,
United States, France, Spain, Germany, and Mexico. Ingrid Jensen has been hailed as one of the most gifted trumpeters of her generation. She
attended Berklee College of Music in Boston. Since graduating in 1989, her life has contained a whirlwind of musical activities. From her early
days playing in the subways of New York, to establishing herself as a leader and soloist in a wide array of musical genres, Ingrid has made her
mark. Her performances as a leader and as a featured soloist have taken her around the world from Canada to Japan, Australia, South America,
South Africa, and the Caribbean and to almost every country in Europe and Scandinavia.

(CC) N/A #801H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 World Dancesport Grandslam Series
Standard Series - Stuttgart, Germany

Over the past ten years, the victories at the GrandSlam Standard Stuttgart were divided up between one Danish, two Italian and two German
couples. Six wins went to the host country, three to Italy and one to Denmark. Simone Segatori and Annette Sudo of Germany were first last year,
claiming the second GrandSlam of their career and starting on a home-winning streak that has not stopped yet. Fellow Germans Benedetto
Ferruggia and Claudia Koehler had won Stuttgart non-stop between 2008 and 2012. But let's not pre-judge what will end up being a tight
competition between the Germans and the other favorites, including Hong Kong champions Dmitry Zharkov and Olga Kulikova of Russia, who
staged the first major upset against Segatori-Sudol for the year. Zharkov-Kulikova had breezed to victory in Moscow without the Germans
competing there.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Perfect Balance
A PERFECT BALANCE goes backstage for a revealing look inside the world of ballet. Through interviews, some of the world's greatest dancers
describe the commitment and discipline required for a life in professional ballet. Their stories provide a rarely seen glimpse into the lives of some
of today's most gifted and accomplished dancers and shed light on the creative process. The program, filmed over five years of Evening With the
Stars Gala Performances in Indianapolis, captures principal dancers from the American Ballet Theatre, Berlin Ballet, Joffrey Ballet, New York City
Ballet and San Francisco Ballet rehearsing and performing their signature works in a wide array of styles.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #462KCSM

08:00:00 Zula Patrol
The Things In Rings/How The Rust Was Won

After the Zula Patrol warns Deliria and Cloid about their factory rejects floating in space, the villainous duo decide to dump the junk into Saturn's
rings. When Wizzy and Wigg learn about the rings and the different types of natural debris that should make up the rings, they stumble upon
Deliria's debris and report it to the others. This is a job for The Zula Patrol! Becoming a cowpoke, Dark Truder rustles up an evil scheme that's
stripping Mars of its surface rust. He's raising rust-eating Nefarian Battle Cattle on Mars that he'll use to conquer the Universe. But hang on to
your Stetsons, buckaroos; here comes the Zula Patrol ridin' to the rescue!

(CC) N/A #201H(S)APTEX

08:30:00 1001 Nights
The Tale of the Mountain and the Valley/Three Tales of a Daydreaming Boy

"The Tale of the Mountain and The Valley" - A silly rumor spreads like wildfire through two communities, causing them to go to war with each
other. "Three Tales of a Daydreaming Boy" - A set of three shorts about two artists who compete for the same customers, a thirsty bird who
struggles to drink the water at the bottom of a bottle, and two kids who accidentally release a mischievous genie.

(CC) DVI #118H(S)NETA
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09:00:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Fat Blaster 1

(CC) N/A #120HACCES

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Knee Strengthening Workout

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at a beautiful chapel terrace in Riviera Maya, Mexico. Follow along with Miranda
as she takes you through a gentle sequence of standing and barre exercises aimed at strengthening the knees, relieving joint stiffness and
improving overall mobility.

(CC) DVI #1124H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Healthy Aging

A variety of unique exercises are introduced which are all designed to promote healthy aging.

(CC) N/A #1202H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Sewing with Nancy
Fashion Sewing: Plain to Fabulous, Part 1

Make a sewing statement, starting with a basic pattern, then "fill up" spaces-a yoke, a front panel, or cuffs, with embellishments or unique fabrics.
Learn how these fabric accents can create flattering illusions of a slimmer shape while learning creative sewing techniques such as discharge
fabric dying and carefree threadwork. Guest Lorraine Torrence joins Nancy.

(CC) N/A #3023H(S)NETA

11:00:00 Knit and Crochet Now!
Dolly Long Legs

Lena Skvagerson and Robyn Chachula are going to show how to knit and crochet versions of our Dolly Long Legs...which we have named
"Deborah Dolls" in honor of new host Deborah Norville. These are sure to be the special doll that gets dragged everywhere. Ellen is in the stitch
corner showing how to crochet the Fishbone Stitch.

(CC) DVI #706H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Shooting Stars

A traditional, 8-pointed star design by Debra Finan is the featured quilt on this episode. Its scrappy look is ideal for fat quarter or 2-1/2" strip
collections. Debra and host Sara Gallegos even show you how to re-size the quilt block into larger and smaller versions.

(CC) N/A #3006H(S)NETA

12:00:00 Democracy Now! (CC) N/A #7110H(S)KNME

13:00:00 Ellie's Real Good Food
Spring Break with No Regrets

Ellie shows us how to transform a vacation from an unhealthy free-for-all into an opportunity to find new flavors you can use to bring your good
times home. Recipes: Caribbean chickpea curry wraps, Jerk pork loin with mango cucumber salsa, Grilled pineapple with coconut whip.

(CC) N/A #113H(S)APTEX

13:30:00 Cooking with Nick Stellino
Favorites with a Twist

Crab Cakes with Spicy Tequila, Corn & Salsa; Sausage Meatballs with Tomato Sauce; Halibut & Fresh Mediterranean Salsa.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Taste of Louisiana with Chef John Folse & Company: Hooks, Lies & Alibis
Garfish/Caviar - Bayou Dularge, La

In this episode, John travel to south Louisiana and visits the Houma Native American Nation, and learns about the Houma's fishing culture and
techniques for making alligator gar tasso. John is then joined by Rick Tramanto from Cafe Revolution and cooks coushatta garfish stew. John
Burke from Cajun Caviar tells John how caviar is farmed using local fish, and Rick Tramanto creates a caviar staircase to show off this tasty treat.
And everyone salutes the end of the day with the perfect salty dog.

(CC) N/A #1310H(S)APTEX

14:30:00 Jacques Pepin: Heart & Soul
Julia Remembered

Jacques takes a stroll down memory lane as he lovingly prepares dishes once enjoyed with his dear cooking companion Julia Child. Jacques'
retrospective menu begins with a shucking lesson, the first steps towards an oyster chowder with potatoes, spinach and corn. Jacques then
recreates Julia's classic South of France eggplant-tomato gratin, a dish with layers of rustic flavors. He recalls going head-to-head with Julia for a
winning hamburger royale using fresh ground beef and all the fixin's.

(CC) N/A #113H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Beads, Baubles and Jewels
Boho Chic Made Easy

Tassels add movement, color and style. Blogger and designer Molly Schaller adds Boho style to her designs with tassels she makes from fibers
and leather. In Katie's Beading Lesson, Candie Cooper creates chunky designs using marbleized wood beads that teens and tweens love.

(CC) N/A #2408H(S)NETA
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15:30:00 Katie Brown Workshop
Seashells

Create mouthwatering dishes from the sea. Katie ventures into new waters with roasted shellfish, a tangy swordfish dish and an easy-to-make
watermelon salad. Projects: seashell art and sand pots.

(CC) DVI #410(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Biz Kid$
Understanding Your Paycheck

What's on your stub, bub? The Biz Kids use a modern American pay stub to explore various social movements of the last century. From unions to
social security and from workman's compensation to the 401(k) plans of today-it's all there on the stub. Plus, you'll meet entrepreneurs and
explore how they started their businesses.

(CC) DVI #125H(S)APTEX

16:30:00 Hands On Crafts for Kids
Fins, Feathers and Fur

Let's get creative with inspiration from the forest, sea and sky. Jenny Barnett-Rohrs and Katie Hacker make a friendly hedgehog then Katie
creates a wiggly fish. Franz Spohn scratches off paint to make colorful animal images and Jenny makes a gelatin print Valentine's Day card.

(CC) DVI #1801H(S)NETA

17:00:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden Home
No Passport Necessary

You don't have to leave home to relax and take a break from life. P. Allen Smith will show you how to incorporate the vacation style and mindset
into your everyday.

(CC) DVI #1606H(S)APTEX

17:30:00 Growing A Greener World
Getting Your Landscape In Shape with a Personal Garden Coach

Just as athletes have trainers, gardeners can have personal coaches to help us confidently achieve the landscape of our dreams. In this episode,
we accompany a Seattle based garden coach to learn how she and others in her profession guide, teach and empower us to be better gardeners
on any skill level. We also visit with another horticulturalist for some practical design tips we can all us in our own home garden and landscape.

(CC) N/A #724H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 DW News (CC) N/A #14260H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1351H(S)WNVT

19:00:00 NHK Newsline (CC) N/A #8195(S)APTEX

19:30:00 Global 3000 (CC) N/A #950H(S)WNVC

20:00:00 Song of the Mountains
John Cowan with Darin & Brooke Aldridge

(CC) N/A #1222H(S)NETA

21:00:00 Woodsongs
Victor Wainwright & The Train and Birds of Chicago

VICTOR WAINWRIGHT & THE TRAIN features the high-octane boogie piano and big soul sounds of vocalist and blues man Victor Wainwright,
backed by one of the tightest smokin' bands on the scene. Victor's star is definitely on the rise, having won the coveted BB KING Entertainer of
the Year in 2016 at Blues Music Award as well as "Pinetop Perkins Piano Player of the Year" in both 2013 and 2014. Victor's latest record is
poised to ignite blues/roots fans with a sound that's infectious and impossible to ignore. BIRDS OF CHICAGO is a collective built around husband
and wife duo JT Nero (Chicago, IL) and Allison Russell (Montreal, QC). Since forming in 2012, they've toured internationally 10+ months of the
year. Their brand of rock and roll poetry can be a little hard to categorize, for people that insist on categorizing... their voices are undoubtedly the
centerpiece - Nero's fractured country soul croon is wrapped in Russell's silver and gold tones for a harmony blend that is like nothing else in
music today. 'Real Midnight' is the band's poignant new Joe Henry produced album. WoodSongs Kid: Mikaya Taylor is talented bluegrass singer
from Lawrenceburg, Kentucky. This 12 year old is being called "Kentucky's Singing Angel."

(CC) N/A #2013H(S)NETA

22:00:00 Film School Shorts
Crossed Stars

It's love at first sight in the midst of a dinosaur invasion in The Life and Death of Tommy Chaos and Stacey Danger. Together, they flee for a life
of adventure and romance - only to discover that even the brightest flames don't burn forever. Directed by Michael Lukk Litwak. In Googly Eyes,
Cooper Barnes stars as Gary, whose chronic earache stirs up memories of his childhood and unresolved baggage with his ex-girlfriend. Directed
by Simon Savelyev. Dance across an old Victorian mansion filled with whimsical animated characters in Fool of People. Directed by Jose
Rodriguez.

(CC) N/A #406H(S)NETA
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22:30:00 On Story
Complicated Relationships: A Conversation with Nancy Meyers

Short Film: Grand Opening From Private Benjamin to Something's Gotta Give, writer/director Nancy Meyers has created and championed some
of the most memorable complicated women characters on the screen. In this episode she shares her career path and stories of her collaborations
- with Goldie Hawn, Mel Gibson, and former husband and writing partner Charles Shyer.

(CC) N/A #710H(S)NETA

23:00:00 Science Goes to the Movies
Astrophysics and Cell Biology

Guests: Matt O'Dowd, Natasha Pavlova. Movie: A Wrinkle in Time. Did you know Madeline L'Engle's fiction predicted real scientific discoveries! A
look at the hard science in A Wrinkle in Time with Matt O'Dowd, a CUNY Astrophysicist and host of the very popular PBS series "Space Time"
and Natasha Pavlova, a Research Fellow at Thompson Laboratory for Cancer, Biology & Genetics at Memorial SloaKettering Cancer Center.

(CC) N/A #413H(S)EPS

23:30:00 Theater Talk (CC) N/A #1109H(S)EPS
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00:00:01 Euromaxx (CC) N/A #1351H(S)WNVT

00:30:00 Global 3000 (CC) N/A #950H(S)WNVC

01:00:00 Song of the Mountains
John Cowan with Darin & Brooke Aldridge

(CC) N/A #1222H(S)NETA

02:00:00 Woodsongs
Victor Wainwright & The Train and Birds of Chicago

VICTOR WAINWRIGHT & THE TRAIN features the high-octane boogie piano and big soul sounds of vocalist and blues man Victor Wainwright,
backed by one of the tightest smokin' bands on the scene. Victor's star is definitely on the rise, having won the coveted BB KING Entertainer of
the Year in 2016 at Blues Music Award as well as "Pinetop Perkins Piano Player of the Year" in both 2013 and 2014. Victor's latest record is
poised to ignite blues/roots fans with a sound that's infectious and impossible to ignore. BIRDS OF CHICAGO is a collective built around husband
and wife duo JT Nero (Chicago, IL) and Allison Russell (Montreal, QC). Since forming in 2012, they've toured internationally 10+ months of the
year. Their brand of rock and roll poetry can be a little hard to categorize, for people that insist on categorizing... their voices are undoubtedly the
centerpiece - Nero's fractured country soul croon is wrapped in Russell's silver and gold tones for a harmony blend that is like nothing else in
music today. 'Real Midnight' is the band's poignant new Joe Henry produced album. WoodSongs Kid: Mikaya Taylor is talented bluegrass singer
from Lawrenceburg, Kentucky. This 12 year old is being called "Kentucky's Singing Angel."

(CC) N/A #2013H(S)NETA

03:00:00 Film School Shorts
Crossed Stars

It's love at first sight in the midst of a dinosaur invasion in The Life and Death of Tommy Chaos and Stacey Danger. Together, they flee for a life
of adventure and romance - only to discover that even the brightest flames don't burn forever. Directed by Michael Lukk Litwak. In Googly Eyes,
Cooper Barnes stars as Gary, whose chronic earache stirs up memories of his childhood and unresolved baggage with his ex-girlfriend. Directed
by Simon Savelyev. Dance across an old Victorian mansion filled with whimsical animated characters in Fool of People. Directed by Jose
Rodriguez.

(CC) N/A #406H(S)NETA

03:30:00 On Story
Complicated Relationships: A Conversation with Nancy Meyers

Short Film: Grand Opening From Private Benjamin to Something's Gotta Give, writer/director Nancy Meyers has created and championed some
of the most memorable complicated women characters on the screen. In this episode she shares her career path and stories of her collaborations
- with Goldie Hawn, Mel Gibson, and former husband and writing partner Charles Shyer.

(CC) N/A #710H(S)NETA

04:00:00 Science Goes to the Movies
Astrophysics and Cell Biology

Guests: Matt O'Dowd, Natasha Pavlova. Movie: A Wrinkle in Time. Did you know Madeline L'Engle's fiction predicted real scientific discoveries! A
look at the hard science in A Wrinkle in Time with Matt O'Dowd, a CUNY Astrophysicist and host of the very popular PBS series "Space Time"
and Natasha Pavlova, a Research Fellow at Thompson Laboratory for Cancer, Biology & Genetics at Memorial SloaKettering Cancer Center.

(CC) N/A #413H(S)EPS

04:30:00 Theater Talk (CC) N/A #1109H(S)EPS

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #463KCSM

08:00:00 Beauty of Oil Painting with Gary and Kathwren Jenkins
Impressionistic Landscape

Gary paints a somewhat impressionistic painting inspired by his home in Sedona, Arizona. Sedona is located in a landscape of mainly red
mountains and hills. For this scene on canvas, Gary employs purple and blue tones and creates a highlighting effect using the reflection from the
earth, trees and plants.

(CC) N/A #524H(S)APTEX

08:30:00 Painting with Wilson Bickford
Deep Sea Ballet

Wilson takes a 'deep sea journey' with two whales as seen from the ocean floor. Depth perception is key in painting the ocean under water.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)NETA

09:00:00 Landscapes Through Time with David Dunlop
James Abbott Mcneill Whistler's Venice

David travels to two iconic Venetian locations that inspired provocative artist James Abbott McNeill Whistler (1834-1903) during his transformative
trip in 1879-1880. Whistler's pastels, along with his etchings, brought him increased fame when he returned to London. David demonstrates a
pastel drawing using Whistler's techniques and color palette while standing on the Giudecca overlooking the broad panorama of Venice. He then
visits the famous Piazza San Marco and completes a quick oil sketch in the twilight, fading rapidly into night.

(CC) DVI #205H(S)NETA
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09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Spine Strengthening & Pain-Relief Workout

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at a lovely spa pool in Riviera Maya, Mexico. Miranda will take you through an
entry-level, standing and barre workout that will provide you with a deep stretch to help relieve any tension and pain in your muscles and joints
and rebalance your entire body.

(CC) DVI #1125H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Exercise Is Fun

Mary Ann focuses on fun and functional exercises set to some of her favorite music.

(CC) N/A #1203H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Functional Fitness with Suzanne Andrews
Couples Workout with the Ball

(CC) N/A #124HACCES

11:00:00 Delicious TV's Vegan Mashup
Budget Friendly Bonanza

Who knew budget-friendly vegan feasting would be easy, fun and scrumptious. Toni Fiore is making a delicious and dreamy Veggie One Pot
utilizing frozen veggies over her Savory Roasted Potatoes. Miyoko Schinner creates a family style spread for roll your own sushi. And Toni joins
Miyoko as a fan for the day.

(CC) DVI #304H(S)NETA

11:30:00 Mexico -- One Plate at a Time with Rick Bayless
Cooking Like A Local

Hartwood, one of Mexico's most in-demand restaurants, sits nestled between the crystalline beaches and dense jungle in Tulum. Here, chef Eric
Werner explains the fascinating farm-to-table supply chain that brings ingredients into Hartwood's unique live-fire kitchen. The rustic simplicity
inspires Rick to shop for produce and chiles in Playa del Carmen's laid-back markets. Back in the funky kitchen of a Playa condo rental, Rick
prepares poblanos rellenos with tatume squash and longaniza sausage, a beautiful grilled fish with avocado salsa and coconut bread pudding for
dessert.

(CC) N/A #1105H(S)APTEX

12:00:00 Lidia's Kitchen
Agrodolce

Sweet and sour is a classic combination of flavors that can be found in almost every cuisine around the world, and in Italy it's called agrodolce
and produces delicious, balanced dishes of savory and sweet. Lidia demonstrates a marinated winter squash: fried and soaked in a sweet and
tangy marinade made from vinegar, garlic and sugar; swordfish in sweet and sour sauce, showcasing a perfect balance between sweetness and
acidity in each bite; sesame candy: a flavor packed sesame candy with citrus zest.

(CC) N/A #413H(S)APTEX

12:30:00 Moveable Feast with Fine Cooking
Charleston, South Carolina - Mike Lata and Jason Stanhope

This week on Moveable Feast with Fine Cooking, Pete explores the culinary wonders of Charleston, South Carolina and heads towards the
shore. Chefs Mike Lata and Jason Stanhope join the team as they venture into the water for shrimp and calamari and other seafood delicacies
that make for a mouth-watering dinner. With charcoal oysters as an appetizer and Lata's fish stew served over Stanhope's rice and vegetables
dish, this meal will be one for the books on Moveable Feast with Fine Cooking.

(CC) N/A #403H(S)APTEX

13:00:00 Travels with Darley
Maryland's Eastern Shore

Darley Newman leads viewers on an epic family road trip along Maryland's Eastern Shore, showcasing accessible adventures for multiple
generations traveling together, including young children. Destinations include Assateague Island National Seashore to view wild horses, a rural
farm that makes ice cream from cow to cone, Ocean City, Berlin, St Michaels and stunning beaches.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Weekends with Yankee
Land and Water

New England's earliest villages and towns rose up along its ancient waterways. On today's episode of Weekends with Yankee, we visit the
region's rivers, lakes, and coastal vineyards. We start in Providence, Rhode Island, where the amazing Waterfire festival illuminates the city with
a light show like you've never seen before. Then it's off to New Hampshire and the serenity of Squam Lake, where we're in search of the
magnificent loon. Rounding things out is a visit to the Farm Coast for a taste of award-winning wines from Westport River Winery in
Massachusetts.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)APTEX

14:00:00 Rick Steves' Europe
North Wales: Feisty and Poetic

From towering Mount Snowdon, to evocative medieval castles, to sweeping Victorian promenades, North Wales is a poem written in landscape.
We'll climb a mountain aboard a steam train, learn some Welsh, follow a miner deep into a slate mine, herd sheep with a very clever dog, and
work in a pop pilgrimage to the Beatles' Liverpool.

(CC) N/A #402H(S)APTEX
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14:30:00 Born to Explore with Richard Wiese
South Africa: Amazing Encounters

Richard Wiese explores the wildest part of South Africa's fabled Kruger National Park where he encounters elephants, lions and giraffes. He finds
out how local communities are banding together to fight poaching and create a new economy based on ecotourism. And he visits a Makuleke
village to learn how this proud tribe has helped transform this region into a flourishing wildlife reserve.

(CC) N/A #116H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Garden Smart
We gardeners take for granted many of the conveniences of modern-day gardening. And we should. But there are valuable things we can learn
from past gardening practices. GardenSMART visits a garden that takes us back in time. We think you'll enjoy. Be sure to tune in.

(CC) N/A #4603H(S)NETA

15:30:00 P. Allen Smith's Garden to Table
There's More Than Meets The Arc

Allen is in St. Louis, Missouri where he visits Schlayfly Bottleworks, a local brewery and restaurant that grows and serves fresh vegetables from
their garden. Also in St. Louis, the chef at Five Bistro shares a special recipe and Allen makes the famous gooey butter cake, a little far-fetched
from homegrown BUT, a true St. Louis experience.

(CC) DVI #302H(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Drexel Interview
James Giordano

James Giordano, a researcher and professor at Georgetown University, is a leader in the fields of science, neuroethics, and neurotechnology.
Host Paula Marantz Cohen examines Giordano's work in this growing field of study, discussing his role as advisor to the Joint Chiefs of Staff at
the Pentagon under the Obama administration; his contribution to the blockbuster film Limitless; the reciprocity of art and science; and the
provocative, controversial future of neuroethics, including developments in neurolaw and the military's weaponization of brain science.

(CC) N/A #606HNETA

16:30:00 Overheard with Evan Smith
Richard Linklater, Director/Writer

Richard Linklater is a director and writer. He is best known for his films Dazed and Confused, Boyhood, Slacker and Everybody Wants Some.
Linklater is the Artistic Director and founder of the Austin Film Society. He has won a Golden Globe, Critics' Choice Movie Awards and BAFTAs
for Best Director and Best Picture. Linklater currently lives and works in Austin, Texas.

(CC) N/A #812H(S)NETA

17:00:00 Pen TV Program TBA
Place Holder for TBA Program

(N) N/A #0H(S)

17:30:00 Craftsman's Legacy
The Medieval Armormaker

James Gillaspie has been making medieval/Renaissance armor for over 20 years. Host Eric Gorges plays to his base as a fellow metal shaper.
James and Eric do a little jousting and a lot of shop-talk!

(CC) N/A #209H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 Focus On Europe (CC) N/A #3551H(S)WNVC

18:30:00 The Open Mind
Monuments and Identity Politics

Guest: Vann Newkirk. Vann Newkirk, correspondent for The Atlantic, talks about culture wars ensnaring the memorialization of American history.

(CC) N/A #3822HNETA

19:00:00 Closer to Truth
Science and the Future of Humanity

Humankind has learned so much, so fast. What are the risks of scientific knowledge? Look to the future. Artificial intelligence. Genetic
engineering. Benefits? Dangers?

(CC) N/A #1713H(S)EPS

19:30:00 American Forum (CC) N/A #315H(S)NETA

20:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
The Weight Band

The musical legacy of Rock and Roll Hall of Fame rock roots group The Band is carried on by The Weight Band with original The Band member
Jim Weider and Band close friends Brian Mitchell of the Levon Helm Band and keyboardist Marty Grebb, along with Albert Rogers, and Michael
Bram of the Jason Mraz band. With exceptional musicianship, The Weight Band performs songs that keep alive the music that defined an era,
playing The Band's biggest hits including "Up on Cripple Creek," "Rag Mama Rag," "The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down" and their namesake
song "The Weight." They premiere the gutsy "Never Too Old" a Band demo that they have finished and recorded.

(CC) N/A #602H(S)APTEX
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21:00:00 Front and Center
Cma Songwriter Series with Jennifer Nettles

Three time Grammy Award winner and six time CMA Award winner Jennifer Nettles is known as one of country music's powerhouse vocalists.
Her debut solo album, That Girl, hit #1 on the Billboard Country Chart and #5 on the Billboard Top 200. Her second album, Playing with Fire,
released May 2016 reached #2 on the Billboard Country Chart and #10 on The Billboard Top 200. Grammy Award nominated singer/songwriter
Brandy Clark and singer/songwriter Amos Lee join Jennifer Nettles on stage to sing some of their greatest hits including "Love Can Go to Hell,"
"Unlove You," and "Drunk in Heels."

(CC) N/A #709H(S)APTEX

22:00:00 Globe Trekker
Food Hour: Provence, France

Culinary writer Rosie Lovell explores the South of France's famous Cote D'Azur and encounters a typically rustic cuisine far removed from the
haughtiness of renowned French cooking - the ubiquitous (and largely unaffordable) foie gras and truffles noir! Instead, Rosie discovers that the
colloquial cuisine is shaped not just by the seasons but also by a wide-ranging climate, soil and geology. This is a remarkable region blessed with
sun, sea, mountains, flowing rivers and lush plateau - offering up the most eclectic and fantastic produce served fresh on the plate. Bon appetit!

(CC) N/A #1605H(S)APTEX

23:00:00 Arts In Context
Plastic Planet

Artist Calder Kamin always loved sculpting animals but it wasn't until she started using plastic bags that her medium matched her message.
Extended: The Plastic Planet project is a series of animal sculptures made entirely out of plastic bags and recycled materials, representing how
synthetic compounds are quickly replacing all things organic. Artist Calder Kamin always loved sculpting animals but it wasn't until she started
using plastic bags that her medium matched her message. From the San Antonio Zoo to SXSW Eco, Kamin finds fellow nature lovers everywhere
and uses them to inspire her work. Plastic Planet highlights the sometimes symbiotic, sometimes antagonistic relationship between nature and
humanity - all while making a positive impact on the environment.

(CC) N/A #803H(S)NETA

23:30:00 Articulate with Jim Cotter
Scents and Sensibility

Conducting opera may well be the hardest job in classical music. The quietly spoken Fabio Luisi does it all with grace and aplomb. Found in
Translation - Scholarly translations are a constant battle between literal accuracy and literary interpretation. Elizabeth Streb: Dancing with Danger
- It's rare for an artist to disavow her own genre but Elizabeth Streb may well be the most fervently anti-dance choreographer you've ever met.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX
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00:00:01 Closer to Truth
Science and the Future of Humanity

Humankind has learned so much, so fast. What are the risks of scientific knowledge? Look to the future. Artificial intelligence. Genetic
engineering. Benefits? Dangers?

(CC) N/A #1713H(S)EPS

00:30:00 American Forum (CC) N/A #315H(S)NETA

01:00:00 Infinity Hall Live
The Weight Band

The musical legacy of Rock and Roll Hall of Fame rock roots group The Band is carried on by The Weight Band with original The Band member
Jim Weider and Band close friends Brian Mitchell of the Levon Helm Band and keyboardist Marty Grebb, along with Albert Rogers, and Michael
Bram of the Jason Mraz band. With exceptional musicianship, The Weight Band performs songs that keep alive the music that defined an era,
playing The Band's biggest hits including "Up on Cripple Creek," "Rag Mama Rag," "The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down" and their namesake
song "The Weight." They premiere the gutsy "Never Too Old" a Band demo that they have finished and recorded.

(CC) N/A #602H(S)APTEX

02:00:00 Front and Center
Cma Songwriter Series with Jennifer Nettles

Three time Grammy Award winner and six time CMA Award winner Jennifer Nettles is known as one of country music's powerhouse vocalists.
Her debut solo album, That Girl, hit #1 on the Billboard Country Chart and #5 on the Billboard Top 200. Her second album, Playing with Fire,
released May 2016 reached #2 on the Billboard Country Chart and #10 on The Billboard Top 200. Grammy Award nominated singer/songwriter
Brandy Clark and singer/songwriter Amos Lee join Jennifer Nettles on stage to sing some of their greatest hits including "Love Can Go to Hell,"
"Unlove You," and "Drunk in Heels."

(CC) N/A #709H(S)APTEX

03:00:00 Globe Trekker
Food Hour: Provence, France

Culinary writer Rosie Lovell explores the South of France's famous Cote D'Azur and encounters a typically rustic cuisine far removed from the
haughtiness of renowned French cooking - the ubiquitous (and largely unaffordable) foie gras and truffles noir! Instead, Rosie discovers that the
colloquial cuisine is shaped not just by the seasons but also by a wide-ranging climate, soil and geology. This is a remarkable region blessed with
sun, sea, mountains, flowing rivers and lush plateau - offering up the most eclectic and fantastic produce served fresh on the plate. Bon appetit!

(CC) N/A #1605H(S)APTEX

04:00:00 Arts In Context
Plastic Planet

Artist Calder Kamin always loved sculpting animals but it wasn't until she started using plastic bags that her medium matched her message.
Extended: The Plastic Planet project is a series of animal sculptures made entirely out of plastic bags and recycled materials, representing how
synthetic compounds are quickly replacing all things organic. Artist Calder Kamin always loved sculpting animals but it wasn't until she started
using plastic bags that her medium matched her message. From the San Antonio Zoo to SXSW Eco, Kamin finds fellow nature lovers everywhere
and uses them to inspire her work. Plastic Planet highlights the sometimes symbiotic, sometimes antagonistic relationship between nature and
humanity - all while making a positive impact on the environment.

(CC) N/A #803H(S)NETA

04:30:00 Articulate with Jim Cotter
Scents and Sensibility

Conducting opera may well be the hardest job in classical music. The quietly spoken Fabio Luisi does it all with grace and aplomb. Found in
Translation - Scholarly translations are a constant battle between literal accuracy and literary interpretation. Elizabeth Streb: Dancing with Danger
- It's rare for an artist to disavow her own genre but Elizabeth Streb may well be the most fervently anti-dance choreographer you've ever met.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

05:00:00 Morning Cup of Jazz (N) N/A #464KCSM

08:00:00 Painting and Travel with Roger & Sarah Bansemer
1931 Cord

Roger and Sarah Bansemer visit the Auburn, Cord, Duesenburg Museum in Auburn, Indiana. Sarah takes you on a private tour through the
automobile collection as Roger paints a fabulous 1931 Cord.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)NETA

08:30:00 Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Hawaii's Finest Hour, Part 2

In this session, Jerry first shows how to make the sunset much brighter. Then shows how to paint in the sunglow and sunrays. Then finishes the
clouds and adds the silver linings. Then he shows how to add the shadowed areas of the water. Now he shows how to paint in the sun highlights
of the water. He then finishes by showing how to apply the next layer of value on the sand.

(CC) N/A #2306H(S)NETA
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09:00:00 Wyland's Art Studio
California Coast Dolphins

Art Lesson: Color contrast. Find out how color contrast adds drama to a painting. There are many ways to depict contrast in painting by placing or
arranging different objects, colors, shades, or textures against each other. The human eye loves contrast. Artists may use contrast of hue, which
is simply a color that has not been diluted. Contrast of value is the range of lightness versus darkness of certain colors. Occasionally, in oil
painting, artists will paint entirely in shades of grey. This is the oil equivalent of a tonal drawing. A strong tonal drawing almost always leads to a
strong painting. Artists such as Degas understood the effectiveness of color contrast. Wyland explores contrasting shades to create a vivid
painting of dolphins off the California coast.

(CC) N/A #607HAPTEX

09:30:00 Classical Stretch: By Essentrics
Hips & Hamstring Workout

In this episode of Classical Stretch, join Miranda Esmonde-White at the calming and peaceful Kantun-Chi eco-park in Mexico. This all-barre
workout will help you strengthen and stretch all 650 muscles in your body and release any joint tension or pain you may be feeling in your hips
and hamstrings.

(CC) DVI #1126H(S)APTEX

10:00:00 Sit and Be Fit
Strength Coordination

This episode features a potpourri of movements to enhance strength and coordination.

(CC) N/A #1204H(S)NETA

10:30:00 Power Yoga: Mind and Body
Core - Abs/Back - Version Three

With Bridge, Navasana with Variations, Lotus.

(CC) N/A #127(S)APTEX

11:00:00 Neven Maguire: Home Chef
Neven meets Derry Clarke, owner of Michelin-starred L'Ecrivain, for a masterclass in assiette of Irish beef. Afterwards, Neven cooks duck confit
with crispy fried vegetables and prepares his famous raspberry plate.

(CC) N/A #109H(S)APTEX

11:30:00 New Orleans Cooking with Kevin Belton
Soul Food

Fried chicken, stuffed green bell peppers, sweet potato pie.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

12:00:00 Ciao Italia
Eat Beans! - Mangare Fagioli!

Mary Ann travels to Florence, Italy to cook classic Tuscan bean dishes with good friend, Iris Lodovici. After creating a hearty pasta and bean dish
plus Beans in a Pot, Mary Ann goes nella cucina for two more recipes featuring creamy-white cannellini beans; one a crostini topping made with
escarole, the other a hearty Soup of the Lombards to replace winter's chill with warming memories of Florence.

(CC) N/A #2511H(S)NETA

12:30:00 Mike Colameco's Real Food
Peru Part 2

Part 2 of the Peru show.

(CC) N/A #1419H(S)NETA

13:00:00 Journeys In India
Central India: Land of Pilgrimages

Two of the most sacred places in India are featured in this fascinating episode. Bill first burst the myths surrounding the legendary Khajuraho and
its intricately carved temples before heading to the Holy City of Varanasi. Varanasi, the Jerusalem or Mecca for Hindus with its deep connection
to the Ganges River, is explored with an insider's perspective.

(CC) N/A #206H(S)NETA

13:30:00 Travel Detective with Peter Greenberg
Cruise Ship Ghosts

Think you're sailing on a brand new cruise ship? Think again! That ship may have sailed under different names, or different companies, for
decades. CBS News Travel Editor Peter Greenberg looks at the notorious past lives of some cruise ships. Plus, discover the hidden gems of
Beijing and explore how ancient China is evolving in modern times. And, when an airline switches your seat on you, we'll tell you how to fight
back!

(CC) DVI #301H(S)NETA

14:00:00 Wild Photo Adventures
Rocky Mountain Elk

Host and professional wildlife photographer Doug Gardner and nature photographer Michael Mauro hike the breath-taking Rocky Mountains in
search of rutting Elk to photograph.

(CC) DVI #209H(S)NETA
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14:30:00 Destination Craft with Jim West
Canada

Jim West ravels to Vancouver, Canada where master artisans teach totem pole carving, painting on canvas, traditional soapstone carving, and
how to prepare the perfect Canadian salmon with a master chef. Jim creates a traditional native Indian drum, crafts the perfect maple syrup
candy, and is tattooed for the first time.

(CC) N/A #109H(S)APTEX

15:00:00 Woodsmith Shop
Craftsmanship On Display

In Details of Craftsmanship, the editors of Woodsmith magazine provide the shop-tested techniques for building a rock-solid drawer using the
table saw.

(CC) N/A #909H(S)NETA

15:30:00 Rough Cut - Woodworking with Tommy Mac
Interior Stairs, Wall Frame, Pop Up Side Walls

This week on Rough Cut Woodworking with Tommy Mac, it's all about the interior of the shop - from the stairs, to the wall frame holding up the
roof. To help him with the layout and construction of the stairs, Tommy brings on old friend Gordon Arthur to break down what seems like a
complicated project into a few simple steps.

(CC) N/A #705H(S)APTEX

16:00:00 Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Garden Delight Gentle Yoga

Bask in the beauty of Mother Nature in our gentle seated practice as you enjoy easy to follow exercises to stretch the hands, wrists, shoulders,
upper back and legs. Each pose can be done gently, just simple stretches along with conscious and deep breathing are effective and powerful.

(CC) N/A #109H(S)NETA

16:30:00 Second Opinion
Preventive Cancer Screening

Patient Story: More than half a million people die of cancer each year in the U.S., so it's no wonder we want to do what we can to catch and treat
cancer early. For some cancers, we have preventive cancer screenings that are readily available. But who should be screened? Rose Arp has no
cancer history, but wants to know from the experts what screenings she should be getting as she turns 50 years old. Myth or Medicine: Will a
yearly mammogram cause breast or thyroid cancer? Second Opinion 5: Five greatest risk factors for cancer.

(CC) N/A #1209H(S)APTEX

17:00:00 Immense Possibilities
Story and Race

Seminars, rallies, academic papers, scholarly books, earnest roundtable discussions-none of them has taken us to deep and satisfying
understanding of our racial differences. Can storytelling? Our guests, including the co-author of Story Bridge, help us see how that old art form
can dissolve the fear and defensive blocks that get in our way.

(CC) N/A #608H(S)NETA

17:30:00 Well Read
Sherman Alexie / You Don't Have to Say You Love

Alexie shares raw, angry, funny, profane, tender memories of a childhood few can imagine-growing up dirt-poor on an Indian reservation, one of
four children raised by alcoholic parents. Throughout, a portrait emerges of his mother as a beautiful, mercurial, abusive, intelligent, complicated
woman. You Don't Have To Say You Love Me is a powerful account of a complicated relationship, an unflinching and unforgettable remembrance
from the critically acclaimed, bestselling National Book Award winner.

(CC) N/A #626H(S)APTEX

18:00:00 California's Gold
Fire Steamer

Huell travels to the 2002 National SPAAMFAA Winter Convention in San Bernardino. SPAAMFAA stands for "Society for the Preservation and
Appreciation of Antique Motor Fire Apparatus in America." This get together was a wonderful place to get glimpse of our state's fire- fighting
history. There were all kinds of apparatus from small hand pumpers to elaborate steam driven engines from the turn of the century.  The highlight
of the day was Dave Hubert's lovingly restored rig, the "Reno #1," which served the city of Reno, Nevada from 1902 to 1922. Dave pulled out all
the stops and did a "full steam" and a run behind special horses that are trained just for this purpose.

(CC) N/A #4006KCET

18:30:00 Joseph Rosendo's Travelscope
Peru - The Amazon and Beyond

Join Joseph as he ships out on a Peruvian Amazon journey from the jungle town of Iquitos, Peru and makes his way through one of the world's
wonders. One-fifth of the world's water and oxygen are produced in the Amazon Rainforest and thousands of species of birds, fish, reptiles,
mammals and plants as well as hundreds of thousands of people thrive there. With all the pressures from logging and mining interests, it's also a
wonder that this natural world still exists. Joseph sets out on a discovery that includes daybreak bird watching, night safaris in search of caimans,
piranha fishing, canoeing the Amazon's tributaries, swimming with pink dolphins and close encounters with the "riverinos" - the people of the river.
In the hopes that eco-tourism can slow the flow of the region's demise, Joseph embarks on an adventure that is fast becoming extinct. A visit to
the Amazon is a reminder of from whence we've come, what we've lost and the need to protect and preserve what is left. Experiencing it is a thrill.

(CC) DVI #904H(S)APTEX
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19:00:00 Make48
The teams continue prototyping their products. Assisted by Tool Techs and Mentors and equipped with all types of tools from 3D printers, laser
cutters, computer driven routers, to hammer and nails, prototypes begin to take shape. Teams construct and test their prototypes and begin work
on all the pitch materials including product videos, sales sheets, marketing ideas and more.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

19:30:00 The Kamla Show Special
Shireen Santosham

(CC) N/A #139H(S)KAMLA

20:00:00 Black America
Economic and Racial Equality for Women and Girls with Dara Richardson-Heron

Carol Jenkins sits down with Dara Richardson-Heron, CEO of the YWCA USA to discuss racial and gender equality and the mission of the YWCA
to combat economic instability and violence against women and girls.

(CC) N/A #113H(S)EPS

20:30:00 Asian American Life
"Fresh Off The Boat" is a historic sitcom on ABC prime time television. Ernabel Demillo sits down with lead actor, Hudson Yang. Imagine an
opera based on the "Silence of the Lamb" serial killer Hannibal Lecter. Correspondent Paul Lin meets the composer of One World Symphony who
turns pop culture into performing arts. Correspondent Minnie Roh teams up with writers Greg Pak (Incredible Hulk) and Amy Chu (Wonder
Woman) to talk about the rise of Asian American writers and illustrators in the comic book and superhero industry.

(CC) N/A #213H(S)EPS

21:00:00 Christmas Invitation from Pacific Lutheran University
Pacific Lutheran University's annual holiday tradition rings in the season with a Christmas celebration featuring the world premiere of critically
acclaimed composer JAC Redford's, "A Christmas Invitation, " a three-movement work composed for the Choir of the West, University Chorale
and PLU's University Symphony Orchestra. The program will also feature a guest appearance by world-renowned Metropolitan Opera soprano
and PLU alumna Angela Meade, class of 2001. "

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

22:00:00 Nell Robinson & Jim Nunally Band: A Music Gone Public Special
Nell Robinson and Jim Nunally perform a set of catchy original tunes and timely country classics at the legendary Sierra Nevada Brewery concert
hall. Nunally (guitarist and lead vocal for David Grisman's Bluegrass Experience) Pete Grant (pedal steel, formerly with Jerry Garcia), and Jim
Kerwin (acoustic bass, formerly with both Grisman and Garcia) join jazz drummer Jon Arkin to add slick picking to the sweet harmonies provided
by the critically acclaimed Robinson and her co-headliner. The genre-busting material touches on bluegrass, classical, Americana, and country-
blues styles.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

23:00:00 J.D. Loudermilk Tribute Concert - A Music Gone Public Special
A Tribute to John D. Loudermilk contains more than two dozen Loudermilk tunes including "Tobacco Road, " "Abilene, " and "Then You Can Tell
Me Goodbye" performed by Emmylou Harris, Rosanne Cash, Ricky Skaggs, Rodney Crowell, Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver and more. The concert
was recorded live on March 24, 2016 during an evening at the Franklin Theater hosted by songwriter Peter Cooper. Although ill at the time,
Loudermilk was on hand to see the outpouring of love and respect during the tribute show, and sadly passed away in September 2016 at the age
of 82.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA


